A. Pledge of Allegiance
B. Moment of Silence
c.

Roll Call

D. Superintendent's Report- Update on current events and/or activities of the Department of Education
E. Executive Director's Report - Introduction to the agenda items and discussion and possible action:
1. Status of Board actions and legal matters
2. Staffing changes

F. Call to the Public
This is the time for the public to comment. Members of the Board may not discuss items that are not
specifically identified on the agenda. Therefore, pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.0l(H), action taken as a
result of public comment will be limited to directing staff to study the matter, responding to any
criticism, or scheduling the matter for further consideration and decision at a later date.

G. Consent Agenda - All items on this agenda will be considered by a single motion with no discussion,
unless requested otherwise by a board memb�r.
1. Consideration to approve the proposed Voluntary Surrender and Charter Termination Agreement
for Camino Montessori
2.

Consideration to approve a change in legal status for LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek.
a. Executive Summary
b. Amendment Request and Support Materials
c. Required Documentation

H. Charter Amendment - Discussion and possible action on the expansion amendment requests from

the following charter holders:
1. Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem - Grade Level Change and Enrollment Cap Increase
a. Executive Summary
b. Amendment Request and Support Materials
c. Required Documentation
2.

BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. (90841) - Enrollment Cap Increase
a. Executive Summary
b. Amendment Request and Support Materials
c. Financial Performance Response
d. Required Documentation
e. Associated Schools

3.

Heritage Academy, Inc. - New School, Grade Level Change and Enrollment Cap Increase
a. Executive Summary
b. Amendment Request and Support Materials
c. Required Documentation

December 10 and December 11, 2018

I.

Financial Performance Framework - Presentation, discussion and possible action on moving forward
with administrative rulemaking for implementing the financial performance framework proposed by
the Board's Financial Framework Subcommittee.

J.

Transparency Recommendations - Presentation, discussion and possible action on
recommendations to promote transparency.

K.

Compliance Matters - The Board will receive information to determine whether evidence exists that
the charter holders listed below are in breach of one or more provisions of their charter contract,
federal, state, or local laws regarding their failure to meet the timeframes established for the timely
submission of the annual financial audit in accordance with A.R.S. § 15-183(E)(6).
If the Board determines that a breach may have occurred, the Board may take action as it deems
appropriate or necessary under state law, which may include withholding up to 10% of the monthly
apportionment of state aid and requiring a corrective action plan pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-185(H).

First Year Late
1. Center for Creative Education, Inc.
2. Flagstaff Montessori, L.L.C.
3. Montessori Day Public Schools, Chartered
4. Park View School, Inc.
5. PLC Arts Academy at Scottsdale, Inc.
6. Vision Charter School, Inc.
L.

New Charter Applications - Discussion and possible action on the following application packages
and requests for a charter.

1. A+ Charter Schools
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
2. Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. ESP Additional Information
e. Interview Recording
3. Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. ESP Additional Information
e. Interview Recording
4. ARCHES Academy
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
December 10 and December 11, 2018

d.

Interview Recording

5. Arizona Online Academy, Inc.
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
6. Copper State Academy of Business and Design
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
7. Educational Models for Learning, Inc.
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
8. Integrated Education Foundation, Inc.
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
9. New Learning Ventures, Inc.
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
10. Phoenix International Academy
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. Interview Recording
11. Somerset Academy Arizona, Inc.
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
d. ESP Additional Information
e. Interview Recording
12. Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC
a. Executive Summary
b. Recommendation Report & Scoring Rubric
c. Application
December 10 and December 11, 2018

d. Arizona Online Instruction Application & Scoring Rubric
e. Interview Recording
M. Discussion and possible action regarding Legacy Education Group, et al. v. Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools (1 CA-CV 17-0023).
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.03{A)(3) and (4), the Board may vote to convene in executive session,
which will not be open to the public, for discussion or consultation for legal advice with the Board's
attorneys concerning this item or for discussion or consultation with the Board's attorneys in order
to consider its position and instruct its attorneys regarding the Board's position in pending or
contemplated litigation or in settlement discussions conducted in order to avoid or resolve litigation.
N. Summary of Current Events, Future Meeting Dates and Items for Future Agendas - The executive
director, presiding officer or a member of the Board may present a brief summary of current events
pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.02{K) and may discuss future meeting dates and direct staff to place
matters on a future agenda. The Board will not discuss or take action on any current event
summary.
o. Adjournment

December 10 and December 11, 2018
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On‐going Board Actions
Withholding
Charter Holder Name

Date of Board
Action

Violation

Desert Springs
Academy, Inc.
Friendly House, Inc.

11/13/18



11/13/18



Pointe Educational
Services

11/13/18



Failure to amend its charter to make
changes to its corporate board
Failure to timely submit fiscal year
2018 AFR
Failure to administer AIMS Science in
fiscal year 2018

Notes

Date Issue, If
Unresolved, Will
Come Back Before the
Board

The parties entered into a Settlement
Agreement under which Pointe
Educational Services must report
information to the Board regarding its
preparation for and administration of the
statewide assessments. The Agreement
also provided for the Board to submit a
request to ADE to withhold 10% of Pointe
Educational Services’ monthly
apportionment of state aid until the
Board receives verification from ADE that
Pointe has administered all State
standardized assessments for the 2018‐
2019 school year. Based on the
agreement’s execution date, the
withholding will begin with the January
2019 payment.
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Legal Matters
Case Number
and Parties

Date of
Initial Filing

CV2016‐051845
Legacy Education Group
et al vs. Arizona State
Board for Charter Schools

1 CA‐CV 17‐0023

Issue

Status

Complaint for
Declaratory
Judgment filed
March 22,
2016



Whether the Board’s
Performance Frameworks
must be promulgated as
rules under the
Administrative Procedures
Act

On November 14, 2016, the Superior Court granted the Board’s Motion to
Dismiss.

Notice of
Appeal filed
December 13,
2016



Whether the superior court
correctly determined that
the Administrative
Procedures Act does not
apply to the Performance
Frameworks adopted by
charter school sponsors
under A.R.S. § 15‐183(R)

The Court of Appeals vacated the Superior Court’s judgment dismissing the case
and remanded the case for further proceedings consistent with its May 8, 2018
decision. A telephonic status conference is set December 14, 2018.
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AGENDA ITEM: Surrender Agreement – Camino Montessori
Issue
Camino Montessori has submitted a Voluntary Surrender and Charter Termination Agreement
(“Surrender Agreement”).
Background
Camino Montessori operates a school with the same name serving grades K through 6. On September
27, 2018, the charter representative notified the Board that at its October 2, 2018 meeting Camino
Montessori’s governing board would consider closure of the school on October 5, 2018. On October 2,
2018, the governing board passed a motion to voluntarily surrender the charter. For fiscal year 2019,
Camino Montessori reported an estimated count of 66 students.
The Arizona Department of Education (“Department”) determined Camino Montessori had been
overpaid $5,279.48. Camino Montessori repaid the Department on November 19, 2018.
On October 12, 2018, the Board became the custodian of Camino Montessori’s student records.
A copy of the proposed terms of the Surrender Agreement is included in Appendix A.

December 10 and December 11, 2018 Board Meeting
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Appendix A

December 10 and December 11, 2018 Board Meeting
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VOLUNTARY SURRENDER AND CHARTER TERMINATION AGREEMENT
This Voluntary Surrender and Charter Termination Agreement (“Agreement”) is made
by and between Camino Montessori (“Charter Operator”), a nonprofit corporation organized
under the laws of the state of Arizona, and the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
(“Board”), collectively referred to herein as the “Parties”.
RECITALS
1.

The Charter Operator operates Camino Montessori (“the School”), a charter

school established pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-181 et seq.
2.

The School operates pursuant to a charter contract (“Charter”) executed on

January 11, 2013 between the Charter Operator and the Board.
3.

Judith Webster is the Charter Representative and person authorized to execute

documents on behalf of the Charter Operator.
4.

On September 27, 2018, the Charter Representative notified the Board that at its

October 2, 2018 meeting, the Charter Operator’s governing board would consider closure of the
School on October 5, 2018.
5.

As of October 1, 2018, the Charter Operator had received state equalization payments

totaling $126,633.26.
6.

For the 2018-2019 school year, the Charter Operator provided 42 days of instruction.

7.

On October 2, 2018, the Charter Operator’s Board of Directors passed a motion at a

public meeting to voluntarily surrender the Charter.
8.

On October 3, 2018, on behalf of the Charter Operator, Judith Webster signed a

Voluntary Surrender and Charter Termination Agreement in which she agreed that if the Arizona
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Department of Education (“Department”) determined that the Charter Operator had been overpaid,
the Charter Operator would repay the amount owed to the Department; the Charter Operator agreed
that its failure to repay the full amount identified by the Department within three days of receipt of
notice from the Department or to fully resolve the overpayment by October 24, 2018, whichever date
occurred later, would result in the Charter Operator being placed on a subsequent Board agenda for
consideration of a notice of intent to revoke the Charter Operator’s Charter.
9.

The Board’s acceptance of the Voluntary Surrender and Charter Termination

Agreement was conditioned upon the Charter Operator having fully satisfied the terms stated in
paragraph 8 of this Agreement.
10.

On November 6, 2018, the Department notified the Charter Operator of its

determination that the Charter Operator had been overpaid state equalization assistance for the 20182019 school year in the amount of $5,279.48.
11.

The Charter Operator failed to meet the terms stated in paragraph 8 of this

Agreement; the Department advised the Board that it received the Charter Operator’s repayment in
the amount of $5,279.48 on November 19, 2018.
AGREEMENT
The Parties agree as follows:
1.

The Charter Operator voluntarily tenders and surrenders the Charter to its sponsor,

the Board, with the intent to voluntarily terminate its Charter effective 11:59 p.m. on November 19,
2018.
2.

The Board accepts the surrender of the Charter for the operation of the School.

3.

The Charter between the Charter Operator and the Board for the operation of the

School is terminated effective 11:59 p.m. on November 19, 2018.
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4.

If the Board rejects this Agreement or any part of it, then this Agreement is null and

void, and not binding on the Charter Operator or the Board.
5.

The Charter Operator delivered a complete copy of each student’s educational record

to the student’s parent or legal guardian for each student enrolled in the School in the 2018-2019
school year.
6.

The Charter Operator delivered the School’s student records and a list of the records

to the Board. All student records shall be maintained in accordance with the Student Records
Retention Schedule provided by the Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records division of
the Arizona Secretary of State’s Office.
7.

The Charter Operator shall submit any outstanding grant reports and shall refund any

outstanding grant monies or allocation of education funds in the amount determined by the
Department in the manner directed by the Department.
8.

The Charter Operator authorizes the Department to update the School’s student level

data in the Arizona Education Data Standards (“AzEDS”) system for the purposes of facilitating
student enrollment upon closure of the School.
9.

The Charter Operator understands that it has the legal right to consult with an attorney

prior to entering into this Agreement.
10.

The Parties shall be responsible for their own attorneys’ fees and costs in this matter.
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AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Charter Holder Status Change in Legal Status
Amendment Request
Request

LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek (“Charter Holder”) has submitted a request to
change the legal status of LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek, a Not for Profit
corporation to Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek, a Not for Profit corporation. This change will be effective after
approval by the Board. The conversion documents include the Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws, Organizational
Chart, and filings with IRS.
See Appendix A: Amendment Request Materials and Support Materials.

Profile

The Charter Holder was granted a renewal charter in 2016.
The change from one non-profit corporation to a different non-profit corporation is due to board members of the
current charter holder, LEAD Charter Schools, Inc., primarily residing in Gilbert and Mesa. Transferring the charter
to a new corporation will allow more localized stakeholder involvement in the Queen Creek community and
“greater community and campus specific decisions, focus, and policies better serving the students and
community.” The corporation change will also provide “more opportunities to receive grants and funding not
available to larger charter systems.” In addition, the new corporation will have a Corporate Board and School
Governing Body that will be one and the same and will consist of five members. The school under the new charter
holder will continue to operate under the current name Leading Edge Academy Mountain View.

Governance
Current Governance of LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek

Corporate Board Members
Delmer Geesey
Rick Howard
Vicky Schildgen
Daniel Sleezer
Jeremiah Womack

School Governing Body Members
Delmer Geesey
Rick Howard
Vicky Schildgen
Daniel Sleezer
Jeremiah Womack

Type

Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization

Governance of Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek if Request is Approved

Corporate Board Members
Joey Bilbrey
Steve Butcher
Jessica Darley
Mark Leuning
Daniel Sleezer

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

School Governing Body Members
Joey Bilbrey
Steve Butcher
Jessica Darley
Mark Leuning
Daniel Sleezer

Type

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

School Profile

School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)

+FY

18 State Average Passing

Leading Edge Academy Mountain View
September 2005
Queen Creek
K–8
C
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
45%
53%
42%
45%
49%
31%
71%
59%
68%

Schools Associated with LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek
Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts

Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 2018 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)

LEAD Charter Schools
Leading Edge Academy Gilbert
Elementary
July 2002
Gilbert
K-6
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
50%
63%
56%
46%
60%
58%
81%
75%
62%

LEAD Charter Schools
Leading Edge Academy Gilbert Early
College
August 2005
Gilbert
7-12
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
45%
42%
46%
47%
64%
54%
52%
65%
74%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts

Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 2018 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)

LEAD Charter Schools
Leading Edge Academy at East Mesa
July 2007
Mesa
K-8
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
70%
58%
53%
62%
64%
54%
76%
57%
60%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter
contracts

Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 2018 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
+

FY 18 State Average Passing

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

Leading Edge Academy Maricopa
Leading Edge Academy Maricopa
August 2010
Maricopa
K-8
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
46%
45%
53%

LEAD Charter Schools
Leading Edge Academy Online
July 2012
Gilbert
6-12
NR
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
17%
27%
33%
6%
31%
16%
36%
39%
27%

Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)
+

49%
67%

50%
52%

49%
53%

FY 18 State Average Passing

Enrollment and Demographic Data

100th Day Average Daily Membership for FY 2015–FY 2018, and FY 2019 ADM as of November 28, 2018.

**Effective FY2018 Leading Edge Academy San Tan (6-8) closed and consolidated with Leading Edge Academy Mountain View (K-5) creating one

school, Leading Edge Academy Mountain View (K-8).

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

2016-2017 Subgroup Data-Leading Edge
Academy Mountain View
Free and Reduced Lunch
52%
English Language Learners
*
Special Education
16%
*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%, or
the group includes less than 10 students, the
percentage for that group is redacted.

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

2016-2017 Subgroup Data-Leading Edge
Academy San Tan
Free and Reduced Lunch
*
English Language Learners
*
Special Education
*
*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%, or
the group includes less than 10 students, the
percentage for that group is redacted.

APPENDIX A
AMENDMENT REQUEST MATERIALS
1. CHARTER HOLDER STATUS AMMENDMENT REQUEST
2. AMENDMENT DOCUMENTS

Charter Holder Status Amendment Request

Charter Holder Status Amendment Request
Charterholder Info
Charter Holder

Representative

Name:

Name:

LEAD Charter Schools dba
Leading Edge Academy Queen
Creek

Delmer Geesey

Phone Number:

CTDS:
07-81-01-000

Mailing Address:
633 E. Ray Road
Ste. 132
Gilbert, AZ 85296
View detailed info

Downloads
Download all files

Status Type
Type of status change
Change in legal status of the Charter Holder

Delmer Geesey
Daniel Sleezer
Jeremiah Womack
Vicky Schildgen
Rick Howard
New Officers, Directors, Members, or Partners
Mark Leuning

Jessica Darley

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21432[10/4/2018 1:49:41 PM]

Charter Holder Status Amendment Request

Daniel Sleezer
Email:

Resume
Joey Bilbrey

Resume
Steve Butcher
Email:

Resume
Remove Officers, Directors, Members, or Partners
Delmer Geesey
Jeremiah Womack
Vicky Schildgen
Rick Howard

Description of Changes
Change From:
Charter Holder LEAD Charter Schools Inc (an Arizona non-profit corporation - 501(c)3)
Change To:
Charter Holder Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek (an Arizona non-profit corporation - 501(c)3)
Will the charter contract be held by the entity of the receiving charter holder?*
(No Response)

Attachments
Board Minutes
Download File — LEAD Charter Schools Board Minutes approving the transfer of the Charter to Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek corporation.
Download File — Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek Board Minutes accepting the transfer of the LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek
Charter.

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21432[10/4/2018 1:49:41 PM]

Charter Holder Status Amendment Request
Narrative —

Download File

Copy of amendment to Articles of Incorporation filed with the Arizona Corporation Commission —

Download File

Provide information regarding any payment, benefit or consideration received or to be received by any party in the transition —
Additional Supporting Materials —

Download File

Additional Information*
No documents were uploaded.

Signature
Charter Representative Signature
Delmer Geesey 10/03/2018

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21432[10/4/2018 1:49:41 PM]

Download File

Charter Holder Status Amendment Request

Narrative
LEAD Charter Schools, Inc. is submitting a Charter Holder Status Amendment Request to
transfer the LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek Charter to a new
Charter Holder, Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek.
1. Provide the rationale for the request:
LEAD Charter Schools, Inc currently holds two Charters: LEAD Charter Schools and LEAD
Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek. Also, the Sole Member of the
LEAD Charter Corporation recently voted on and approved changing the corporate
structure to a Member Board for the LEAD Charter Schools corporation. This Board
Structure change also provided for the Corporate and Governing Boards to be the same
for the two Charters.
The LEAD Charter Board has recently approved relinquishing the Leading Edge Academy
Queen Creek Charter to a new Corporation (Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek). The
LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek Charter has one campus
in Queen Creek, AZ. Since most of the LEAD Charter Schools, Inc. Board Members reside
in Gilbert or Mesa it was decided that transferring the Charter to a new corporation will
allow for more localized stakeholder involvement for both Charters. This will allow for
greater community and campus specific decisions, focus, and policies better serving the
students and community. There is also some added liability protection that comes with
having separate corporations. Additionally, this reduces the possibility of board
decisions that may favor one Charter over the other. There is also the possibility that as
a smaller single site school there will be more opportunities to receive grants and
funding not available to larger Charter systems.

APPENDIX B
REQUIRED
DOCUMENTATION

LEAD Charter Corporate Board
(LEAD Charter and Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek Charter)

633 E. Ray Road, Ste 132, Gilbert, AZ 85296
MINUTES
September 20, 2018
All items on this Agenda were open for discussion and possible action, including reports and action items.
CALL TO ORDER: 1:00 PM
ROLL CALL: Delmer Geesey, Dan Sleezer, Jeremiah Womack, Vicky Schildgen, Rick Howard
PRESENT: Delmer Geesey, Jeremiah Womack, Vicky Schildgen, Rick Howard
ABSENT: Dan Sleezer
Also Present: Lori Anderson (Executive Director), Becki Krueger(Recorder)
It was noted that a quorum was present.
1. Minutes of the August 16, 2018, Board meeting were distributed. No edits were made after
distribution and review by the Board.
Vicky Schildgen moved to approve the August 16, 2018 meeting minutes as presented.
Rick Howard seconded. Delmer Geesey, Jeremiah Womack, Vicky Schildgen and Rick
Howard all voted in favor of the Motion. Motion carried 4-0.
2. Discussion and possible action on transferring the LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek Charter Contract to Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek corporation: Lori
Anderson led the discussion concerning the transfer of the Charter. LEAD Charter Schools, Inc
currently holds two Charters: LEAD Charter Schools and LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek. Also, the Sole Member of the LEAD Charter Corporation recently voted on
and approved changing the corporate structure to a Member Board for the LEAD Charter Schools
corporation. This Board Structure change also provided for the Corporate and Governing Boards to
be the same for the two Charters.
It was noted that transferring the Charter to a new corporation will allow for more localized
stakeholder involvement for both Charters. This will allow for greater community and campus specific
decisions, focus, and policies better serving the students and community. There is also some added
liability protection that comes with having separate corporations and entities for the Charters.
Additionally, this reduces the possibility of board decisions that may favor one Charter over the other.
There is also the possibility that as a smaller single site school there will be more opportunities to
receive grants and funding not available to larger Charter systems.
Delmer Geesey motioned to approve the Transfer of the LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek Charter to the Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek corporation, effective
immediately. Vicky Schildgen seconded. Delmer Geesey, Jeremiah Womack, Rick Howard, and
Vicky Schildgen all voted in favor of the motion. Motion carried 4-0
Call to Public: No public was present
Next Meeting Date: October 3, 2018 at 3:30 PM
Adjournment
There being no further business, Delmer Geesey, adjourned the meeting at 1:06 pm.

Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek
633 E. Ray Road, Ste 132, Gilbert, AZ 85296
MINUTES
September 20, 2018
All items on this Agenda were open for discussion and possible action, including reports and action items.
CALL TO ORDER: 1:33 PM
ROLL CALL: Mark Leuning, Dan Sleezer, Steve Butcher, Joe Bilbrey, Jessica Darley
PRESENT: Mark Leuning, Dan Sleezer, Steve Butcher, Joe Bilbrey
ABSENT: Jessica Darley
Also Present: Lori Anderson (Presenter), Becki Krueger (Recorder)
It was noted that a quorum was present.
1. Election of Corporate Officers: This item was tabled until the next meeting in order to give the Board
more time to interview potential officers (Vice President, Treasurer, etc).
2. Discussion and possible action on accepting the transfer of LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek Charter to Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek corporation from LEAD
Charter Schools, Inc. : Lori Anderson led the discussion concerning the transfer of the Charter. LEAD
Charter Schools, Inc. recently agreed to transfer the Charter to this corporation. The Sole Member of
the LEAD Charter Corporation (Arizona Charter Solutions) recently voted on and approved changing
the corporate structure to a Member Board for the LEAD Charter Schools corporation. This Board
Structure change also provided for the Corporate and Governing Boards to be the same for the two
Charters until the transfer of one of the Charter. LEAD Charter Schools rationale for transferring the
Charter was discussed. Transferring the Charter to a new corporation will allow for more localized
stakeholder involvement for both Charters. This will allow for greater community and campus specific
decisions, focus, and policies better serving the students and community. There is also some added
liability protection that comes with having separate corporations and entities for the Charters.
Additionally, this reduces the possibility of board decisions that may favor one Charter over the other.
There is also the possibility that as a smaller single site school there will be more opportunities to
receive grants and funding not available to larger Charter systems.

Dan Sleezer motioned to accept the Transfer of the LEAD Charter Schools dba Leading Edge
Academy Queen Creek Charter to the Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek corporation, effective
immediately. Joe Bilbrey seconded. Mark Leuning, Dan Sleezer, Steve Butcher, and Joe Bilbrey
all voted in favor of the motion. Motion carried 4-0
Call to Public: Public was present but no comments were made.
Next Meeting Date: October 3, 2018 at 3:00 PM
Adjournment
There being no further business, Mark Leuning, adjourned the meeting at 1:38 pm.

Leading Edge Academy Queen Creek
Organizational Chart

Governance Structure Narrative:
The Leading Edge Academy School Corporate Board and Governing Body are one and the
same and have the responsibilities as described in the Corporate Bylaws.

Leading Edge Academy Queen
Creek
[An Arizona Non-profit
Corporation]

Leading Edge Academy Queen
Creek Charter
[Governing Board the same as the
Corporate Board]

Leading Edge Academy
Mountain View
[Campus Principal]

BYLAWS
OF
LEADING EDGE ACADEMY QUEEN CREEK,
an Arizona nonprofit corporation
ARTICLE 1
NAME
Section 1.1 Name. The name of this nonprofit corporation will be LEADING EDGE
ACADEMY QUEEN CREEK (the “Corporation”).
ARTICLE 2
PURPOSES AND DEDICATION
Section 1.1 Purposes. This Corporation is organized and will operate as a nonprofit
corporation under the laws of the State of Arizona, exclusively for charitable and educational
purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, including, but
not limited to, the operation of charter schools in the State of Arizona (each school will be
individually referred to hereinafter as a “charter school” or collectively as “charter schools”).
Section 1.2 Not-for-profit Corporation; Nonpartisan Activities. This Corporation has
been formed under the Arizona Nonprofit Corporation Act (Arizona Revised Statutes (“A.R.S.”)
§ 10-3101 et seq.) for the purposes described above, and it will be nonprofit and nonpartisan.
The Corporation will neither directly nor indirectly perform any act or transact any business that
would jeopardize its status as a charter school in the State of Arizona or that would jeopardize
any tax-exempt status of the Corporation under the Arizona Nonprofit Corporation Act and any
Internal Revenue laws, including the tax-exempt status of the Corporation under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and its regulations as any of those laws and regulations
may exist or may hereafter be amended. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation
will consist of the publication or dissemination of materials with the purpose of attempting to
influence legislation. The Corporation will not participate or intervene in any political campaign
on behalf of any candidate for public office, or for or against any cause or measure being
submitted to the people for a vote.
Section 1.3 Dedication of Assets. This Corporation’s assets are irrevocably dedicated to
charitable purposes. No part of the net earnings, properties, or assets of the Corporation will,
during the Corporation’s existence or upon dissolution or otherwise, inure to the benefit of any
private person or individual, or to any Director or officer of the Corporation. On liquidation or
dissolution, all properties and assets remaining after payment or provision for payment of all
debts and liabilities of the Corporation will be distributed to entities, trusts, funds, or
corporations that are organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes and that have
established exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
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Section 1.4 Prohibition against Private Inurement and Excess Benefit.
a.
No director, officer, employee of the Corporation, member of any
committee of the Corporation, or any other private individual will receive at any time, any of the
net earnings or pecuniary profit of the Corporation, except that the Corporation may pay
reasonable compensation for services rendered in accordance with these Bylaws; provided,
however, that compensation will not be paid if such payment would constitute an unreasonable
act of self-dealing, or would result in the termination of the Corporation’s tax-exempt status
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
b.
In the event of the Corporation’s dissolution, no Director, officer,
employee of the Corporation, member of a committee of the Corporation, or any other private
individual will be entitled to share in the distribution of any of the corporate assets. All
Directors will be deemed to have expressly consented and agreed that upon such dissolution or
winding up of the Corporation’s affairs, whether voluntary or involuntary, all of the Corporation’s
assets remaining after all debts have been satisfied will be distributed exclusively to other taxexempt corporations that operate with similar purposes as the Corporation’s purposes provided in
these Bylaws and in the Articles of Incorporation.
Section 1.5 Non-Discrimination Policy. The Corporation, in its operation as a charter
school that is non-sectarian and publicly funded, will admit students of any gender, religion,
race, color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally
accorded or made available to students at the charter school. Any charter school managed or
operated by the Corporation will not discriminate on the basis of gender, religion, race, color,
sexual orientation, or national and ethnic origin in the charter school’s administration of its
educational policies, admissions policies, or charter school administered programs.
ARTICLE 3
MEMBERSHIP
Section 3.1 No membership. Unless and until these Bylaws are amended to provide
otherwise, the Corporation will have no membership.
ARTICLE 4
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Section 4.1 Board of Directors. The corporate board of the Corporation will be known
and described as the “Board of Directors” or the “Board” and each member of the Board of
Directors will be known and described as a “Director” of the Corporation.
Section 4.2 General Powers. Subject to the limitations of the Arizona Nonprofit
Corporation Act, the Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation, and these Bylaws, the activities
and affairs of the Corporation will be conducted and all corporate powers will be exercised by or
under the direction of the Board. The Board may delegate the management of the Corporation's
activities to any person(s), management company, or committees, however composed, provided
that the activities and affairs of the Corporation will be managed and all corporate powers will be
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exercised under the ultimate direction of the Board. No assignment, referral, or delegation of
authority by the Board or anyone acting under such delegation will preclude the Board from
exercising full authority over the conduct of the corporation's activities, and the Board may
rescind any such assignment, referral, or delegation at any time.
Section 4.3 Specific Powers. Without prejudice to its general powers, but subject to the
same limitations set forth in Section 1.4 above, the Board will have the following powers in
addition to any other powers enumerated in these Bylaws and permitted by law:
a.
To select and remove all of the officers, agents, and employees of the
corporation; to prescribe powers and duties for them which are not inconsistent with law, the
Corporation's Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws, and to fix their compensation;
b.
To conduct, manage, and control the affairs and activities of the
Corporation and to make such rules and regulations therefor that are not inconsistent with the
law, the Corporation's Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws as it deems best;
c.
To adopt, make, and use a corporate seal, and to alter the form of the seal
from time to time as it deems best;
d.
To borrow money and incur indebtedness for the purpose of the
Corporation, and to cause to be executed and delivered in the corporate name, promissory notes,
bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations and other evidences of
debt and securities;
f.
To act as trustee under any trust incidental to the principal object of the
Corporation, and receive, hold, administer, exchange, and expend funds and property subject to
such trust;
g.
To acquire by purchase, exchange, lease, gift, devise, bequest, or
otherwise, and to hold, improve, lease, sublease, mortgage, transfer in trust, encumber, convey or
otherwise dispose of real and personal property;
h.
To assume any obligations, enter into any contracts or other instruments,
and do any and all other things incidental or expedient to the attainment of any corporate
purpose;
and
i.

To carry out such other duties as are described in the Charter.

Section 4.4 Number; Composition; Qualifications. The number of Directors on the
Board of Directors will be no less than three (3) and no more than ten (10). All Directors will be
designated by the existing Board of Directors at the Corporation’s annual meeting of the Board
of Directors. The initial Board of Directors will serve staggered terms of three years.
Thereafter, each Director will hold office for a term of three years with approximately one-third
of the Directors being elected at each annual meeting. Each Director will hold office until the
annual meeting when his or her term expires, or until the Board of Directors designates and
qualifies a successor Director. A majority of the Board of Directors must reside in the United
States of America.
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Section 4.5 Restriction on Interested Persons as Directors. No more than 20% of the
persons serving on the Board of Directors may be interested persons. An “interested person” is
(a) any person compensated by the Corporation for services rendered to it within the previous 12
months, whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent contractor, or otherwise, and
(b) any spouse, child, grandchild, parent, grandparent, brother or sister by whole or half-blood of
the Board of Director’s member, or the child, grandchild, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister
by whole or half-blood of the Board of Director’s member’s spouse. However, any violation of
this Section 4.5 will not affect the validity or enforceability of transactions entered into by the
Corporation. The Board of Directors may adopt other policies circumscribing potential conflicts
of interest.
Section 4.6
Events Causing Vacancies. A vacancy or vacancies on the Board of
Directors will occur in the following instances: (a) the death, resignation, or removal of any
Director; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the office of
a Director who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court order, or
found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under Arizona Nonprofit
Corporation Act; or (c) the increase of the authorized number of Directors.
Section 4.7 Resignation of Directors. Except as provided below, any Director may resign
by giving written notice to the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the Corporation, if any,
or to the President or the Secretary. The resignation will be effective when the notice is given
unless the notice specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective. If a Director’s
resignation is effective at a later time, the Board of Directors may elect a successor Director to
take office as of the date when the resignation becomes effective. The Board of Directors of the
Corporation need not “accept” a resignation for it to be effective.
Section 4.8 Removal of Directors. Any Director may be removed, with or without cause,
by vote of the Board of Directors of the Corporation at a special meeting called for that purpose,
or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of that meeting and of the removal issue is given in
compliance with the applicable law. Any vacancy caused by the removal of a Director will be
filled as provided in Section 5.5, herein.
Section 4.9 Place of Meetings. Meetings will be held at a place within the State of
Arizona designated by the Board of Directors that has been designated by resolution of the Board
of Directors or in the notice of the meeting.
Section 4.10 Annual and Regular Meetings. The Directors will meet at least once in
each fiscal year for the purpose of the election of Directors, appointment of officers, review and
approval of the corporate budget and transaction of other business. The Board of Directors may
hold such other meetings from time to time at such time and place fixed by the Board of
Directors by resolution, or stated in the notice of the meeting. If the scheduled date falls on a
legal holiday, the meeting will be held on the next full business day. At the meeting, officers
may be appointed and other proper business may be transacted. Including the annual meeting,
the Directors will meet not less than three times per fiscal year at such places and times as will
be determined by the Board of Directors.
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Section 4.11 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called
at any time by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors, if any, or by any two Directors. The
party or parties calling a special meeting will determine the place, date, and time thereof.
Section 4.12 Notices of Meetings. The notice must state the time and place for the
meeting, and must include an agenda of matters to be discussed.
Section 4.13 Quorum. A majority of the voting Board of Directors then in office will
constitute a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Board of Directors will be by majority vote
based upon the presence of a quorum.
Section 4.14 Actions Without a Meeting; Teleconference Meetings.
(a) Unless otherwise restricted by the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws, any
action required or permitted to be taken by the Board may be taken without a meeting
if a majority of the Directors consent in writing. Such consent may be communicated
to the Chairperson of the Board of Directors, if any, the President, or the Secretary
through fax, mail, or electronic mail. Consents must be filed with the minutes of the
proceedings of the Board of Directors to memorialize the action of the Board of
Directors.
(b) Directors on the Board of Directors may participate in teleconference meetings.
Section 4.15 Adjournment. The Board of Directors may adjourn any Board of Directors
meeting to another time or place. If a meeting is adjourned for more than twenty-four (24) hours,
notice of such adjournment to another time or place will be given, prior to the time schedule for
the continuation of the meeting, to any Director who was not present at the time of the
adjournment.
Section 4.16 Non-Liability of Directors. No Director or Officer of the Corporation will be
personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation.
Section 4.18 Standard of Care. A Director will perform all duties customarily
performed by a director of a corporation, including duties as a member of any committee of the
Board of Directors of the Directors on which the Director may serve, in good faith, in a manner
that the Director believes to be in the best interests of the Corporation, and with such care,
including the duty to make a reasonable inquiries, as an ordinarily prudent person in a like
situation would use under similar circumstances. In performing the duties of a Director, a
Director may rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial statements
and other financial data, in each case prepared or presented by: (i) one or more officers or
employees of the Corporation whom the Director believes to be reliable and competent in the
matters presented; (ii) legal counsel, independent accountants, or other persons as to matters that
the Director believes to be within such person's professional or expert competence; or (iii) a
committee of the Board of Directors upon which the Director does not serve as to matters within
that committee’s designated authority, provided the Director believes that the committee merits
confidence and the Director acts in good faith, after reasonable inquiry when the need therefor is
indicated by the circumstances, and without knowledge that would cause such reliance to be
unwarranted.
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ARTICLE 5
GOVERNING BOARDS
Section 5.1 Establishment of Governing Boards. For each charter school or charter
contract (each, a “Charter”), as required by applicable law or as determined by the Board, the
Board of Directors may establish a local “Governing Board,” to perform such duties and acts as
required by applicable law or established in writing by the Board of Directors. The Corporate
Board will serve as the Governing Board until and unless it determines to establish a separate
Governing Board. Each member of the Governing Board will also be known and described as a
“Governing Board Director.”
Section 5.2 Name. Each such Governing Board, if established, will be known and
described as the “Governing Board of [the name of the school established by the Corporation]”.
Section 5.3 General Powers; Express Limitation to Act. Except as otherwise provided
for herein, the Governing Board will be responsible for the ratification of the acts of the charter
school administrators and the performance of any and all other acts required to be performed by
a governing board of a charter school by state or federal statute and/or by the Charter contract
entered into by the Corporation and the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, including acts
associated with the normal day-to-day operations of the school, but not including acts reserved
for the Board of Directors of the Corporation described in Article 4, above. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Governing Board will not under any circumstances, except by resolution of the
Governing Board and with the authorization, approval, or ratification of the Board of Directors:
(a) enter into a contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the
Corporation; (b) enter into any loan in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation and no
indebtedness may be issued in its name; (c) acquire, own, sell, lease, contract or otherwise dispose
of the Corporation’s business assets; or (d) recast, modify, consolidate, or extend any debt
obligations of the Corporation. Except as authorized by the Corporation, no member of the
Governing Board will have any power to bind the Corporation by any contract or engagement or
pledge the Corporation’s credit, or to render the Corporation liable for any purpose in any
amount. Notwithstanding anything set forth herein to the contrary, the Board of Directors will
have the absolute right to amend, modify, reject, or overturn any decision made by the
Governing Board in its sole and absolute discretion of the Board of Directors.
Section 5.4 Number; Composition; Qualifications. The number of directors on the
Governing Board (each, a “Governing Board Director”) will be no less than five (5) and no more
than nine (9). All Governing Board Directors will be designated by the existing Board of
Directors of the Corporation. All Governing Board Directors will be designated at the
Corporation’s annual meeting of the Board of Directors. Each Governing Board Director will
hold office unless otherwise removed from office in accordance with these Bylaws, or until a
successor director has been designated and qualified. The Board of Directors will endeavor that
the Governing Board be comprised of: (i) parents of students currently enrolled at the charter
school; (ii) community members; (iii) full-time certificated employees; (iv) the principal of the
school as a non-voting member; and (v) a current member of the Board of Directors as a nonvoting member. Each Governing Board Director must: (a) be over the age of eighteen (18); (b)
pass a background check or other regulatory inquiries as required by Arizona law, federal law, or
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regulations of governmental agencies having regulatory authority over the affairs of the school or
charter contract, which will include, at a minimum, a fingerprint check showing that there exists
no criminal records that could adversely affect the Corporation or its operation of the charter
school; and (c) establish that each Governing Board Director possesses significant experience
and qualifications to further the educational and charitable purposes of the Corporation as set
forth herein, including, without limitation, educational, business, managerial, or fund-raising
skills.
Section 5.5 Voting Restrictions on Employee Governing Board Members. Governing
Board Directors who are employed by the charter school are deemed to have a disqualifying
interest for purposes of personnel actions, budget adoption, and employee evaluation issues. The
requirements of the school conflict of interest code, including disclosure and recusal, must be
followed for any disqualifying interest. The above enumerated disqualifying interests are not
exclusive and are in addition to any disqualifying interests that may be determined on a case-bycase basis.
Section 5.6 Director Term. Each Governing Board Director will hold office for three (3)
years, not to exceed two successive terms, or until a successor director has been designated and
qualified. Directors are encouraged to serve two consecutive terms. The “term” of service is
defined as either the completion of three (3) years of service, or the end of the relationship with
the charter school, which means, for employee representative directors, termination or
resignation of employment with the charter school, and for parent representative directors, the
failure to have at least one child attending charter school, whichever occurs first.
Section 5.7 Events Causing Governing Board Vacancies. A vacancy or vacancies on the
Governing Board will occur in the following instances: (a) the death, resignation, or removal of
any Director; (b) the declaration by resolution of the Board of Directors of a vacancy in the
office of a Director who has been convicted of a felony, declared of unsound mind by a court
order, or found by final order or judgment of any court to have breached a duty under Arizona
Nonprofit Corporation Act; (c) the increase of the authorized number of Directors; or (d) for
employee representative Directors, termination, or resignation of employment with the charter
school; and (e) for parent representative Directors, the failure to have at least one child attending
the charter school.
Section 5.8 Resignation of Governing Board Directors. Except as provided below, any
Governing Board Director may resign by giving written notice to the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Corporation, if any, or to the President or Secretary of the Corporation, or to the
Chairperson of the Governing Board, if any. The resignation will be effective when the notice is
given unless the notice specifies a later time for the resignation to become effective. If a
Governing Board Director’s resignation is effective at a later time, the Governing Board of
Directors may elect a successor to take office as of the date when the resignation becomes
effective. Neither the Governing Board nor the Board of Directors of the Corporation must
“accept” a resignation for it to be effective.
Section 5.9 Removal of Governing Board Directors. Any Governing Board Director may
be removed, with or without cause, by vote of the Board of Directors of the Corporation at a
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special meeting called for that purpose, or at a regular meeting, provided that notice of that
meeting and of the removal issue is given in compliance with the applicable law. Any vacancy
caused by the removal of a Director will be filled as provided in Section 5.10, herein.
Section 5.10 Vacancies Filled by the Board. Vacancies on the Governing Board may be
filled by the recommendation of the other Governing Board Directors and approval of the Board
of Directors.
Section 5.11 Place of Meetings. Meetings will be held at the principal office of the
Corporation, unless otherwise designated by the Governing Board. The Governing Board may
designate that a meeting be held at any place within Arizona that has been designated by
resolution of the Governing Board or in the notice of the meeting.
Section 5.12 Meetings; Annual Meetings. At a minimum, the Governing Board will
meet eight times a year for the purpose of organization and the transaction of such other business
as may properly be brought before the Governing Board. Governing Board meetings will be
held at times, dates, and places as may be specified and noticed by resolution of the Governing
Board. All meetings of the Governing Board will be called, held, and conducted in accordance
with the terms and provisions of A.R.S. § 38-431 et seq. (“Open Meeting Law”). In the event
that an action is taken in violation of Open Meeting Law, such action will be null and void,
unless such action has been ratified by the Board of Directors in accordance with the provisions
of Open Meeting Law.
Section 5.13 Regular Meetings. Regular meetings of the Governing Board will be held
during the months of August, October, November, January, March, April, June , and July, unless:
(i) another date is designated by such Governing Board and notice is properly given; or (ii) the
Governing Board votes to cancel a regular meeting.
Section 5.14 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Governing Board may be called
at any time by the Chairperson of the Governing Board, if any, or by any two (2) Governing
Board Directors. The party or parties calling a special meeting will determine the place, date, and
time thereof.
Section 5.15 Notice of Meetings. The notice must state the time and place for the
meeting, and must include an agenda of matters to be discussed in compliance with Meeting
Law.
Section 5.16 Quorum. A majority of the voting Governing Board Directors then in
office will constitute a quorum. All acts or decisions of the Governing Board will be by majority
vote based upon the presence of a quorum.
Section 5.17 Teleconference Meetings. Members of the Governing Board may participate
in teleconference meetings so long as the public may also attend, and so long as the requirements
under Open Meeting Law are satisfied.
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Section 5.18 Executive Session. The Governing Board may hold private executive
sessions in accordance with Open Meeting Law. Legal action involving a final vote or decision
will not be taken at an executive session, except that the Governing Board may instruct the
Corporation’s attorneys or representatives as provided for under the Open Meeting Law. A
public vote taken in accordance with Open Meeting Law will be taken before any legal action
binds the Governing Board in accordance with A.R.S. Section 38-431.03(D). Notice and/or
agendas for an executive session will state the provision of law authorizing the executive session;
provided, however, that the notice and/or agenda will in no event include information that would
defeat the purpose of the executive session. Minutes of executive sessions must be kept
confidential except from (a) the Governing Board members; (b) officers, appointees or
employees who were the subject of discussion or consideration of such executive session; (c) the
auditor general on a request made in connection with an audit authorized by law; and (iv) a
county attorney or the attorney general when investigating alleged violations of Open Meeting
Law.
Section 5.19 Adjournment. The Governing Board may adjourn any Governing Board
meeting to another time or place. If a meeting is adjourned for more than twenty-four (24) hours,
notice of such adjournment to another time or place will be given, prior to the time schedule for
the continuation of the meeting, to any Governing Board Directors who were not present at the
time of the adjournment, and to the public in the manner prescribed by the Open Meeting Law.
Section 5.20 Compensation and Reimbursement. Governing Board Directors may not
receive compensation for their services as members of the Governing Board. However,
reimbursement of expenses, as the Board of Director of the Corporation may establish to be just
and reasonable, may be provided.
Section 5.21 Non-Liability of Governing Board Directors. No Governing Board Director
will be personally liable for the debts, liabilities, or other obligations of the Corporation.
Section 5.22 Standard of Care. A Governing Board Director will perform all duties of a
Director, including duties as a member of any committee of the Governing Board on which the
Governing Board Director may serve, in good faith, in a manner such Governing Board Director
believes to be in the best interests of the charter school, and with such care, including the duty to
make a reasonable inquiries, as an ordinarily prudent person in a like situation would use under
similar circumstances. In performing the duties of a Governing Board Director, a Director may
rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial statements and other
financial data, in each case prepared or presented by: (i) one or more officers or employees of the
Corporation whom the Director believes to be reliable and competent in the matters presented;
(ii) legal counsel, independent accountants, or other persons as to matters that the Director
believes to be within such person's professional or expert competence; or (iii) a committee of the
Governing Board upon which the Director does not serve as to matters within that committee’s
designated authority, provided the Director believes that the committee merits confidence and
the Director acts in good faith, after reasonable inquiry when the need therefor is indicated by the
circumstances, and without knowledge that would cause such reliance to be unwarranted.
Section 5.23 Compliance with Laws Governing Student Records. The charter school, the
Board of Directors, and the Governing Board will comply with all applicable provisions of the
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Family Education Rights Privacy Act (“FERPA”) as set forth in Title 20 of the United States
Code Section 1232g and attendant regulations as they may be amended from time to time.
ARTICLE 6
OFFICERS
Section 6.1 Officers. The officers of the Corporation will consist of a President and
Secretary, and any such other officers as the Board of Directors may appoint, including, without
limitation, a Treasurer and/or any number of Vice-Presidents. A person may hold more than one
of these offices at one time; provided, however, that the offices of President and Secretary may
not be held by the same person. Officers may be elected for three (3) consecutive terms. Except
as authorized by the Board of Directors, no officer will have any power to bind the Corporation
by any contract or engagement or pledge its credit or to render it liable for any purpose in any
amount.
Section 6.2 Appointment and Qualification. The Board will appoint all officers of the
Corporation for terms of one (1) year, or until their successors are appointed and qualified.
Section 6.3 Removal. Subject to the rights, if any, of the officer under any contract of
employment, any officer of the Corporation may be removed with or without cause by the Board
at any time.
Section 6.4 Resignation. Any officer may resign at any time by giving written notice to
any member of the Board. Any such notice of resignation will take effect at the date of the
receipt of that notice or at any later time specified by that notice and unless otherwise specified
in that notice, the acceptance of the resignation will not be necessary to make it effective. The
Board does not have to “accept” a resignation for it to be effective. Any resignation is without
prejudice to the rights, if any, of the Corporation under any contract to which the officer is a
party.
Section 6.5 Vacancies. In the event of a vacancy in any office other than the President, or
one appointed in accordance with these Bylaws, such vacancy will be filled temporarily by
appointment by the Chairperson of the Board, or if non, the President of the Corporation. The
appointee will remain in office for sixty (60) days, or until the next regular meeting of the Board,
whichever comes first. Thereafter, the position can be filled only by action of the Board. After
the next regular meeting of the Board or sixty days, whichever comes first, the Board will fill the
vacant office in the manner prescribed in these Bylaws for regular appointments to that office. If
the vacancy is in the office of the President, the Board will fill the vacant office in the manner
prescribed in these Bylaws for regular appointments to that office.
Section 6.6 Chairman of the Board
The Chair of the Board (if there be such an officer) shall, if present, preside at all meetings of the
Board and the Executive Committee, act as a liaison between the Board and the President to help
ensure the Board’s directives and resolutions are carried out, and exercise and perform such
other powers and duties as may be from time to time prescribed by the Board. More specifically,
the Chair of the Board shall be responsible for:
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 Leading the Board and Executive Committee to carry out its governance functions
 Ensuring the Board has approved policies to help ensure sound and compliant governance

and management of the organization
 Assessing the performance of the Board and its committees
 Assuring ongoing recruitment, development, and contributions of Board members
 Partnering with the President/CEO to help ensure the Board’s directives, policies, and
resolutions are carried out
 Coordinating an annual performance review of the President/CEO
 Setting priorities and creating agendas for meetings of the Board
 Presiding over meetings of the Board
 Serving as an ambassador of the organization and advocating its mission to internal and
external stakeholders
Section 6.7 President. The President is the chief executive officer of this corporation
and has, subject to the control of the Board, general charge of the Corporation’s business,
activities, officers (other than the Chair of the Board), and supervision of its affairs. The
President will exercise and perform such other powers and duties as may be from time to time
assigned to him by the Board or prescribed by the Bylaws. The President has the general powers
and duties of the management usually vested in the office of president of a corporation and such
other powers and duties as may be prescribed by the Board. The President will be an ex-officio
member of all committees, countersign all financial certificates, and enforce the Bylaws. Among
other things, the President shall be responsible for:
 Ensuring the organization’s activities are compliant and in furtherance of its mission
 Leading, managing, and developing the organization’s employees, volunteers, and

organizational culture
informing, and supporting the board and the board committees to carry out
their governance functions
 Partnering with the Chair of the Board to help ensure the Board’s directives, policies, and
resolutions are carried out
 Developing and maintaining beneficial relationships with stakeholders
 Championing the organization and advocating its mission to internal and external
stakeholders
 Keeping informed and the organization’s leadership informed of significant
developments and changes in the internal and external environment
 Leading the organization’s planning processes
 Developing,

Section 6.8 Secretary. The Secretary will keep or cause to be kept, at the Corporation’s
principal office or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of all meetings,
proceedings, and actions of the Board and of committees of the Board. The minutes of meetings
will include the time and place that the meeting was held; whether the meeting was annual,
regular, or special, and, if special, how authorized; the notice given; the names of persons present
at the meetings. The Secretary will keep or cause to be kept, at the principal office of the
Corporation, a copy of the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, as amended to date. The
Secretary will give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of the Board, and of committees
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of the Board that these Bylaws require to be given. The Secretary will keep the corporate seal, if
any, in safe custody and will have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board
or the Bylaws may require.
Section 6.9 Treasurer. The Treasurer, if such an office exists, will send or cause to be
given to the Directors such financial statements and reports as are required to be given by law, by
these Bylaws, or by the Board. The books of account will be open to inspection by any Board
Director at all reasonable times. The books of account dealing with issues related to the charter
school will be open to inspection by any Governing Board director of that charter school at all
reasonable times. The Treasurer will (a) deposit or cause to be deposited all money and other
valuables in the name and to the credit of the Corporation with such depositories as the Board of
Directors may designate; (b) disburse the Corporation’s funds as the Board of Directors may
order; (c) render to the President, the Board, or the Board of Directors, when requested, an
account of all transactions as Treasurer and of the financial condition of the Corporation; and
(d) have such other powers and perform such other duties as the Board or the Bylaws may
require.
Section 6.10 Compensation. Officers may receive salaries paid by the Corporation. The
salaries of officers, if any, will be fixed from time to time by resolution of the Board or by the
person or committee to whom the Board has delegated this function, and no officer will be
prevented from receiving such salary by reason of the fact that he or she is also a Director. In all
cases, any salaries received by officers will be reasonable and given in return for services
actually rendered for the Corporation that relate to the performance of the public benefit
purposes of the Corporation. No salaried officer serving as a Director will be permitted to vote
on his or her own compensation as an officer. The Board will periodically review the fairness of
compensation, including benefits paid to a specific officer (a) once the officer is hired, (b) upon
any extension or renewal of the officer’s term, and (c) when the officer’s compensation is
modified, unless all employees are subject to the same general modification of compensation.
ARTICLE 7
COMMITTEES
Section 7.1 Board Committees. The Board may create one or more standing or ad hoc
committees, each consisting of at least two (2) members of the Board, to serve at the direction of
the Board. Appointments to such Board committees will be by majority vote of the Directors
then in office, and the Chairperson of such Board committees will be appointed by the
Chairperson of the Board, if any, or the President. The Governing Board may appoint one or
more Directors as alternate members of any such committee, who may replace any absent
member at any meeting. Unless otherwise provided in these Bylaws or by the laws of the State of
Arizona, each committee will have all of the authority of the Board to the extent delegated by the
Board, except that no committee, regardless of Board resolution, may:
a.

Fill vacancies on the Board or on any committee that has the authority of the
Board;

b.

Fix compensation of Directors for serving on the Board or any committee;
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c.

Amend or repeal Bylaws or adopt new Bylaws;

d.

Amend or repeal any resolution of the Board;

e.

Appoint committees of the Board or the members thereof; or

f.

Take any action for which Arizona law requires the approval of the Board.

Section 7.2 Meetings and Action of Board Committees. The Board will have the power to
prescribe the manner in which proceedings of any such Board committee will be conducted. In
the absence of any such prescription, the committee will have the power to prescribe the manner
in which its proceedings will be conducted. Unless the Board or such committee will otherwise
provide, meetings and actions of Board committees will be governed by, held and taken in
accordance with, the provisions of Article 4 of these Bylaws that concern meetings of the Board,
with such changes in those provisions as necessary to substitute the committee and its members
for the Board and its members, except that the time of regular meetings of the committees may
be determined either by resolution of the Board, or by resolution of the committee. Special
meetings of committees may also be called by resolution of the Board or by resolution of the
committee. Notice of special meetings of Board committees will be given to any and all alternate
members who will have the right to attend all meetings of the committee. The Board may adopt
rules for the government of any Board committee not inconsistent with the provisions of these
Bylaws.
Section 7.3 Other Committees.
a.
The President, subject to the limitations imposed by the Board, or the Board, may
create other committees, either standing or special, to serve the Board that do not have the
powers of the Board. The President will appoint members to serve on such committees, and will
designate the committee chairperson. Each member of a committee will continue as such until
the next annual election of officers and until his or her successor is appointed, unless the member
sooner resigns or is removed from the committee.
b.
Meetings of a committee may be called by the President of the Board, the
Chairperson of the committee, or a majority of the committee's voting members. Each committee
will meet as often as is necessary to perform its duties. Notice of a meeting of a committee may
be given at any time and in any manner reasonably designed to inform the committee members
of the time and place of the meeting. A majority of the voting members of a committee will
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of the committee. Each
committee may keep minutes of its proceedings and will report periodically to the Board. A
committee may take action by majority vote.
c.
Any member of a committee may resign at any time by giving written notice to
the chairperson of the committee or to the President of the Board. Such resignation will take
effect upon the date of receipt or at any later time specified in the notice. The committee does not
have to “accept” a resignation for it to be effective. The President may, with the Board’s
approval, remove any appointed member of a committee. The President, with the Board's
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approval, will appoint a member to fill a vacancy in any committee or any position created by an
increase in the membership for the unexpired portion of the term.
ARTICLE 8
SELF-DEALING TRANSACTIONS
Section 8.1 Definition of Self-Dealing Transaction. A self-dealing transaction is a
transaction to which the Corporation is a party and in which one or more of the Directors (each
an “Interested Director”) has a material financial interest. Notwithstanding this definition of selfdealing transaction, the following transactions are not self-dealing transactions, and are subject to
the Board's general standard of care:
a.
An action by the Board fixing the compensation of a Director as a Director or
officer of the Corporation; a Director whose compensation is being address must, however,
recuse himself or herself from all deliberations and voting on the issue;
b.
A transaction that is part of a public or charitable program of the Corporation if
the transaction is (1) approved or authorized by the Corporation in good faith and without
unjustified favoritism, and (2) results in a benefit to one or more Directors or their families
because they are in a class of persons intended to be benefited by the program;
c.
A transaction of which the interested Directors have no actual knowledge, and
which does not exceed one percent (1%) of the Corporation's gross receipts for the fiscal year
immediately preceding the year in which such transaction occurs or, One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000), whichever amount is smaller.
Section 8.2
Action of the Board. If the transaction appears to be a self-dealing
transaction, the Interested Director must demonstrate the following in order to sustain the
validity of the transaction:
a.
That, prior to consummating the transaction or any part thereof, the Board
authorized or approved the transaction in good faith by vote of a majority of the Directors then in
office excluding the vote of the interested Director(s) and with knowledge of the material facts
concerning the transaction and the interested Director’s interest in it. Except as provided in
Section 7.2, action by a committee of the Board will not satisfy this requirement; and

b.

That either:

(1) prior to authorizing or approving the transaction, the Board considered and in
good faith determined after reasonable investigation that the Corporation could not have obtained
a more advantageous arrangement with reasonable effort under the circumstances; or
(2) the Corporation in fact could not have obtained a more advantageous
arrangement with reasonable effort under the circumstances; and
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c.

That the Corporation entered into the transaction for its own benefit; and

d.
That the transaction was fair and reasonable as to the Corporation at the time the
Corporation entered into the transaction.
Section 8.3 Interested Director’s Vote. In determining whether the Board validly met to
authorize or approve a self-dealing transaction, interested Directors may be counted to determine
the presence of a quorum, but an interested Director’s vote may not be counted toward the
required majority for such authorization, approval or ratification.
Section 8.4 Committee Approval. A Board committee may approve a self-dealing
transaction in a manner consistent with the standards prescribed for approval by the Board if (i) it
was not reasonably practical to obtain approval of the Board prior to entering into the
transaction; (ii) the Board determines in good faith that the committee met the same requirements
the Board would have had to meet in approving the transaction; and (iii) and the Board ratifies
the transaction at its next meeting by a vote of a majority of the Directors then in office,
excluding the vote of the Interested Director(s).
Section 8.5 Persons Liable and Extent of Liability. If a self-dealing transaction has not
been approved as provided above, the Interested Director(s) may be required to do such things
and pay such damages as a court, or federal or state agency with jurisdiction over the issue may
provide as an equitable and fair remedy to the Corporation, considering any benefit received by it
and whether or not the Interested Director(s) acted in good faith and with the intent to further the
best interests of the Corporation.
Section 8.6 Corporate Loans and Advances. The Corporation will not make any loan of
money or property to, or guarantee the obligation of any Director or officer, provided, however,
that the Corporation may advance money to a Director or officer of the Corporation or any
subsidiary for expenses reasonably anticipated to be incurred in the performance of the duties of
such officer or Director, if, in the absence of such advance, that Director or officer would be
entitled to be reimbursed for those expenses by the Corporation, its parent or any subsidiary.
Section 8.9 Annual Statement of Certain Transactions. An annual statement will be
furnished to the Directors for any fiscal year in which a transaction or indemnification of the
kind described in a. or b., below, took place:
a.
A transaction in which the Corporation, a parent, or subsidiary was a party and a
Director or officer of the Corporation, a parent, subsidiary, or holder of more than ten percent
(10%) of the voting power of the Corporation, a parent, or subsidiary had a direct or indirect
material financial interest and which involved fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) or more, or that
was one of a number of transactions that involved the same Director, and that amounted in the
aggregate to Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) or more; or
b.
Any indemnifications or advances aggregating more than Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) paid during the fiscal year to any officer or Director of the Corporation or a parent or
subsidiary.
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Such statement will be mailed or delivered to the Directors within one hundred twenty
(120) days after the close of the Corporation’s fiscal year.
ARTICLE 9
INDEMNIFICATION
Section 9.1 Definitions. For the purposes of this Article,
“Agent” means any person who is or was a Director, officer, employee, or other agent of
the Corporation or is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a Director, officer,
employee, or agent of another foreign or domestic corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust,
or other enterprise;
“Proceeding” means any threatened, pending, or completed action or proceeding,
whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative; and
“Expenses” includes, without limitation, all attorneys’ fees, costs, and any other expenses
incurred in the defense of any claims or Proceedings against an Agent by reason of his or her
position or relationship as Agent, and all attorneys’ fees, costs, and other expenses incurred in
establishing a right to indemnification under this Article 9.
Section 9.2 Successful Defense by Agent. To the extent that an Agent of the Corporation
has been successful on the merits in the defense of any Proceeding referred to in this Article 9, or
in the defense of any claim, issue, or matter therein, the Agent will be indemnified against
Expenses actually and reasonably incurred by the Agent in connection with the claim. If an
Agent either settles any such claim or sustains a judgment rendered against him or her, then the
provisions of Article 9, Sections 9.3 through 9.5 below will determine whether the Agent is
entitled to indemnification.
Section 9.3 Actions Brought by Persons Other than the Corporation. Subject to the
required findings to be made pursuant to Section 9.5 below, the Corporation will indemnify any
person who was or is a party, or is threatened to be made a party to any Proceedings (other than
an action brought by or on behalf of the Corporation, or by an officer, Director, or person granted
related status by the Attorney General, or by the Attorney General on the ground that the
defendant Director was or is engaging in self-dealing within the meaning of A.R.S. Section 102006), or by the Attorney General or a person granted related status by the Attorney General for
any breach of duty relating to assets held in charitable trust, by reason of the fact that such
person is or was an Agent of the Corporation, for all Expenses, judgments, fines, settlements, and
other amounts actually and reasonably incurred in connection with the Proceeding.
Section 9.4 Action Brought by or on behalf of the Corporation. The Corporation will
indemnify any person who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party to any threatened,
pending, or completed action brought by or on behalf of the Corporation by reason of the fact
that the person is or was an Agent of the Corporation, for all Expenses actually and reasonably
incurred in connection with the defense of that action, provided that both of the following
conditions are met:
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(i)
The determination of good faith conduct required by Section 9.5, below,
must be made in the manner provided for in that Section; and
(ii)
Upon application, the court, administrative agency, administrative law
judge, or arbitrator before whom the action was brought must determine that, in view of all of the
circumstances of the case, the Agent is entitled to indemnity for the Expenses incurred. If the
Agent is found to be so entitled, the court, administrative agency, administrative law judge, or
arbitrator will determine the appropriate amount of Expenses to be reimbursed.
Section 9.5 Determination of Agent’s Good Faith Conduct. The indemnification granted
to an Agent in Sections 9.3 and 9.4, above, is conditioned on the following:
a.
Required Standard of Conduct. The Agent seeking reimbursement must be
found, in the manner provided below, that he or she acted in good faith, in a manner he or she
believed to be in the best interest of the Corporation, and with such care, including reasonable
inquiry as an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use in similar circumstances. The
termination of any Proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or on a plea of nolo
contendere or its equivalent will not, of itself, create a presumption that the person did not act in
good faith or in a manner that he or she reasonably believed to be in the best interest of the
Corporation, or that he or she had reasonable cause to believe that his or her conduct was
unlawful. In the case of a criminal Proceeding, the person must have had a reasonable cause to
believe that his or her conduct was unlawful.
b.
Manner of Determination of Good Faith Conduct. The determination that the
Agent acted in a manner complying with subsection (1) above will be made by:
(i)
the Proceeding; or

The Board, by a majority of Directors who are not or were not parties to

(ii)
The court, administrative agency, administrative law judge, or arbitrator
before whom the Proceeding is or was pending. Such determination may be made on application
brought by the Corporation, the Agent, or the attorney or other person rendering a defense to the
Agent, without regard of whether the application by the Agent, attorney, or other person is
opposed by the Corporation.
c.
Limitations. No indemnification or advance will be made under this Article 9,
except as otherwise provided for herein, in any circumstance where it appears:
(i)
That the indemnification or advance would be inconsistent with a
provision of the Articles of Incorporation, or an agreement in effect at the time of the accrual of
the alleged cause of action asserted in the Proceeding in which the Expenses were incurred, or
other amounts were paid that prohibits or otherwise limits indemnification; or
(ii)
That the indemnification would be inconsistent with any condition
expressly imposed by a court, administrative agency, administrative law judge, or arbitrator in
approving a settlement.
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Section 9.6
Advance of Expenses. Expenses incurred in defending any Proceeding
may be advanced by the Corporation before the final disposition of the Proceeding on receipt of
an undertaking by or on behalf of the Agent to repay the amount of the advance, unless it is
determined ultimately that the Agent is entitled to be indemnified as authorized in this Article 9.
Section 9.7 Contractual Rights of Non-Directors and Non-Officers. Nothing contained
in this Article 9 will affect any right to indemnification to which persons other than Directors and
officers of the Corporation may be entitled by contract or otherwise.
Section 9.8 Insurance. The Board may adopt a resolution authorizing the purchase and
maintenance of insurance on behalf of any Agent of the Corporation against any liability asserted
against or incurred by the Agent in such capacity or arising out of the Agent's status as such,
whether or not the Corporation would have the power to indemnify the Agent against that
liability under the provisions of this Section 9.8.
ARTICLE 10
OTHER PROVISIONS
Section 10.1 Validity of Instrument. Subject to the provisions of applicable law, any note,
mortgage, evidence of indebtedness, contract, conveyance, or other written instrument, and any
assignment or endorsement thereof executed or entered into between the Corporation and any
other person will be valid and binding on the Corporation when signed by the President and
Secretary of the Corporation, unless the other person has actual knowledge that the signing
officers had no authority to execute the same. Any such instruments may be signed by any other
person(s) and in such manner as from time to time will be determined by the Board and, unless
so authorized by the Board, no officer, agent or employee will have any power or authority to
bind the Corporation by any contract or engagement, to pledge its credit, or to render it liable for
any purpose or amount.
Section 10.2 Construction and Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the
general provisions, rules of construction, and definitions contained in the General Provisions of
the Arizona Nonprofit Corporation Act (A.R.S. Title 10, Chapter 24) will govern the
construction of these Bylaws. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, words in these
Bylaws will be read as the masculine or feminine gender, and as the singular or plural, as the
context requires, and the word “person” includes both the Corporation and a natural person. The
captions and headings in these Bylaws are for convenience of reference only are not intended to
limit or define the scope or effect of any provision.
Section 10.3 Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation will be July 1 to June 30 of
each calendar year.
Section 10.4 Financial Statements. Financial statements will be prepared as soon as
reasonably practicable after the close of the fiscal year. The financial statements will contain,
but not be limited to, the following information in reasonable and appropriate detail:
a.

The assets and liabilities of the Corporation as of the end of the fiscal year;
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b.

The principal changes in assets and liabilities during the fiscal year;

c.
The revenue or receipts of the Corporation, both unrestricted and restricted to
particular purposes, for the fiscal year; and
d.
The expenses or disbursements of the Corporation, for both general and restricted
purposes during the fiscal year; and
Financial statements will be prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. Such financial statements will be accompanied by any report thereon of independent
accountants, or, if there is no such report, the certificate of an authorized officer of the
Corporation that those statements were prepared without audit from the books and records of the
Corporation. A report including the financial statements prescribed above will be furnished
annually to all Directors of the Corporation.
Section 10.5 Conflict of Interest. Any Director, officer, key employee, or committee
member having an interest in a contract or other transaction presented to the Board or a
committee thereof for authorization, approval, or ratification will make a prompt, full, and frank
disclosure of his or her interest to the Board or committee prior to acting on such contract or
transaction. Such disclosure will include all relevant and material facts known to such person
about the contract or transaction that might reasonably be construed to be adverse to the
Corporation’s interest. The body to which such disclosure is made will thereupon determine, by
majority vote, whether the disclosure shows that a conflict of interest exists or can reasonably be
construed to exist. If a conflict is deemed to exist, that person will not vote on, use his or her
personal influence on, or participate (other than to present factual information or to respond to
questions) in the discussion or deliberations with respect to such contract or transaction. The
minutes of the meeting will reflect the disclosure made, the vote thereon and, where applicable,
the abstention from voting and participation. The Board may adopt conflict of interest policies
requiring:
a.
Regular annual statements from Directors, officers, key employees to disclose
existing and potential conflict in interest; and
b.

Corrective and disciplinary actions with respect to violations of the policies.

For the purpose of this Section 10.5, a person will be deemed to have an “interest” in a
contract or other transaction if the person or the person’s spouse, child, grandchild, parent,
grandparent, brother or sister by whole or half-blood, or the child, grandchild, parent,
grandparent, brother, or sister by whole or half-blood of the person’s spouse is the party (or one
of the parties) contracting or dealing with the Corporation, or is a director, trustee, or officer of,
or has a significant financial or influential interest in the entity contracting or dealing with the
Corporation.
Section 10.6 Interpretation of Charter. In any instance in which the provisions of these
Bylaws are in conflict with the provisions of the Charter, the provisions of the Charter will
control.
ARTICLE 11
19

AMENDMENTS
Section 11.1 Amendment to Bylaws. These Bylaws may be adopted, amended, or
repealed by the Board. Such power is subject to the following limitations: (a) where any
provision of these Bylaws requires the vote of a larger proportion of the Directors than otherwise
is required by law, such provision may not be altered, amended or repealed except by the vote of
such greater number; (b) no amendment may extend the term of a Director beyond that for which
such Director was elected; and (c) if these Bylaws are adopted, amended, or repealed at a
meeting of the Board, that action may be authorized only at a duly called and held meeting for
which notice of such meeting, setting forth the proposed revisions with explanations therefore, is
given in accordance with these Bylaws, unless the notice is waived in accordance with these
Bylaws.
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CERTIFICATE OF ADOPTION OF BYLAWS
I certify that I am the elected and acting Secretary of LEADING EDGE ACADEMY QUEEN
CREEK, an Arizona nonprofit corporation, and that the foregoing Bylaws constitute the Bylaws
of such Corporation as adopted by Unanimous Written Consent of the Board of Directors, dated
as of August 1, 2018.

Dan Sleezer, Secretary

Steven C. Butcher

Education
1989 MASTER OF ARTS, cum laude, Christian School Administration
Biola University, La Mirada, California
1973 BACHELOR OF ARTS, cum laude, Psychology,
Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, California

Professional Experience
Leading Edge Academy, LEAD Charter Schools, Gilbert, AZ
Principal

2011- present

Trinity Wesleyan Child Care Ministries, Indianapolis, Indiana
Administrator

2006 - 2011

Norwalk First Church of the Nazarene, Norwalk, CA
Pastor

1999 - 2006

Nazarene Christian Schools, Long Beach, CA
Administrator/Principal

1991 - 1999

First Church of the Nazarene, Long Beach, CA
Children’s Pastor

1985 – 1995

McKinney School, Long Beach, CA
Principal

1983 – 1985

Light & Life Christian School, Sylmar, CA
Administrator/Principal

1979 – 1983

Pasadena Wesleyan Church, Pasadena, CA
Youth Pastor

1976 – 1979

Bethany Christian School, Whittier, CA
1974 – 1976
th
Teacher (6 grade, elementary music, Jr High Math, typing, Library Skills)

Administrative Leadership Experience
Anaheim District Church of the Nazarene
Chair – Christian Schools Committee
Member – District Advisory Board
Member – District Sunday School Ministries Board
Member – Youth Camps Board
Director – District Children’s Summer Camps
Member – District Board of Ministerial Credentials
Delegate – 2005 General Assembly
Delegate – 2005 General Sunday School Ministries Convention
Workshop Presenter – 2005 General Assembly “Church/School Relations”
Elementary Schools Representative on the General Board of Nazarene International
Education Association
President of Wesleyan Youth – Southern California District of the Wesleyan Church
Executive Committee Member of Children’s Christian Ministries Association (CCMA)
Assistant Director of Youth Camps, Southern California District of the Wesleyan Church
Accreditation Visitation Team Member for Association of Christian Schools, International
(ACSI) and Free Methodist Christian Schools Southern California Conference
Christian Education Director, Sunday School Teacher, and Member of Christian Education
Committee in each church I have

Professional Affiliations
1979 – 2011
1992 – 2010
1986 – 1999
1990 - Present

Association of Christian Schools, International
Nazarene International Education Association
Children’s Christian Ministries Association
Ordained elder, Church of the Nazarene
Personal

Date of Birth: November 11, 1951

Married:

April 22, 1972

Spouse:
Laura
Realtor,
Retired Elementary School Teacher

Family:

Five Adult children
Ten Grandchildren

Interests: Jogging, E-bay, Parrots, Technology

Core Values
Family

Leadership

Personal Commitment

Team Work

People

Faith

Church Fellowship

Community

References available upon Request

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Grade Level Change with Enrollment Cap
Amendment Request
Request

Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem (“Charter Holder”) submitted an expansion request to increase the
grade levels the Charter Holder is approved to serve, from grades K-10 to grades K-12, beginning in FY 2020, and
an enrollment cap expansion request to increase the enrollment cap from 730 to 998, beginning in FY 2020. This
enrollment cap accounts for 3 years of projected student enrollment.
See Appendix A: Amendment Request Materials and Support Materials.

The Charter Holder currently operates a 6-10 secondary program that serves approximately 242 students,
according to their amendment request materials. The narrative reports that families have expressed continuing
the high school program through to 12th grade. The Charter Holder also reports approximately 30% growth every
year for the past four years. The elementary program is currently at capacity at 328 students and will not require
additional staff, students or facilities. The Charter Holder currently leases a nearby church for the secondary
program, but is in the process of building a new building with an estimated completion date of August 2019. If the
building is not finished by the target start date, the Charter Holder indicates in their narrative that they may
continue the lease for another year, if needed. The Charter Holder plans to hire an additional 8 middle and high
school teachers and plans to hire through job fairs, the ADE website, Arizona universities and other online job
platforms.

Three Year Plan

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

Grade Levels

K-10

K-11

K-12

K-12

Enrollment

563

553

973

998

Staff Recommendation

The Charter Holder has not met the criteria to receive a staff recommendation for expansion.
Staff Recommendation Criteria

Analysis

In operation for three years.
“Meets Operational Performance
Expectations’’ based on the
dashboards for the most recent two
prior years and the current year.
“Meets the Board’s Financial
Performance Expectations” based on
the most recent dashboard.

The Charter Holder has been in operation for 14 years.
The Charter Holder “Meets” the Board’s Operational Performance
Expectations.

Grade level cohorts are at capacity and
could fill enrollment for new grades
requested.

Grade level cohorts are at capacity. Enrollment can be filled for the
new grades requested.
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The Charter Holder “Meets” the Board’s Financial Performance
Expectations.
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ADM is within 85% of current
enrollment cap.

According to ADE School Finance, the Charter Holder currently has
an ADM of 517.345. The Charter Holder is currently operating at
71% of its current enrollment cap of 730. When calculations are
adjusted to account for Kindergarten as 1.0, the ADM is 541.397, or
74% of the current enrollment cap.

Each school operated by the Charter
Holder performs at or above the
average performance of a majority of
schools within a five-mile radius of the
school’s location.

AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus Academy performs at or above the
average performance of nearby schools in Math. AMCS at Anthem
dba Caurus Academy does not perform at or above the average
performance of nearby schools in ELA.
Information regarding nearby schools is provided on pages 2-3.

Past enrollment trends indicate the
charter will exceed its enrollment cap
within the next three years.

ADM in FY2017 was 294.864, FY 2018 was 378.644, and FY 2019
was 535.839 (as of November 7, 2018). Based on these growth
trends, the charter will likely exceed its enrollment cap in FY 2021.

Profile

The Charter Holder was granted a renewal charter in 2018.

Governance

Corporate Board Members
Gaurav Auditya
Dameon Blair
Kristy Frame
Sawana Grimmett
Gregory Harmon
Kevin Mountain
Faith Taylor

School Profile

School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade

+

ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)

FY 18 State Average Passing

AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
August 2004
Anthem
K-10
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
56%
59%
58%
48%
65%
63%
83%
75%
85%

Additional School Choices Serving Grades K-12 within 5 Miles of AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus
Academy
Total
Schools
6
2

FY 17
Letter
Grade
A
B

Total
Charter
Schools
1
0

FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than
State Average

ELA (>41%)

6
2

Math (>41%)

6
2

Science (>52%)

6
1

Subgroups within (±5%) of Charter
Holder’s Subgroup Data

FRL (±5%)

0
0

ELL (±5%)

*
*

SPED (±5%)

*Because the percentage of ELL students is not available for the Charter Holder, comparison to nearby schools is not possible.
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4
1

Comparison of Nearby Schools to AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus Academy

FY 17
Total
FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
Letter Charter
AzMERIT ELA (58%)
AzMERIT Math (63%)
AIMS Science (85%)
Grade Schools
6
A
1
6
4
6
2
B
0
0
0
0
Total Number of Schools Performing Better than AMCS at Anthem dba Caurus Academy (Percentage of Total)
8
1 (13%)
6 (75%)
4 (50%)
6 (75%)

Total
Schools

Enrollment and Demographic Data

100th Day Average Daily Membership for FY 2015–FY 2018, and FY 2019 ADM as of November 7, 2018.

2016-2017 Subgroup Data
Free and Reduced Lunch
English Language Learners
Special Education

21%
*
12%

*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%,
or the group includes less than 10 students,
the percentage for that group is redacted.

ASBCS, December 10, 2018
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APPENDIX A
AMENDMENT REQUEST AND SUPPORT
MATERIALS

Grade Level Change to Charter Amendment Request
Welcome Elisa Koler
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem — CTDS: 07-89-91-000 | Entity ID: 85749 — Change Charter

Dashboard

Alerts

Bulletin Board

Charter Holder

DMS

Email

Tasks

Search

Reports

Grade Level Change to Charter Amendment Request
Charterholder Info
Charter Holder

Representative

Name:

Name:

Arizona Montessori Charter
School at Anthem

Dameon Blair

CTDS:

6235515083

Phone Number:

07-89-91-000

Mailing Address:
41900 N 42nd Ave
Anthem, AZ 85086
View detailed info

Downloads
Download all files

Current Grade Levels
Current Grade Levels Served
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade

New Grade Levels
Identify the total grades to be served which include the current grades served and the new grades that are requested.
New Grade Levels Served
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21717[11/30/2018 11:11:15 AM]

Help

Other

Logout

Grade Level Change to Charter Amendment Request
12th Grade
Curriculum Samples
No documents were uploaded.
Effective Date
08/06/2019

Attachments
Board Minutes
Download File — Attached are the Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy Governing Board minutes for the addition of grades 11 and
12 and an enrollment cap increase.
Download File

Narrative —

Additional Information
Download File — Occupancy Documentation:Current 6-10 Facility Drawings 42101 N 41st Drive Phoenix AZ 85086
Download File — Occupancy Documentation:Current 6-10 Facility Certificate of Occupancy 42101 N 41st Dr Phoenix AZ 85086
Download File — Occupancy Documentation:Fire Marshal Report
Download File — Occupancy Documentation:Occupancy Compliance Assurance and Understanding Form
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Agricultural Land Regulation Assurance and Understanding Form
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Caurus Academy High School New Building Floor Plan
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Caurus Academy High School New Building 1st Floor
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Caurus Academy High School New Building 2nd Floor
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Caurus Academy Purchase and Sale Agreement
Download File — Occupancy Documentation: Fire Marshal Report K-5 Campus
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy 6-10 Current Enrollment Matrix
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy 6-12 Future Enrollment Matrix
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy K-5 Campus Current and Future Enrollment Matrix
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy Staffing Chart 6-10 Current
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy Staffing Chart 6-12 Future
Download File — Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy Staffing Chart K-5 Current and Future

Enrollment Cap
Is an Enrollment Cap Increase being added to this request?
Yes, an Enrollment Cap Increase is also being requested.
From:
730
To:
998
Occupancy Documentation —

Download File

Feedback
Feedback
The use of the Additional Information section to submit additional occupancy documentation was helpful. Substantive revisions completed 11/26/18.

Signature
Charter Representative Signature
Dameon Blair 11/26/2018

© 2018 Arizona State Board for Charter Schools All rights reserved. v4.20.5
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Synapse Studios - Custom Software in Phoenix, Arizona
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Go to top

Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem
dba Caurus Academy
Narrative
Rationale
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem, dba “Caurus Academy” has been serving the Anthem
community for 14 years as a K-8 charter school, then with the addition of grades 9 and 10, as a K-10 charter
school since August 7, 2018. The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools approved a Grade Level Change
Amendment for the addition of grades 9 and 10 to the Caurus Academy charter on February 12, 2018.
Caurus opened the doors to forty-six 9th grade students and forty 10th grade students. To continue serving
families who have chosen Caurus Academy as their high school option, Caurus Academy is requesting a
Grade Level Change Amendment for the addition of grades 11 and 12. Caurus Academy will add grade 11
for the 2019-2020 school year and grade 12 for 2020-2021 school year.
In addition to Caurus Academy, there are only two other high school options in Anthem; one traditional
district high school (Deer Valley Unified School District, Boulder Creek) and one K-12 charter school (Great
Hearts, Anthem Prep). According to Anthem print media, the local district high school is projected to be
over capacity at 102% enrollment for the 2018-2019 school year with no intention of opening a new high
school at this time. Feasibility studies indicate a need for more high school options in Anthem and the
surrounding communities; the five-year projection for the population in the area is increasing at a rate of
1.34% annually from 2015 to 2020. Additionally, the recent and near-future building of eight new
neighborhoods, such as Arroyo Norte, Stoneledge, and Circle Mountain Ranch, resulting in 1200 single
family homes within a 10-mile radius of Caurus Academy will contribute to an increase in prospective
students.
A Caurus Academy stakeholder survey administered in Spring, 2017 revealed a desire to add a third high
school choice in Anthem. Caurus students and parents requested a continuation of the Caurus commitment
to student success by offering an option that would serve students in grades 9-12. Following the stakeholder
survey, a town hall meeting was held on May 18, 2017 with over 100 stakeholders in attendance. Taking
this information into consideration, and to maintain sustainable growth, Caurus Academy added grades 9
and 10 for the 2018-2019 school year with the intention of adding grades 11 and 12 in subsequent years
thus becoming a K-12 charter school. The decision to amend the charter to add grades 9 and 10 and then
to submit an additional Grade Level Change Amendment to add grades 11 and 12 was based on awaiting
the finalization of A-F School Letter Grades.
The past four years, Caurus Academy has experienced a 223% growth in student enrollment, increasing
from 173 students in August 2014, to 558 students in August 2018. Caurus Academy is also requesting an
Enrollment Cap Increase from 730 students to 998 students to accommodate the addition of grades 11 and
12. This growth, along with increased test scores that include AzMERIT and AIMS Science, more community
visibility, increased advertising and word of mouth, has contributed to the school exceeding the student
enrollment goals of the Caurus Academy Five-Year Plan, all indicating support for the addition of grades 11
and 12. In addition, Caurus Academy has maintained the A-F School Letter Grade of an “A.”
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Staffing Plan
There are three matrices for staffing to reflect the current K-5th grade campus which will remain a K-5th
grade campus, the current 6th-10th grade campus, and the future 6th- 12th grade campus. The Staffing Plan
demonstrates that Caurus Academy administration currently includes a Director/Principal and three
Assistant Principals (K-5 Assistant Principal, 6-10 Assistant Principal: Academics/Registrar; and 6-10
Assistant Principal: Conduct, Human Resources, and Marketing). Kindergarten through 5th grade staffing
will remain the same as those grade levels have reached capacity. The Staffing Plan for the 2019-2020
school year and beyond includes two additional teachers for grades 6-8, one for Spanish and one for
Elective courses (Creative Writing, Life Skills, and Music, etc.) based on increased enrollment in grades 68. The Staffing Plan for the 2019-2020 school year and beyond also includes the addition of five high
school content specific teachers consisting of one English teacher, one Science teacher, one Social Studies
teacher, and two Elective teachers (Art, Music, PE, etc.) for the 9th-12th grade as noted on the Staffing
Chart, to offer the courses listed in the Caurus Academy High School Course Offering Guide. The number
of Special Education staff and paraprofessionals at Caurus Academy reflect the needs of the students
enrolled. Based on past trends of Special Education enrollment, it is projected that we will need one
additional staff member in this area (currently there are three Special Education staff and
paraprofessionals on the 6-10 campus). For the 2021 academic year, Caurus Academy plans to increase
personnel by one additional business office staff and one additional lunch room staff.
Recruitment efforts and plans to hire highly qualified and effective teachers are executed early in order to
acquire the best candidates for Caurus Academy. Recruitment is done through attending the Northern
Arizona and University of Arizona recruitment fairs; receiving recommendations from current
professionals in the field of education; posting with the Arizona Department of Education job board and
attending “The Great Arizona Teach In.” Active search engines such as Teachers-Teachers.com and
Indeed.com will also be utilized, along with a dedicated employment page on Caurus Academy’s own
website. Caurus Academy actively partners with Arizona State University, Rio Salado, and Grand Canyon
University by opening classrooms to accommodate college students in education as they obtain practicum
hours or fulfill student teaching requirements which has contributed to the hiring of effective teachers for
Caurus. The rigorous hiring process for new teachers, instructional staff, and additional staff consists of a
one-hour introductory interview, a two-hour second round interview, a teaching demonstration, and a
meal with the search committee. The first interview takes place with the administrative team. The
second, involves an interview team consisting of administration, select grade level teachers, and office
personnel. Applicants are asked to prepare a teaching demonstration that is presented to grade
appropriate students and the administrative team. Having a meal with applicants is Caurus Academy’s
way of interviewing for social-emotional intelligence and to ensure the applicants’ ability to develop
relationships with students and their families. Positions were filled early in the hiring cycle; over forty
applicants showed interest for posted openings and after conducting a national search, Caurus yielded
teachers from all over the United States as well as one internationally based educator.
Teachers, instructional, and additional staff receive professional development beginning in July and
August as well as throughout the school year. This training includes, but is not limited to areas such as,
Galileo and formative assessment, new math and ELA curricula, the employee handbook, Responsive
Classroom techniques, key laws in Special Education, differentiation, and other required trainings. The
Assistant Principals, Grade level mentors, PLC (Professional Learning Community) groups, and peer
observation opportunities provide support to ensure new teacher success. Staff is also afforded
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APPENDIX B
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION

Caurus Academy Board Meeting Minutes
42101 N. 41st Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85086
August 15, 2018
9:30 AM
Meeting was called to order at 10:07AM by Dameon Blair
Pledge of Allegiance
Board Members Present:
Dameon Blair, President/Director
Gaurav Auditya, Director
Board Members present via Conference Call:
Kevin LaMountain, Director
Board Members Absent:
Leah Parker, Director
William Wendt, Director
Others Present:
Greg Harmon, Community Member
Kristy Frame, Community Member
Kimberly Curcio, Staff Member
Heather Campbell, Staff Member
Wendy Davison, Staff Member
No Public Comment
Report from Dameon Blair:
• Amendment to add grades 11 and 12
• Enrollment Cap Increase from 730 to 998
Next board meeting date: Monday, August 27th at 6:00 PM
Motions:
• Dameon Blair moved to apply for Grade Level Change Amendment – addition of grades 11 and 12
for the next two subsequent years. Gaurav Auditya seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.

41900 N.

42nd

Caurus Academy K-10th Grade
Ave., Anthem, AZ 85086
Tel: (623) 551-5083 • Fax (623) 551-5679
www.caurusacademy.org

•
•

Dameon Blair moved to apply for an Enrollment Cap Increase based on charter capacity to ASBCS
from 730 to 998 to accommodate K-12. Gaurav Auditya seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.
Dameon Blair moved to adjourn at 10:13 AM. Gaurav Auditya seconded the motion. The motion
passed unanimously.

41900 N.

42nd

Caurus Academy K-10th Grade
Ave., Anthem, AZ 85086
Tel: (623) 551-5083 • Fax (623) 551-5679
www.caurusacademy.org

City of Phoenix

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
MAIL TO:
MAGNUS GROUP INC
10115 E BELL RD STE 107-480
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260
Issuance of this Certificate of Occupancy indicates the following described building, or portion of a building, has been inspected and been found to
be in substantial compliance with applicable city codes and ordinances for the hereby authorized use and occupancy. No change in use, occupancy,
or of use is allowed without obtaining a new Certificate of Occupancy. This building shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary condition. All devices,
safeguards and exit facilities shall be maintained in good working order. This Certificate of Occupancy shall be void if any requirement, condition
or stipulation of Certificate of Occupancy or of the authorizing permits is violated. This Certificate of Occupancy is to be kept on the subject property,
and is required to be posted for public information if so ordered by the building official.

SUBJECT ADDRESS:
OWNER:

**

41900 N 42ND AVE
SPV DEVELOPMENT INC
7720 N 16TH ST STE 360
PHOENIX, AZ 85020

CERTIFICATE #: 1100181

* BUILDING PERMIT: BLD 10010856

ISSUED: 18-JAN-2011
PERMIT DESC: SCHOOL BLDG
PROJECT: 10-1471 - CAURUS ACADEMY

FLOOR AREA:
AUTHORIZED USE AND OCCUPANCY:

18,241
I:E
phrp0101 rev 1.1 ki

EFFECTIVE BUILDING CODES:

2006 IRC, 2006 IECC, 2006 IBC, 2008 NEC, 2006 IMC, 2006 UPC, 2006 IFC, 2006 IFGC

TYPE OF BUSINESS: SCHOOL
LOG#: LPRX 1001148
PROJECT#:10-147
SITE INSP(N) SPECIAL EGRESS CONTROL (N)
SPRINKLERS (Y)
FIRE ALARM (Y)
EMERGENCY LIGHTING (Y)
ELEVATORS (N)
DEFERRED SUBMITTAL (Y)WOOD TRUSSES
SPEC PER PCC SEC. 1704 (Y)SOILS,STEEL,CONCRETE,MASONRY,ANCHORS STR SEC. 1709 (N) ELEC PCC SEC. 2703 (Y) ELEC
OBS PCC SEC. 2704 (N) MECH PCC SEC. 2802 (Y-DUCT SMOKE DETECTOR TESTING) MECH OBS PCC SEC. 2803 (N) PLMG PCC
SEC. 2903 (N) PLMG OBS PCC SEC. 2904 (N)
WATER METERS: ONE NEW 1-1/2" PD DOMESTIC W/1-1/2" RPBFP & ONE NEW 1-1/2" LS IRRIGATION W/1-1/2" RPBFP
BACKFLOW (Y)

SECONDARY

SCOPE OF WORK: BLDG STRUC PLMB MECH ELEC PLAT
ZONING: CP/GCP
REVIEWER: TM4- MSI
DESCRIPTION OF WORK: BUILD OUT OF A CHARTER SCHOOL TO ACCOMMODATE CLASSROOMS, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES AND A MULTIUSE SPACE. 650 TOTAL OCCUPANTS PRIMARILY E OCCUPANCY.
C
O
M
ME

*** WATER SERVICES DEPARTMENT APPROVAL AND A BUILDING CODE MODIFICATION APPROVAL IS REQUIRED FOR THE SEWER
CROSSING A PROPERTY LINE! UNTIL THIS IS COMPLETED, THE SEWER TAP INTO THE MANHOLE IS NOT PERMITTED, AND NO FINAL I
COM NEW

ARIZONA STATE FIRE MARSHAL - Tuesday, March 28, 2017 10:08:04 AM (Jacob Avila)
Jacob Avila
User Name
6027856942
User #
3/28/2017 10:08:04 AM
Form Started
3/28/2017 10:25:36 AM
Form Submitted
Tuesday, March 28, 2017
Inspection Date
14336
OSFM Facility ID
E
Occupancy Classification
Public Property
Ownership
School
Property Usage
K-8
School Type
Full Coverage
Fire Alarm Coverage
Yes
Fire Alarm System
Monitored
Full Sprinkler Coverage
Fire Sprinkler Coverage
CAURUS ACADEMY
Facility Name
41900 N 42ND AVE
Facility Address
ANTHEM
City
Maricopa
County
LORI EVERSON
Contact for Inspection
623-551-5083
Contact Phone Number
Arizona State Fire Marshal's Office
1110 West Washington St.
Fire Marshal Contact
Suite 100
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
(O) 602.364.1003
DEPUTY FIRE MARSHAL: Jacob Avila: 81

Inspector Signature

Phone
Permit Inspection
Type of Inspection
Inspection
Inspection Results
1 Violation Type
Congratulations

[Signature]

(602) 785-8699
No
Scheduled
Periodic Fire Safety Inspection

Report received by

No Violations
At time of inspection this facility had no vilolations of the Arizona State
Fire Code noted.,Approved for DES licensure for three
years.,Approved for DHS licensure for three years. ,Approved for state
licensure.
N/A
CAMPUS WIDE; DESKS, CHAIRS, ETC SHALL NOT BE IN
HALLWAYS. ELECTRICAL ROOM BREAKER SHALL BE CLEAR.
EVACUATION MAPS SHALL BE UPDATED.
Pass
2.0
1.5
32.0
The items noted above, unless otherwise stated, are in compliance
with the Arizona State Fire Code, A.A.C. R4-36-201 adopted pursuant
to A.R.S. 41-2146. This inspection is for your safety and the safety of
the citizens of Arizona. Your cooperation is appreciated.
[Signature]

Send Email To:
Date

LORI.EVERSON@CAURUSACADEMY.ORG
Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Violation Type
Comments
Tag
Inspection Time
Travel Time
Mileage From Office
Fire Code Compliance
Status
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opportunities to attend local and national conferences such as Eureka Math, Responsive Classroom, ELA
Close Reading, and trainings related to their content area or high school educational best practices.
Specifically, teachers of grades 9-12 will receive training in test taking strategies for students along with
trainings in AIMS Science, AzMERIT, PSAT, and Arizona Civics Test.
Recruitment of administrators utilizes networking relationships including the Arizona Charter School
Association, current professionals in the field who have an in-depth knowledge of Caurus Academy’s
mission and vision, and the Anthem community. Hiring for an administrative position is an extensive
process which includes multiple interviews with a team consisting of current administration, select
teachers, non-instructional personnel, and community stakeholders. Caurus employees who demonstrate
expertise and leadership may be promoted from within to an administrative position if they are the best
candidate. New administration training includes the same on-boarding as new teacher training as well as
training with the current administration team, as well as charter consultants. Additionally, leadership
conferences such as the Arizona Charter School’s Association Business Summit, National Charter School
Conference, Innovative Schools Summit, and Independent Charter School Symposium, along with
mentorship where appropriate are utilized.
Enrollment Justification
Growth trend over the past four years are as follows:
Aug. 2014

173

Percentage Increase

Aug. 2015

225

30%

Aug. 2016

302

34%

Aug. 2017

400

32%

Aug. 2018

558

40%

There are three enrollment matrices submitted to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools by Caurus
Academy to reflect the current K-5th grade campus which will remain a K-5th grade campus, the current
6th-10th grade campus, and the future 6th- 12th grade campus. Caurus Academy currently occupies two
facilities. One located at 41900 N. 42nd Avenue Phoenix, AZ 85068 which houses grades kindergarten
through fifth grade and a member campus which Caurus leases from Crossroads Church and currently
houses grades six through 10 (42101 N. 41st Drive Phoenix, AZ 85086). Caurus Academy has submitted
documentation for the building of a new member campus located at 44112 N. Black Canyon Highway
Phoenix, AZ 85087 for grades six-12 at which time the leased facility located at 42101 N. 41st Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85086 will be vacated by Caurus Academy. The intention is to have the doors open to grades
6-11 by August 2019 at the new facility and then add grade 12 to the campus for the 2020-2021 school
year; however, Caurus does have the option to remain in the leased facility for an additional year until the
Certificate of Occupancy is completed for the new facility. Upon receiving the Certificate of Occupancy for
the newly built campus, Caurus Academy will provide a Member Campus request for the addition of the
new member campus (44112 N Black Canyon Highway Phoenix, AZ 85087) and closure of the existing
member campus (42101 N 41st Drive Phoenix, AZ 85086).
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A plan for meeting each year’s enrollment targets became known as the Caurus Governing Board FiveYear Plan which included a 10% increase in enrollment each school year. As previously indicated in the
above chart, enrollment targets were surpassed. Enrollment has more than tripled over the past three years
due to double digit increase in test scores on AzMERIT as a result of the addition of highly effective teachers
who are trained annually on data driven instruction, a commitment to relationships, technology and higherlevel learning. This can be attributed to a new Principal, Dameon Blair, being hired for the 2014-15 school
year and becoming the charter holder in 2016. Mr. Blair and his team examined school issues and assessed
the needs of the school. He recruited and solidified a five-member governing board. Mr. Blair hired highly
qualified, experienced teachers, promoted Caurus Academy in the community and devoted resources to
advertise in the community to increase the school’s visibility.
Monthly advertisements in local magazines (85086, In & Out, Tramonto Connects), and the regional
newspaper (Foothills Focus), as well as a variety of articles written about Caurus Academy make the school
visible and well known in the community. Caurus Academy students, staff, and families participate in
community events such as the Anthem Veteran’s Day Parade and Anthem Community Days. Social media
avenues such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and a new school application, as well as a dedicated
page to high school enrollment on the Caurus Academy web page, are used as advertising and recruitment
tools by highlighting the celebrations of Caurus Academy. To extend efforts to reach the community, Caurus
Academy hired Qual and Quant marketing firm for the fall of 2017. In addition, in 2018, Caurus Academy
also worked with 12news.com on digital marketing; Lamar Advertising on a large billboard placed on the I17 corridor; Times Media Group on an email marketing campaign; Work Hard Play Hard Marketing on print
advertising pieces; Cliché Group on a national press release; and Great American Media and Marketing on
a monthly radio advertisement campaign. Above all, data indicates that Caurus Academy word of mouth is
the optimal way people learn about the school. As Caurus Academy has found success with the abovementioned advertising and promotion, these efforts will continue and evolve to target the addition of
grades 11 and 12.
To reach the enrollment target for grades 9-12 community recruitment plans include reaching out to local
K-8 schools, current high school students, the Anthem Chamber of Commerce, and the Anthem Rotary Club.
Caurus will strategically market to all eleven K-8 schools within a 10-mile radius of Caurus offering an
infographic, campus tours, and invites to monthly community events including Family Science Night, Art
Walk and Science Fair. In addition, as a member of the Anthem Chamber of Commerce the intent of Caurus
Academy is to use the Chamber as a conduit to reach local businesses, community stakeholders, and
organizations who hold educational school of choice in high regard. Taking into consideration the
overpopulation of the local district high school and the Anthem communities demand for a personal high
school educational climate that values safety, smaller class sizes, rigorous academic standards, fostering of
meaningful relationships, and experiential learning Caurus is poised to fill that need in the community.
With approximately 94% retention rates and continued growth the past four years, Caurus Academy
currently has waiting lists in grades K-5 and has opened an additional homeroom in 6th grade. The below
chart indicates current enrollment and returning students for 9th and 10th grade as of August 2018.
Grade Level
Current Enrollment
Returning Students
New Enrollment
9th
46
30
16
th
10
40
15 *
25
* These students were 8th grade graduates from Caurus and returned for 10th grade after attending another
local high school.
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The enrollment trends and retention rates indicate that families will continue to progress through Caurus
Academy from grades kindergarten through twelve. With the 223% enrollment growth, anticipated new
student enrollment places Caurus Academy at capacity by 2021.
Resources
In order to provide updated and quality curriculum, the 2016-17 school year brought a plethora of new
resources to Caurus Academy which have been successfully implemented and renewed for the current,
2018-2019 school year, as well as subsequent school years. New math curricula, Eureka Math (K-12) and
Performance Coach (3-12) were introduced and continued professional development on both are offered
at the start of the school year as well as throughout the school year. ThinkCERCA (3-12), a reading and
writing blended learning platform coupled with Engage NY (3-12) provides Caurus Academy with a wellrounded 9-12 ELA program. A plan to purchase additional reading materials such as novel class sets,
informational text, and additional primary sources will enhance the high school ELA curriculum. Somos
Spanish and Senor Wooly curricula were purchased to enhance the Spanish curriculum offered in grades 612. Students in grades 11 and 12 will be afforded the opportunity to take College Board Advanced
Placement courses and college concurrent enrollment courses through Paradise Valley Community College
or Grand Canyon University.
Additional content specific resources will be thoroughly researched and vetted by the Assistant Principal of
Academics along with grades 11 and 12 content specific teachers to ensure Arizona State Standards are
being met. A variety of supplemental resources for instruction including math manipulatives, algebra tiles,
lab equipment for Science, and SMART Software resources to be used in conjunction with current SMART
Boards. Elective courses offered will require a unique set of resources including, but not limited to sports
equipment for P.E., musical instruments and art supplies for fine art courses, and technological resources
for the yearbook and broadcasting classes.
New Chromebooks were purchased to allow technology advances of a 2:1 student to computer ratio to
serve the K-8 population. When grades 9 and 10 were added, additional Chromebooks were purchased to
continue the 2:1 student to computer ratio. The purchase of further Chromebooks for the 11 th and 12th
grades will continue this dedication to technology integration in the classroom. Galileo, a formative
assessment and practice software in the area of Math, ELA and Science, was purchased for student and
teacher data driven instruction use. Additional licenses will be purchased to serve grades 11 and 12. From
a resources standpoint, over the last two years Caurus Academy has experienced a high rate of enrollment
growth and academic growth simultaneously and is prepared to meet and manage the challenges of
continued growth.
Courses
The courses offered at Caurus Academy in grades 11 and 12 will meet Arizona College and Career Readiness
Standards as well as Arizona high school graduation requirements. Students will be prepared for success on
State testing requirements including AZMERIT, AIMS Biology, Arizona Civics Test, along with standardized
tests such as PSAT, ACT, SAT, and the ASVAB. Course descriptions for Math, English, Science, and Social
Studies all align to Arizona state course codes for grade level specific descriptions and align to the Caurus
Academy program of instruction by offering students exposure to experiences outside of the four walls of
the classroom while still affording students a high level of academic rigor. Examples of these experiences
include field trips both in state and out of state such as the Grand Canyon University Cadaver Lab, Arizona
State Capitol, and eventually in grade 11 a trip to Washington, D.C. Anticipated elective courses were
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selected based off results from stakeholder surveys, student and parent focus groups, and will also be
offered based on staffing. With the addition of grades 11 and 12 Caurus Academy intends to offer WestMEC courses, Advanced Placement courses, and college dual enrollment courses.

Caurus Academy High School Course Guide
English Courses
English I 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility criteria
English I builds upon student’s prior knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, word usage, and the mechanics of
writing and includes the four aspects of language use: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. This course
introduces and defines various genres of literature, with writing exercises linked to reading selections. This
course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona
state standardized testing.
English II 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English I
English II offers a balanced focus on composition and literature. Students learn about the alternate aims
and audiences of written compositions by writing persuasive, critical, and creative multi-paragraph essays
and compositions. Through the study of various genres of literature, students improve their reading rate
and comprehension and develop the skills to determine the author’s intent and theme and to recognize the
techniques used by the author to deliver his or her message. This course meets Arizona high school
graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state standardized testing.
English II H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English I with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on English I AZ Merit Test
English II Honors is a course for advanced students with a focus on composition and literature. Students
learn about the alternate aims and audiences of written compositions by writing persuasive, critical, and
creative multi-paragraph essays and compositions. Through the study of various genres of literature,
students improve their reading rate and comprehension and develop the skills to determine the author’s
intent and theme and to recognize the techniques used by the author to deliver his or her message. This
course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona
state standardized testing.
English III 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English II
English III continues to develop students writing skills, emphasizing clear, logical writing patterns, word
choice, and usage, as students write essays and begin to learn the techniques of writing research papers.
Students continue to read works of literature, which form the backbone of the writing assignments. Literary
conventions and stylistic devices receive greater emphasis than in previous courses. This course meets
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Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state
standardized testing.
AP English Language and Composition H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English II with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on English II AZ Merit
Test
Following the College Board’s suggested curriculum designed to parallel college-level English courses, AP
English Language and Composition exposes students to prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines,
and rhetorical contexts. This course emphasizes the interaction of authorial purpose, intended audience,
and the subject at hand, and through them, students learn to develop stylistic flexibility as they write
compositions covering a variety of subjects that are intended for various purposes. After completing this
course, students will have the opportunity to take the Advanced Placement exam. This course meets
Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state
standardized testing.
English IV 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English III
English IV blends composition and literature into a cohesive whole as students write critical and
comparative analyses of selected literature, continuing to develop their language arts skills. Students
primarily write multi-paragraph essays, but they may also write one or more major research papers. This
course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona
state standardized testing.
AP English Literature and Composition H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of English III with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on English III AZ Merit
Test
Following the College Board’s suggested curriculum designed to parallel college-level English courses, AP
English Literature and Composition enables students to develop critical standards for evaluating literature.
Students study the language, character, action, and theme in works of recognized literary merit; enrich their
understanding of connotation, metaphor, irony, syntax, and tone; and write compositions of their own
(including literary analysis, exposition, argument, narrative, and creative writing). After completing this
course, students will have the opportunity to take the Advanced Placement exam. This course meets
Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state
standardized testing.
Dual Enrollment English Composition (ENG 101 or ENG 102) 1 Credit
Dual enrollment credit is offered for specific courses. These courses are offered at Caurus Academy high
school and taught by high school teachers with college certification that allows students to earn both high
school credit and college credit. Juniors and seniors may enroll in dual enrollment courses with prior
approval and upon meeting dual enrollment admissions requirements.
College tuition fee associated with dual enrollment courses
Mathematics Courses
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Algebra I 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Algebra I includes the study of properties and operations of the real number system; evaluating rational
algebraic expressions; solving and graphing first degree equations and inequalities; translating word
problems into equations; operations with and factoring of polynomials; and solving simple quadratic
equations. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares
students for Arizona state standardized testing.
Geometry 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I
Geometry includes topics such as properties of plane and solid figures; deductive methods of reasoning and
use of logic; geometry as an axiomatic system including the study of postulates, theorems, and formal
proofs; concepts of congruence, similarity, parallelism, perpendicularity, and proportion; and rules of angle
measurement in triangles. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully
prepares students for Arizona state standardized testing.
Geometry H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on Algebra I AZ Merit
Test
Students apply alternate ways of reasoning mathematically, beyond Algebra 1, including analytical and
spatial reasoning to more complex problems. They apply what they know about two-dimensional figures to
three-dimensional figures in real-world context and deepen their understanding of shape and shape
relationships. Students extend their understanding about linear functions and coordinate graphing to
coordinate geometry. Students develop postulates, definitions, and theorems, as well as, deductive
reasoning skills that can be applied to higher-level mathematical and real-world problems. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state
standardized testing.
Algebra II 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I and Geometry
Algebra II includes the study of field properties and theorems; set theory; operations with rational and
irrational expressions; factoring of rational expressions; in-depth study of linear equations and inequalities;
quadratic equations; solving systems of linear and quadratic equations; graphing of constant, linear, and
quadratic equations; properties of higher degree equations; and operations with rational and irrational
exponents. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares
students for Arizona state standardized testing.
Algebra II H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I and Geometry with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on Algebra
I and Geometry AZ Merit Test
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Algebra II includes the study of field properties and theorems; set theory; operations with rational and
irrational expressions; factoring of rational expressions; in-depth study of linear equations and inequalities;
quadratic equations; solving systems of linear and quadratic equations; graphing of constant, linear, and
quadratic equations; properties of higher degree equations; and operations with rational and irrational
exponents. Students in honors Algebra 2 should have a very strong foundation in the mechanics and
procedures of algebra. This honors course places a deeper emphasis on conceptual knowledge and
application of concepts. It is designed for students committed to pursuing/studying the field of mathematics
beyond high school. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully
prepares students for Arizona state standardized testing.
Financial Algebra 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II
Financial Algebra is designed to develop a strong foundation in logical thinking and problem solving that
will enable students to make data informed decisions regarding matters of money and finance in their daily
lives. This course furthers the development of functions, which include linear, exponential, piece-wise,
quadratics, and step functions. Other topics studied include measures of center and spread, graphical
representations of data, principles of finance economics, amortization, supply and demand, revenue and
profit functions, loans, compound interest and continuous interest, credit card debt, car ownership, and
budgets. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Pre-Calculus 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II
Pre-Calculus combines the study of Trigonometry, Elementary Functions, Analytic Geometry, and
Mathematic Analysis topics as preparation for calculus. Topics include the study of complex numbers;
polynomial, logarithmic, exponential, rational, right trigonometric, and circular functions, and their
relations, inverses and graphs; trigonometric identities and equations; solutions of right and oblique
triangles; vectors; the polar coordinate system; conic sections; Boolean algebra and symbolic logic;
mathematical induction; matrix algebra; sequences and series; and limits and continuity. This course meets
Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Calculus 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Pre-Calculus
Calculus includes the study of derivatives, differentiation, integration, the definite and indefinite integral,
and applications of calculus. Students have previously attained knowledge of pre-calculus topics (some
combination of trigonometry, elementary functions, analytic geometry, and mathematic analysis). This
course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
AP Calculus AB H 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Pre-Calculus with 80% or higher, Highly Proficient rating on Algebra II AZ Merit
Test
Following the College Board's suggested curriculum designed to parallel college-level calculus courses, AP
Calculus AB provides students with an intuitive understanding of the concepts of calculus and experience
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with its methods and applications. These courses introduce calculus and include the following topics:
elementary functions; properties of functions and their graphs; limits and continuity; differential calculus
(including definition of the derivative, derivative formulas, theorems about derivatives, geometric
applications, optimization problems, and rate-of-change problems); and integral calculus (including
antiderivatives and the definite integral). This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Science Courses
Integrated Science 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Integrated Science is a lab course that draws upon the principles of several scientific specialties including
earth science, physical science, biology, chemistry, and physics and organizes the material around thematic
units. Common themes covered include systems, models, energy, patterns, change, and constancy. This
course uses appropriate aspects from each specialty to investigate applications of the theme. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Earth Science 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Earth Science is a lab course that offers insight into the environment on earth and the earth’s environment
in space. While presenting the concepts and principles essential to students understanding of the dynamics
and history of the earth, this course also explores oceanography, geology, astronomy, meteorology, and
geography. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Biology 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Integrated Science or Earth Science
Biology is a lab course that is designed to provide information regarding the fundamental concepts of life
and life processes. Topics covered in this course include cell structure and function, general plant and
animal physiology, genetics, and taxonomy. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements
and successfully prepares students for Arizona state standardized testing.
Chemistry 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Biology and Algebra I
Chemistry is a lab science course that involves studying the composition, properties, and reactions of
substances. This course focuses on the behaviors of solids, liquids, and gases; acid/base and
oxidation/reduction reactions; and atomic structure. Chemical formulas and equations and nuclear
reactions are also studied. This course meets Arizona highs school graduation requirements.
Environmental Science 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Biology
Environmental Science is an interdisciplinary lab science course that combines information from multiple
disciplines including biology, chemistry, physics, and geology, to understand and evaluate the nature and
scope of current environmental issues such as resource depletion, extinction, and pollution. Students will
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utilize scientific principles and methods to explore and understand the interrelationships of the natural
world, analyze local and global environmental issues, evaluate associated risks and examine alternative
solutions. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Human Anatomy and Physiology 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Biology
This lab course presents the human body and biological systems in extensive detail. In order to understand
the structure of the human body and its functions, students learn anatomical terminology, study cells and
tissues, explore functional systems (skeletal, muscular, circulatory, respiratory, digestive, reproductive, and
nervous), and may dissect mammals. Students will visit the Grand Canyon University Cadaver lab as a part
of this course. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Social Studies Courses
Geography 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
World Geography is an overview of world geography, but may vary widely in the topics they cover. Topics
include the physical environment; the political landscape; the relationship between people and the land;
economic production and development; and the movement of people, goods, and ideas. Students
participate in service learning projects as an integral portion of this course. This is a social studies elective
course.
World History 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
World History is an overview of the history of human society from early civilization to the contemporary
period, examining political, economic, social, religious, military, scientific, and cultural developments. This
course includes geographical studies, but often these components are not as explicitly taught as geography.
This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
American/ Arizona History 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of World History
U.S. History is an overview of the history of the United States, examining time periods from discovery or
colonialism through World War II an after. This course includes a historical overview of political, military,
scientific, and social developments along with the history of the North American peoples before European
settlement. Students have the opportunity to participate in a trip to Washington, D.C. upon completion of
this course. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements and successfully prepares
students for Arizona state standardized testing.
AP United States History 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of World History and English II with 80% or higher
Following the College Board’s suggested curriculum designed to parallel college-level U.S. History courses,
AP U.S. History courses provide students with the analytical skills and factual knowledge necessary to
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address critically problems and materials in U.S. history. Students learn to assess historical materials and to
weigh the evidence and interpretations presented in historical scholarship. The course examines the
discovery and settlement of the New World through the recent past. Students have the opportunity to
participate in a trip to Washington, D.C. upon completion of this course. This course meets Arizona high
school graduation requirements and successfully prepares students for Arizona state standardized testing.
American Government ½ Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of American/ Arizona History
American Government is an overview of the structure and functions of the U.S. government and political
institutions and examines constitutional principles, the concepts of rights and responsibilities, the role of
political parties and interest groups, and the importance of civic participation in the democratic process.
This course also examines the structure and function of state and local governments and will cover certain
economic and legal topics. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Economics ½ Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of American/ Arizona History
Economics is an overview of economic principles with primary emphasis on the principles of
microeconomics and the U.S. economic system. Topics covered include principles of macroeconomics,
international economics, and comparative economics. Economic principles will be presented in formal
theoretical contexts, and applied contexts. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Fine Arts Courses
Art 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
This course provides students with the knowledge and opportunity to explore various art forms and to
create individual works of art. This course also allows for discussion and exploration of career opportunities
in the art world. Initial courses cover the language, materials, and processes of a particular art form and the
design elements and principles supporting a work of art. As students advance and become more adept, the
instruction regarding the creative process becomes more refined, and students are encouraged to develop
their own artistic styles. Although this course focuses on creation, students will also study major artists, art
movements, and styles. This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school
graduation requirements.
Music 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Students have the opportunity to explore the wide world of music including music theory, music
technology, composition, and music appreciation. This course is individualized based on the experiences,
skill sets, and desires of the students enrolled. Students will also work with professional musicians and
shadow those in musical fields. This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high
school graduation requirements.
Contemporary Vocal Ensemble 1 Credit
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Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Contemporary Vocal Ensemble allows students to develop vocal techniques while focusing primarily on
contemporary stage literature styles, such as traditional jazz, jazz improvisation, and rock. These courses
may also focus on gospel, show choir, or barbershop choral group dynamics. This course may be repeated
for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Drumline 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Students in the Drumline will study, practice, and perform a wide variety of percussion literature with
emphasis on the continual development of technical facility, precision movement, and musical notation
reading skills. Drumline performs frequently throughout the year at school, community and festival events.
This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Career and Technical Education Courses
Career and Technical Education courses are offered through WESTMEC. Students may apply for WESTMEC
beginning their sophomore year for programs to be taken during their junior and senior years. Programs
include:
Aesthetician

Air Conditioning Technician

Automotive Collision Technology

Automotive Technology

Aviation Maintenance Technology

Avionics / Electronics

Coding

Cosmetology

Electrical Trade Specialties

Emergency Medical Technician

Energy & Industrial Technology

Fire Science

General Construction Technology

IT Security

Law, Public Safety & Security

Massage Therapy

Medical Assisting

Medium/Heavy Diesel Technology

Pharmacy Technician

Physical Therapy Technician

Plumbing Trade Specialties

Precision Machining

Veterinary Sciences

Welding Technology

Entrance requirements and program specific fees for West-MEC Central Programs can be found at:
http://www.west-mec.org/
Elective Courses
Spanish I 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Designed to introduce students to Spanish language and culture, Spanish I prepare students to
communicate authentically in Spanish by interpreting (reading, listening, viewing), exchanging (speaking
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and listening; reading and writing), and presenting (speaking, writing) information on a variety of topics.
Students are introduced to the relationships among the products, practices, and perspectives of Spanishspeaking cultures. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Spanish II I Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Spanish I
Spanish II builds upon skills developed in Spanish I, preparing students to communicate authentically in
Spanish by interpreting (reading, listening, viewing), exchanging (speaking and listening; reading and
writing), and presenting (speaking, writing) information on concrete topics. This course further explores the
relationships among the products, practices, and perspectives of Spanish-speaking cultures. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Spanish III Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Spanish II
This course places students in environments in which they interact with native Spanish speakers, in settings
where Spanish is the main language spoken. These courses enable students to strengthen their skills in
exchanging (speaking/listening and writing/reading), interpreting (reading, listening, and viewing), and
presenting information and their ability to interact in culturally appropriate ways. Students will have the
opportunity to travel to Spanish speaking locations. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.
Spanish IV Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of Spanish III
This course place students in environments in which they interact with native Spanish speakers, in settings
where Spanish is the main language spoken. These courses enable students to strengthen their skills in
exchanging (speaking/listening and writing/reading), interpreting (reading, listening, and viewing), and
presenting information and their ability to interact in culturally appropriate ways. Students will have the
opportunity to travel to Spanish speaking locations. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.
French I Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Designed to introduce students to French language and culture, French I prepares students to communicate
authentically in French by interpreting (reading, listening, viewing), exchanging (speaking and listening;
reading and writing), and presenting (speaking, writing) information on a variety of topics. Students are
introduced to the relationships among the products, practices, and perspectives of French-speaking
cultures. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
French II Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of French I
French II builds upon skills developed in French I, preparing students to communicate authentically in
French by interpreting (reading, listening, viewing), exchanging (speaking and listening; reading and
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writing), and presenting (speaking, writing) information on concrete topics. This course further explores the
relationships among the products, practices, and perspectives of French-speaking cultures. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
French III Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of French II
French III places students in environments in which they interact with native French speakers, typically in
settings where French is the main language spoken. This course enables students to strengthen their skills
in exchanging (speaking/listening and writing/reading), interpreting (reading, listening, and viewing), and
presenting information and their ability to interact in culturally appropriate ways. Students will have the
opportunity to travel to French speaking locations. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.

French IV Independent Study 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Completion of French III
French IV places students in environments in which they interact with native French speakers, typically in
settings where French is the main language spoken. This course enables students to strengthen their skills
in exchanging (speaking/listening and writing/reading), interpreting (reading, listening, and viewing), and
presenting information and their ability to interact in culturally appropriate ways. Students will have the
opportunity to travel to French speaking locations. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.
Physical Education/ Health 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Physical Education courses provide students with knowledge, experience, and an opportunity to develop
skills in more than one of the following sports or activities: team sports, individual/dual sports, recreational
sports, and fitness/conditioning activities. Topics covered within Health Education courses may vary widely,
but typically include personal health (nutrition, mental health and stress management, drug/alcohol abuse
prevention, disease prevention, and first aid) and consumer health issues. The courses may also include
brief studies of environmental health, personal development, and/or community resources. This course
may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Strength and Conditioning 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
This course help students develop knowledge and skills with free weights and universal stations while
emphasizing safety and proper body positioning; they may include other components such as anatomy and
conditioning. This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.
Entrepreneurship 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
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This course prepares students for small business ownership through the development of a business plan,
marketing strategies and a financial plan while also gaining an understanding of HR and Management
functions within a small business. Students will work with local entrepreneurs and job shadow as a part of
this course. This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation
requirements.
Journalism/ Creative Writing 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
This course will prepare the student to integrate pre-production, production, post-production,
Deliver/Distribute, Quality Assurance, and Presentation phases of Journalism. Creative Writing offers
students the opportunity to develop and improve their technique and individual style in poetry, short story,
drama, essays, and other forms of prose. The emphasis of the courses is on writing; however, students may
study exemplary representations and authors to obtain a fuller appreciation of the form and craft. This
course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Yearbook 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
This course provides students with the knowledge and skills necessary to produce the school yearbook.
Students will gain experience in several components (writing, editing, layout, production, and so on) or may
focus on a single aspect while producing the publication. This course may be repeated for credit. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Speech and Debate 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
This course offers students the opportunity to learn how to use oral skills in formal and informal situations.
In these courses, students are able to develop such skills as logic and reasoning, research and analysis,
organization of thought and supporting materials, argumentative style and skill, and effective presentation
of one’s voice and body. This course introduces students to the methods, aims, and styles used in various
kinds of debates (formal debate or Lincoln-Douglas). Participation in extra-curricular competition may be a
component of this course. This course may be repeated for credit. This course meets Arizona high school
graduation requirements.
Sociology 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Sociology courses introduce students to the study of human behavior in society. These courses provide an
overview of sociology, generally including (but not limited to) topics such as social institutions and norms,
socialization and social change, and the relationships among individuals and groups in society. This course
meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Psychology 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
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Psychology introduce students to the study of individual human behavior. Course content includes an
overview of the field of psychology, topics in human growth and development, personality and behavior,
and abnormal psychology. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
Drivers Education 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Drivers Education provides students with the knowledge and experience to become safe drivers on
America’s roadways. Topics in these courses cover legal obligations and responsibility, rules of the road and
traffic procedures, safe driving strategies and practices, and the physical and mental factors affecting the
driver’s capability (including alcohol and other drugs). Experience in driving a vehicle is an essential
component of this course. This course is contracted through an outside organization and awarded credit by
Caurus Academy. This course meets Arizona high school graduation requirements.
College and Careers

1 Credit

Prerequisites: Meets eligibility requirements
Students will prepare for life after high school by researching possible career options and post-secondary
paths. This course includes college visits, job shadowing, and ACT/SAT preparation.
Sports Broadcasting

1 Credit

Prerequisites: Completion of English 1
Students will learn the basic aspects of live play-by-play broadcasting; color commentary; and sports
reporting, anchoring and producing for radio, TV and online communications. Emphasis will be on practical
experience in helping to produce high school sports programming.
Senior Seminar 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Senior in good academic standing
Senior seminar is a culminating opportunity for Caurus students to create, propose, and present a topic of
interest to them. Students will work collaboratively with peers and staff on an interdisciplinary topic which
allows them to use a variety of skills in the areas of writing, speaking, research, and documentation. Upon
completion of the Senior Seminar Experience, students will have learned more about their topics, their
community, and, most importantly, about themselves.
The process for awarding credit for all courses, core and elective, will be based on student assessment
growth and performance as demonstrated in each course. The criteria for awarding credit is successful
completion of course requirements and demonstration of mastery of standards and learning targets at or
above a grade of 60% along with successful completion of the course final exam. Remediation in the form
of peer tutoring, test retake opportunities, and teacher tutoring will provide students with additional
opportunities to demonstrate mastery of a standard or topic.
The policy on acceptance of transfer credit, as approved by the Caurus Academy Governing Board states
that: “All transfer credits are subject to review, regardless of issuing institution. Courses that meet Arizona
state or national academic standards will be transferred as a core course to meet Caurus and Arizona
Page 17 of 18

state high school graduation requirements. Elective courses and courses that do not meet Arizona state or
national academic standards will be awarded elective credit only.”
Graduation requirements at Caurus Academy match the Arizona state requirements for number of
credits in both core courses and elective courses as demonstrated in the below chart:
Subject
English or English as Second Language
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
Fine Arts/ Career & Technical Education
Additional Electives
Total number of credits

Number of Credits
4
4
3
3
1
7
22

Caurus Academy will offer classes based on a traditional schedule model with students taking six classes
per school year. This will allow students to obtain 24 possible high school credits over the course of four
years. Students will meet all Arizona state testing requirements for graduation.
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s)
operated by the Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:
•
In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
K-5th Grade Campus 41900 N. 42nd Ave Phoenix, AZ 85086

Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current FY 19
Anticipated FY 20 Anticipated FY 21
1.5
1.5
1.5
Teachers/Instructional Staff
2
2

Anticipated FY 22
1.5

Kindergarten

2

2

1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)

4

6

6

6

Special Education
Paraprofessional

3
3

3
3

4
3

4
3

2.5

2.5

10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade

Additional Staff
2.5

List title:
Office Staff
List title:
Business Office

2.5
1

1

1.5

1.5

List title:
Lunch Staff

1

1

1.5

1.5

Total Number of Staff 28
30
Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart

32

32
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:
•

•

•

In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead
teacher, etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Caurus Academy

Title
Director/Principal
(.5)
Assistant Principal
Kindergarten-5th

Current FY 19
Dameon Blair

Leadership Team
Anticipated FY 20
Dameon Blair

Anticipated FY 21
Dameon Blair

Anticipated FY 22
Dameon Blair

Kim Curcio

Kim Curcio

Kim Curcio

Kim Curcio

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s)
operated by the Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:
•
In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
Current 6th- 10th Grade Campus 42102 N. 41st Drive Phoenix, AZ 85086

Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current FY 19
Anticipated FY 20 Anticipated FY 21
2.5
Teachers/Instructional Staff

Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade

2
2
2
4

10th Grade
11th Grade

4
----------------------

12th Grade

----------------------

Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)

4

Special Education
Paraprofessional

3
4
Additional Staff

List title:
Office Staff
List title:
Business Office

2.5

List title:
Lunch Staff

.5

.5

Anticipated FY 22

Total Number of Staff 31
Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:
•

•

•

In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead
teacher, etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Caurus Academy

Title
Director/Principal
(.5)
Assistant Principal
6th-12th
Assistant Principal
6th-12th

Current FY 19
Dameon Blair

Leadership Team
Anticipated FY 20

Anticipated FY 21

Heather Campbell
Wendy Davison

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.

Anticipated FY 22
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s)
operated by the Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:
•
In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
Future 6th- 12th Grade Campus 44112 N. Black Canyon Highway Phoenix, AZ 85087

Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current FY 19
Anticipated FY 20 Anticipated FY 21
2.5
2.5

Anticipated FY 22
2.5

Teachers/Instructional Staff
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade

2
2
2
5

2
2
2
5

2
2
2
5

10th Grade
11th Grade

5
3

5
3

5
3

12th Grade

-----------------------

3

3

Specialty
Staff
(Music, Art, PE, etc.)

6

6

6

Special Education
Paraprofessional

4
4

4
4

4
4

Additional Staff
2.5

2.5

2.5

.5

1

1

.5

1

1

List title:
Office Staff
List title:
Business Office
List title:
Lunch Staff

Total Number of
39
Staff Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart

43

43
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:
•

•

•

In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead
teacher, etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Caurus Academy

Title
Director/Principal
(.5)
Assistant Principal
6th-12th
Assistant Principal
6th-12th

Current FY 19

Leadership Team
Anticipated FY 20
Dameon Blair

Anticipated FY 21
Dameon Blair

Anticipated FY 22
Dameon Blair

Heather Campbell

Heather Campbell

Heather Campbell

Wendy Davison

Wendy Davison

Wendy Davison

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the
proposed timeline for implementing the request.
Directions*:
• In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students
served per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
•

In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
Current 6th- 10th Campus 42101 N. 41st Drive Phoenix, AZ 85086
Number of Students
Grade Level

Current – FY 2019

Target – FY 2020

Target – FY 2021

Target – FY 2022

Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade

62

7th Grade

54

8th Grade

42

9th Grade

43

10th Grade

41

11th Grade
12th Grade
Total
Enrollment

242

*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the
proposed timeline for implementing the request.
Directions*:
• In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students
served per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
•

In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
Future 6th- 12th Grade Campus 44112 N. Black Canyon Highway Phoenix, AZ 85087
Number of Students
Grade Level

Current – FY 2019

Target – FY 2020

Target – FY 2021

Target – FY 2022

Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade

90

90

90

7th Grade

90

90

90

8th Grade

60

90

90

9th Grade

100

100

100

10th Grade

100

100

100

11th Grade

75

100

100

75

100

645

670

12th Grade
Total
Enrollment

515

*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the
proposed timeline for implementing the request.
Directions*:
• In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students
served per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
•
•

In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:
Arizona Montessori Charter School at Anthem dba Caurus Academy
K-5th Grade Campus 41900 N. 42nd Ave Phoenix, AZ 85086
Number of Students
Grade Level

Current – FY 2019

Target – FY 2020

Target – FY 2021

Target – FY 2022

Kindergarten

49

48

48

48

1st Grade

52

56

56

56

2nd Grade

56

56

56

56

3rd Grade

56

56

56

56

4th Grade

55

56

56

56

5th Grade

53

56

56

56

321

328

328

328

6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade
Total
Enrollment

*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).
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AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Enrollment Cap Amendment Request
Request

BASIS Charter Schools, Inc.—Entity ID 90841 (“Charter Holder”) submitted an expansion request to increase its
enrollment cap from 780 to 929, beginning in FY 2019. This enrollment cap accounts for 3 years of projected
student enrollment.
See Appendix A: Amendment Request Materials and Support Materials.
The Charter Holder is requesting this expansion to accommodate its current student population. The Charter
Holder identified this issue during an internal compliance check and is requesting the increase to correct the
discrepancy. Additional measures have been put in place by the Charter Holder to ensure that this situation does
not occur again either with this charter or any others operated by BASIS Charters Schools, Inc. Staffing will increase
in FY 2020 to add an additional teacher to both 7th grade and 11th grade. Additional resources will not be necessary
to implement this expansion.

Three Year Plan

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

Grade Levels

5-12

5-12

5-12

5-12

Enrollment

929

929

929

929

Staff Recommendation
The Charter Holder has not met the criteria to receive a staff recommendation for expansion.
Staff Recommendation Criteria
In operation for three years.

Analysis
The Charter Holder has been in operation for 8 years.

“Meets the Board’s Operational
Performance Expectations’’ based on
the dashboards for the most recent
two prior years and the current year.
“Meets the Board’s Financial
Performance Expectations” based on
the most recent dashboard.
Past enrollment trends indicate the
charter will exceed its enrollment cap
within the next three years.
ADM is within 85% of current
enrollment cap

The Charter Holder received an Overall Rating of “Meets” the
Board’s Operational Performance Expectations.

Each school operated by the charter
holder:
Performs at or above the average
performance of a majority of schools
within a five-mile radius of the school’s
location

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

The Charter Holder “Does Not Meet” the Financial Performance
Expectations.
ADM in FY2016 was 745.933, in FY 2017 was 765.175, and in FY 2018
was 825.072. The charter has exceeded its enrollment cap.
According to ADE School Finance, the charter holder currently has an
ADM of 926.788. The Charter Holder is operating at 119% of its
enrollment cap.
Board staff is unable to determine the performance of nearby
schools due to a loss of functionality with the AZ Report Cards
website. Therefore, a determination cannot be made for this
criterion.
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Financial Performance

The Charter Holder was required to submit a Financial Performance Response (“FPR”) because it did not meet the
Board’s Financial Performance Expectations. The table1 below includes the Charter Holder’s financial data and
financial performance for the last three audited fiscal years and reflects the charter contracts the Board had with
BASIS Charter Schools, Inc., as well as schools operated in Texas and the District of Columbia (collectively,
“BASIS”). 2
Financial Data
Statement of Financial Position

2017

2016

2015

2014

Cash

$53,160,565

$38,922,945

$25,700,089

Unrestricted Cash

$18,426,690

$11,268,324

$8,375,333

Other Liquidity

-

-

-

Total Assets

$258,401,398

$226,912,863

$178,580,822

Total Liabilities
Current Portion of Long-Term Debt &
Capital Leases

$290,554,500

$249,902,287

$191,893,048

$2,865,000

$3,042,858

$1,003,276

Net Assets

($32,153,102)

($22,989,424)

($13,312,226)

Statement of Activities

2017

2016

2015

Revenue

$116,256,051

$93,422,513

$84,472,972

Expenses

$125,419,729

$103,099,711

$92,076,281

Net Income

($9,163,678)

($9,677,198)

($7,603,309)

Change in Net Assets

($9,163,678)

($9,677,198)

($7,603,309)

Financial Statements or Notes
Depreciation & Amortization Expense
Interest Expense

2017

2016

2015

$6,191,912

$5,172,169

$6,688,551

$12,274,983

$9,774,140

$10,979,720

Lease Expense

-

$26,604,956

-

-

Financial Performance
2017

2016

2015

3-yr Cumulative

Nea r-Term Indi ca tors
Going Concern
Unrestricted Days Liquidity
Default

No

No

No

N/A

53.63

39.89

33.20

N/A

No

No

No

N/A

Sus ta i na bi l i ty Indi ca tors
Net Income

($9,163,678)

($9,677,198)

($7,603,309)

Cash Flow

$14,237,620

$13,222,856

($904,867)

0.61

0.41

0.84

Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio

N/A
$26,555,609
N/A

Staff’s evaluation of the FPR resulted in two “Acceptable” and zero “Not Acceptable” determinations. The FPR and
staff evaluation are provided in Appendix B. A “Not Acceptable” means the measure’s response did not sufficiently
address one or more of the questions identified in Appendix C of the Financial Performance Framework. An
analysis of BASIS’ financial performance, focusing on those measures where BASIS failed to meet the Board’s
target and using information from the Charter Holder’s FPR and related documents, is provided below.

BASIS’ beginning net assets were restated in the fiscal year 2015 audit.
For fiscal years 2015, 2016 and 2017, the Board had 13, 17 and 18 charter contracts with BASIS, respectively.
ASBCS, December 10, 2018
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Net Income
BASIS continues efforts to refinance its existing, higher interest debt. The FY 2017 refinancing activities resulted in
approximately $4.1 million in loan issuance costs and prepayment penalties, which would have been spread out
over the life of the original bonds, having to be recorded in one year (FY 2017) to comply with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). Prior to factoring in these expenses, which were paid using the bond proceeds,
BASIS had a net loss of approximately $5 million for FY 2017. Documentation submitted with the response shows
the debt refinancing yielded positive net present value savings of approximately $10 million. For 2018, the
magnitude of BASIS’s net loss is projected to decrease by approximately $4.6 million before considering
adjustments for extinguishment of debt.
Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio
The magnitude of the net loss affected BASIS’s performance in FY 2017. For FY 2018, BASIS’s numeric performance
on the ratio is projected to improve.
The Charter Holder was granted a new charter in 2010.

Governance
Corporate Board Members

School Governing Body Members

Craig Barrett
Donald Budinger
Shelly Esque
John Morton
Steve Twist
Mittida Raksanaves
DeAnna Rowe
Terry Sarvas

School Profile

School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)

FY 16
89%
84%
*

Michael Beaulieu
David Hubalik
Shashi Jasthi
Hanqing Jiang
Kristen Jordison
Rizwan Safdar
Mittida Raksanaves
DeAnna Rowe

BASIS Peoria
August 2011
Peoria
5–12
A
FY 17
88%
94%
98%

Type

School Staff
Charter Organization
Community Member
Community Member
School Staff
Community Member
Community Member
Charter Organization

FY 18
89%
94%
>98%

+FY 18 State Average Passing
*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%, or the group includes less than 10 students, the percentage for that group is
redacted.

School Choices Serving Grades 5-12 within 5 Miles of BASIS Peoria

Board staff is unable to provide information about the academic performance of nearby schools due to an issue
with the AZ Report Cards website. Therefore, this information cannot be provided about additional school choices
or a comparison to nearby schools.

Schools Associated with BASIS Peoria
See Appendix D: Associated Schools for more information.
ASBCS, December 10, 2018
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Enrollment and Demographic Data

100th Day Average Daily Membership (“ADM”) for FY 2015–FY 2018, and FY 2019 ADM as of November 16, 2018.

2016-2017 Subgroup Data
Free and Reduced Lunch
English Language Learners
Special Education

*
*
1%

*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%,
or the group includes less than 10 students,
the percentage for that group is redacted.

ASBCS, December 10, 2018
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APPENDIX A
AMENDMENT REQUEST MATERIALS
1. GRADE LEVEL CHANGE WITH ENROLLMENT CAP AMENDMENT REQUEST
2. AMENDMENT DOCUMENTS

Enrollment Cap Request

Enrollment Cap Request
Charterholder Info
Charter Holder

Representative

Name:

Name:

BASIS Charter Schools, Inc.

Anastasia Hawkins

CTDS:

Phone Number:

07-85-88-000

480-767-7696

Mailing Address:
7975 N. Hayden Rd, Suite B100
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
View detailed info

Downloads
Download all files

Enrollment Cap
From:
780
To:
929

Attachments
Board Minutes
Download File — Resolution approving enrollment cap increase_Peoria

Increase to Enrollment Cap Attachments
The following 2 attachments are only required if the enrollment cap is increasing.
Occupancy Documentation (Increase Only)
Download File — Certificate of Occupancy BASIS Peoria
Narrative —

Download File

Additional Information
Download
Download
Download
Download

File
File
File
File

—
—
—
—

Financial Performance Response
Staffing Chart
Enrollment Matrix
Fire Marshal Inspection Documentation

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21720[11/28/2018 4:01:19 PM]

Enrollment Cap Request

Feedback
Feedback
NA

Signature
Charter Representative Signature
Anastasia Hawkins 11/28/2018

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21720[11/28/2018 4:01:19 PM]

BASIS Peoria Enrollment Cap Notification Request
Narrative
BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. requests approval to increase the BASIS Peoria enrollment cap for the
2018-19 school year from 780 to serve the current student population of 929 students.
Overwhelming demand from the 2017-2018 school year coupled with unprecedented demand
for the current school year has led to BASIS Peoria exceeding its enrollment cap. Current
enrollment as of September 4, 2018 can be found below.
Grade
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

Enrollment
197
193
154
134
87
60
54
50
929

Rationale
Beginning with the 2011-2012 school year, BASIS Peoria began serving students in grades 5-10 at
its then-newly built school facility located in Peoria, AZ. For the 2017-2018 school year, BASIS
Peoria opened its doors in another newly constructed building adjacent to the original building
and served 825 students in grades 5-12. The original building was remodeled to serve grades K-4
to give students the opportunity to pursue a BASIS charter schools education from kindergarten
through 12th grade between the two schools. The opening of the adjacent BASIS Peoria Primary
campus, coupled with continued academic success including a Top Five ranking by U.S. News
World and Reports, led to an increased demand for BASIS Peoria.
BASIS Peoria consistently receives an overwhelming amount of interest in new student
enrollment, which results in applications that far exceed the capacity for students in each grade
level during open enrollment and throughout the school year each academic year. This
demand also results in a wait list for each grade level, which has been consistent since the
school’s inception.
Such overwhelming demand resulted in a zealous effort to provide access to as many students
as possible safely and within acceptable staffing parameters. The unfortunate result of such
zealousness is that BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. inadvertently enrolled students beyond its
enrollment cap in both the 2017-18 and 2018-19 school years. The genesis of that oversight is
further detailed below and, BASIS Charter Schools, Inc., is now belatedly and humbly seeking an
enrollment cap increase to provide funding only for those 929 students currently enrolled for the
2018-2019 school year.
Identifying the Issue.
BASIS Educational Group, LLC (“BASIS.ed”), the education management service provider for
BASIS Charter Schools, Inc., has been diligently completing the Board’s requested Self

Compliance Checks (“SCCs”) since receiving the Board’s directive on this matter. This includes
reviewing grade levels served, corporate board membership alignment as well as alignment
with the Arizona Corporation Commission, school contact information, school governing body
membership alignment, mission statements and enrollment caps for all 22 Arizona BASIS charter
schools and submitting proper amendment requests if and when discrepancies are found. Both
BASIS.ed and BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. are committed to ensuring each school is in complete
compliance with the Board’s requirements in all respects.
In reviewing enrollment caps during the SCC process, the student count for BASIS Peoria was
found to be above the stated 780 student enrollment cap for the 2018-19 academic year.
Several BASIS.ed departments were then tasked with analyzing the numbers to confirm
accuracy given the unexpected discrepancy. The numbers were confirmed for the current
year, and it was further discovered that enrollment in the 2017-18 SY was 45 students above the
enrollment cap. BASIS.ed immediately notified BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. and initiated an
investigation.
The investigation revealed a breakdown in the BASIS.ed internal processes related to the BASIS
Peoria school site location change amendment request submitted on August 13, 2017. This
request was completed when the school moved into its new building to serve its upper school
students while allowing BASIS Peoria Primary to move into the previous BASIS Peoria building. The
school site change occurred at the beginning of the 2017-2018 school year. When the
amendment for the school site location change was submitted through the ASBCS online portal,
an enrollment cap increase should have been requested at that time. Indeed, the normal
practice for a school site location change to a larger facility is to include an enrollment cap
increase. Notably, the school site location change request included a Certificate of
Occupancy demonstrating that the building occupancy is 2334.
At the time of the submission, there were several different employees transitioning in and out of
the department compiling the information for the amendment request. While the Enrollment
Matrix submitted with that amendment request included student enrollment numbers above the
enrollment cap, those numbers were below the building capacity and, contrary to expected
normal practices, the enrollment cap increase was not submitted with the amendment request.
Because the transition of personnel and positions within the department continued throughout
the year, the mistake was not identified until the initiation of the SCC process this year. BASIS
Charter Schools, Inc. thus did not receive funding for the 45 additional students it served during
the 2017-2018 school year.
After uncovering this issue at BASIS Peoria, BASIS.ed immediately reviewed all other BASIS charter
schools’ enrollment caps and enrollment numbers to ensure that no other school had the same
issue. That review confirmed that the issue was limited to BASIS Peoria and the school site
location change amendment request discussed above.
Responding to the Problem
BASIS.ed has undertaken a number of remedial measures. First, assuming that BASIS Charter
Schools, Inc. is unable to recoup the money for the 2017-2018 school year, then BASIS.ed has
agreed to make BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. whole for the losses incurred related to the 2017-18
school year. Second, a system of checks and balances has been designed and implemented
to safe guard against future issues of this kind. Specifically, the process is two-fold: 1) Informed
Planning; and 2) Accountability and Follow-Up.

Informed planning involves annual reporting by the Compliance department beginning in
March. At that time, Compliance will provide the then-current enrollment caps for each school
to the Growth and Enrollment teams. The Growth and Enrollment teams will notify Compliance
of any necessary increases for the following school year as soon as is practicable after receiving
the annual report. Enrollment cap increases will then be prepared and submitted for the
Board’s consideration prior to the start of the school year.
Accountability and follow up involves periodic checks of the CHAR 55 reports by the State
Reporting Specialist and the Finance teams to confirm that the enrollment numbers do not
exceed the applicable caps for that school year. These checks will be performed for each
school at least twice per school year, once in the fall and once in the spring.
Finally, this process has been documented and disseminated to all relevant BASIS.ed
departments and BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. This process document is stored on a shared drive
so it is accessible to employees who are hired or transferred into a role with responsibilities in all
of the relevant departments. Further, new employees hired with responsibilities related to
student enrollment will be trained specifically on this issue.
Supporting the Enrollment Cap Increase
BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. is thus requesting an enrollment cap increase to serve only those
students that are currently enrolled at their school – a cap of 929 students. The failure to submit
this request previously was the result of an unintentional oversight in connection with a school
site location change amendment request during a time of significant staff transition.
Although this request is being made after the current school year has already started, the
request is akin to requests made by other schools and approved by the Board. Most recently,
the Board approved an enrollment cap increase for the Leman Academy of Excellence, Inc.
(“Leman”) at the September 10, 2018 Board meeting in which the school was over-enrolled by
300 students for the current year. Leman’s request, though admittedly deemed undesirable by
the Board, was approved up to the schools’ current enrollment number.








At the October 10, 2017 Board meeting, Imagine Desert West Middle School sought and
received an enrollment cap increase to 510 students when the then-current enrollment
was 400 students despite an enrollment cap of 375. This request was on the consent
agenda and the motion passed unanimously.
During the July 11, 2011 Board meeting, E-Institute Charter Schools was granted an
enrollment cap increase from 700 to 2000 students, while then enrolled at 790—90
students above their enrollment cap at the time. This motion passed with a 6-1 vote.
At the May 12, 2014 Board meeting, the Odyssey Preparatory Academy was granted an
enrollment cap increase from 1700 to 2000 students while then serving 2000 students. By
majority vote, this increase was approved and granted by the Board to apply to both
the current and prior school year.
At the January 13, 2014 meeting, Phoenix Collegiate Academy was granted an
enrollment cap increase from 385 to 750 with a then current enrollment of 440 students.
This was approved by a majority vote due to one abstention.

Accordingly, Board precedent supports granting BASIS Charter Schools, Inc.’s request for an
enrollment cap increase. Consistent with the outcome in Leman, BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. is
only seeking the increase to its current student count. The requested increase of 149 students is
well within the range of previously approved increases. Further, the request is reasonable as it

narrowly focuses on the current year only, despite the fact that a 300-student increase was
previously granted to Odyssey Preparatory Academy for a prior school year. Finally, BASIS
Charter Schools, Inc. is holding BASIS.ed accountable for the mistake that, by all accounts was
the result of a simple oversight during a time of transition. BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. is
requesting that if approved, the enrollment cap increase be deemed retroactive to July 1 per
the ADE policy linked here: http://www.azed.gov/finance/files/2014/06/sf-0001-enrollment-capamendments-issued-7-1-14.pdf .
Staffing
As indicated on the chart, few changes to staffing are necessary, as BASIS Peoria has been
adequately staffed to serve these students and will remain proactive in its hiring of excellent
teachers. Demonstrated through both academic excellence and positive feedback, BASIS
Peoria teachers and staff have proven effective over the previous years and we anticipate a
similar level of high achievement this year. In the coming years, staff will be held to the same
rigorous standards and any necessary hiring will be done with the same amount of care.
Concrete Resources
The academic program and instruction is identical to that taught at BASIS Peoria for the previous
seven years and consistent with the academic excellence across all BASIS Charter Schools. BASIS
Peoria has now been nationally ranked for two consecutive years and the same resources that
have enabled this success will be utilized. No changes will need to be made as the same
resources will continue to be utilized.

Staffing Chart

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s) operated by the Charter
Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:



In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff members for
each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name: BASIS Peoria

10

Number of Staff Members
Anticipated—
Anticipated—
FY20
FY21
10
10

Anticipated—
FY22
10

6
6
5
5
4
3
2
2
6

6
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
6

6
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
6

6
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
6

2
13

2
13

2
13

2
13

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Position
Administration
Teachers/Instructional
Staff
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)
Special Education
Paraprofessional
Additional Staff
List title:
Front Office
Coordinator
List title:
Front Office
Coordinator Assistant
List title:
Registrar
List title:
College Counselor

Current—FY19

Use for Amendment/Notification Requests only
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Staffing Chart
Total Number of Staff
Members

68

70

70

70

*To view an example of a completed staffing chart, review page 14 of The Guide to Amending a Charter.

Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by the
Charter Holder.
Directions:





In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all individuals
who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead teacher, etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each of the
leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing staff member
will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be determined) in the
box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name: BASIS Peoria
Title
Head of School
Head of
Operations
Senior College
Counselor
Director of
Academic
Programs
Director of
Student Affairs
Dean of Students

Current—FY19
Jayme Dunn
Becky Trower

Leadership Team
Anticipated—FY20 Anticipated—FY21
Jayme Dunn
Jayme Dunn
Becky Trower
Becky Trower

Tier Martin

Tier Martin

Tier Martin

Tier Martin

Nicholas Miller

Nicholas Miller

Nicholas Miller

Nicholas Miller

Brooks Charlton

Brooks Charlton

Brooks Charlton

Brooks Charlton

Aaron Poggi

Aaron Poggi

Aaron Poggi

Aaron Poggi

Facilities
Coordinator
Technology
Coordinator
Auxiliary Program
Coordinator
Curriculum
Coordinator

Mark Alves

Mark Alves

Mark Alves

Mark Alves

Joshua Brown

Joshua Brown

Joshua Brown

Joshua Brown

Pat Delfeld

Pat Delfeld

Pat Delfeld

Pat Delfeld

Tyra Burton

Tyra Burton

Tyra Burton

Tyra Burton

Use for Amendment/Notification Requests only

Anticipated—FY22
Jayme Dunn
Becky Trower
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BASIS Peoria Enrollment Cap Notification Request
Enrollment Cap Timeline for Implementation
BASIS Charter Schools, Inc. requests approval for an increase in the enrollment cap for
the 2018-2019 school year.
School Name: BASIS Peoria
Grade Level
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total
Enrollment

Current—FY19

197
193
154
134
87
60
54
50
929

Number of Students
Target—FY20
Target—FY21

160
190
169
133
87
78
59
53
929

160
160
166
145
86
78
76
58
929

Target—FY22

160
160
139
149
94
77
76
74
929

APPENDIX B
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND
EVALUATION

BASIS FY 17 Financial Performance Response
2a. Net Income
Per the consolidated audited financials for FY 2017, the net surplus for the year fell below the
$1 threshold primarily due to the GAAP effect of our capital restructuring, as shown by Exhibit
1. Multiple schools were refinanced into our obligated group structure in FY 2017 with the aim
of increasing the amount of money spent in BASIS classrooms. This process resulted in
$4,105,155 in non-cash expenses related to the write-off of loan issuance costs and
prepayment penalties being recorded in the statement of activities. In FY 2017, we also had an
unrealized loss on investment of $284,587, as shown by Exhibit 1. This unrealized loss is
resulting from non-cash investment activity of our debt service reserve funds. Debt service
reserve funds are a required feature of our obligated group structure. In addition to the above
activity, FY 2017 also had a non-cash capitalized interest amount of $893,684 associated with it,
as shown in Exhibit 2.
To negate the non-cash expenses associated with the above activity, the following items are
added back to get an adjusted net surplus figure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write-off of loan issuance costs and prepayment of penalties, per Exhibit 1: ($4,105,155)
Unrealized gain/loss on investments, per Exhibit 1:($284,587)
Non-cash capitalized interest expense, per Exhibit 2 :($893,684)
Total non-cash add backs not including depreciation & amortization: ($5,283,426)

To demonstrate the positive cash flow and NPV for each bond series referenced above,
please see Exhibit 3 through Exhibit 7, included with this response and summarized as
follows:
Exhibit
Exhibit 3
Exhibit 4
Exhibit 5
Exhibit 6
Exhibit 7

School
BASIS Tucson Primary
BASIS Tucson North
BASIS Scottsdale
BASIS Oro Valley
BASIS DC

NPV Savings
$590,543
$863,072
$1,060,802
$943,018
$6,629,297

Refinancing these five schools generated over $10 million in positive NPV for BASIS Charter
Schools, Inc. (BCSI). We also ask the Board to consider the NPV savings from our financings in
early fiscal year 2017:
Exhibit
Exhibit 8

Bond Series
2017AB

NPV Savings
$448,642
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In further support of the net income measure, we ask the Board to consider that focusing
on the “net book value” of the land and buildings is inaccurate when analyzing BCSI financials. It
is more accurate to consider the market value of the land and buildings, which captures reality
rather than an accounting calculation called net book value. This is the approach used by the
public markets and if applied here, BCSI net assets would turn positive by over $10 million. The
difference between the market value and the book value of the BCSI real estate portfolio at
June 30, 2017 is at least +$47 million USD using appraisals from the last 3 years, with the
exception that one appraisal is from 2013. This is one of the reasons that the BCSI bond
offerings across the last three years have received buy orders that are 5x over the available
supply. The Board can confirm this by comparing the most recent appraisal values from the
2018A bond series, attached here as Exhibit 9 (Table A-2-4), to Note 5 on the audit report,
attached here as Exhibit 10. Please note that Exhibit 9 was provided as a part of the entire
2018A Limited Offering Memorandum (LOM) in a previous submission, but we are presenting
only this table as a part of this submission for your convenience. If the Board wants the entire
2018A LOM submitted again as a part of this submission, we are happy to provide it. The real
property market value of the schools in operation at June 30, 2017 per Exhibit 9 as compared to
the Land and improvements, Building and leasehold improvements, and Accumulated
Depreciation of those same schools from Exhibit 10 shows at least +$47 million in net assets.
As a part of our submission, we have also included internally prepared, unaudited FY 2018
consolidated statements as Exhibit 11. These statements show a net surplus after taking into
account the preliminary extinguishment of debt amounts. As noted in previous submissions to
the Board, BASIS expects the net surplus to run negative due to the capital restructuring
activities associated with refinancing all the BASIS Charter Schools.

2c. Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio
FY 2017 FCC ratio for BCSI schools was 0.61, per the Financial Performance dashboard. Given
the non-recurring nature of some of the activities on the consolidated statement of activities,
we request the adjustments for the write-off of loan issuance cost be made to the net surplus
figure before arriving at the net surplus available to cover any fixed charges. The adjusted FCC
for FY 2017 is shown in Exhibit 12. We are pleased to report a strong improvement in this
measure over the last year with the ratio calculating to be 0.90 when the non-cash nonrecurring entries described in our response to 2a above are removed. We believe that this
demonstrates strong improvement over the 0.40 FCC from FY 2016 and ask the Board to
consider our year over year improvement. As additional support of BCSI’s ability to cover fixed
charges, we ask the Board to consider a similar calculation framework that is required annually
by our bond holders and Standard and Poors during their rating evaluations done prior to each
bond offering. The calculation is performed annually by the same firm which completes the
audit report and is included here as Exhibit 13. This calculation reveals a Debt Service Coverage
Ratio of 1.25, which exceeds our debt covenants and meets the expectations required by the
municipal bond market for additional debt.
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BASIS SCHOOLS, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
Year Ended June 30, 2017
Unrestricted
Revenue and support:
State revenues
Federal revenues
Local revenues
Net assets released from restrictions
Total revenue and support

$ 102,108,223
1,488,171
11,175,856 $
5,206,651
119,978,901

Temporarily
Restricted

Total

$ 102,108,223
1,488,171
5,873,543
17,049,399
(5,206,651)
666,892
120,645,793

Expenses:

Primary and secondary education
General and administrative
Fundraising
Total expenses

107,082,573
17,803,500
533,656
125,419,729

Change in net assets (deficit) before unrealized loss and writeoff of loan issuance costs and prepayment penalties

(5,440,828)

Unrealized loss
Write-off of loan issuance costs and prepayment penalties

(284,587)
(4,105,155)

Change in net assets (deficit)

(9,830,570)

Net assets (deficit), beginning of year
Net assets (deficit), end of year

(27,232,983)
$ (37,063,553) $

107,082,573
17,803,500
533,656
125,419,729
666,892

(4,773,936)
(284,587)
(4,105,155)

666,892

(9,163,678)

4,243,559
(22,989,424)
4,910,451 $ (32,153,102)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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NET DEBT SERVICE
Arizona Industrial Development Authority
Education Revenue Bonds (BASIS Schools Projects), Series 2017A and 2017B (Taxable)
***************************
FINAL

Period
Ending
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045
07/01/2046
07/01/2047
07/01/2048
07/01/2049
07/01/2050

Principal

Interest

Total
Debt Service

225,000
640,000
600,000
640,000
665,000
690,000
725,000
760,000
800,000
840,000
880,000
930,000
975,000
1,030,000
1,080,000
1,135,000
1,190,000
1,250,000
1,310,000
1,385,000
1,460,000
1,525,000
1,610,000
1,695,000
1,780,000
1,875,000
1,970,000
2,085,000
2,190,000
1,815,000
9,610,000
10,115,000
10,460,000
10,020,000

1,646,325.83
3,965,887.50
3,932,287.50
3,907,600.00
3,882,000.00
3,855,400.00
3,820,900.00
3,784,650.00
3,746,650.00
3,706,650.00
3,664,650.00
3,619,550.04
3,571,887.52
3,521,918.78
3,469,131.26
3,413,781.28
3,355,612.52
3,294,625.02
3,230,562.52
3,163,425.02
3,092,443.76
3,017,618.76
2,937,556.26
2,853,031.26
2,764,043.76
2,670,593.76
2,572,156.26
2,468,731.26
2,359,268.76
2,244,293.76
2,149,006.26
1,644,481.26
1,100,800.02
538,575.02

1,871,325.83
4,605,887.50
4,532,287.50
4,547,600.00
4,547,000.00
4,545,400.00
4,545,900.00
4,544,650.00
4,546,650.00
4,546,650.00
4,544,650.00
4,549,550.04
4,546,887.52
4,551,918.78
4,549,131.26
4,548,781.28
4,545,612.52
4,544,625.02
4,540,562.52
4,548,425.02
4,552,443.76
4,542,618.76
4,547,556.26
4,548,031.26
4,544,043.76
4,545,593.76
4,542,156.26
4,553,731.26
4,549,268.76
4,059,293.76
11,759,006.26
11,759,481.26
11,560,800.02
10,558,575.02

4,553,731.26

75,960,000

102,966,094.95

178,926,094.95

4,553,731.26

Jan 25, 2017 2:13 pm Prepared by RBC Capital Markets

Debt Service
Reserve Fund

Capitalized
Interest Fund
(through
1/1/2018)

Net
Debt Service

893,684.41
1,079,618.75

977,641.42
3,526,268.75
4,532,287.50
4,547,600.00
4,547,000.00
4,545,400.00
4,545,900.00
4,544,650.00
4,546,650.00
4,546,650.00
4,544,650.00
4,549,550.04
4,546,887.52
4,551,918.78
4,549,131.26
4,548,781.28
4,545,612.52
4,544,625.02
4,540,562.52
4,548,425.02
4,552,443.76
4,542,618.76
4,547,556.26
4,548,031.26
4,544,043.76
4,545,593.76
4,542,156.26
4,553,731.26
4,549,268.76
4,059,293.76
11,759,006.26
11,759,481.26
11,560,800.02
6,004,843.76

1,973,303.16

172,399,060.53
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SAVINGS
Series 2013 Tucson Primary

Date
07/01/2015
07/01/2016
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045

Prior
Debt Service

Prior
Receipts

Prior
Net Cash Flow

320,423.75
755,847.50
758,890.00
756,327.50
758,462.50
754,992.50
756,220.00
756,842.50
756,860.00
761,272.50
758,875.00
754,875.00
755,175.00
754,425.00
757,625.00
754,425.00
755,175.00
754,525.00
757,475.00
758,675.00
757,212.50
753,937.50
758,850.00
756,225.00
756,425.00
754,087.50
754,212.50
756,437.50
1,115,400.00

108,271.93
5,547.84
12,482.64
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
19,417.44
574,201.19

212,151.82
750,299.66
746,407.36
736,910.06
739,045.06
735,575.06
736,802.56
737,425.06
737,442.56
741,855.06
739,457.56
735,457.56
735,757.56
735,007.56
738,207.56
735,007.56
735,757.56
735,107.56
738,057.56
739,257.56
737,795.06
734,520.06
739,432.56
736,807.56
737,007.56
734,670.06
734,795.06
737,020.06
541,198.81

21,860,176.25

1,185,939.60

20,674,236.65

Refunding
Debt Service

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

Savings

Present Value
to 03/26/2015
@ 4.7654002%

725,121.53
724,450.00
723,450.00
722,300.00
726,000.00
724,400.00
725,400.00
721,000.00
721,400.00
721,400.00
726,000.00
722,250.00
723,000.00
723,000.00
722,250.00
725,750.00
723,250.00
725,000.00
725,750.00
725,500.00
724,250.00
722,000.00
723,750.00
724,250.00
723,500.00
721,500.00
723,250.00
723,500.00
722,250.00
724,500.00

3,877.38
16,389.61
16,334.90
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
25,409.84
751,405.33

-3,877.38
708,731.92
708,115.10
698,040.16
696,890.16
700,590.16
698,990.16
699,990.16
695,590.16
695,990.16
695,990.16
700,590.16
696,840.16
697,590.16
697,590.16
696,840.16
700,340.16
697,840.16
699,590.16
700,340.16
700,090.16
698,840.16
696,590.16
698,340.16
698,840.16
698,090.16
696,090.16
697,840.16
698,090.16
696,840.16
-26,905.33

216,029.20
41,567.74
38,292.26
38,869.90
42,154.90
34,984.90
37,812.40
37,434.90
41,852.40
45,864.90
43,467.40
34,867.40
38,917.40
37,417.40
40,617.40
38,167.40
35,417.40
37,267.40
38,467.40
38,917.40
37,704.90
35,679.90
42,842.40
38,467.40
38,167.40
36,579.90
38,704.90
39,179.90
-156,891.35
-696,840.16
26,905.33

212,089.73
37,558.56
35,632.93
34,494.93
35,578.69
28,326.06
29,108.86
27,498.43
29,222.03
30,463.93
27,566.34
21,213.36
22,504.23
20,656.23
21,329.61
19,140.24
16,966.04
16,989.39
16,696.39
16,088.06
14,852.55
13,394.65
15,255.87
13,053.99
12,318.64
11,226.89
11,282.74
10,847.32
-41,502.76
-175,753.82
6,443.10

21,709,421.53

1,474,072.90

20,235,348.63

438,888.02

590,543.21

Savings Summary

PV of savings from cash flow

590,543.21

Net PV Savings

590,543.21

Mar 19, 2015 3:03 pm Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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SAVINGS
Series 2012 Tucson North

Date
07/01/2015
07/01/2016
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045

Prior
Debt Service

Prior
Receipts

Prior
Net Cash Flow

470,575.00
824,587.50
828,337.50
831,462.50
833,962.50
830,837.50
832,400.00
833,337.50
828,650.00
827,250.00
825,137.50
827,312.50
823,418.76
828,812.50
827,781.26
825,681.26
832,512.50
822,562.50
771,900.00
762,660.00
767,680.00
625,850.00
437,900.00
1,437,900.00
1,432,400.00
1,436,615.00
1,434,412.50
1,435,792.50

263,661.81
8,050.00
18,112.50
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
28,175.00
833,175.00

206,913.19
816,537.50
810,225.00
803,287.50
805,787.50
802,662.50
804,225.00
805,162.50
800,475.00
799,075.00
796,962.50
799,137.50
795,243.76
800,637.50
799,606.26
797,506.26
804,337.50
794,387.50
743,725.00
734,485.00
739,505.00
597,675.00
409,725.00
1,409,725.00
1,404,225.00
1,408,440.00
1,406,237.50
602,617.50

25,097,728.78

1,799,199.31

23,298,529.47

Refunding
Debt Service

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

Savings

Present Value
to 03/26/2015
@ 4.7654002%

789,018.75
785,900.00
789,450.00
787,700.00
785,800.00
788,750.00
788,950.00
788,750.00
788,150.00
787,150.00
785,750.00
786,000.00
785,500.00
789,250.00
787,000.00
789,000.00
790,000.00
785,000.00
789,250.00
787,250.00
789,250.00
785,000.00
789,750.00
788,000.00
790,000.00
785,500.00
789,750.00
787,250.00
788,250.00
787,500.00

3,881.96
17,840.73
17,781.18
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
27,659.62
817,934.26

-3,881.96
771,178.02
768,118.82
761,790.38
760,040.38
758,140.38
761,090.38
761,290.38
761,090.38
760,490.38
759,490.38
758,090.38
758,340.38
757,840.38
761,590.38
759,340.38
761,340.38
762,340.38
757,340.38
761,590.38
759,590.38
761,590.38
757,340.38
762,090.38
760,340.38
762,340.38
757,840.38
762,090.38
759,590.38
760,590.38
-30,434.26

210,795.15
45,359.48
42,106.18
41,497.12
45,747.12
44,522.12
43,134.62
43,872.12
39,384.62
38,584.62
37,472.12
41,047.12
36,903.38
42,797.12
38,015.88
38,165.88
42,997.12
32,047.12
-13,615.38
-27,105.38
-20,085.38
-163,915.38
-347,615.38
647,634.62
643,884.62
646,099.62
648,397.12
-159,472.88
-759,590.38
-760,590.38
30,434.26

205,009.33
41,269.29
39,423.25
37,081.14
38,844.77
36,090.36
33,384.73
32,378.99
27,852.83
26,048.20
24,155.65
25,137.68
21,661.27
23,826.23
20,289.17
19,429.77
20,781.01
14,963.61
-5,048.04
-10,253.63
-7,069.47
-59,575.85
-121,166.70
217,253.45
205,877.75
196,889.31
188,299.11
-44,292.79
-200,925.69
-191,832.38
7,289.45

23,633,868.75

1,604,247.87

22,029,620.88

1,268,908.59

863,071.81

Savings Summary

PV of savings from cash flow

863,071.81

Net PV Savings

863,071.81

Mar 19, 2015 3:03 pm Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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SAVINGS
Series 2007 Scottsdale

Date
07/01/2015
07/01/2016
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045

Prior
Debt Service

Prior
Receipts

Prior
Net Cash Flow

424,787.50
704,787.50
709,325.00
707,850.00
705,700.00
707,875.00
709,037.50
709,187.50
708,325.00
706,450.00
708,562.50
704,325.00
709,075.00
707,137.50
708,850.00
708,875.00
707,212.50
703,862.50
708,825.00
706,425.00
707,000.00
705,212.50
1,361,062.50

248,643.75

176,143.75
704,787.50
709,325.00
707,850.00
705,700.00
707,875.00
709,037.50
709,187.50
708,325.00
706,450.00
708,562.50
704,325.00
709,075.00
707,137.50
708,850.00
708,875.00
707,212.50
703,862.50
708,825.00
706,425.00
707,000.00
705,212.50
1,361,062.50

16,639,750.00

248,643.75

16,391,106.25

Refunding
Debt Service

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

Savings

Present Value
to 03/26/2015
@ 4.7654002%

592,271.53
592,550.00
587,600.00
587,650.00
587,550.00
592,300.00
589,900.00
592,300.00
589,300.00
591,100.00
587,500.00
591,500.00
589,750.00
587,500.00
589,750.00
591,250.00
592,000.00
592,000.00
591,250.00
589,750.00
587,500.00
589,500.00
590,500.00
590,500.00
589,500.00
587,500.00
589,500.00
590,250.00
589,750.00
588,000.00

1,751.26
13,362.14
13,317.54
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
20,716.16
612,606.41

-1,751.26
578,909.39
579,232.46
566,883.84
566,933.84
566,833.84
571,583.84
569,183.84
571,583.84
568,583.84
570,383.84
566,783.84
570,783.84
569,033.84
566,783.84
569,033.84
570,533.84
571,283.84
571,283.84
570,533.84
569,033.84
566,783.84
568,783.84
569,783.84
569,783.84
568,783.84
566,783.84
568,783.84
569,533.84
569,033.84
-24,606.41

177,895.01
125,878.11
130,092.54
140,966.16
138,766.16
141,041.16
137,453.66
140,003.66
136,741.16
137,866.16
138,178.66
137,541.16
138,291.16
138,103.66
142,066.16
139,841.16
136,678.66
132,578.66
137,541.16
135,891.16
137,966.16
138,428.66
792,278.66
-569,783.84
-569,783.84
-568,783.84
-566,783.84
-568,783.84
-569,533.84
-569,033.84
24,606.41

172,648.47
117,651.09
118,275.71
122,167.87
114,677.82
111,105.92
103,247.49
100,245.93
93,356.89
89,721.05
85,715.12
81,322.32
77,940.32
74,189.42
72,733.37
68,232.15
63,550.12
58,733.73
58,055.63
54,638.80
52,842.02
50,495.51
277,229.72
-191,174.14
-182,303.49
-173,536.51
-164,896.60
-157,788.77
-150,651.78
-143,518.70
5,895.52

17,697,271.53

1,200,373.67

16,496,897.86

-105,791.61

1,060,801.98

Savings Summary

PV of savings from cash flow

1,060,801.98

Net PV Savings

1,060,801.98

Mar 19, 2015 3:03 pm Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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SAVINGS
Oro Valley Primary Refunding
************************
Refund to 1/1/2018 at 103 Redemption Price

Date
07/01/2016
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045
07/01/2046

Prior
Debt Service

Prior
Receipts

Prior
Net Cash Flow

Refunding
Debt Service

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

Savings

Present Value
to 01/05/2016
@ 4.8097371%

399,434.38
707,931.26
706,368.76
704,493.76
707,306.26
704,493.76
706,368.76
707,618.76
708,243.76
708,243.76
705,918.76
707,868.76
708,731.26
708,506.26
707,193.76
704,793.76
706,306.26
706,368.76
704,981.26
707,143.76
706,218.76
703,387.50
703,650.00
706,625.00
706,931.26
704,568.76
704,537.50
706,456.26
704,943.76

47,500.00

351,934.38
707,931.26
706,368.76
704,493.76
707,306.26
704,493.76
706,368.76
707,618.76
708,243.76
708,243.76
705,918.76
707,868.76
708,731.26
708,506.26
707,193.76
704,793.76
706,306.26
706,368.76
704,981.26
707,143.76
706,218.76
703,387.50
703,650.00
706,625.00
706,931.26
704,568.76
704,537.50
706,456.26
704,943.76

240,020.00
645,950.00
646,300.00
646,500.00
646,550.00
646,450.00
649,450.00
647,050.00
649,450.00
646,450.00
648,250.00
647,500.00
646,250.00
644,500.00
647,250.00
644,250.00
645,750.00
646,500.00
646,500.00
645,750.00
649,250.00
646,750.00
648,500.00
649,250.00
649,000.00
647,750.00
645,500.00
647,250.00
647,750.00
632,000.00
1,695,750.00

8,174.79
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
22,991.60
688,498.23

240,020.00
637,775.21
623,308.40
623,508.40
623,558.40
623,458.40
626,458.40
624,058.40
626,458.40
623,458.40
625,258.40
624,508.40
623,258.40
621,508.40
624,258.40
621,258.40
622,758.40
623,508.40
623,508.40
622,758.40
626,258.40
623,758.40
625,508.40
626,258.40
626,008.40
624,758.40
622,508.40
624,258.40
624,758.40
609,008.40
1,007,251.77

111,914.38
70,156.05
83,060.36
80,985.36
83,747.86
81,035.36
79,910.36
83,560.36
81,785.36
84,785.36
80,660.36
83,360.36
85,472.86
86,997.86
82,935.36
83,535.36
83,547.86
82,860.36
81,472.86
84,385.36
79,960.36
79,629.10
78,141.60
80,366.60
80,922.86
79,810.36
82,029.10
82,197.86
80,185.36
-609,008.40
-1,007,251.77

108,252.93
66,727.18
75,215.31
69,945.01
68,908.44
63,595.19
59,806.95
59,576.45
55,611.17
54,925.57
49,840.35
49,074.86
47,944.64
46,500.45
42,277.09
40,576.77
38,671.66
36,547.46
34,242.93
33,773.18
30,491.67
28,912.33
27,012.08
26,436.58
25,328.95
23,764.32
23,230.56
22,133.41
20,518.09
-150,195.43
-236,627.54

20,175,634.62

47,500.00

20,128,134.62

20,685,420.00

1,340,437.82

19,344,982.18

783,152.44

943,018.63

Savings Summary
PV of savings from cash flow
Plus: Refunding funds on hand

943,018.63
16,585.38

Net PV Savings

959,604.01

Dec 10, 2015 10:01 am Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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SAVINGS
DC Refunding
************************

Date
07/01/2016
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045
07/01/2046

Present Value
to 01/05/2016
Savings @ 4.8097371%

Prior
Debt Service

Refunding
Debt Service

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

1,163,750.00
2,182,500.00
2,200,000.00
2,300,000.00
2,300,000.00
2,387,500.00
2,605,000.00
2,605,000.00
2,605,000.00
2,692,500.00
2,810,000.00
2,810,000.00
2,810,000.00
2,897,500.00
2,915,000.00
2,415,000.00
2,415,000.00
21,402,500.00

790,557.77
2,152,050.00
2,156,000.00
2,149,350.00
2,152,400.00
2,149,850.00
2,155,850.00
2,155,650.00
2,149,450.00
2,152,450.00
2,154,250.00
2,152,500.00
2,154,000.00
2,153,500.00
2,151,000.00
2,151,500.00
2,154,750.00
2,155,500.00
2,153,750.00
2,154,500.00
2,152,500.00
2,152,750.00
2,155,000.00
2,154,000.00
2,154,750.00
2,152,000.00
2,150,750.00
2,150,750.00
2,141,750.00
1,949,000.00
4,546,500.00

790,557.77
26,976.01
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
75,870.04
2,271,977.13

2,125,073.99
2,080,129.96
2,073,479.96
2,076,529.96
2,073,979.96
2,079,979.96
2,079,779.96
2,073,579.96
2,076,579.96
2,078,379.96
2,076,629.96
2,078,129.96
2,077,629.96
2,075,129.96
2,075,629.96
2,078,879.96
2,079,629.96
2,077,879.96
2,078,629.96
2,076,629.96
2,076,879.96
2,079,129.96
2,078,129.96
2,078,879.96
2,076,129.96
2,074,879.96
2,074,879.96
2,065,879.96
1,873,129.96
2,274,522.87

1,163,750.00
57,426.01
119,870.04
226,520.04
223,470.04
313,520.04
525,020.04
525,220.04
531,420.04
615,920.04
731,620.04
733,370.04
731,870.04
819,870.04
839,870.04
339,370.04
336,120.04
19,322,870.04
-2,077,879.96
-2,078,629.96
-2,076,629.96
-2,076,879.96
-2,079,129.96
-2,078,129.96
-2,078,879.96
-2,076,129.96
-2,074,879.96
-2,074,879.96
-2,065,879.96
-1,873,129.96
-2,274,522.87

1,150,647.67
82,095.57
135,059.97
222,737.11
210,099.10
271,098.61
420,580.76
401,411.31
387,131.32
424,201.19
477,902.54
456,989.67
435,205.05
462,443.37
451,653.64
181,555.90
171,901.14
8,786,981.46
-867,911.80
-827,665.17
-788,233.84
-751,478.20
-717,110.86
-683,237.85
-651,498.61
-620,179.08
-590,777.35
-563,095.15
-534,373.74
-461,852.41
-534,343.34

63,516,250.00

67,558,607.77

5,213,872.03

62,344,735.74

1,171,514.26

6,537,937.99

Savings Summary

PV of savings from cash flow
Plus: Refunding funds on hand

6,537,937.99
91,359.83

Net PV Savings

6,629,297.82

Dec 10, 2015 10:01 am Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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SAVINGS
Arizona Industrial Development Authority
Education Revenue Bonds (BASIS Schools Projects), Series 2017A and 2017B (Taxable)
***************************
FINAL

Date
07/01/2017
07/01/2018
07/01/2019
07/01/2020
07/01/2021
07/01/2022
07/01/2023
07/01/2024
07/01/2025
07/01/2026
07/01/2027
07/01/2028
07/01/2029
07/01/2030
07/01/2031
07/01/2032
07/01/2033
07/01/2034
07/01/2035
07/01/2036
07/01/2037
07/01/2038
07/01/2039
07/01/2040
07/01/2041
07/01/2042
07/01/2043
07/01/2044
07/01/2045
07/01/2046
07/01/2047
07/01/2048
07/01/2049
07/01/2050

Refunding
Receipts

Refunding
Net Cash Flow

Savings

Present Value
to 02/02/2017
@ 5.3019470%

757,322.36
1,920,400.00
2,218,050.00
2,234,562.50
2,235,362.50
2,235,362.50
2,234,362.50
2,237,112.50
2,233,362.50
2,233,362.50
2,231,862.50
2,238,037.52
2,237,162.52
2,239,493.76
2,234,775.00
2,233,262.52
2,234,700.02
2,233,831.26
2,230,656.26
2,235,175.02
2,236,875.00
2,230,756.26
2,235,643.76
2,237,118.76
2,230,181.26
2,235,093.76
2,231,068.76
2,238,368.76
2,236,206.26
2,234,843.76
2,234,018.76
2,238,468.76
2,235,268.76
2,091,693.76

2,067,043.89

757,322.36
1,920,400.00
2,218,050.00
2,234,562.50
2,235,362.50
2,235,362.50
2,234,362.50
2,237,112.50
2,233,362.50
2,233,362.50
2,231,862.50
2,238,037.52
2,237,162.52
2,239,493.76
2,234,775.00
2,233,262.52
2,234,700.02
2,233,831.26
2,230,656.26
2,235,175.02
2,236,875.00
2,230,756.26
2,235,643.76
2,237,118.76
2,230,181.26
2,235,093.76
2,231,068.76
2,238,368.76
2,236,206.26
2,234,843.76
2,234,018.76
2,238,468.76
2,235,268.76
24,649.87

47,040.28
480,475.00
188,575.00
176,437.50
163,137.50
164,700.00
165,387.50
165,450.00
169,825.00
173,143.76
174,756.26
165,487.50
165,062.48
167,868.76
168,450.00
171,906.24
167,781.24
171,331.24
176,843.74
169,574.98
168,750.00
168,618.74
165,356.24
167,256.24
173,568.74
163,656.24
172,931.24
169,631.24
-2,236,206.26
-2,234,843.76
-2,234,018.76
-2,238,468.76
-2,235,268.76
-24,649.87

33,535.74
449,169.38
168,809.78
149,972.33
131,681.91
126,061.10
120,084.71
113,960.40
110,919.16
107,197.37
102,564.24
92,130.42
87,104.56
83,941.60
79,814.30
77,160.42
71,343.64
68,992.54
67,429.11
61,180.66
57,592.05
54,417.94
50,435.92
48,215.83
47,300.23
42,039.18
41,988.80
38,814.69
-507,332.81
-480,929.37
-455,996.90
-433,363.83
-410,431.84
-4,536.01

74,033,822.62

2,067,043.89

71,966,778.73

-6,260,453.51

391,267.26

Prior
Debt Service

Prior
Receipts

Prior
Net Cash Flow

Refunding
Debt Service

1,387,625.00
2,400,875.00
2,406,625.00
2,411,000.00
2,398,500.00
2,400,062.50
2,399,750.00
2,402,562.50
2,403,187.50
2,406,506.26
2,406,618.76
2,403,525.02
2,402,225.00
2,407,362.52
2,403,225.00
2,405,168.76
2,402,481.26
2,405,162.50
2,407,500.00
2,404,750.00
2,405,625.00
2,399,375.00
2,401,000.00
2,404,375.00
2,403,750.00
2,398,750.00
2,404,000.00
2,408,000.00

583,262.36

804,362.64
2,400,875.00
2,406,625.00
2,411,000.00
2,398,500.00
2,400,062.50
2,399,750.00
2,402,562.50
2,403,187.50
2,406,506.26
2,406,618.76
2,403,525.02
2,402,225.00
2,407,362.52
2,403,225.00
2,405,168.76
2,402,481.26
2,405,162.50
2,407,500.00
2,404,750.00
2,405,625.00
2,399,375.00
2,401,000.00
2,404,375.00
2,403,750.00
2,398,750.00
2,404,000.00
2,408,000.00

66,289,587.58

583,262.36

65,706,325.22

Savings Summary
PV of savings from cash flow
Plus: Refunding funds on hand

391,267.26
57,375.10

Net PV Savings

448,642.36

Jan 25, 2017 2:13 pm Prepared by RBC Capital Markets
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BASIS Schools, Inc.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2017
NOTE 5 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET
Property and equipment at June 30, 2017 consists of the following:
Land and improvements
Buildings and leasehold improvements
Vehicles, furniture and equipment
Textbooks
Software
Construction in progress
Total
Less accumulated depreciation
Property and equipment, net

$ 50,977,876
129,021,208
9,591,836
5,452,340
5,291
17,843,129
212,891,680
19,180,011
$ 193,711,669

Depreciation for the year ended June 30, 2017 totaled $5,968,909.
NOTE 6 - LONG-TERM DEBT
Long-term debt consists of the following at June 30, 2017:
Education Revenue Bonds (BASIS Ahwatukee, Series 2013) were issued
by the Industrial Development Authority of the City of Phoenix, Arizona
in the aggregate principal amount of $8,835,000. The proceeds of the
bonds were loaned to the Firm pursuant to a loan agreement, dated
February 1, 2013. The loan matures over 30 years with an interest rate of
6.75%. Annual principal and interest payments vary, and principal
payments range from a minimum of $115,000 to a maximum of
$665,000, commencing on July 1, 2016. The loan proceeds were used by
the Firm for the following purposes: (i) to pay the costs of acquiring,
constructing, improving, and equipping facilities; (ii) to pay for
capitalized interest; and, (iii) to pay loan issuance costs. The loan is
secured by BASIS Ahwatukee's personal property and revenues,
including revenues received from the State of Arizona under the BASIS
Ahwatukee charter, and a deed of trust on real property located at the
BASIS Ahwatukee site.
$

11

8,720,000

FY 2018 BCSI Unaudited Preliminary Statement of Activities*
State Revenues
Federal Revenues
Local Revenues
Total Revenues

Total
$120,314,819
$2,011,512
$21,502,695
$143,829,026

Primary and Secondary Education
General & Administrative
Fundraising
Defeased Interest & Extinguishment of Debt
Total Expenses

$122,445,730
$20,359,829
$573,516
$5,015,512
$148,394,587

Total Net Surplus

‐$4,565,561

* FY 2018 Audit is NOT complete. These preliminary unaudited financials are provided only for ASBCS Board consideration
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FY 2018 BCSI Unaudited Preliminary Statement of Financial Position*
Assets
Current Assets
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Accounts Receivable & Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

$17,551,935
$27,387,849
$44,939,784

Non-Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Total Non-Current Assets

$341,569,888
‐$17,806,915
$323,762,973

Total Assets

$368,702,757

Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

$9,487,574
$22,748,656
$32,236,230

Non-Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Total Non-Current Liabilities

$373,185,190
$373,185,190

Total Liabilities

$405,421,420

Net Assets
Beginning Net Assets
Net Surplus
Total Net Assets

‐$32,153,102
‐$4,565,561
‐$36,718,663

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$368,702,757

* FY 2018 Audit is NOT complete. These preliminary unaudited financials are provided
only for ASBCS Board consideration
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Beginning Net Surplus(Deficit)-Per Audit
Debt Refinancing adjustment
Debt Reserve Fund Investment adjustment
Ending Net Surplus(Deficit)

-$9,163,678
$4,105,155
$284,587
-$4,773,936

Given the above changes, the Fixed Coverage Ratio(FCC) will be calculated as follows
Fixed Coverage Ratio
Ending Net Surplus(Deficit)
Add Amortization
Add Depreciation
Add Interest
Total Net Surplus net of Depreciation, amortization of loan issuance cost, interest expense

-$4,773,936
$144,212
$5,968,909
$12,274,983
$13,614,168

Total Current Year Interest + Current Maturities of Long-Term Debt

$15,139,983

Fixed Coverage Ratio

0.90

BASIS SCHOOLS, INC.
SERIES 2015, 2016, and 2017 (BASIS Schools Projects)
DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE RATIO
Year Ended June 30, 2017
Covenants
Debt Service Coverage Ratio: The Obligated Group Representative shall deliver to the Master Trustee an Officer's
Certificate, no later than six months after the close of each fiscal year, setting forth the Debt Service Coverage
Ratio as of the end of any such Fiscal Year.
Series 2015,
2016, 2017
Net income available for debt service:
Pledged revenue
Interest earnings
Total operating expenses:
$
Net income (loss)
Add: depreciation
Add: amortization
Add: interest expense
Subtotal
Total non-recurring expenses:
Add back:
Extraordinary items
Gain/loss on extinguishment of debt
Unrealized loss
Proceeds of new debt
Proceeds of insurance policies
Subtotal

$
107,082,366
(3,396,503)
5,137,328
186,674
10,699,678

12,627,177
(4,389,742)
4,105,155
284,587
-

Net income available for debt service:

Fiscal year debt service requirement:

12,627,177
Year
2016-17

DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE RATIO:

NOTE 1:

103,463,098
222,765

$

10,120,037
1.25

Pursuant to the Series 2017 loan agreement definition of "Pledged Revenue" and "Operating
Expenses" only the revenues and expenses of BASIS - Chandler, Chandler Primary North, Chandler
Primary South, DC, Flagstaff, Goodyear, Goodyear Primary, Oro Valley, Oro Valley Primary, Peoria,
Peoria Primary, Phoenix, Phoenix Central, Phoenix South Primary, Prescott, San Antonio North
Central, Scottsdale, Scottsdale Primary, Tucson North, and Tucson Primary are used to determine
compliance with the debt service coverage ratio requirement.

Financial Performance Response Evaluation Instrument
Charter Holder Name: BASIS Charter Schools, Inc.
Charter Holder Entity ID: 90841

Required for: Expansion Request
Audit Year: 2017

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools (Board) staff completed the Financial Performance Response Evaluation Instrument for the Board in its
consideration of applicable requests made by the charter holder. For each measure where the charter holder did not meet the target for the
most recent audited fiscal year presented in the dashboard, Appendix C of the Financial Performance Framework requires the charter holder to
answer three questions: 1) why did we not meet the measure’s target in the audited fiscal year; 2) what specifically have we done to improve
our performance so that it’s possible to meet the measure’s target in the next fiscal year or a subsequent fiscal year; and 3) what can we provide
to support our explanations and analysis? A “Not Acceptable” evaluation means the response for that measure did not sufficiently address one
or more of these questions. “Not Acceptable” answers may adversely affect the Board’s decision regarding a charter holder’s request.

Measure
1a. Going Concern
Acceptable
☐
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☒

1b. Unrestricted Days Liquidity
Acceptable
☐
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☒

1c. Default
Acceptable
☐
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☒

2a. Net Income
Acceptable
☒
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☐
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Reason(s) for “Not Acceptable” Rating

Measure

Reason(s) for “Not Acceptable” Rating

2b. Cash Flow
Acceptable
☐
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☒

2c. Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio
Acceptable
☒
Not Acceptable ☐
Not Applicable ☐
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For future reference, the Board’s current financial framework does not remove the write‐off of loan issuance costs
and prepayment penalties from the change in net assets used in the ratio’s calculation or add these costs back to the
ratio’s numerator. When the ratio is calculated using the current financial framework’s formula, BASIS’s
performance on this measure improves from 0.41 in 2016 to 0.61 in 2017 (instead of to 0.90 as identified in the
response) and is projected to improve to approximately 0.85 in 2018.

APPENDIX C
REQUIRED
DOCUMENTATION

10/6/2017

Mail - anastasia.korte@basised.com

RE: Fire Marshall Approval
Judy Thompson <Judy.Thompson@asbcs.az.gov>
Thu 9/21/2017 12:51 PM
To: Anastasia

Korte <anastasia.korte@basised.com>;

Anastasia,
This is exactly what we need. Please download the email from the Michael Brune in the amendment request.
Thank you,

Judy Thompson
Education Program Manager
602-364-3082
From: Anastasia Korte [mailto:anastasia.korte@basised.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 12:00 PM
To: Judy Thompson <Judy.Thompson@asbcs.az.gov>
Subject: Fw: Fire Marshall Approval
Good afternoon Judy,

Below is the email response I got from Michael Brune and wanted to make sure this is sufficient.

Warm regards,
Anastasia
Anastasia Korte
Managing Director of Compliance
BASIS.ed
10130 N. Oracle Road, Suite 210
Tucson, AZ 85704
O +1.520.219.6000 ext. 109
M +1.520.262.8955
http://BASISed.com/

1473956778949_PastedImage

From: Michael Brune <Michael.Brune@peoriaaz.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:28 PM
https://outlook.office.com/owa/?realm=basised.com&vd=mail&path=/mail/search
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10/6/2017

Mail - anastasia.korte@basised.com

To: Anastasia Korte
Subject: RE: Fire Marshall Approval
Anastasia,

The documents that you sent to me are the approvals from all of the various departments within the City of Peoria to allow
the building to be occupied and operated as a school (E Occupancy Group). Building Development is responsible for issuing
the Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy, or in this case, the Temporary Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy in order for the building to be allowed
to open and to operate.

The sign oﬀ sheet shows all of the departments that approved their por on of the building to allow for occupancy. The Fire
Department is one of the departments where a signature is required. On August 3, 2017 I signed the sign oﬀ sheet
approving the issuance of the Temporary Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy due to some outstanding minor issues that needed to be
addressed. Once those issues are addressed, I can sign on behalf of the Fire Department, for the ﬁnal Cer ﬁcate of
Occupancy. The other departments that signed the sheet will also have to provide approval for the ﬁnal Cer ﬁcate of
Occupancy.

Based on the documents, the school can operate un l October 7, 2017 under the Temporary Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy at
which me the ﬁnal Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy must be issued or an extension of the Temporary Cer ﬁcate of Occupancy is
granted.

If you have any other ques ons, please feel free to contact me.

Thank you,

Michael Brune
Fire Preven on Inspector Supervisor
Peoria Fire-Medical Department - Fire Preven on Division
8351 West Cinnabar Avenue
Peoria Arizona 85345
(623) 773-7279 Main
(623) 773-7246 Direct
(623) 773-7295 Fax
michael.brune@peoriaaz.gov
https://outlook.office.com/owa/?realm=basised.com&vd=mail&path=/mail/search
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10/6/2017

Mail - anastasia.korte@basised.com

Fire_Autosig-2016

Extended Hours To Serve You Be er
City of Peoria oﬃce hours will be Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and closed on Fridays. Police, ﬁre, libraries, parks, recrea on programs and facili es, and
trash/water services will not be impacted by this change.

IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT OF THIS COMMUNICATION, PLEASE DESTROY IT AND NOTIFY THE SENDER AT (623) 773-7246. ANY FORM OF REPRODUCTION,
DISSEMINATION, COPYING, DISCLOSURE, MODIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION AND/OR PUBLICATION OF THIS E-MAIL MESSAGE IS PROHIBITED

From: Anastasia Korte [mailto:anastasia.korte@basised.com]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 8:41 AM
To: Michael Brune <Michael.Brune@peoriaaz.gov>
Subject: Fire Marshall Approval

Good morning Mike,

It was such a pleasure speaking with you this morning. I have attached the documentation we received for the
Temporary CofO for our building in Peoria. If you would be able to explain as we just discussed over the phone that a
separate Fire Marshal Permit would not be issued in this instance as this is sufficient for a Fire Marshal Permit for EOccupancy, that would be extremely helpful.

Have a wonderful day and I appreciate your help!

Warm regards,
Anastasia

Anastasia Korte
Managing Director of Compliance
BASIS.ed
10130 N. Oracle Road, Suite 210
Tucson, AZ 85704

https://outlook.office.com/owa/?realm=basised.com&vd=mail&path=/mail/search
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APPENDIX D
ASSOCIATED SCHOOLS

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 91339
BASIS Ahwatukee

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 90842
BASIS Chandler

August 2013
Phoenix
4 - 12
A
FY 17
81%
89%
92%

August 2011
Chandler
5 - 12
A
FY 17
89%
97%
*

FY 16
87%
85%
98%

FY 18
81%
91%
94%

FY15
92%
93%
99%

FY 18
91%
95%
>98%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92997
BASIS Chandler Primary –
North Campus
August 2016
Chandler
K-4
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
N/A
78%
81%
N/A
85%
87%
N/A
95%
89%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92865
BASIS Chandler Primary –
South Campus
August 2015
Chandler
K-4
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
87%
78%
86%
>98%
85%
93%
99%
95%
91%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 90862
BASIS Flagstaff

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92734
BASIS Goodyear

August 2011
Flagstaff
3-8
A
FY 17
82%
84%
95%

August 2015
Goodyear
5-8
N/A
FY 17
72%
78%
*

FY16
84%
71%
97%

FY 18
83%
86%
96%

FY 16
68%
59%
84%

FY 18
77%
87%
95%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92736
Basis Goodyear Primary
August 2015
Goodyear
K-4
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
68%
78%
68%
74%
85%
76%
90%
95%
80%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 90508
BASIS Oro Valley
August 2010
Oro Valley
5 - 12
A
FY15
FY 17
FY 18
93%
93%
94%
88%
96%
94%
98%
99%
>98%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92318
BASIS Oro Valley Primary
August 2014
Oro Valley
K–5
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
85%
87%
85%
93%
87%
90%
99%
90%
98%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 91949
BASIS Mesa
August 2013
Mesa
K- 12
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
79%
86%
85%
82%
87%
74%
95%
95%
98%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 273398
BASIS Peoria Primary
August 2017
Peoria
K-4
N/A
FY15
FY 17
FY 18
N/A
N/A
83%
N/A
N/A
90%
N/A
N/A
86%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 91280
BASIS Phoenix
August 2012
Phoenix
5 - 12
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
89%
86%
91%
80%
90%
88%
98%
97%
97%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92349
BASIS Phoenix Central

FY 16
74%
69%
80%

August 2014
Phoenix
K-7
A
FY 17
74%
79%
92%

FY 18
69%
77%
82%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 594803
BASIS Phoenix South
Primary
August 2017
Phoenix
K-2
N/A
FY15
FY 17
FY 18
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92320
BASIS Prescott

FY 16
76%
70%
93%

August 2014
Prescott
K - 12
A
FY 17
78%
82%
94%

FY 18
80%
84%
89%

Schools operated by the same charter holder but under different charter contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 81078
BASIS Scottsdale
August 2003
Scottsdale
4 – 12
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
94%
90%
91%
86%
93%
92%
*
97%
98%

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 92863
BASIS Scottsdale Primary
August 2015
Scottsdale
K-3
N/R
FY15
FY 17
FY 18
77%
83%
85%
82%
87%
93%
N/A
N/A
N/A

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 91309
BASIS Tucson North
August 2012
Tucson
5 - 12
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
89%
85%
86%
84%
91%
90%
*
99%
97%

Schools operated by the same charter
holder but under different charter
contracts.
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
AzMERIT ELA (39%+)
AzMERIT Math (40%+)
AIMS Science (53%+)

BASIS, Inc.
Entity ID 6361
BASIS Tucson Primary
August 1998
Tucson
K-4
A
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
82%
79%
76%
85%
86%
84%
95%
93%
91%

+FY 18 State Average Passing
*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%, or the group includes less than 10 students, the percentage for that group is
redacted.

10/6/2017

Mail - anastasia.korte@basised.com

O +1.520.219.6000 ext. 109
M +1.520.262.8955
http://BASISed.com/

1473956778949_PastedImage

https://outlook.office.com/owa/?realm=basised.com&vd=mail&path=/mail/search
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AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: New School with Enrollment Cap and Grade Level
Change Amendment Request
Request

Heritage Academy, Inc. (“Charter Holder”) submitted an expansion amendment request to add a new school to
the existing charter contract; increase the grade levels the Charter Holder is approved to serve from grades 7-12 to
grades 6-12; and increase the enrollment cap from 825 to 1805. All of these requests would be effective in FY
2020. This enrollment cap accounts for 3 years of projected student enrollment.
See Appendix A: Amendment Request Materials and Support Materials.

According to their narrative, the Charter Holder has been approached by parent groups expressing an interest in
Heritage Academy expanding into the Maricopa community. To staff the proposed new school, the Charter Holder
plans to hire some local educators, as the Maricopa Unified School District is the second largest employer in
Maricopa. Additionally, they may hire commuters from the East Valley. Students in the target population of
Maricopa are similar to the population served by the flagship campus in Mesa in terms of income, although
Maricopa has approximately 10% more Hispanic students. Because the elementary schools in the Maricopa area
serve grades K-5, the Charter Holder is also requesting to add 6th grade to their charter, to allow for a seamless
transition for Maricopa students and an additional option for Mesa students. To accommodate the planned 500
students at the Maricopa location, the Charter Holder wishes to expand its enrollment cap. The Charter Holder is
planning for approximately 100 students per grade in the first year, based on their market research and the wait
lists at other charter schools in the area. As indicated below, the Charter Holder intends for the Mesa campus
enrollment to remain about the same, while the Maricopa campus expands from 515 to 790, adding one high
school grade per year.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
(Mesa)
Enrollment
Grade Levels
(Maricopa)
Enrollment

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

7-12

6-12

6-12

6-12

732

760

780

780

N/A

6-10

6-11

6-12

N/A

515

645

790

Staff Recommendation
The Charter Holder has not met the criteria to receive a staff recommendation for expansion.
Staff Recommendation Criteria

Analysis

In operation for three years.
“Meets the Board’s Operational Performance
Expectations’’ based on the dashboards for the
most recent two prior years and the current year.
“Meets the Board’s Financial Performance
Expectations” based on the most recent dashboard.
Each school operated by the Charter Holder:
Performs at or above the average performance of a
majority of schools within a five-mile radius of the
school’s current location
AND

The Charter Holder has been in operation for 23 years.
The Charter Holder “Meets” the Board’s Operational
Performance Expectations.

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

The Charter Holder “Meets” the Board’s Financial
Performance Expectations.
Heritage Academy performs at or above the average
performance of nearby schools in ELA and Math of the
school’s current location.
AND

Page 1

Performs at or above the average performance of a
majority of schools within a five-mile radius of the
proposed school’s location

Heritage Academy performs at or above the average
performance of nearby schools in ELA and Math of the
proposed school’s location.
Information regarding nearby schools is provided on
page 2.
ADM in FY2017 was 700.304, FY 2018 was 682.747, and
FY 2019 was 707.918 (as of November 7, 2018). This
does not account for the additional enrollment at the
proposed new school.
According to ADE School Finance, the Charter Holder
currently has an ADM of 707.918. The Charter Holder is
currently operating at 86% of its current enrollment cap
of 825.

Past enrollment trends indicate the charter will
exceed its enrollment cap within the next three
years.
ADM is within 85% of current enrollment cap.

If the new grades requested do not have prior grade
level cohorts, ADM is within 85% of current
enrollment cap.

According to ADE School Finance, the Charter Holder
currently has an ADM of 707.918. The Charter Holder is
currently operating at 86% of its current enrollment cap
of 825.

Profile

The Charter Holder was granted a renewal charter in 2010.

Governance

Corporate Board Members
Diane Taylor
Jared Taylor

Raymond Jones
Travis Moore
Marie Renard
Eve Seaman
Jared Taylor

School Profile

School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade
ELA AzMERIT (41% )
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
Science AIMS (52%+)
+

+FY

18 State Average Passing

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

School Governing Body
Members

FY 16
56%
42%
65%

School Name
August 1995
Mesa
7-12
A
FY 17
51%
36%
66%

Type
Parents
School Staff
Unknown
School Staff
Charter Organization

FY 18
76%
51%
75%

Page 2

Additional School Choices Serving Grades 6-12 within 5 Miles of Heritage Academy
Total
Schools

FY 18
Letter
Grade

Total
Charter
Schools

6
5
8
4
1

A
B
C
D
F

4
1
2
2
0

FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than
State Average
ELA (>41%)
Math (>41%)
Science
(>52%)
6
6
6
4
3
3
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

Subgroups within (±5%) of Charter
Holder’s Subgroup Data
FRL (±5%)
ELL (±5%)
SPED
(±5%)
*
*
1
*
*
4
*
*
6
*
*
3
*
*
1

*Because the percentage of FRL and ELL students is not available for the Charter Holder, comparison to nearby schools is not possible.

Comparison of Nearby Schools to Heritage Academy

FY 17
Total
FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than Heritage Academy
Letter Charter
AzMERIT ELA (76%)
AzMERIT Math (51%)
AIMS Science (75%)
Grade Schools
A
4
1
5
4
B
1
0
0
0
C
2
0
0
0
D
2
0
0
0
F
0
0
0
0
Total Number of Schools Performing Better than Heritage Academy (Percentage of Total)
24
9 (38%)
1 (4%)
5 (21%)
4 (17%)

Total
Schools
6
5
8
4
1

Academic Performance of Schools Serving Grades 6-12 Near Heritage Academy Maricopa
FY 17
Letter
Grade
A
B
C

Total
Schools
1
1
4

Total
Charter
Schools
1
1
2

FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than State Average
ELA (>41%)
Math (>41%)
Science (>52%)
N/A
1
1

N/A
1
0

1
1
1

Comparison of Nearby Schools in Maricopa to Heritage Academy (Mesa)
FY 17
Letter
Grade
A
B
C

Total
Schools
1
1
4
6

Total
FY 18 State Assessment Data Greater than Heritage Academy
Charter
AzMERIT ELA (76%)
AzMERIT Math (51%)
AIMS Science (75%)
Schools
1
N/A
N/A
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
Total Number of Schools Performing Better than School Name (Percentage of Total)
4 (67%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (17%)

Schools Associated with Heritage Academy
Charter Holder Name
School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
FY 18 Letter Grade

Heritage Academy Laveen, Inc.
Heritage Academy Laveen
August 2014
Laveen
7-12
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
ELA AzMERIT (41%+)
38%
38%
47%
Math AzMERIT (41%+)
22%
26%
36%
Science AIMS (52%+)
40%
44%
58%
+FY 18 State Average Passing

ASBCS, December 10, 2018

Heritage Academy Queen Creek, Inc.
Heritage Academy Gateway
August 2014
Queen Creek
7-12
B
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
52%
62%
68%
50%
55%
62%
75%
72%
61%
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Enrollment and Demographic Data

100th Day Average Daily Membership for FY 2015–FY 2018, and FY 2019 ADM as of November 7, 2018.

2016-2017 Subgroup Data
Free and Reduced Lunch
English Language Learners
Special Education

*
*
5%

*If the percentage of students is 0% or 100%,
or the group includes less than 10 students,
the percentage for that group is redacted.

ASBCS, December 10, 2018
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APPENDIX A
AMENDMENT REQUEST AND SUPPORT
MATERIALS

New School
Welcome Elisa Koler
Heritage Academy, Inc. — CTDS: 07-87-12-000 | Entity ID: 4336 — Change Charter

Dashboard

Alerts

Bulletin Board

Charter Holder

New School
Charterholder Info
Charter Holder

Representative

Name:

Name:

Heritage Academy, Inc.

Jared Taylor

CTDS:

Phone Number:

07-87-12-000

000-000-0000

Mailing Address:
32 South Center
Mesa, AZ 85210
View detailed info

Downloads
Download all files

Form Fields
Name of school
Heritage Academy Maricopa
Grade levels to be served
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
First day of Operation
07/22/2019
Physical Address
East of Conner and Adams Way
Maricopa, AZ 85138
Physical Phone Number
480-969-5641
Physical Fax Number
480-969-6972
Mailing Address
32 S Center Street
Mesa, AZ 85210
Mailing Phone Number
480-969-5641
Mailing Fax Number
480-969-6972

Attachments

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21625[11/19/2018 3:25:58 PM]

DMS

Email

Tasks

Search

Reports

Help

Other

Logout

New School
Board Minutes
Download File — Board Meeting Minutes approving a new school in Maricopa serving grades 6-12
Occupancy Documentation
Download File — Occupancy Compliance and assurance form - Maricopa new school
Download File — Certificate of Occupancy 32 S Center Mesa Campus
Download File — Certificate of Occupancy 42 S. Center Mesa Campus
Download File — Certificate of Occupancy 40-44 West 1st Ave Mesa Campus
Download File — 40-44 West 1st Ave Floor Plan Load Numbers
Download File — Fire Inspection Report City of Mesa Approval
Download File — Fire inspector Email stating approved for educational use
Download File — Fire inspector email report inspection covers 32 & 42 S Center and 40-44 West 1st Ave
Lease agreement or proof of purchase for facility —

Download File

Copy of Fingerprint Clearance Card for school site administrator —
Copy of liability insurance coverage —

Download File

Download File

Narrative —

Additional Information
Download
Download
Download
Download

File
File
File
File

—
—
—
—

Enrollment Matrix New Maricopa school
Enrollment Matrix Mesa Campus
Staffing Chart New Maricopa School
Staffing Chart Mesa Campus

Download File — School Calendar for New Maricopa School
Download File — Agricultural Land Regulation Assurance and Understanding -Maricopa
Download File — Corporation Commission Good Standing report
Download File — Site Plan for New Maricopa School
Download File — Floor PLan for New Maricopa School
Download File — Exterior Elevation New Maricopa School
Download File — Curriculum exhibit referenced in narrative - course catalog

Enrollment Cap
Is an Enrollment Cap Increase being added to this request?
Yes, an Enrollment Cap Increase is also being requested.
From:
825
To:
1805

Grade Level Change
Is a Grade Level Increase being added to this request?
Yes, a Grade Level Increase is also being requested.
Curriculum Samples
No documents were uploaded.
Narrative —

Download File

Feedback
Feedback
NA

Signature
Charter Representative Signature
Jared Taylor 10/30/2018

https://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/display/21625[11/19/2018 3:25:58 PM]
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Heritage Academy New School Amendment Request Narrative
☐ Describe the rationale for this request.
Heritage Academy has operated its charter since 1995, offering grades 7-12. Over that period, we have
had many requests to expand our charter and open a school in a new location. Over the last 5 years we
have had two parent groups that were persistent in their petitions and provided much of the grass roots leg
work to explore the public interest in bringing a Heritage Academy Charter School to their neighborhood.
As a result of their efforts, and a commitment from the leadership at Heritage Academy, two new
campuses were built and opened. Our first expansion was in the southeast valley Town of Queen Creek
which opened in the summer of 2013, a year later in 2014 we opened a Heritage Academy in the South
Phoenix community of Laveen. Both of these new schools are prospering with total enrollment over 1000
combined.
Almost two years ago a family from Maricopa attended our graduation ceremony at which a relative was
receiving her diploma. They were so impressed by what they heard and observed that they approached
HA-Mesa to bring a campus to their community. They created a campaign and generated an interest list of
1,340 community members in HA-Maricopa. The Maricopa Mayor and City Council have expressed
support. Additional student recruitment tools include promotion through www.schola.io and Choose A
School.
Maricopa has been as fast growing community and the growth is expected to accelerate quickly over the
next several years according to a local consulting firm, consequently the Maricopa Unified School
District (MUSD) anticipates huge enrollment growth over the next 5-7 years. Maricopa High School, the
only district high school in Maricopa, is anticipated to almost double in population during that time, and
the district estimates that as many as 5800 new students may added in the next decade. As the community
grows the need for new schools will increase and Heritage Academy will fill an important role in
fulfilling those needs in the community.

☐ Provide a detailed staffing plan consistent with each Staffing Chart submitted with this
request. Describe how the (administrative, instructional, and non-instructional) staffing,
enrollment, and target population needs will be addressed by the following processes:
• Recruitment;
Maricopa is currently a bedroom community and has grown recently largely because the cost of housing
is significantly less than the cost in the Phoenix Metro area. More than 46 percent of the workforce
commutes to work outside of Maricopa. Many local residents would love to forgo the commute and stay
and work in Maricopa. Currently The Maricopa Unified School District is the second largest employer in
the city. According to a 2013 Labor survey, Maricopa has a highly educated workforce with 60 % college
educated. We intend to advertise and recruit heavily from this workforce.
Additional teachers and support staff may need to come from outlying areas. While the commute from
Maricopa to neighboring cities is somewhat congested, the traffic is lite going the opposite direction to
Maricopa from neighboring communities such as Tempe, Chandler and Caca Grande and is no more than
a 20 mile drive. Heritage Academy is one of the better paying charter school affiliates, and we will
leverage this practice to attract quality experienced and new teachers. We will target new graduates from
undergraduate and graduate programs around the valley and from areas outside Arizona. We will be using

marketing strategies such as digital, print, social media, job fairs, highly visibly job search engines such
as indeed .com to target potential hires. Our employee search usually begins by announcing the job
opening internally and then through word of mouth. Satisfied teachers are one of our best lead sources.
Teachers at Heritage Academy generally love the atmosphere and the quality of students that we attract.
Heritage Academy has a unique brand and we believe we can attract teachers that would love to be part of
our mission and purpose.
A fully staffed new Maricopa school will need 4 administrators including a Principal, Assistant Principal,
Registrar and Receptionist. Additionally department heads will need to be identified in English, Math,
Science, Foreign Language, Physical Education, Fine Arts, and Special Education. Additional teachers
will be needed in the grades and subject area’s as listed in the table below.
Table 1
Subject
English
History
Math
Science

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
.5
1.5
.5

1
1
1
1
.5
1.5
.5

1
1
1
1
1
2
.5

1
1
1
1
1
2
.5

1
1
1
1

1
1

2
.5

2
.5

Foreign L.
Elective
Support

1
.5

1

Class sizes are usually smaller for English and Math and classes with average class sizes 20-24 students.
Each teacher will teach 6 classes or total of 120-140 students. The smaller class sizes give teachers a
better opportunity to assist students one on one in these critical core areas. Science, History and Foreign
Language classes may be slightly larger with classes ranging in size from 20 to 28 students.
• Hiring; and •
Recruitment - Heritage Academy will post all open positions on the Career Opportunities Page of our
charter website. In addition, we will allow for internal employees the ability to apply to positions for
which they are qualified. We will be attending job fairs as well as holding an open house for potential
employees to discover our Heritage culture. Interviews will be held with candidates who apply and meet
the required qualifications for the position for which they applied and are determined to be a good fit for
the culture of the Organization.
• Hiring - Once final candidates are identified, they will receive an offer and employment agreement.
These candidates complete their onboarding online and a start date will be determined.
• Training.
Teachers at Heritage Academy Maricopa will be trained in multiple modalities and instructional methods,
such as direst instruction and the Harvard Case Study model. Scholars will be introduced to concepts prior
to class time through video, readings, or projects. Concepts will be expanded on in the classroom through
simulations, Socratic seminars, research papers, and presentations. Science will include experiments to
demonstrate the scientific method; math will include the use of spiraled assignments to reinforce and build
on prior lessons; history will incorporate the study of primary documents; and English will include the

reading and analysis of classic world literature. Courses will be taught in alternating days in blocks of 93
minutes, and class size for most courses will vary between 20 and 25 scholars.
Teachers will receive new teacher training before the beginning of the year with additional teacher
development sessions throughout the year. We assess our teachers with in class reviews to help facilitate
great teaching and positive learning. New teachers are required to attend classes on classroom
management, special education, and curriculum instruction to name a few. They routinely meet with head
of their department to discuss curriculum and how their students are meeting and exceeding the standards
being taught. Department chairs will supervise the mentoring of new teachers. They will also provide
direction and help with the alignment of curriculum and scope and sequence of the course material. All of
our teachers are required to turn in their scope and sequence before the start of the year and show
alignment to the standards.

☐ If changes to staffing are not needed, provide an explanation.
N/A
☐ Identify the target population of the proposed school, and demonstrate a clear understanding of the
following:
• The students the proposed school intends to serve;
• How the population is similar to, or different from, the population currently served by the schools
operating under the charter;
• Whether the students will be primarily neighborhood or commuter;
• A demographic profile of the population;
Target Population and Enrollment of New School
 Grades Requested for New Charter School: 6-12
 Grades Served in Year 1: 6-10; Projected Enrollment Cap: 860
 Grades Served in Year 2: 6-11; Projected Enrollment Cap: 860
 Served in Year 3: 6-12; Projected Enrollment Cap: 860
 School Calendar Type: Alternative (Standard, Extended, or Alternative); If Alternative, describe
in ten words or less: 4-day block schedule Monday through Thursday
 Instructional Days: 144
 Target Start Date: July 22, 2019

Demographic Profile Mesa: Heritage Academy (HA) is an urban school in downtown, Mesa, AZ
(Table 2). HA estimates the income level of its student population by free and reduced lunch eligibility
rates of the nearest school unified districts where the majority of students reside (Mesa- 58.9%, Gilbert.5%, Higley-10%, Chandler-26.6%, Phoenix-86.7% (4)). Based on district data, 36% of students would
qualify for free and reduced lunch.

Table 2: Demographic Profile

HA (1) Mesa
White
81%
Hispanic
14%
Black
2%
Hawaiian/Asian/Amer. Indian/2 or more races 3%
Estimated Free & Reduced Lunch Eligibility
36%(3)
ELL
.6%
SPED
6%

HA (2) Maricopa
56%
24%
10%
10%
56%
1.5%
12% (4)

Demographic profile Maricopa: The projected target population has been taken from the U.S. Census
report for Maricopa (Table 2). HA estimates the income level of the student population by the free and
reduced lunch eligibility rates of the nearest unified school districts (Maricopa Wells Middle School –
68.5%, Maricopa High School- 58.3%, Sequoia Pathway Academy School - 46.4%, Legacy Traditional
Charter School - 46.4%, Desert Wind Middle School - 63.8%, Leading Edge Academy Maricopa 55.9%) . Based on the district’s income level data, HA estimates that an average of 56.55% of its
students would qualify for the free and reduced lunch eligibility. The demographic profile is like that of
the successful HA Mesa site, which opened in 1995. Academic performance: HA Maricopa estimates
that students will come from MUSD (80% of the total population). The school will open in SY 2019 -20
and enroll all grades starting in Year 1. Information on the academic performance of the students entering
in grades 6th through 12th can be tracked by the district’s prior year AZ Merit performance for grades 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 (Table 3). Table 3 compares the 2018 AZ Merit passing scores between MUSD and
AZ. This data indicates that the academic performance of the majority of grade 6-12 entering students is
at lower than the overall state population as measured by the 2018 AZ Merit tests in ELA and Math. We
have analyzed the demographic and academic needs and will implement our proven model with aligned
curriculum and with a variety of social, emotional and academic supports. Distance traveled by
students: HA’s Maricopa campus will target students (80%) within a 10-mile radius and reach out to
others (20%) within a 20-mile radius of the intersection of N. Porter Rd. and the Maricopa-Casa Grande
Hwy. Difference of student population: The difference in student population is the addition of grade 6
and accommodated through professional development, curriculum alignment, remedial math/reading
classes, small class sizes, and parental/community involvement.
(2)

• Current levels of academic performance; and
Academic Performance: Students primarily come from Mesa Unified School District (MUD) (78%),
information regarding grades 7-12 student academic performance can be tracked by the district’s prior
year grades 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 (table 3). Table 3 compares the 2018 AZ Merit passing scores between
MUD and AZ. This indicates that the academic performance of the majority of entering students is on
average lower than the overall state population as measured by the 2018 AZ Merit tests in ELA and Math
(Algebra I, Algebra II and Geometry for high school). To ensure mastery of grade –level skills in reading,
writing and math, HA utilizes a placement process with initial assessment of all entering students with an
in-house, curriculum-aligned placement test. The placement test provides an online study guide to aid
student preparation. The test is graded by two categories: “Approaching” (below grade level) and “Meets”
(at grade level). If enrolled students score “Approaching”, then summer school participation is
recommended to prepare for 7 and 8 grades. Additional intervention is provided throughout the year, if
needed.
th

th

Table 3: 2017 AZ
Merit Passing Scores

Math

N/A

N/A

HA
Mesa
vs.
AZ
N/A

ELA

N/A

N/A

N/A

Math

56%

ELA

79%

All Math

45%

ELA

66%

Algebra I

Algebra I

48%

Grade 9

ELA

90%

Algebra
II
Grade 10

Algebra
II
ELA

46%

36% 20%
higher
45% 34%
higher
38
7%
%
higher
39% 27%
higher
39% 9%
higher
41% 49%
higher
34% 12%
higher
39% 32%
higher
36% 28%
higher
28% 45%
higher

Grade 6

Grade 7

Grade 8

(5)

HA
AZ
Mesa

71%

Geometry Geometry 64%
Grade 11

ELA

73%

Mesa
Unified
District
(MUD)
49%

AZ

MUD
vs.
AZ

MUSD AZ

MUSD vs.
AZ

43%

30%

43% 13% lower

40%

39%

30%

39% 9% lower

38%

36%

22%

36% 14% lower

42%

45%

33%

45% 12% lower

40%

28%

36%

38
%
39%

29%

38
10% lower
%
39% 10% lower

37%

39%

22%

39% 17% lower

37%

41%

38%

41% 3% lower

42%

34%

19%

34% 15% lower

28%

39%

24%

39% 15% lower

34%

36%

30%

36% 6% lower

27%

28%

6%
higher
1%
higher
2%
higher
3%
lower
2%
higher
3%
lower
2%
lower
4%
lower
8%
higher
11%
lower
2%
lower
1%
lower

23%

28% 5% lower

• Needs not currently met for the target population.
The goal and vision of Heritage Academy is to bring a top rated public charter school to Maricopa. Currently
most high school students attend one of two high schools, Maricopa High School or Sequoia Pathway
Charter School, with the majority attending Maricopa High. Most junior high school students attend one of
the two MUSD middle schools and one of several charter schools. Test scores at the district schools reveal
that students are preforming below the state average, the charter schools fared somewhat better, preforming
at the state averages or better in some instances. However space is not available for all students wishing to
attend the higher preforming schools.
Heritage Academy has a unique approach. Each school day is slightly extended and classes are 93 minutes
long, and school is in session only Monday thru Thursday. Students have extra time for studies, work,
family and personal interests on Friday’s. The curriculum is demanding but not overbearing. Heritage
Academy’s educational philosophy improves pupil achievement by focusing on a core, classical-based
education. High standards and expectations are the norm. We live our mission and are dedicated to youth,
their growth and development, and believe in building sound character through strong families, strong
communities and a strong nation. We have a block schedule with 8 periods, this allows students to complete
a rigorous scholastic diploma and still have room to pursue their interest in the arts, music, athletics,
technology and more. While teaching the academic disciplines, Heritage Academy is dedicated to instilling
into the minds and hearts of our youth a knowledge of and respect for the ideals and values of the great men
and women of history, including those who founded the American nation. The impact of this philosophy
can be seen in the academic performance and growth of the Heritage Academy charter network. In the most

recent Arizona Schools Report Card, two Heritage Academy campuses scored over 80%. This academic
success has resulted in increased enrollment as well. In the October 2017 state count, Heritage Academy
Mesa enrolled over 700 students in grades 7-12 and Heritage Academy’s two other campuses enrolled over
450 students each. This enrollment growth ensures that Heritage Academy’s campuses have the financial
resources needed to serve all students. In addition, Heritage Academy has met the Arizona Charter School
Board’s financial and operational expectations for 2017-18, showing that expenditures are scholar-centered
and appropriately overseen by the board.
Heritage Academy’s Maricopa campus will enroll students in grades six through twelve. Sixth graders are
an ideal grade to bring into Heritage Academy because the first strand of Arizona’s sixth grade social
standards focuses on American History. This aligns with Heritage Academy’s educational philosophy
which highlights classical education and America’s founders. This alignment will provide a strong base as
scholars’ progress through Heritage Academy Maricopa’s seventh through twelfth grade curriculum.
☐ Describe how the school will provide a quality academic option and/or a unique program of
instruction that is currently unavailable to the target population.
Heritage Academy Maricopa will meet the needs of the target population by providing a high quality wellrounded education to its scholars through small class sizes, classical curriculum with an 8 period schedule
to allow for a wider variety of elective options, and a family-oriented atmosphere. Heritage Academy offers
duel enrollment options for the high school core classes. Students can enroll in a college level course taught
at the school by highly qualified teachers. Each year some Heritage Academy students receive an associate
college degree by the time they graduate from high school. Many others will complete one year or more of
a college course load giving them a tremendous head start on a their college career and all but assuring
higher graduation rates and success at the next level.
By recruiting scholars into the sixth grade, Heritage Academy Maricopa’s model will provide them with
the foundational skills needed to succeed in Heritage Academy’s rigorous high school program. The quality
of Heritage Academy’s program is reflected in the network’s stellar student academic achievement, high
enrollment, attendance rate, retention rate, and graduation rate.
Heritage Academy scholars follow a classical curriculum that aligns with Arizona’s K-12 academic
standards. Junior high school curriculum supplements core academic courses with two years of Latin
instruction. This provides Heritage Academy scholars with a deeper knowledge of language and its roots,
making students’ transition to secondary core courses more fluid. A more detailed overview of Heritage
Academy Maricopa’s junior high school curriculum and sample student schedule is located on pages 9
through 11 of the attached detailed curriculum offerings exhibit.
Scholars who graduate from Heritage Academy Maricopa will have earned a minimum of 26 credits. In
reflection of the classical ideal of a well-rounded education, instruction in core courses will be
supplemented by courses in fine arts, physical education, technology, and foreign language. Students who
challenge themselves intellectually can enroll in dual enrollment or Advanced Placement courses; students
who challenge themselves physically will compete with other schools in the Canyon Athletic Association
in athletic competition. Overall, Heritage Academy Maricopa’s curriculum will instill scholars with the
understanding that challenging one’s perceived limits is critical, education is continuing endeavor, and
success in the workplace requires the embrace of education as an ongoing aspect in their lives. A more
detailed overview of Heritage Academy Maricopa high school curriculum and sample student schedule is
located on pages 12 through 35 of the attached detailed curriculum offerings exhibit.
Teachers at Heritage Academy Maricopa will be trained in multiple modalities and instructional methods,
such as direct instruction and the Harvard Case Study model. Scholars will be introduced to concepts prior

to class time through video, readings, or projects. Concepts will be expanded through simulations, Socratic
seminars, research papers, and presentations. Science will include experiments to demonstrate the scientific
method; math will include the use of spiraled assignments to reinforce and build on prior lessons; history
will incorporate the study of primary documents; and English will include the reading and analysis of classic
world literature. Courses will be taught in alternating days in blocks of 93 minutes, and class size for most
courses will vary between 20 and 25 scholars.
☐ Identify the number of instructional days the school will be in session.
School will be in session 144 days. School days are Monday thru Thursday. Days and extended to meet
the time requirements for 7-8 grades.
☐ Provide a justification for the enrollment targets identified in each Enrollment Matrix submitted.
Include:
The target market for HA Maricopa includes 17 zip codes in Maricopa/Pinal Counties, (Maricopa,
Stanfield, Chandler, Phoenix, Sacaton, Bapchule, Tempe, Casa Grande)(6). HA Maricopa will immediately
enroll students commuting from those zip codes, and will allow HA to leverage on its waiting list to
provide an even geographic distribution of students. Using the Education Evaluator tool of the AZ Charter
Schools Association (7), 55 public schools (district and charter) that serve 6th through 12th grade in the
target market area were mapped. The 55 schools serve a total of 47,885 K-12 students. HA Maricopa
needs to enroll less than 1.9% of the student population to meet its enrollment target. HA’s model, as
proven since 1995, works for all scholars and is highly sought after by parents and students.
Our projected enrollment count for the first year is 515 students, the breakdown for this number is 120
students at each of the 6th and 7th grades and 100 Students for the 8th grade. These numbers were
determined from the research that we compiled in the community. There are six MUSD Elementary
schools which serve grades k-5, and two middle schools which serve grades 6-8. We are positioned to
offer families an incredible option that will take their students from grade 6 through grade 12. Based on
the interest list gathered as shown below we would need only a portion of that group to fill our 6th grade.
Students in two other k-6 Charter school programs, plus students from the district middle schools will
have the option of joining Heritage Academy in the 7th grade. We anticipate that some students from the
other charter schools will choose to begin at Heritage Academy in the 6th, 7th or 8th grades. A survey of
charter schools in the city which include Legacy Charter School, Leading Edge Charter School, and
Sequoia Pathway, reveal that wait lists up to 40 students exist in some grades, which indicates they are
not able to fill the current demand. With the current and expected new growth in the community, families
will need more options for their students. Heritage Academy will be positioned to provide that option.
The 9th grade numbers are projected to be 100 in the first year, while the target enrollment for the 10th
grade is 75. These students will come from k-8 Legacy Traditional Charter School, k-8 Leading Edge
Charter School and the two 6-8 MUSD middle schools. The transition from middle school to high school
is a natural opportunity for parents to evaluate choices. There appears to be strong support for additional
options at the high school level as reflected in the interest list below.
Heritage Academy Maricopa Interest List per Grade Level
Grade Level
Prospective
Students

Pre-7th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

529

211

168

138

130

77

58

• Plans for meeting each year’s enrollment targets;
• Necessary advertising and/or promotion to meet the targets; and
• The timeline for enrollment at the proposed school, and explain the process for communicating to the
public.
Families in Maricopa approached HA-Mesa to bring a campus to their community. They created a
campaign and generated an interest list of 1,400 community members in HA-Maricopa. Continuing this
approach we will expand our committee of parents and interested individuals in a grass roots campaign to
expand and refine the interest list. To assist this committee we will hold monthly open houses, daily
webinars to help inform and communicate information and updates regarding the Heritage Academy
program and progress of the school.
The Maricopa Mayor and City Council have expressed support. Additional student recruitment tools
include promotion through www.schola.io and Choose A School, https://chooseaschoolaz.org/.
Heritage Academy’s main marketing objective for the Maricopa campus is to increase awareness of our
school and mission within the community, enroll students to capacity (add number in here), and to
continue brand awareness in Maricopa, AZ.
Heritage Academy plans to utilize a variety of targeted marketing strategies, including social media, print,
news outlets, and face to face events including open houses. The goal of the marketing campaign is to
reach household with youth ages 10 to 16 years old. Marketing material focuses on the high quality
classical education that Heritage Academy provides as well as #1 Teachers in Arizona and our Dual
Enrollment program (including college readiness).
Fifty thousand dollars has been allocated for marketing, with a sizable portion being used for social media
and printed mailers. Our targeted audience is mothers, ages 25 to 65, since they are typically the decision
makers when it comes to influencing which school the child attends.
Efforts to communicate with the community are ongoing. Our committee of parents continue to work in
the community to share information regarding the school at local events and through and social media.
Heritage Academy maintains a Facebook page dedicated to Maricopa, supplied with items of interest and
updates concerning enrollment opportunities at Heritage Academy.
Key marketing efforts of the campaign include:
Printing:
-Brochures and Hand-Outs that introduce the school and mission
-Mailers that introduce the school, location, and open house dates
-Billboards in highly visible locations along major roads & highways
Social Media
Use social media to enhance engagement and brand awareness
• Post 1x daily to Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
• Offer discounts and coupons for customers who like your page or follow your accounts.
• Use of our hashtag #maricopaheroes
• Post pictures of company culture.

Search Engine Optimization
Optimize website to improve organic search rankings
• Put keywords into site content, headings photo
tags, meta data.
• Post to blog twice a month.
Lead Generation
Generate prospective customers, online and off
• Reach out to partners or complimentary businesses
with whom you can cross promote (2 per month).
• Use of AdWords with a modest budget to drive
targeted traffic to our website.
• Host a local event, promote social media accounts
and collect email sign-ups.
New student enrollment:
Upon approval of the New Heritage Academy Maricopa, future students will be guided to our online
registration software “School Mint” to make formal application to the school. Our full marketing plan will
be put into action to inform the community of the key dates and application process. Individuals that have
expressed an interest will be informed by email and invited to apply.
• For an increase in grades or enrollment cap include:
• Number of returning students; and
• Anticipated new student enrollment.
Heritage Academy Mesa expects 600 students to return for the 2019-2020 school year. In addition to the
returning students, 150 new 7th grade and approximately 30 additional students in grades 8-12. The new
Heritage Academy Maricopa School is anticipated to begin with 515 students in the first year. Total new
students at both campuses estimated to be 695.
The total number of students enrolled in Mesa and Maricopa in 2019 is projected to be 1295.
☐ Provide a description of the market analysis that supports the successful enrollment of the projected
Student count. Include the following:
• Other educational options available to students in the target area;
• An explanation of need for the school; and
• Factual data to support the need.
According to the article “Data predicts huge growth ahead for MUSD” published in the community
newspaper InMaricopa in March of 2018, Maricopa High School will grow from approximately 2000
students this past year to over 3800 students by 2024. The Middle schools are expecting a similar growth
pattern. In order to meet the demand additional schools will need to be opened. Heritage Academy will
open with grades 6-12 and have availability of 120-140 students per grade level. Current market demand
suggests up to half that amount have unsuccessfully applied for entrance into one of the charter schools
but have been denied because of overcrowding. Heritage Academy’s marketing efforts will be directed in
an effort to bring awareness to the Maricopa community in regards to additional school choice options for

their students. Heritage Academy intends to duplicate its formula in Mesa which produces high scholar
achievement, and greater student and parent satisfaction. Heritage Academy offers an eight period class
schedule, students are offered a wide range of elective options and greater opportunity to enjoy a well
rounded education. Heritage Academy offers a duel enrollment program that would create a path for
students to receive an associate’s degree by the time they graduate from high school. Heritage Academy
is entering the Maricopa market at the encouragement of many families that are looking for options like
the ones provided at Heritage Academy.
Educational Options in Maricopa.
Families in Maricopa have two choices for high school, one local district high school (Maricopa High
School) and one charter school (Sequoia Pathway) that service the community. Leading Edge Charter
School does offer an online only program, but no physical classes.
A comparison between Heritage Academy and Maricopa High School using the 2018 state test scores is
listed above in Table 3, Maricopa High School performed below the state averages on both the ELA and
Math tests. Sequoia Pathway fared somewhat better than Maricopa High School with 46% passing the
ELA test and 38% passing the Math test. Both schools scored significantly lower than Heritage Academy
which posted passing marks of 76% on the ELA test and 51% on the Math portion.
Middle schools parents have a few more options including: two District schools, Maricopa Wells Middle
School and Desert Wind Middle School. Charter Schools include: Legacy Traditional k-8, Leading Edge
k-8, Sequoia Pathway k-12 and two small k-6 charter schools, Holsteiner Agricultural School at 45 total
students, and Camino Montessori School just under 100 students.
There is also a group of students that attend schools in the neighboring communities. The Kyrene School
District sends 4 four busses each day to transport students that are attending their schools. Of these
options in Maricopa only Legacy Traditional Charter School is graded a high preforming school.
Parents in Maricopa have expressed the desire to have another option available for their middle school
and high school students
☐ (Adding grades K–8) Present clear criteria for promotion from one grade level to the next, to include
the level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.
Promotion Criteria: The definition of mastery is a score of 70% or better (the equivalent of a grade of “C” or better) based on course performance standards. Scholars who score 69% or lower (the equivalent of a
“D+” or worse) will not receive credit and will be required to meet the following interventions: Students
in grades 6-8 who fail one or more core courses in an academic year will be required to repeat the entire
grade; High school scholars who fail a core class must retake and pass the course before they advance to
the next course in the academic sequence.
Heritage Academy Maricopa will require 26 credits of high school study to qualify for graduation. This
exceeds both the minimum state requirement of 22 credits and the minimum requirements for acceptance
into a state college or university. The chart below outlines general graduation requirements. A detailed
description of core course and elective graduation requirements are detailed in page 12 through 14 of the
attached detailed curriculum exhibit.

Heritage
Academy
Curriculum

General Graduation Requirements

Honors
Classes
Available

Dual
Enrollment
Courses

ENGLISH

4 credits

4

4

MATH

4 credits

2

3

4

2

SCIENCE

4 credits
Must complete 1 credit each of 3
different sciences. (Bio, Chemistry,
Physics, Anatomy & Physiology)

In-State University / College Competencies
4 credits
(composition and literature based)
4 credits
1 year each of: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II,
and an advanced class where Algebra II is
prerequisite
3 credits
1 credit each of 3 different lab sciences
selected from the following: Chemistry,
Physics, or Biology, Earth Science

HISTORY

3 credits
World His, Am His, Economics & Gov.

3

4

2 credits
Am. Hist. and 1 other

FOREIGN LANG.

2 credits

2

4

2 credits
2 years of same language

FINE ARTS

1 credits

PE

1 credits

REQUIRED CORE
COURSES
ELECTIVE
COURSES
TOTAL REQUIRED

1 credit

19 credits

16

7 credits

3

3

4

26 credits

20

21

20

☐ Identify the concrete resources, if any, needed for implementation. Consider the changes needed to
curriculum, assessment, and instruction to implement this request. Provide the rationale for your
response. If the response indicates that resources are not needed to implement the request, explain
why.
Concrete Resources Needed Facilities:
Heritage Academy is in the process of designing and building a new approximately 65,000 sqft building
on Adams Way in the City of Maricopa. When completed the facility will house up to 860 students and
will include 35 classrooms, administrative offices and an auditorium, gymnasium and athletic fields.
Fixtures, furniture and equipment will be purchased to outfit the new building to accommodate the space
created.
Staff Requirements Instructional for 6th grade: Heritage Academy will recruit new teachers that will be
able to strengthen the students’ skills in the basics of reading, writing, math, and science. The equivalent
of 5 new teachers will be needed or a math/science specialist, a language arts/reading/history specialist,
and an elective PE/sports specialist. Students will have the choice of several electives. They may choose
to be involved in an instrumental or choir class, a sports or fitness class, and an art or drama class.
Hiring and Training: We will be selecting five candidates to fill the following roles; a Language Arts,
History, Math, Science and a PE/sports role. The focus will be to prepare students to move on to the 7th
grade seamlessly. We anticipate this will help many students prepare themselves for some of the

advanced course offerings later in the high school and should bolster students taking more remedial
classes.
Administrative and Non-Instructional: The proposed administration and support staff are sufficient to
manage the addition of the 6th grade. The Principal, Assistant Principal, Registrar and office clerical will
expand their roles to include the new grade. The 6th grade will follow the same schedule as the current
grades offered. We shall provide additional support staff that will be added when necessary.
Curriculum Changes: Sixth grade curriculum added. All sixth grade curriculum will be developed with a
scope and sequence aligned to the AZ state standards, to assure there are no learning gaps.
Assessment Changes: To ensure mastery for scholars in grade 6 the school will provide intervention and
remediation for students who have difficulty. Further, we will offer additional enrichment work for
students who excel for greater depth. Students may exhibit challenges in a particular course. The school
will provide remedial assistance through small group instruction or additional tutorial practice sessions.
The school will evaluate student learning through both formative and summative assessments.
Instructional Changes: Grade six instructors will have professional development on the new curriculum
and skills related to the student.
Curriculum:
English Language Arts Program - Our literature-based curriculum will be designed to help all students
develop the critical thinking, reading comprehension, writing, listening and speaking, as well as advanced
language skills needed for future success. These skills will be embedded throughout the curriculum in all
courses, allowing students to increase their literacy skills and use language effectively in a variety of
content areas. We will use the copper edition of the Prentice Hall Literature series. This text works
seamlessly with the Bronze edition used for the 7th grade. The course will focus on parts of speech,
punctuation, vocabulary and cursive writing. The text is also an excellent source for short stories and
plays. We use a blended curriculum of literature as lead to understanding writing. Students will learn
proper techniques to write different types of essays such as descriptive, argumentative, personal and
creative narratives. They will learn to conduct a literary analysis and to compare and contrast. Additional
materials will be used to augment the text and to address any issues of alignment to the state standards.
Assessment to ensure mastery includes grading of essays and quizzes. Students will need to answer text
based and evidence-based questions associated with close readings.
Math Program – Math standards will be addressed linearly, as required by the sequential, skill-building
nature of the subject, and practiced throughout the year to maintain and reinforce learning. The 6th grade
will use the Mcdougal Littell Course 1 Edition; we also use Kuda software to generate questions for
homework, assessments, and tests, etc. The curriculum is supplemented as necessary to meet the state
standards. Assessment questions and demonstration of mastery are used from the course one teaching
materials.
Additional Quizzes and tests are generated from the software and other materials to round out the process
and ensure that students are receiving the best education possible. Science – Heritage Academy will align
its science curriculum to the adopted state standards. We will continue to use the “Full Option Science
System” (FOSS) kit that we use in 7th grade. Modules are available for the 6th-grade level, including
physical, earth and life science sections. The course is designed to be hands-on and inquiry-based. As part
of each class period, students will receive approximately 15 minutes of lecture and instruction and the
remainder of the time will be spent on implementing scientific methods through experiments and hands-

on labs. We shall conduct assessments through formative quizzes and tests, lab reports and selfassessments.
History Program – Our History text will be “America Land of Principles and Promises.” We supplement
with materials on world history, geography, and economics. Students learn through projects,
presentations, group work, in addition to teacher instruction. Written essays, quizzes, and tests will
provide assessment tools.
Elective Programs Music - All students are involved in a music program. Students choose between choir
and instrumentals. Sixth-grade students would join the junior high program requiring no additional
resources.
PE/Sports/Dance/Drama – Students will have scheduled time for PE which includes lessons in health.
Students wanting more involvement in sports will have that opportunity. Students also have options to
participate in Kenpo, dance, art or drama.
Promotion Criteria: The definition of mastery is a score of 70% or better (the equivalent of a grade of “C” or better) based on course performance standards. Students in grades 6-8 who fail one or more core
courses in an academic year will be required to repeat the entire grade.
☐ The first payment for a school year is not distributed until August 1st of the Fiscal Year. Explain how
the charter holder will manage all expenses, including, but not limited to, those already identified in the
staffing and resource components of the narrative. Include the following, as applicable:
• Recruiting, hiring, and training employees;
• Advertising and/or promoting the school;
• Enrolling students;
• Purchase of concrete resources;
• Facilities; and New School Amendment Request, Rev. 07.11.18 Page 6
• Other items as indicated by the request
Heritage Academy is working through DA Davidson, a leader in Charter School financing to secure tax
exempt community bonds. DA Davidson has agreed with investors to purchase the bonds. The Project
consist of the issuing of $13,900,000 in Bonds. Of those funds $500,000 is set aside for zero year
expenses. Including: Hiring an administrative staff that will assist in recruiting and hiring staff, meeting
with potential students, attending community and promotional events, and organizing the purchase of
furniture, fixtures, equipment and materials etc.
A temporary office will be secured to provide a place to meet new teachers, parents and potential
students. An advertising budget of $50,000 dollars has been provided to promote the school, establish
community awareness and facilitate the enrollment of new students.

References:
1. https://cms.azed.gov/home/GetDocumentFile?id=5890e0bfaadebe05c0974e55
2. https://www.publicschoolreview.com/heritage-academy-profile
3. https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/maricopacityarizona,az/PST045217
4. http://images.pcmac.org/Uploads/MaricopaUSD/MaricopaUSD/Sites/DocumentsCategories/Documents/
Class%20Site%20Spending%202018_%7BSIS0AFA3361AA53%7D.pdf
5. http://www.azed.gov/accountability-research/data/
6. https://www.zip-codes.com/zip-code-radiusfinder.asp?zipMilesLow=0&zipMilesHigh=20&zip1=85138&srch=Do+Radius+Search
7. http://educationevaluator.org/advanced-search/?search-by-school-name=&search-by-zip-code=&a-to-fletter-grade=&advanced_city=maricopa&legislative-district=&congressionaldistrict=&price_low=0&price_max=4200&submit=FIND+A+SCHOOL
8. http://www.inmaricopa.com/data-predicts-huge-growth-ahead-for-musd/
9. http://www.maricopa-az.gov/web/

☐ (Adding grades K–8) Present clear criteria for promotion from one grade level to the next, to include
the level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.
Promotion Criteria: The definition of mastery is a score of 70% or better (the equivalent of a grade of “C” or better) based on course performance standards. Scholars who score 69% or lower (the equivalent of a
“D+” or worse) will not receive credit and will be required to meet the following interventions: Students
in grades 6-8 who fail one or more core courses in an academic year will be required to repeat the entire
grade; High school scholars who fail a core class must retake and pass the course before they advance to
the next course in the academic sequence.
Heritage Academy Maricopa will require 26 credits of high school study to qualify for graduation. This
exceeds both the minimum state requirement of 22 credits and the minimum requirements for acceptance
into a state college or university. A detailed description of core course and elective graduation requirements
are detailed in page 12 through 14 of the attached detailed curriculum exhibit.

Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s) operated by the
Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:



In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Heritage Academy, Inc.
Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current - FY 19
Anticipated - FY 20 Anticipated - FY 21
3

3

3

Anticipated - FY 22
3

Teachers/Instructional Staff
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade
Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)
Special Education
Paraprofessional

5
5
4
4
4
4

5
5
4
4
4
4

5
5
4
4
4
4

5
5
4
4
4
4

13

14

14

14

2

2

2

2

Additional Staff
List title:
Receptionist

List title:
Registrar

List title:
Custodian

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

49

49

Total Number of
49
48
Staff Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:






In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead teacher,
etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Heritage Academy, Inc.
Title

Current - FY 19

Leadership Team
Anticipated - FY 20

Anticipated - FY 21

Anticipated - FY 22

Principal

Travis Moore

Travis Moore

Travis Moore

Travis Moore

Asst. Principal

Eve Seaman

Eve Seaman

Eve Seaman

Eve Seaman

COE

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Financial Asst.

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.
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Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s) operated by the
Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:



In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Heritage Academy Maricopa, Inc.
Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current - FY 20
Anticipated - FY 21 Anticipated - FY 22
3

3

3

Anticipated - FY 23
3

Teachers/Instructional Staff
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade
Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)
Special Education
Paraprofessional

5
5
4
4
3
NA
NA

5
5
4
4
4
3
NA

5
5
5
5
4
4
3

5
5
5
5
4
4
4

11

12

13

13

1

2

2

2

Additional Staff
List title:
Receptionist

List title:
Registrar

List title:
Custodian

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

53

54

Total Number of
46
39
Staff Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:






In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead teacher,
etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.

School Name:

Heritage Academy Maricopa, Inc.
Title

Current - FY 20

Leadership Team
Anticipated - FY 21

Anticipated - FY 22

Anticipated - FY 23

Principal

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Asst. Principal

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

COE

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Jared Taylor

Financial Asst.

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

Karen Hunt

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.
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Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the proposed timeline for
implementing the request.
Directions*:
 In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students served
per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
 In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
 Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:

Heritage Academy Inc.
Number of Students
Target - FY 20

Grade Level
Current - FY 19
Target - FY 21
Target - FY 22
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
149
145
145
145
8th Grade
150
145
145
145
th
9 Grade
131
140
140
140
10th Grade
106
120
125
125
th
11 Grade
113
100
115
115
12th Grade
83
110
110
110
Total
Enrollment
*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).

732

For Use in Amendment Requests only

760

780

780

Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the proposed timeline for
implementing the request.
Directions*:
 In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students served
per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
 In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
 Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:

Heritage Academy Maricopa, Inc.
Number of Students
Target - FY 21

Grade Level
Current - FY 20
Target - FY 22
Target - FY 23
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
120
130
140
140
7th Grade
120
130
140
140
8th Grade
100
110
130
130
th
9 Grade
100
110
120
120
10th Grade
75
90
100
110
th
11 Grade
NA
75
90
100
12th Grade
NA
NA
70
80
Total
Enrollment
*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).

515
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645

790

820

APPENDIX B
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION

Heritage Academy Maricopa 2019 - 2020 Calendar
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PLUMBING SYSTEMS: MINIMUM NUMBER OF REQUIRED PLUMBING FIXTURES:
PER IBC SECTION 2902.1 MINIMUM NUMBER OF REQUIRED FIXTURES. ALSO IPC
TABLE 403.1 MINIMUM NUMBER OF FIXTURES

OCCUPANCY
'E' [STAFF)
- OCCUPANTS

WATER CLOSET [M/F)'
UNISEX TOILET ROOM
1 PER 25/FIRST 50 OCCUPANTS
1 REQUIRED
1 PROVIDED

LAVATORY [M/F)
UNISEX TOILET ROOM
1 PER 40/FIRST 80 PROVIDED
1 REQUIRED
1 PROVIDED

DRINKING FOUNTAIN"
INCLUDED IN REQUIRED &
PROVIDED NUMBERS BELOW.

'E' [STUDENTS)
390 OCCUPANTS
[195 EACH SEX)

1 PER 50 OCCUPANTS
195/50 = 4 REQUIRED [EACH SEX)
4 PROVIDED*

1 PER 50 OCCUPANTS
1 PER 100 OCCUPANTS
195/50 = 4 REQUIRED [EACH SEX) 390/100 = 4 REQUIRED
4 TOTAL PROVIDED
4 PROVIDED

SERVICE SINK
INCLUDED IN REQUIRED &
PROVIDED NUMBERS BELOW.
1 REQUIRED
1 PROVIDED

SPS+ ARCHITECTS LLP
SCOTTSDALE, Af. 85258
TEL:
480.991.0800
FAX:
480.991.2623

spsplusarchitects.com

* PER IBC 2006, MALE WATER CLOSETS. SEE SECTION 419.2 OF IPC 2006.
419.2 2012 IPC - URINALS SHALL NOT BE SUBSTITUTED FOR MORE THAN 67% OF
THE REQUIRED WATER CLOSETS IN ASSEMBLY & EDUCATIONAL OCCUPANCIES.
TOTAL OCCUPANT LOAD: 398 OCCUPANTS.
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Certificate of Occupancy
Building Safety Division
This Certificate is issued pursuant to the requirements of the Mesa Administrative Code, Section 4-1-6 (B), which became
effective March 3, 2008, certifying that on this date the structure and site listed below is in compliance with said Code (2006
International Codes) and with Title XI, of the Mesa City Code entitled “Zoning” and with the various ordinances of the City
regulating building construction and use insofar as ascertained by the undersigned:
Building Permit Number:

PMT18-14090

Owner's Name:

T & G PROPERTIES LLC

Owner's Address:

450 N 39TH WAY, MESA, AZ, 85205

Project Address:

32 S CENTER ST, MESA, AZ 85201

Project Name:

Heritage Academy

OCCUPANCY:

Occ Grp

Const Type

SqFt

B Business

VA

6051

61

E Educational School to 12th Grade/Child Care
(More than 5)
A-3.2 General Assembly, Community Halls,
Libraries, Museums
S-1 Moderate Hazard Storage

VA

11614

477

VA

4446

296

VA

1340

4

Total SQ FT :
Zoning District:

Occ Load

23451

DC DE-CUP

Conditions/Restrictions:

Deputy Director/Building Official:

Date:

ANY ALTERATIONS OR CHANGES TO ITEMS ABOVE SHALL VOID THIS CERTIFICATE.
POST AND MAINTAIN THIS CERTIFICATE IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE.

10/16/2018

Mesa Fire and Medical Department
Fire Prevention Division
Mesa: Inspection Notice

May 31, 2017
HERITAGE ACADEMY - CHART.
32 S CENTER ST
MESA, AZ 85210

Congratulations, an inspection of your facility on May 31, 2017 revealed no violations.
Inspection Note

This inspection record was automatically created by the system in response to a reinspection request
from ManageMyInspections.com.

Fire Prevention
20 E Main St., Ste. 650
PO Box 1466
Mesa, AZ 85211-1466
Email: fireprevention@mesaaz.gov

11000 Vincent Contreras
Inspector

Re-inspection

7/18/2018

Heritage Academy Mail - Fwd: MFaMD inspection report for HERITAGE ACADEMY - CHART. (3/28/17)

Wade Melchin <wmelchin@heritageacademyaz.com>

Fwd: MFaMD inspection report for HERITAGE ACADEMY - CHART. (3/28/17)
Vincent Contreras <Vincent.Contreras@mesaaz.gov>
To: Wade Melchin <wmelchin@heritageacademyaz.com>

Wed, Jul 18, 2018 at 7:45 AM

Thank you Wade. I can affirm that according to current Fire Department records, your facility is classified as an
Educational occupancy and this was the basis for your most recent fire inspection. In addition, per your most recent fire
inspection report, you were in compliance with the fire code requirements at that time.
Vince Contreras
Fire Inspector
Mesa Fire and Medical Department
(480) 682-7799 (cell phone)
cid:image001.jpg@01D3884F.564F0710

Please be advised that COM business hours are Monday through Thursday 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. We are closed Fridays.
Sent from my iPad
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fd9eb4f356&jsver=hICmByCRTiM.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180711.12_p1&view=pt&msg=164adda85b9a483d&se…
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10/30/2018

Heritage Academy Mail - Fwd: MFaMD inspection report for HERITAGE ACADEMY - CHART. (3/28/17)

Wade Melchin <wmelchin@heritageacademyaz.com>

Fwd: MFaMD inspection report for HERITAGE ACADEMY - CHART. (3/28/17)
Vincent Contreras <Vincent.Contreras@mesaaz.gov>
To: Wade Melchin <wmelchin@heritageacademyaz.com>

Tue, Oct 30, 2018 at 8:15 AM

Good morning Wade - According to the current Mesa fire inspection records, Heritage Academy Charter School includes three addresses: 32 S. Center St., 42 S.
Center St., and 40 W. 1st Ave. in Mesa. If you have any further questions please let me know.
Vince Contreras
Fire Inspector
Mesa Fire and Medical Department
20 E. Main Street, Suite 650
Mesa, AZ 85201
480.682.7799 [mobile]
e-mail: vincent.contreras@mesaaz.gov

Please be advised that COM business hours are Monday through Thursday 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. We are closed Fridays.
Sent from my iPad

On Oct 29, 2018, at 7:42 PM, Wade Melchin <wmelchin@heritageacademyaz.com> wrote:

Would you be willing to add to this email that Heritage Academy Charter School includes 3 addresses, 32 S Center, 42 S Center and 40 W 1st Ave

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=fd9eb4f356&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1615763886625788688&simpl=msg-f%3A1615763886625788688
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Heritage Academy Course Catalog has been designed to provide course selection information for the 20182019 school year. Scholars are encouraged to consult with parents, advisors, and teachers to carefully consider the
information within this catalog to aid in selecting courses that will satisfy their graduation requirements, as well as
post-graduation plans.
The information presented in this Course Catalog describes the academic and elective offerings available to
scholars for the 2018-2019 school year. It is important to review graduation requirements and ensure that course
selections are made with serious consideration. Some courses may have prerequisite requirements that must be
satisfied to enroll in the course.
It should be noted that not all of the courses offered will be made available due limited student requests and
teacher availability. For this reason it is important during the pre-registration period to make thoughtful selections
to equalize course enrollments and minimize scheduling changes.

REGISTRATION PROCESS
Scholars will use an online course registration program beginning on April 9, 2018 and ending on April 30,
2018.
You will be requesting for the whole year at this time; it is therefore important that scholars make course
selections carefully as classes are formed based on student requests. Some courses listed in the catalog may not be
available if the registration is not sufficient to hold the class. Each student must register for the equivalent of 8
classes each semester; 4 of the 8 classes will meet Monday/Wednesday and the other 4 will meet on
Tuesday/Thursday. All registration matters will be handled via email. Schedules will be available for review through
Parent Portal access one week prior to the start of school. Final schedules will be handed out on the first day of
school.
To register for courses go to hamesa.com and access your PowerSChool account. Once you are in PowerSchool,
select the “Register for Classes” tab and follow the directions on the enrollment screen.

Course Fees:
For courses with an associated course fee, payment for both semesters is due in full no later than July 30, 2018.
Any scholar with an outstanding balance to the school will not be enrolled into any fee-bearing course until the
balance is paid in full or a payment arrangement has been with the front office. Payment arrangements that are
not kept will result in the scholar being withdrawn from the fee bearing course and placed into a non-fee bearing
course that is available during that same class period effective July 30, 2018.

DUAL ENROLLMENT
Heritage Academy offers ambitious scholars the opportunity to concurrently enroll in college-level course while
fulfilling high school academic requirements. Seniors, juniors, sophomores, and freshmen are eligible for these
courses, which are conveniently offered at the Heritage Academy campus by current Heritage teachers that are
certified dual enrollment college instructors. Dual enrollment courses are transferable to Arizona public colleges
and universities easing the transition from high school to college.
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COURSE SCHEDULING
Heritage Academy will make every effort to schedule course requests from the scholar; however, since the
schedule is completed on a full-year basis the following circumstances may affect scheduling:
 If a sufficient number of scholars do not request a course, the course will not be made available. In the
event that a course is not offered, every effort will be made to schedule an alternate selection from the
course request form.
 If a selected course request conflicts with another request, every effort will be made to schedule an
alternate selection from the course request form to replace the unscheduled course.
 If a scholar chooses a course and does not meet the prerequisite or did not complete the course, the
scholar’s schedule will be adjusted accordingly.
 If a scholar has an outstanding balance owed to the school, he/she will not be permitted to enroll in a fee
bearing class until balance is paid in full.
For these reasons, it is critical that the scholar completes the “alternate selections” section of the course request
form. Please note that if the “alternate selections” section is not completed, the student will be scheduled for any
non-fee bearing elective(s) available.

SCHEDULE CHANGE PROCESS
Scholar-initiated schedule changes will begin on the second day of class. The scholar will be required to submit a
signed and completed Course Schedule Change Request form no later than eight days following the beginning of
the semester. Changes will be processed based on course availability and in the order they are received. No
schedule change requests or changes will occur after the second week of the semester with the exception of
teacher requests.
A scholar’s schedule may only be changed under the following conditions:






Scholar has already received credit for a scheduled course
An additional course is needed for graduation completion
Scholar failed to meet prerequisite for course
Successful completion of accredited course during summer
Administrative discretion (imbalance of class loads, loss of course due to availability, etc.)

LATE REGISTRATION AND ADD/DROP POLICIES





Scholars registering late or wishing to change classes must do so in the first two weeks of the semester
No classes may be added after the first two weeks of the semester with the exception of teacher requests
All scholars who are on campus must be enrolled in a class; no scholar will be allowed to loiter at the school
Scholars wishing to drop a class must do so within the first four weeks of the semester without penalty

POLICIES AND PROCEDU RES
CREDITS
Course credits will be awarded on a semester basis. Scholars will be awarded one-half credit for demonstration of
course mastery of 70% (grade of “C” or better) based on course performance standards. Junior High scholars are
required to take four credit hours per semester. Freshman, sophomores, and juniors are required to take a
minimum of three credit hours per semester. Seniors should review credits to ensure that all graduation
requirements are fulfilled prior to registration and course selection.
All courses taught for credit will receive a letter grade or a pass/fail option. Grade point and the percentage used
are listed below. Please note, credit is awarded for a letter grade “C” or higher; scholars earning a letter grade of
a “D” will receive zero credits for the class and may be required to repeat the course.
Grade
Percent

Letter
Grade

Quality
Points

Grade
Percent

Letter
Grade

Quality
Points

97 & above

A+

4.33

77-79

C+

2.33

93-96

A

4.00

73-76

C

2.00

90-92

A-

3.67

70-72

C-

1.67

87-89

B+

3.33

67-69

D+

0.00

83-86

B

3.00

63-66

D

0.00

80-82

B-

2.67

60-62

D-

0.00

REPEATING A COURSE
High School scholars failing a core class will be required to retake the course prior to advancing to the next course.
A student who fails a required class must make up the class at a time and place other than during the regular
school year. This will involve a summer school commitment, either at Heritage, if offered, or at another acceptable
school. A student will not be allowed to register for the same class at Heritage during the regular school year again.
If a student wishes to take the class from an acceptable on-line school, it must be done also during the summer
months and not during the regular school time.
If the course is taken as a correspondence course, the scholar will need to complete the Permission to Substitute a
Class form and seek approval from the appropriate teacher, department chair, and Heritage Administrator prior to
enrolling in correspondence course.
Junior High scholars failing one or more core courses in an academic year will be required to repeat the entire
grade. Summer school make-up classes will not apply to seventh and eighth grade students.
In nearly every case, a student fails a class because of not doing the required work. Students will want to seriously
consider the consequences of not doing the required work during the regular school semester/year. It is much
easier to do the work when assigned than to choose not to do the work and then have to make it up during the
summer. Summer school classes cost money and take time from family and vacation time.

TRANSFERABLITY OF CREDITS
Transferability of credits from other educational institutions is not automatic. Transfer credits will be evaluated
based on official transcripts to determine whether a course will be accepted as a core or elective course.

EXTRACURRICULAR ELIGIBILITY
Scholars are encouraged to participate in one or more extracurricular activities. Participation in extracurricular
activities and athletics is considered a privilege. Therefore, all scholars will be held to the following academic
eligibility policy in order to participate in athletics, musicals/plays, concerts, dance performances, school trips, and
clubs:
 Scholars must maintain a minimum grade of C- (70%) the week of event to participate
 All associated fees and balances must be paid in full
 Scholars participating in athletics must have completed and have on file with athletic director:
o Parent Consent and Emergency Contact Information Form
o Athletic Participation and Fee Form
o Transportation Permission Form
o Current physical examination form completed by an MD or DO

7 T H AND 8 T H GRADE EDUCATION PROG RAM
Junior High courses at Heritage Academy are designed to assist the scholars in meeting and exceeding the basic
requirements in English, History, Math and Science before progressing on to the high school curriculum. We
encourage all of our scholars to strive for excellence, so that the foundation that is laid in junior high becomes a
stepping stone to further success. In order to assist our scholars in this pursuit, we offer classes in Latin, reading,
and writing to supplement the basic course work.

LATIN
Latin I
All junior high scholars will be enrolled in a Latin course in which they will be introduced to the great classical
language of Latin. Scholars will learn why so much emphasis was placed on this language by the Founding Fathers.
They will learn how Latin can improve their knowledge of English, improve SAT scores, and act as a springboard
into the learning of other Foreign Languages (especially French and Spanish), Math, Science, Medicine, Literature
and many other subjects. Scholars will learn the alphabet, vocabulary, roots and other components of this
language. This course will prepare scholars to read, write and understand this great language.
Latin II: A brief review of Latin I and then second year skills such as translating stories, poems and passages will be
added

MATHEMATICS
Each student is placed in a math class based on the score of their entrance placement exam. On the first day of
class, another assessment is given to help determine if the placement is the right place for the student. If a change
is recommended, scholars and parents are contacted and schedules are changed. We do our best to place the
scholars in the math class that is most appropriate to their individual skill level. If parents or scholars feel the
placement is not a good fit, feel free to contact the teacher. Jr. High level math courses are as follows:

GENERAL MATH
This is the 7th grade math class. The curriculum is
based on the AZ state 7th grade math standards found
at http://www.azed.gov/azccrs/mathstandards/. The
course includes a study of various graphic displays
including stem and leaf plots and scatterplots, linear
functions, solving multi-step equations, geometry and
integers. For sample questions and tutorials, please
visit McDougal Littell’s website at
www.classzone.com.
Requirements: Scientific calculator
Textbook: McDougal Littell, Math Course 2

PRE-ALGEBRA
This course is for 7th and 8th grade scholars. The
curriculum is based on the AZ state math standards
for both 7th and 8th grade. These can be found at
http://www.azed.gov/azccrs/mathstandards/ . The
course includes a study of various graphic displays
including box and whisker plots and scatterplots,
linear functions, solving multi-step equations,
geometry and integers. For sample questions and
tutorials, please visit McDougal Littell’s website at
www.classzone.com.
Requirements: Scientific calculator
Textbook: McDougal Littell, Pre-Algebra

READING AND WRITING
All 7th grade scholars who do not pass the reading/writing Heritage Academy placement test will be enrolled in a
Reading Comprehension course, unless they have demonstrated proficiency in a Heritage Academy reading/writing
summer school class. All 7th and 8th graders will be enrolled in yearly English classes, and all 8th graders will be
enrolled in a one semester class, Library Science, in addition to the regular English class. Scholars will focus on
improving skills in research and writing in Library Science.
7th and 8th grade English classes offer challenging curriculums focused on literature, grammar, speaking, and
writing skills. The studies of classic literature from a variety of genres include critical thinking and follow up writing
experiences. The composition program emphasizes writing as a process: prewriting, rough drafts, revising, editing,
and publishing of final copies.
Scholars will write friendly and business letters, five-paragraph expository essays, literary analysis essays, personal
narrative essays, creative narrative essays, and persuasive essays. Writing is scored according to a rubric based on
traits of good writing, and scholars will learn how to critique their own writing. Scholars will also write responses
to literature, nonfiction and poetry, and will write their own poetry. The focus in grammar is on parts of speech,
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and sentence structure.

ELECTIVE COURSES
All scholars are encouraged to expand and improve their talents. We encourage scholars to take an interest in and
involve themselves in music, art and sports. All 7th grade scholars need to be enrolled in full year of either choir or
instrumentals class; all 8th grade scholars need to be enrolled in a minimum of one semester of art, choir, or
instrumentals class. All scholars wishing to join orchestra or choir will audition with Mrs. Alston and/or Mr. Rakita
and will be placed according to skill level. Classes are available from beginning to advanced levels.
Scholars are also encouraged to develop their physical abilities. Heritage Academy offers P.E. classes and
competitive team sports which include after school programs.
Girls’ P.E. classes include: dance (fee required), Kenpo, tennis (fee required) and golf (fee required).
Girls’ team sports include: volleyball (fee required), basketball (fee required), soccer (fee required), softball (fee
required), cross country, track and field, tennis (fee required) and golf (fee required – non-refundable once
semester starts). The team sports will involve league competition in the Charter Athletic Association (CAA).
Boys’ P.E. classes include: Kenpo, fitness, golf (fee required) and tennis (fee required). Boys’ team sports include:
flag and tackle football (fee required), basketball (fee required), baseball (fee required), soccer (fee required),
tennis (fee required) and golf (fee required). Team sports will compete in the Canyon Athletic Association. (CAA)
For course descriptions please see the Course Curriculum guide below.

JUNIOR HIGH COURSE ELECTIVES
Elective

Fee

Elective

Fee

Basketball

$150

Tennis

$75

Golf

$100

Dance

$25

Flag Football

$150

Kenpo I-II

N/A

Soccer

$150

Fitness

N/A

Volleyball

$150

Art

N/A

Swimming

$175

Choir

N/A

Piano

$25

Band/Orchestra

N/A
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RECOMMENDED 7TH AND 8TH GRADE COURSE SCHEDULE
The Junior High School student schedule is structured to provide an opportunity for scholars to be exposed to as
many different subject areas as possible. Scholars may experiment with their talents and interests while in junior
high and then pursue more advanced classes in those areas where they have developed special talents and
interests during their High School years. The following is a typical schedule for junior high classes.
7th Grade

8th Grade

1st Semester
English / Honors English
Math
History
Science
Latin I
Reading or Elective

2nd Semester
English / Honors English
Math
History
Science
Latin I
Reading or Elective

1st Semester
English / Honors English
Math
History
Science
Latin II
Elective

2nd Semester
English / Honors English
Math
History
Science
Latin II
Elective

Choir, Band or
Orchestra

Choir, Band or
Orchestra

Art, Choir, Band or
Orchestra

Art, Choir, Band,
Orchestra or Elective

Kenpo, Dance, Fitness or
Team Sports

Computers, Drama, Art
or Team Sports

Computers, Drama or
Team Sports

Kenpo, Dance, Fitness or
Team Sports

JR. HIGH REQUIRED CLASSICAL READING LIST
Grade
7

School Year Reading
Math: Math Magic
English: Lion, Witch, and the Wardrobe, A Christmas Carol, Tom Sawyer, Miracle Worker, Shakespeare
Math: Math Magic

8

Science: Environmental Overkill
English: The Hobbit, Animal Farm, Shakespeare, Miracle Worker

JR. HIGH CLASS SCHEDULE – MESA CAMPUS
Jr. High (7 & 8 Grades)
Day
A (Mon & Wed)

Period 1
8:00 - 9:33

Period 2
9:41 - 11:18

Jr. High Lunch
11:18 - 11:47

Citizenship
11:47 - 12:12

Period 3
12:12-1:45

Period 4
1:53 - 3:30

B (Tues & Thu)

8:00 - 9:33

9:41 - 11:18

11:18 - 11:47

11:47 - 12:12

12:12-1:45

1:53 - 3:30

HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM GUIDE
Heritage Academy offers one scholastic diploma; all scholars are required to earn 26 credits and meet the
requirements listed below for graduation. Additionally, scholars are encouraged to achieve excellence beyond the
requirements for graduation. Those who go beyond the requirements for graduation may enroll in one or more
honors classes. Scholars who plan on attending a 4-year college or university should pay particular attention to the
requirements below. Those attending a junior college will also need to satisfy all the entrance requirements of the
Arizona universities, either in high school or at the junior college level before advancing.
Heritage
Academy
Curriculum

General Graduation Requirements

Honors
Classes
Available

Dual
Enrollment
Courses

ENGLISH

4 credits

4

4

MATH

4 credits

2

3

SCIENCE

4 credits
Must complete 1 credit each of 3
different sciences. (Bio, Chemistry,
Physics, Anatomy & Physiology)

4

2

HISTORY

3 credits
World His, Am His, Economics & Gov.

3

4

2 credits
Am. Hist. and 1 other

FOREIGN LANG.

2 credits

2

4

2 credits
2 years of same language

FINE ARTS

1 credits

PE

1 credits

REQUIRED CORE
COURSES
ELECTIVE
COURSES
TOTAL REQUIRED

In-State University / College Competencies
4 credits
(composition and literature based)
4 credits
1 year each of: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II,
and an advanced class where Algebra II is
prerequisite
3 credits
1 credit each of 3 different lab sciences
selected from the following: Chemistry,
Physics, or Biology, Earth Science

1 credit

19 credits

16

7 credits

3

3

4

26 credits

20

21

20

All high school scholars are encouraged to expand and improve their talents. We encourage scholars to take an
interest in and involve themselves in music, art, and sports. All scholars wishing to join the orchestra or choir will
audition and be placed according to skill level. Classes are available from beginning to advanced levels.
Scholars are also encouraged to develop their physical abilities. Team sports will compete in the Charter Athletic
Association. (CAA) For course descriptions please see descriptions as listed in the High School Curriculum guide
below.

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE ELECTIVES
Elective

Fee

Elective

Basketball

$300

Golf

Baseball

$150

Tackle Football

$400

Soccer

$150

Volleyball

$150

Softball

$150

Swimming

$175

Fee

Elective

Fee

Elective

Fee

$100

Dance or Ballet

$25

Piano

$25

Club Fitness

$30

Fitness

N/A

Orchestra

$10

Cross Country

$150

Ballroom Dance I-III

N/A

Band

$10

Tennis

$75

Pilates

N/A

Sr. Art

$15

Bowling

$110

Weight Training

N/A

Digital Imaging

$15

Kenpo I-V

N/A

Physical Education

N/A

Adv Dig Imaging

$15

REQUIRED COURSES FOR GRADUATION
Listed below are the courses required of all scholars graduating from Heritage Academy. In addition to these
required courses, scholars may take additional courses described in each department to achieve greater mastery
and earn a certificate of distinction.
Subject

Grade course is taken

History – (3 credits required)
World History
Hon American History (Dual Enrollment option)
Hon Economics (Dual Enrollment option)
Hon Gov / US Constitution (Dual Enrollment option)

9th
10th or 11th
11th or 12th
12th

English – (4 credits required)
9th Grade English
10th Grade English
British Literature / World Literature
ENG 101 / ENG 102 (Dual Enrollment option)

9th
10th
11th and/or 12th
11th and/or 12th

1
1
1
1

Mathematics – (4 credits required)
Algebra I
Geometry
Algebra II
Pre-Calculus (Dual Enrollment option)

9th
10th
11th
12th

1
1
1
1

9th
9th or 10th

1
1

10th - 12th
11th-12th
11th-12th

1
1
1

Foreign Language – 2 credits required
**Must have 2 credits in the same language**

9th-12th

2

Fine Arts – 1 credits required

9th-12th

1

P.E./Health – 1 credits required

9th-12th

1

General Electives

9th -12th
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Science – (4 credits required)
Conceptual Science
Biology (required)
Recommended Science Courses
Chemistry (Dual Enrollment option)
Physics (Dual Enrollment option)
Anatomy (Dual Enrollment option)

Credits
1
1
.50
.50

HIGH SCHOOL REQUIRED CLASSICAL READING
Grade

School Year Reading
Math: Mathematicians are People 2, Vol. 1, (Algebra I, Selections)

9

American Literature I: The Crucible by Arthur Miller, Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain, Shane by Jack
Schaefer, Out of the Dust by Karen Hesse, and The Wave by Todd Strasser
History: The Law
Math: Euclid, Geometry (Selections)

10

American Literature II - The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne, To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper
Lee, Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare, and Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch Albom.
Math: Nichomachus, Arithmetic (Algebra II, Selections)
French: Le Petit Prince

11

Brit Lit (Eng 11-12) The Time Machine, Pride and Prejudice, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Shakespeare,
Ivanhoe, Pygmalion, The Screwtape Letters
World Lit (Eng 11-12): The Odyssey, Les Miserables, The Count of Monte Cristo, Shakespeare,
Hiroshima, A Doll’s House, Cry the Beloved Country
Math: Einstein, Relativity, The Tao of Physics (Pre-Cal/Calculus, Selections)
History: The Five Thousand Year Leap, The Making of America, Selections from Blackstone, Locke,
Montesquieu, Federalist papers Nos. 10, 45, 80

12

Brit Lit (Eng 11-12) The Time Machine, Pride and Prejudice, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Shakespeare,
Ivanhoe, Pygmalion, The Screwtape Letters
World Lit (Eng 11-12): The Odyssey, Les Miserables, The Count of Monte Cristo, Shakespeare,
Hiroshima, A Doll’s House, , Cry the Beloved Country

Many of these selections can be read during the summer, in preparation for school. We encourage parents to
involve their children in summer reading of some of these books to increase their reading skills, to better
prepare for school studies, and to lighten the load during the school year.

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS SCHEDULE - MESA CAMPUS
High School (9 - 12 Grades)
Day
A (Mon & Wed)

Period 1
8:00 - 9:33

Period 2
9:41 - 11:18

Citizenship
11:18 - 11:43

HS Lunch
11:43 - 12:12

Period 3
12:12 - 1:45

Period 4
1:53 - 3:30

B (Tues & Thu)

8:00 - 9:33

9:41 - 11:18

11:18 - 11:43

11:43 - 12:12

12:12 - 1:45

1:53 - 3:30

COURSE OFFERINGS
ENGLISH








Subject area goals:
To introduce scholars to a variety of literary works
and instill in them a critical appreciation for great
literature.
To develop in scholars an ever-increasing proficiency
in reading, analyzing, understanding and interpreting
written works.
To provide scholars with the skills necessary to
express themselves in both written and oral
communications.
Scholars must complete 4 years of English.
HONORS DISTINCTION
Scholars seeking honors Distinction in English must
register for the honors class sections and meet the
following requirements:







Complete all English classes with a cumulative GPA
of at least 3.5.
Read at least TEN (10) classics from the Heritage
Academy Classics List. Books assigned for class work
do not count towards the 10. The books on the list
marked with an (*) will count towards this award. At
least seven (7) out of the ten (10) need to be from
the Literature category on the list.
Meet with an English teacher for a discussion after
each book is completed.
Schedule a meeting with the English department in
April of your senior year to discuss books and finalize
distinction.
Note: The curriculum for Junior and Senior will
alternate between British and World Literature. World
Literature will be offered in the 2018-2019 calendar
school year, with World Literature offered the following
school year.

100 HIGH SCHOOL READING COMPREHENSION
This course focuses on improving reading proficiency
through measured assessment tests and through
studying and implementing a variety of reading
strategies and techniques. The goals of this course
are to help scholars improve their scores on
standardized reading and writing tests and to
improve grades in ELA courses and across the
curriculum.
Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation only

130 9TH GRADE ENGLISH
This course will emphasize rhetoric and composition
with a focus on understanding writing as a process.
Writing projects will require scholars to engage in all
parts of the writing process: planning, drafting,
revising, and editing. Scholars will learn narrative,
persuasive, and research-based writing and will
strengthen their writing skills by completing several
in-depth writing projects.
137 HON 9TH GRADE ENGLISH
Accelerated 130 course scholars will be challenged
to be more independent and be prepared to discuss
the classics on a deeper level. Higher expectations
and extra projects required.
Prerequisite: Teacher approval

131 10TH GRADE ENGLISH
Integrated course focusing on authors/ poets in
American Literature – from early American to
twentieth century. Students will develop
organizational and group skills through projects and
presentations. Evaluating literary elements and
developing reading strategies will be accomplished
through in-depth study of classic literature, such as
Mark Twain, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Harper Lee.
Prerequisite: None

167 HON 10TH GRADE ENGLISH
Accelerated 131 course scholars will be challenged
to be more independent and be prepared to discuss
the classics on a deeper level. Higher expectations
and extra projects required.
Prerequisite: Teacher approval

133 BRITISH LITERATURE
An integrated language arts course focusing on a
survey of British Literature studied in the context of
the religious, social and political influences on the
authors. Evaluation of literary elements and critical
analysis through writing will be stressed as scholars
study the following classics: Ivanhoe by Sir Walter
Scott, Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, Macbeth
by William Shakespeare, The Time Machine by H.G.
Wells, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis
Stevenson, and The Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis.
Prerequisite: American and Heroes in Literature

157 HONORS BRITISH LITERATURE

ENG102 SECOND-YEAR COMPOSITION

Accelerated 133 course students will be challenged
to be more independent and be prepared to discuss
the classics on a deeper level.

Emphasis is placed on rhetoric and composition with
a focus on persuasive, research-based writing and
understanding writing as a process. Scholars will
develop advanced college-level writing strategies
through three or more writing projects comprising at
least 4,000 words in total.

Prerequisite: Teacher approval

148 YEARBOOK/JOURNALISM
The course is designed to teach scholars the basic
techniques of publication with computers,
photography, layout, editing, graphic arts, writing
and interviewing. The class will create and produce
the yearbook.
Prerequisite: Teacher Recommendation
This is a full year class where scholars have
responsibilities to meet specific deadlines.

132 WORLD LITERATURE
This course integrates writing for a variety of
audiences with a study of literature. Universal
themes in literature are explored in the fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama and short stories of many
cultures and many eras. Composition emphasizes
research skills, multi-paragraph exposition, critical
analysis and thesis development and defense.
Prerequisite: American Literature

147 HONORS WORLD LITERATURE
Accelerated 132 course scholars will be challenged
to be more independent and be prepared to discuss
the classics on a deeper level.
Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: Grade of C or better in ENG101
May be substituted for either World or British Literature

ENG 111 TECH & PROFESSIONAL WRITING

This course covers analyzing, planning, organizing,
researching, and writing correspondence, reports,
and presentations for specific work-related
audiences, and includes integrating data and
graphics into work-related documents and
presentations.
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: ENG101 with a grade of C, or better.
May be substituted for either World or British Literature

ENH 110 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE
This course is an introduction to international
literature through various forms of literary
expression; e.g., poetry, drama, essay, biography,
autobiography, short story, and novel. It provides a
global overview of literature with special emphasis
on diverse cultural contributions of women, African
Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans,
and Native Americans.
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisite: Junior or Senior with appropriate English
Placement Test
May be substituted for either World or British Literature

ENG101 FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION
Emphasis is placed on rhetoric and composition with
a focus on expository writing and understanding
writing as a process. This course focuses on
establishing effective college-level writing strategies
through four or more writing projects comprising at
least 3,000 words in total.
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: Junior or Senior with appropriate writing
placement test score, or a grade of C or better in ENG091
or ESL097.
May be substituted for either World or British Literature

100 HIGH SCHOOL READING COMPREHENSION
This course focuses on improving reading proficiency
through measured assessment tests and through
studying and implementing a variety of reading
strategies and techniques. The goals of this course
are to help scholars improve their scores on
standardized reading and writing tests and to
improve grades in ELA courses and across the
curriculum.
Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation only

FOREIGN LANGUAGES




420 FRENCH I

Subject Area Goal:
The scholar will competently use a foreign language
for written and oral communication and
demonstrate knowledge of appropriate cultural
behaviors.
Scholars must complete 2 years of studies in the
same foreign language.

Introduces scholars to the basic vocabulary of the
language and components of the culture of the
countries in which the language is spoken. Prepares
scholars to begin to read, write, speak and
understand.

HONORS DISTINCTION
Scholars must complete three years of the same
foreign language with a minimum GPA of a 3.5.

This course provides further refinement of the skills
acquired in the first year. Level 1 skills are reviewed
and new skills are added in the areas of reading,
writing and speaking. Appropriate cultural
components are studied.

410 SPANISH I
Introduces scholars to the basic vocabulary of the
language and components of the culture of the
countries in which the language is spoken. Prepares
scholars to begin to read, write, speak and
understand.
Prerequisites: None

411 SPANISH II
This course provides further refinement of the skills
acquired in the first year. Level 1 skills are reviewed
and new skills are added in the areas of reading,
writing and speaking. Appropriate cultural
components are studied.

421 FRENCH II

HISTORY
Subject Area Goals:
 To instill into the minds and hearts of the scholars
knowledge and respect for the ideals and values of
the great men and women of history, including those
who founded the American nation.
 Scholars will also prepare to be ready to provide
selfless service to their country to assist in restoring
America’s greatness.
 Scholars must complete 3 years of history. Scholars
must complete American History, World History,
American Government/U.S. Constitution & Economics.

Prerequisites: Spanish I

411H HONORS SPANISH II
This course provides further refinement of the skills
acquired in the first year. Level 1 skills are reviewed
and new skills are added in the areas of reading,
writing and speaking at the college level.
Appropriate cultural components are studied.
Prerequisites: Spanish I
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

412 SPANISH III
This elective is recommended for college bound
scholars. It is required for distinction in Foreign
Language. This course is taught mostly in Spanish
and scholars will be required to speak, read, listen,
and write in Spanish using correct grammar. Field
trips and additional cultural activities will be a part
of the curriculum. This course will include the
reading and study of a classic in Spanish.
Prerequisites: Spanish 1 & 2 or teacher approval
**Course will be offered based off of student demand
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

HONORS DISTINCTION
Honors history courses will be taught inclusive of the
regular history classes. Scholars will be challenged to
apply the principles learned in class. In addition
scholars will complete the study of a classic in the
area of study chosen.
043 WORLD HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY
This course will begin with the Fertile Crescent down
to the beginning of written history. Scholars will then
study migrations, geography, cultures and peoples
from ancient, medieval, and modern history.
Scholars will learn to compare, contrast and analyze
civilizations and cultures with their own and draw
lessons from the past which will aid them in knowing
what Americans must do to enjoy lasting peace,
prosperity and freedom. This course will provide the
opportunity for discussion, debate and argument
among and between the scholars themselves
concerning the great ideas and principles of history.
Discussion will be guided by reading from great
Classics such as The Law by Bastiat

044 HON AMERICAN HISTORY I
Having previously studied American History, including
Arizona History and Economics in a sequential format,
the high school scholars will now study it through the
“eyes” of people who made significant contributions
to the development of the nation. Ideas and concepts
of government and human relations will be discussed
and debated among and between the scholars. These
discussions will be guided by reading selections from
great classics such as Washington’s Farewell, and A Tale
of Two Cities, by Dickens.

from original intent and meaning will also be
reviewed.
In conjunction with American Government this
course will integrate the study of economics. Focus
will be on the choices that individuals and societies
make in the production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services. Scholars will
learn when these choices are made in an
atmosphere of freedom, with a minimum of
government involvement in the marketplace,
prosperity results.

Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

Prerequisite: Hon American History & World History
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

044B HON AMERICAN HISTORY II

045 CONSTITUTIONAL STUDIES

This one-semester course provides an overview of
the major political, economic, and cultural themes
shaping the United States from the Colonial period
into the 21st century. Instead of tracking history
chronologically through time, scholars will study
history thematically, developing a more thorough
understanding of why things happened in the United
States, not just when. This approach will give
scholars a deeper understanding of U.S. History
while improving their skills in critical thinking,
listening, group discussion, and historical writing.
Limiting time in textbooks, scholars will spend most
of their time researching original documents,
participating in group discussions, and writing
journal responses that evaluate the themes of the
course.

This course in an elective class, which is open only to
scholars by permission of the instructor. To be
considered for this course, scholars must have
scored well in prerequisite classes. Specific political
issues will be researched and solutions developed
based on correct principles. Scholars will come to
know how returning to the Founders’ original
success formula may solve nearly every problem in
America today. This class involves research into the
variety of national & state constitutions.
Parliamentary procedure will be studied & practiced.
Scholars will participate in a very intense simulated
constitutional convention experience.

Prerequisite: 044 Hon American History
Teacher Approval Required
Elective Credit Only

042 HON GOV / U.S. CONSTITUTION
Scholars will experience their own freedom trail by
studying the lessons learned from Jamestown in
1607 through the Constitution in 1787. They will
become familiar with the people we call the
Founding Fathers and with the 28 principles of
liberty, which helped change the direction of the
world. Scholars will learn how the trials, efforts,
failures and eventual triumphs of the Founders make
them true American heroes.
This course also includes the study of the substance
and meaning of the U.S. Constitution in its original
form together with the amendments since added.
The course emphasizes original intent by
familiarizing scholars with the Founders’ own words
and explanations as to why each principle, phrase or
sentence was included in the document. Departures

Prerequisite: Hon Gov/US Constitution I

050 HON ECONOMICS
This course will give the students a greater
understanding of economics ranging from the
viewpoint of the individual consumer or small
business owner to the global economy. The course
will study the law of supply and demand, forms of
business, labor unions, government finances and
influence on the economy, money and prices,
inflation and deflation cycles. The course relates
history and politics to the study of economics.
Prerequisites: Junior or Seniors only
Dual Enrollment option with University of Arizona

MATHEMATICS






Subject Area Goals:
Scholars will learn to recognize, analyze and describe
patterns and relationships in real numbers, algebraic
functions, and geometric figures.
Scholars will strengthen and deepen their number
sense and their ability to organize their thoughts and
use logic, both inductive and deductive to solve real
world problems.
Scholars must complete at least 4 years of math.
Beginning with the class of 2013, all scholars must
complete Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II and either
Pre-Calculus or Trigonometry.
HONORS DISTINCTION
Math honor scholars may choose to take precalculus and calculus, with a cumulative GPA of 3.5.
These classes will include a greater study of theory
and practical application, in addition to the study of
classics in mathematics and completion of a project
based on that classic.
630 ALGEBRA I
Scholars enrolled in this course will learn problem
solving approaches, thinking and algebraic skills
necessary for future mathematics courses and other
disciplines. It includes a study of real number
systems, linear equations, linear inequalities,
exponential functions, quadratic equations, and
statistics. Scholars must show mastery of Algebra 1
before advancing to Geometry.
Prerequisites: Pre-Algebra.

645 GEOMETRY
This course will review and extend the skills and
topics mastered in Algebra 1. It places emphasis on
plane geometry and also includes some solid and
coordinate geometry. The course provides scholars
with the opportunity to improve their understanding
of spatial relationships, develop inductive and
deductive thinking skills, improve problem solving
skills in geometric settings, relate algebra to
geometry, and develop a deep understanding of
ratio and proportion concepts. A protractor,
compass, ruler, and scientific calculator are required.
Scholars must show mastery of Geometry before
advancing to Algebra II.
Prerequisites: Algebra I. Requirements: Protractor, Ruler,
Compass and Scientific Calculator.

650 ALGEBRA II
This course will cover topics in advanced Algebra and
Geometry. Scholars will further their understanding
of linear functions, quadratic equations, matrices,
logarithms, rational and radical equations, statistics,
and series and sequences. Scholars will discuss and
solve real-life applications of the studied topics.
Algebra II will help prepare scholars for college math
courses and for Pre-Calculus.
Prerequisites: Algebra I.
Requirements: Graphing Calculator

651 PRE-CALCULUS
An in-depth review and cross-course integration of
all the topics covered in high school mathematics
occupy the beginning of this course. Scholars will
study polynomial and rational functions, logarithms,
matrices, sequences and series, and analytic
geometry. This course includes an in-depth study of
trigonometric functions, identities, and vectors. The
difficulty of Pre-Calculus is similar to that of a college
freshman or sophomore math course. Scholars who
excel in mathematics or are preparing to pursue an
engineering or scientific degree in college are
strongly encouraged to take this course. Successful
completion of this course qualifies a student for a
Math Distinction on his or her diploma. Graphing
calculator required.
Prerequisites: Algebra II.
Requirements: Graphing Calculator

657 HON PRE-CALCULUS
This pre-calculus course combines topics from
college algebra and trigonometry in preparation for
analytic geometry and calculus.
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

670 CALCULUS
In this course topics that were introduced in PreCalculus will be further defined. A definition of
derivatives, integrals, three-dimensional
coordinates, multi-variate systems, and alternate
coordinate systems will be introduced and explored.
Prerequisites: Pre-Calculus.
Requirements: Graphing Calculator

677 AP / HON CALCULUS
Following the College Board's suggested curriculum
designed to parallel college-level calculus courses,
AP Calculus AB provides students with an intuitive
understanding of the concepts of calculus and

experience with its methods and applications. These
courses introduce calculus and include the following
topics: elementary functions; properties of functions
and their graphs; limits and continuity; differential
calculus (including definition of the derivative,
derivative formulas, theorems about derivatives,
geometric applications, optimization problems, and
rate-of-change problems); and integral calculus
(including antiderivatives and the definite integral).
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College MAT221

619 MATH LAB
Study lab for math and other courses.

SCIENCE












Subject area goals:
Scholars will discover the processes of the world
around them and begin lifelong experiences in
science.
Scholars are required to take Conceptual Science,
Biology plus two other science courses.
College track scholars should have Biology,
Chemistry and Physics.
HONORS DISTINCTION
Overall, scholars must have a 3.0 GPA or better
Scholars must complete four science classes
including four laboratory sciences (Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Anatomy, or AP Biology) with a B
or better in each class for a distinction.
One of these courses needs to be an Honors, AP, or a
Dual Enrollment offering.
Students wanting a distinction are required to take
either the class Brief History of Time
In addition, scholars must read a science classic and
write a 1000 word paper. See the list of science
classics or talk to a science teacher
212 CONCEPTUAL SCIENCE
This conglomerate course which was specially
designed by teachers at Heritage to prepare Heritage
scholars for high school and college-level science
classes. A strand of scientific inquiry through the
OHEC model weaves throughout the course.
Universal critical thinking and problem-solving
strategies are also introduced and strengthened
throughout the course. The Pre-Physics and PreChemistry topics covered in this course are
combined with Thermodynamics and Meteorology

to form a foundation for better understanding of
topics in Biology and Anatomy.
Prerequisite: None

211 PHYSICAL SCIENCE
This course is designed to emphasize physics and
chemistry principles that will help the students in
future science classes or vocational programs. These
principles will be taught through the context of
astronomy, meteorology, geology and
oceanography. This course is intended to enhance
the students’ science foundation before taking on
more intense lab courses such as Physics, Chemistry
or Anatomy or vocational programs.
Prerequisite: Teacher invitation only.

220 BIOLOGY
Scholars explore movement of energy through
biological systems, population dynamics, cell
structure and how nutrients are used by the cell for
life, bimolecular structures including lipids, proteins,
sugars and DNA/RNA, genetics and heredity,
evolution, classification, plants and comparative
anatomy (dissections). Daily activities reinforce
learning including frequent group presentations to
assess learning (modeling in biology) to report
findings and reflect learning. This course includes
topics of human reproduction and evolution.
Prerequisite: Completion of Algebra I or Geometry with B
or higher

227 HON BIOLOGY
Accelerated 220 course requirements taught
through inquiry methods that expect scholars to
take more control of their personal learning.
Prerequisite: Teacher Recommendation
Completion of Algebra I or Geometry with B or higher

228 BIOTECHNOLOGY I
An introductory course to the field of Biotechnology.
Scholars learn laboratory techniques such as
Standard Operating Procedures, Spectrophotometry,
Micropipetting, DNA extraction, electrophoresis, PCR
and Transformation. Topics include Biochemistry,
Microbiology, DNA structure and function,
Restriction enzymes, Forensics, Recombinant DNA,
Proteomics, Bioinformatics, plus legal and ethical
issues associated with the Biotechnology Industry.
Prerequisite: Chemistry

229 BIOTECHNOLOGY II

237 HON CHEMISTRY

This course is a continuation of Biotech I. Scholars
will learn to conduct scientific research in the field of
Biotechnology using laboratory techniques taught in
both Biotechnology I and Biotechnology II. Scholars
learn additional techniques such as protein
extraction and purification, plant tissue Culture, and
the experimental use of complex multicellular model
organisms (C.elegans). Topics include Proteomics,
agricultural GMO’s, cloning, DNA
sequencing/Genomics, and Bioinformatics

Course includes accelerated 230 Chemistry course
requirements while going deeper into the history
and scope of science in today’s world.

Prerequisite: Biotechnology I

222 AP BIOLOGY
This course will qualify a student to sit for the
College Board Advanced Placement test or Dual
enroll through Grand Canyon University for Biology
181/181Lab credit. It is a vigorous course in
introductory biology for majors. This course is a
study of biological concepts emphasizing the
interplay of structure and function, particularly at
the molecular and cellular levels of organization. Cell
components and their duties are investigated, as cell
as the locations of cellular functions within the cell.
The importance of the cell membrane is studied,
particularly its roles in controlling movement of ions
and molecules and in energy production. The effect
of genetic information on the cell is followed
through the pathway from DNA to RNA to protein.
Course content will also cover topic of evolution.
Prerequisite: Students must have complete a year of
biology and a year of chemistry.

230 CHEMISTRY
Energy changes affect matter through both physical
(thermal and interaction energies) and chemical
(breaking and reforming bonds). Scholars learn
nomenclature, balancing chemical equations,
mathematical processes including conversions,
density, heat capacity, mole equations,
stoichiometry, and gas equations. The process of
scientific discovery is explored through the history of
the atomic theory development and the men and
women important to this process. Topics in acids,
bases, reaction rates, nuclear chemistry, and basic
organic chemistry are explored. Daily activities, labs
and lab reports, as well as modeling techniques of
drawing what the particles and energy are doing are
used to obtain not only hands-on but minds-on
understanding.
Prerequisite: Biology, Algebra 1

Prerequisite: Biology, Algebra 1 & teacher recommendation

215 HON ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
Scholars explore the form and function of the
systems of the human body. This course begins with
a review of the atom and biochemistry, the course
progresses from biomolecules, to cells, tissues,
organs, and organ systems. Emphasis is placed on
learning the bones, muscles, and all of the major
organs. Systems reviewed include the skeletal,
muscular, nervous, digestive, circulatory, respiratory,
endocrine, and reproductive. Scholars will also
learn study techniques for success in college courses
related to allied health and science. This course
includes a unit on human reproduction and utilizes
both artistic and real images of the human body.
Dissection is a significant part of the learning process
and several dissections are performed during the
course.
231 HON PHYSICS
This course is algebra-based Physics with a study of
Kinematics, the reasons for, laws of and patterns in
the motion of things. Common misconceptions are
unraveled as scholars learn how to articulate a new
and improved perspective of the physical world.
New vocabulary as well as old vocabulary used in
new ways helps scholars to communicate their
findings in scientific inquiry activities. Forming and
testing hypotheses by experimentation and analysis
of the results are important parts of this process.
Other components of Newton’s mechanical universe
are studied, including Momentum, Energy, Vectors,
and Optics. Once scholars master the concepts of
rectilinear motion, they are introduced to curves,
satellites and orbits. A capstone unit on harmonic
motion, waves, sound and light finishes this course
of study.
Prerequisite: Biology & Algebra II
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

235 A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME
In this cross curricula class scholars read, ponder and
discuss the science classic A Brief History of Time by
Stephen Hawking. This class generates more
questions than answers. Prepares scholars to think
deeply, ask great questions and make connections
between the different aspects of their lives.
Grades are based off of participation in discussion,
reflective journals and projects as assigned by the
teacher.
Prerequisite: Completion of 2 lab science classes.
Elective credit only

236 INTRO TO ROBOTICS/S.T.E.A.M.
Scholars will examine and discuss the influence of
science-oriented classical thoughts (Nichomachus,
Pascal, Descartes, Bacon, Newton, Franklin,
Jefferson) on the experimentation and scientific
discovery process. A series of hands-on experiments
will be conducted with increasing amounts of scholar
autonomy. Through these experiments, scholars will
(1) follow another scientist’s steps in logical order
and analyze/improve/evaluate those steps and the
results they produce; (2) create their own steps
towards a given goal and analyze/improve/evaluate
their own steps to see why the desired/predicted
results were not achieved; (3) decide whether or not
the actual results are more desirable than the
desired/predicted ones; (4) design their own
experiment and carry it out to produce a formal
report of their discovery. During the experiments,
scholars will use classic and contemporary
technology for data collection and analysis. After the
experiments, scholars will learn how to create a
professional report of their experiments and
findings.
Prerequisite: Seniors only with teacher approval.
Completion of at least 2 of the 3 required science
classes. A scholar that has not completed the third
credit by the beginning of this class must be
concurrently enrolled in their third science class.
Elective credit only

COMPUTERS
825 HON COMPUTER
The computer 1 class is offered to student using an
approved curriculum from the Rio Salado course
number CIS 105. This is a survey class and covers a
broad range of current information technologies.
The goals of this course are to provide a broad set of
technology introduction to scholars in order to pique
their interest in pursing something more specific in
terms of technology as science, or technology as
practice. Technology as science would include such
disciplines as computer science, informatics,
cybernetics Technology as practice includes work as
a computer systems administrator, building data
networks, applying information systems to business
systems. The Computer I class prepares students to
follow either track as it is a survey course covering
hardware, data networks, operating systems, and
application programs. The focus is on the Microsoft
Office Suite including MS-Word, PowerPoint, and
Excel. Students are also exposed to cloud based
applications including the Google Apps for
Education. Scholars are also introduced to other
operating systems (Linux) and virtualization. Scholars
make use of the command line in Windows as well
as BASH on Linux. Scholars are also introduced to
web technologies write HTML, CSS and will be
introduced to Javascript. The course also includes a
brief introduction to relational data bases and how
to use Microsoft Access.
Prerequisite: 811 Computers Class or teacher
recommendation
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College CIS 105

830 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I
This is an introduction to programming. Work will
include conceptual programming in addition to
writing a LOT of code in the python programming
language. The Python language allows one to focus
on the work of breaking down problems and
designing solutions. Python is used both as an
interpreted language as well as a compiled system.
Modern programming is done within the context of
having access to documentation, tutorials, and
access to social networks of computer programmers
around the world so the Internet is heavily used.
BASH programming will also be touched upon in
order to see the basic concepts of flow control, logic,
data types, etc. The JAVA programming language will
also be considered, and compared with pytHonors
JAVA will force a stronger object orientation of

program design and will allow an expanded view of
our conceptual problem solving. It is expected the
scholars will learn problem solving skills and be able
to adapt a solution to utilize whatever language is
available, thus making a good starting point for
further study and practice of computer
programming.
Prerequisite: 825 computer class
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

832 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING II
This course would have a prerequisite of
Introduction to programming (830) and computer I
(811). The course work would focus on building real
world applications. Student would be required to
build a completely working system as a project for
the entire semester. The teacher/instructor would
be available to guide the student, help select the
scope of the student project, keep students on track
and accountable, provide mentoring as needed.
Applications would be development in current open
source software stacks as approved by the teacher.
Prerequisite: 825 & 830 computer classes or teacher
recommendation
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College

FINE ARTS
565 ART
Senior Art has required art projects that give the
student a foundation in the elements and principles
of art. It also allows for projects of choice in which
the student can explore different art media and art
forms. Medias used are pencil, charcoal, pen and ink,
scratch art, soft pastels, acrylic, watercolor, and
block printing. Art history and culture are
incorporated extensively.

534 DRAMA FUNDAMENTALS
Included is a brief study of the history of theatre
from the ancient Greeks through the Renaissance
and contemporary theatre. One play by William
Shakespeare may be read and studied each
semester. Drama scholars will perform scenes and
monologues, improvisation and pantomime. Focus
will be given to the “actor’s instrument”, developing
stage technique and basic performance skills.
Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: None

537 HON DRAMA

778 DIGITAL IMAGING

Honors Drama scholars will be challenged to excel in
all facets of theater. Scholars will perform scenes
and monologues from classic plays, and scholars
might rehearse and perform in a full-length play. The
craft of acting will be studied in depth. A classic film
will be viewed and analyzed. A classic play may be
studied during the semester.

In this class scholars learn the basics of how to
use a consumer digital camera, adjusting
settings, importing digital images to a computer,
manipulation of the image using Adobe
Photoshop, preparing images for print, and
email and web usage. Class time will be used to
complete some assignments and preparing
images for print. Some photographs must be
taken outside of class.
Requirements: $25 and minimum of 3 megapixel camera

779 ADVANCED DIGITAL IMAGING
Accelerated 778 Digital Imaging
Prerequisite: Digital Imaging or teacher approval
Requirements: $25 Fee and minimum of 3 megapixel
camera

Prerequisite: Must be in 11th or 12th grade, with at least
one semester of Drama Fundamentals with a grade of Aor better. Graduating seniors will have priority.

538 STAGECRAFT
This class will cover most aspects of the technical
side of a stage production, including set design and
construction, lighting, sound, backstage crew,
curtain operation, stage management, etc.
Prerequisite: High School students only

ORCHESTRA/ BAND
DRAMA / PERFORMANCE
312 SYMPHONIA ORCHESTRA







DRAMA/PERFORMANCE DISTINCTION
“Drama Distinction” will be awarded to those
graduating seniors who have completed the
following requirements:
3 semesters of Drama classes, with at least one of
those being Honors Drama
No grade lower than A- in any drama class
Participation in at least one school play; must
audition for minimum of one musical
Completion of at least one semester of Stage Craft
class with no grade lower than A-.
Reading of the book “Respect For Acting” by Uta
Hagen, and a discussion with department
representative about the book. Scholars may be
asked to write an essay on various aspects of the
book.

This is an Intermediate-Advanced strings only
ensemble. The course will provide orchestra
students the opportunity to further their study of
traditional and contemporary string literature. It will
involve more extensive outside school practice and
performance preparations. Participation in area
festivals and quarterly concerts is required. Students
must be self-motivated and have a strong
commitment to the ensemble. Private lessons
recommended.
Prerequisite: Audition required
Uniform Required: Ladies - Black concert dress $65 new
$55 used Gentleman: Black dress pants, white dress shirt,
and black bow tie.

315 CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
This is an advanced string only ensemble. The course
will focus on the great string literature of the
Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Contemporary
style periods and explore contemporary
arrangements including pop and show tunes. It will
involve rigorous outside practice and performance
preparations including Regional auditions and
participation, area Festivals, Tour, and quarterly
concerts. Students must be self-motivated and have
a strong commitment to the ensemble. Private
Lessons highly recommended. This is a touring
ensemble. Costs not to exceed $1,650 for TOURs
that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition required
Full Year Commitment
Uniform Required: Ladies - Black concert dress $65 new
$55 used Gentleman: Black dress pants, white dress shirt,
and black bow tie

practicing 30 – 45 minutes each day. It is
recommended that every band member take private
lessons from a qualified Instructor.
Prerequisite: Audition Required.

333 ADVANCED JAZZ ENSEMBLE
This ensemble will cover different jazz styles and jazz
composers. Students will be presented opportunities
for improvisation, solos and small group
performances. This course is for the advanced
playing level. Students should be prepared to meet
the requirement of practicing 30 – 45 minutes each
day. It is recommended that every member of the
ensemble take private lessons from a qualified
Instructor. This course will last the entire year. This is
a touring ensemble. Costs not to exceed $1,650 for
TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition required
Full Year Commitment

338 PIANO
320 CONCERT ORCHESTRA
This is a strings only ensemble. The course covers
Intermediate orchestra skills including scales,
bowings, technique, theory, and provides
introduction to third position. Literature will include
classical, fiddle, and pop tunes. Performance in
quarterly concerts is required.
Prerequisite: Previous string orchestra experience
required. Advanced 7th graders may enter by audition
ONLY with the consent of the conductor. Students in
grades 8-12 may participate without having to audition.

330 CONCERT BAND
This is a band method course and is typically for 78th grade playing level. Students will continue to
reinforce their fundamentals of playing a band
instrument and perform 2 concerts each semester.
Students should be prepared to meet the
requirement to practice 30-45 minutes every day. It
is highly recommended that every member of the
band enroll in private lessons from a qualified music
teacher.
Prerequisite: Audition Required.

332 SYMPHONIC BAND
This is a band method course and is typically for
intermediate playing level. Students will continue to
master the fundamentals of playing a band
instrument, rehearse chosen performance pieces,
and perform 2 concerts each semester. Students
should be prepared to meet the requirement of

This course is designed for level 2+ piano students
who wish to expand & further develop
their piano skills. Time in class will be spent on
keyboards, as well as musical notation and theory.
Students will work individually and in small groups to
master various piano techniques.
Prerequisite: Audition Required.
Required Fee: $25

334 ADVANCED PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
This ensemble will cover different musical styles and
genre. Top students will be presented unique
performance opportunities including; solo, small
group and orchestral performances. This course is
for the advanced playing level. Students should be
prepared to meet the requirement of practicing 30 –
45 minutes each day. It is recommended that every
member of the ensemble take private lessons from a
qualified Instructor. This course will last the entire
year. This is a touring ensemble. Costs not to exceed
$1,650 for TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition Required.
Full Year Commitment

CHOIR
343 JR HIGH WOMEN’S CHOIR
Welcome to the choir program here at Heritage,
we're thrilled to have you! This class will be a great
introduction to the choir program here. Students will
learn the basics of music theory and ear training, as
well as the basics of singing, developing their
instrument and learning to sing together. These
choirs will sing in two part (SA) and three part (SSA)
harmonies, part songs and rounds. With this choir
we hope to build a love of music and develop the
future singers of the choir program here at Heritage.
Prerequisite: None

346 JR HIGH MEN’S CHOIR
Welcome to the choir program here at Heritage,
we're thrilled to have you! This class will be a great
introduction to the choir program here. Students will
learn the basics of music theory and ear training, as
well as the basics of singing, developing their
instrument and learning to sing together. These
choirs will sing in two part (TB) and three part (TTB)
harmonies, part songs and rounds. With this choir
we hope to build a love of music and develop the
future singers of the choir program here at Heritage
Prerequisite: None

347 MEN’S CHORALE
This introductory men’s ensemble will be comprised
of students from 8th grade and up who are
mastering their skills as they move through the
program. These groups will focus on musicianship
and vocal technique skills. Ensembles will sing
primarily 3 part (TTB) repertoire and will attend
regional and state festivals. These students may also
attend our Heritage Arts Retreat at the beginning of
second semester to experience singing in mixed
ensembles.
Prerequisite: None

344 CONCERT CHOIR
Is the backbone of the choir program at Heritage,
the Concert Choir is the largest ensemble of mixed
voices at the school. Exclusively for high school
students, members must have at least a year of prior
choral singing experience in order to participate. The
choir performs SATB music of varied repertoire and
tours annually in and out of the state. This ensemble
consistently earns superior ratings at regional and

state festivals. This is a touring ensemble. Costs not
to exceed $1,650 for TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition Required
Regionals Fee Required.

349 ADVANCED WOMEN’S CHOIR
Features 24 high school girls with at least a year of
prior choral experience. This ensemble will continue
to develop musical and vocal skills and will explore
the varied tone colors at their disposal. The group
will perform varied repertoire (SSA). This choir has
attended local festivals and received superior
ratings. They will accompany Concert Choir on
tour. This is a touring ensemble. Costs not to exceed
$1,650 for TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition Required
Full Year Commitment

Regionals Fee Required.
342 WOMEN’S CHORALE
This introductory women’s ensemble will be
comprised of students from 8th grade and up who
are mastering their skills as they move through the
program. Women's Chorale will focus on
musicianship and vocal technique skills. Ensembles
will sing primarily 3 part (SSA) repertoire and will
attend regional and state festivals. These students
may also attend our Heritage Fine Arts Retreat at the
beginning of second semester to experience singing
in mixed ensembles
Prerequisite: None

350 CHAMBER SINGERS
Is a select ensemble of 24 advanced high school
singers at Heritage. This group performs a capella
music from the Renaissance to today. Students are
very independent, performing in caroling groups
throughout the valley and attending additional
concerts throughout the year. Chamber
Singers tours with Concert Choir each year, as well
as participates in the annual Northern Arizona
University Jazz/Madrigal Festival in February. This
class meets Monday-Thursday before school.
Students must be in either Concert Choir or
Advanced Women's in order to participate. This is a
touring ensemble. Costs not to exceed $1,650 for
TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Also Enrolled Concert or Adv. Women’s
Full Year Commitment

DANCE
501 DANCE I
This is an introductory dance class. Students will
explore technical foundations in a variety of
approaches to dance. The comprehensive curriculum
will encourage dance literacy as the students create,
perform, respond and connect in the context of
dance. Students will learn appropriate dance class
etiquette. Specific dance attire required.
Prerequisite: None
Required Course Fee: $25

502 DANCE II
The intermediate dance class builds on the
fundamentals learned in beginning dance. Technique
is advanced by challenging the student toward a
greater level of clarity, detail and specificity. The
comprehensive curriculum will encourage dance
literacy. To achieve this students will create,
perform, respond and connect in the context of
dance and personal application. Appropriate dance
class etiquette is expected and reinforced. Specific
dance attire required.
Prerequisite: Two semesters of Beginning Dance and/or
teacher approval
Required Course Fee: $25

503 DANCE III
The advanced dance class emphasizes the
development of artistic choice. Students will be
introduced to advanced technique from a variety of
approaches to dance. The comprehensive curriculum
will encourage dance literacy. Students will create,
perform, respond and connect in dance through
personal application and working with other
dancers. Students are expected to support and
encourage appropriate dance class etiquette.
Specific dance attire required.
Prerequisite: At least four semesters of Intermediate
Dance and/or Teacher approval
Required Course Fee: $25

504 DANCE IV (DANCE COMPANY)
The dance company class is by audition only.
Students who are selected demonstrate advanced
technical skills, a strong work ethic, a contributing
and positive attitude and a passion for dance.
Students will be challenged creatively and
technically through a rigorous learning pace. Dance

literacy is achieved through creating, performing,
responding and connecting personally and globally.
Dance Company provides the opportunity for
service, leadership, performance and travel. Seniors
in Dance Company have the option to apply for the
“Distinction in Dance” award. Students are expected
to be the highest example of dance class etiquette.
This is a touring dance group. Costs not to exceed
$1,650 for TOURs that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Teacher approval only
Required Course Fee: $25

506 LE PREMIER BALLET (LEVEL I & II)
This class will help dancers succeed in any form of
dance they choose to pursue, including modern, jazz,
hip hop, ballroom and theatrical dance. For students
competing in sports or martial arts, ballet will create
a strong base of flexibility, strength and control.
Students will work on posture, turnout, extension
and balance. The structure of the class will strictly
follow the basic layout of classical ballet, starting
with exercises at the ballet barre and leading into
center work. Some class time will also be devoted to
rehearsing for the end-of-semester dance concert.
Required Course Fee: $25

BALLROOM DISTINCTION
Attend five outside of Class Ballroom Dance
Activities in one semester (instead of what is
required in class). Write a four-page research paper
on a Ballroom Dance related subject approved by
teacher (instead of the one required in class). Teach
three step patterns in one semester to the class
under the observation of the teacher. Take four
semesters of Ballroom with at least one of them
being Ballroom II. Choreograph and perform a “solo”
at the Ballroom Dance Showcase.
525 BALLROOM DANCE I
This class is designed to introduce the student to the
basics of several popular social dances: Waltz, Foxtrot,
Tango, Swing, Cha-Cha, Salsa, and Merengue. The
student will learn to both lead and follow the basics in
each dance and will be tested on both. There is one
written assignment, one outside class activity and one
required performance. To enhance the social skills they
are learning through dance, basic etiquette for social
interaction will be covered.
Prerequisite: Audition Required
Performance fee may be required

526 BALLROOM DANCE II
This class introduces the student to the basics of
several popular social dances: New York Hustle,
West Coast Swing, Night Club Two Step, Samba,
Lindy Hop, Viennese Waltz, and Argentine Tango.
The student will learn to both lead and follow the
basics in each dance and will be tested on both.
There is one written assignment, two outside class
activities and one required performance. The pace
and skill level will be higher than that of Ballroom I.
Prerequisite: Teacher approval.
Performance Fee Required

727 BALLROOM DANCE III
This class is an advanced ballroom class with a focus
on technique and higher level dance patterns. It is
for scholars with a serious interest in Ballroom
Dance. Enrollment will be limited. This is a touring
ensemble. Costs not to exceed $1,650 for TOURs
that require airline fees.
Prerequisite: Audition Required.
Performance Fee Required

PHYSICAL EDUCATION




Subject Area Goals:
Scholars will learn to enjoy and understand the
importance of maintaining a physically active
lifestyle.
Scholars will improve physical skills, learn the
associated rules and etiquette, and learn the
importance of cooperation and teamwork.
701 KENPO I
This course is the first step in the Duke Kenpo
System. This system is structured from Mr. Duke’s
years of training in the martial arts of: Kenpo,
Hakutsuru, Kobudo and Kali. The scholar is
introduced to the protocol and discipline to foster
respect and insure safety. The physical portion
consists of learning basic skills including blocks,
strikes and stances. These are then incorporated into
eleven basic situational self- defense techniques
designed to thwart common everyday attacks. The
successful completion of a written and physical
examination will earn the scholar a yellow belt.
Prerequisite: None.

702 KENPO II
This course is a continuation of the Kenpo 1 course
with more emphasis placed on practical application
of previous learned basic skills. Self-defense
techniques are moved to a more physical level.
Twenty-eight additional self- defense techniques are
introduced, bringing the responsible number to
thirty-nine. Scholars will be introduced to selfdefense against grabs, hugs, locks, chokes, tackles,
and basics of ground defense. The scholar must take
two semesters to complete the course. Upon
completion of this beginning course the scholar can
earn orange and purple belts.
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Kenpo 1.

703 KENPO III
The scholar will be introduced to an additional
twenty-three self- defense techniques against
punches, kicks and combinations; bringing the
responsible number to sixty-two. Additionally the
concept of the “Technique line under stress” is
introduced. The scholar must take two semesters to
complete this intermediate course. The completed
course can earn the scholar blue and green belts.
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Kenpo I & II,
Purple Belt; 9th grade & above with teacher approval.

704 KENPO IV
The scholar will be introduced to an additional
eighteen self-defense techniques. The scholar will
learn to defend against: club, knife, gun, and more
intense ground defense techniques. This brings the
responsible number to eighty. Scholars will begin to
help assist in the instruction. Teaching ensures that
the scholars are assimilating the information and
brings forth leadership capabilities. To complete this
course the scholar will need to take two semesters,
be 16 years of age and pass a written, oral and
physical exam. Upon completion of the course the
scholar can earn the brown and black belts.
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Kenpo 1-3, Green
Belt; 10th grade and above with teacher approval.

705 KENPO V
The scholar will be introduced to the equation
formula and eleven black belt extensions. He/she
will learn additional techniques against the club,
knife and ground defense. To complete this course
the scholar will need to take two semesters, be 17
years of age and pass a written, oral and physical
exam. Upon completion of the expert course the
scholar can earn the rank of 1st Degree Black Belt.
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Kenpo 1-4, Black
Belt; 11th grade and above with teacher approval.

709 CLUB FITNESS
This class offers an introduction to a variety of classes
such as, Cardio Sculpt, Boot Camp, Hip Hop, Tae Box,
Circuit, Step, Hi-Low, Ball, Yoga and Pilates. Classes will
be held at the YMCA as well as at Heritage Academy.
Required Fee: $30

711 PILATES
Mat Pilates is a total body fitness program with a
focus on developing strength through the core of the
body. Results will include improved posture,
increased lung capacity, and strong muscles.
Emphasis on all around, complete fitness supports a
variety of fitness goals, from building strength to
increasing flexibility and coordination. Work will be
performed on a mat with minimal simple resistance
training equipment.
Required Fee: None

750 P.E.

712 CROSS COUNTRY

Emphasizes physical fitness through a program
involving individual or team exercises. This class is
for those who have an interest in playing various
sports. The class will focus primarily on volleyball,
softball, soccer, and flag football.

This course open to both junior high and high school
scholars. Course will assist the scholar athlete in
preparing and competing in Cross Country meets.
Cross Country consists of longer distance races over
varied running terrain and conditions. The athletes
will improve their conditioning, endurance and
overall health. Fall Sport.

Prerequisite: None. No Fee.

755 WEIGHT TRAINING

Required Fee: $150

This class offers scholars an opportunity to improve
their strength and basic athletic conditioning.
Scholars and teacher will work together to fit the
individual’s needs.

752 BOYS BASKETBALL

Prerequisite: None. No Fee.

This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest and skill. The class provides training
in fundamentals of basketball in addition to concepts
of team play. Athletes will compete in the Charter
Athletic Association (CAA) against other schools.

751 BOWLING

Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $300 (Two-semester sport)

This class is designed to help scholars develop
proper technique and form.
Prerequisite: None
Required Fee: $110 (non-refundable once the semester
begins)

753 TENNIS

756 SOCCER
This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest. This is a co-ed class; both boys and
girls may participate. The class provides training in
fundamentals of soccer, and prepares athletes for
competition in the Charter Athletic Association

This class is for scholars interested in learning and
improving their tennis skills. They will have an
opportunity to test their skills in competition.

Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $150

Prerequisite: None
Required Fee: $75.00

757 BASEBALL

754 GOLF
Scholars will receive instruction and have an
opportunity to test their skills.
Prerequisite: None
Required Fee: $100 (non-refundable once the semester
begins)

This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest and skill. The class provides training
in fundamentals of baseball in addition to concepts
of team play. Athletes will compete in the Charter
Athletic Association (CAA) against other schools.
Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $150

758 TACKLE FOOTBALL

TEAM SPORTS
The following sports are team sports and
participants will compete in the CAA against other
charter schools. Those scholars enrolling in any of
the following will be enrolled in the last hour team
sports class. All participants in the –both recreation
team and regular team sports classes will be
charged the fee listed for each team sport to cover
the cost of the facilities and referees.
ECA Tax Credits may be used to cover fees

This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest and skill. Training will begin prior to
the beginning of school; all interested scholars
should contact a coach for full details. Athletes will
compete in the Charter Athletic Association (CAA)
and have an opportunity to compete against other
teams and schools.
Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $400

760 SWIMMING
This class offers both junior high and high school
scholars an opportunity to improve proficiency in the
four competitive strokes: Butterfly, Backstroke,
Breaststroke and Freestyle. During the fall
semester the scholars will focus on athletic
conditioning and the refinement of skills needed for
competition. The scholars can compete for the
Heritage Academy Team in the CAA Swim Series
Meets. Sportsmanship and safety will be
emphasized in the team environment. Try outs may
be scheduled. The scholar must be able to swim the
four competitive strokes and 300 yards
nonstop. Flip turns at the wall and a block start are
preferred skills. In the spring semester we continue
conditioning and skill development
with optional competitive opportunities. Instruction
and practice will be focused on stroke correction,
specialized drills, speed and endurance training. .
Prerequisite: None
Required Fee: $175 (non-refundable)

761 GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest. The class provides training in
fundamentals of volleyball, and prepares athletes for
competition in the Charter Athletic Association.
Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $150

762 GIRLS BASKETBALL
This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest. The class provides training in
fundamentals of basketball, and prepares athletes
for competition in the Charter Athletic Association
Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $300 (Two-semester sport)

763 GIRLS SOFTBALL
This class is planned for those scholars with a high
level of interest. The class provides training in
fundamentals of softball, and prepares athletes for
competition in the Charter Athletic Association
Prerequisite: Tryouts and Teacher approval
Required Fee: $150

ELECTIVE COURSES
715 DRIVERS EDUCATION
This class covers the classroom portion of the
driver’s education and does not provide any behind
the wheel training. This course is aimed at the
development of knowledge, skills and attitude
necessary for performing as a competent vehicle
operator.
Prerequisite: Must be 15 years and seven months old by
the completion of the course.

740 RELEASE TIME
This class is for those scholars who are leaving
campus to attend a religious instruction program.
HON COMMUNICATIONS
Theory and practice of communication skills in
public, small group, and interpersonal settings.
Includes study of the speech communication.
Dual Enrollment option with Rio Salado College
Prerequisite: None

GBS132 PERSONAL & FAMILY FINANCE
Principles and practices of personal and family
financial planning, includes savings, budgeting,
credit, buying versus renting and general principles
of consumerism.
Dual Enrollment option through Rio Salado College

COLLEGE FAST TRACK PROGRAM – DUAL ENROLLMENT
This program will enable Heritage scholars to earn college credits while attending Heritage Academy. Scholars and
families will see the following benefits:
1.
2.
3.

Save time
Save money
Eliminate duplicate classes

4.
5.
6.

Progress at the right speed
Better prepared for college
Credits transfer to college/university*
*verify with college/university accepting credits

What is Dual Enrollment?
Dual Enrollment is a program which enables scholars to earn college credit while attending high school. A Dual
Enrollment course is a class currently taught at Heritage, which is now approved for college credit. Courses will be
offered through partnerships with Rio Salado Community College and Grand Canyon University.
Who can participate?




Scholars enrolled at Heritage grades 9-12




3.25 Cumulative High School GPA for Grand Canyon University Courses

Must pass Reading Placement Test by Rio Salado Community College or score with a PSAT > 92, SAT > 929,
or ACT > 21, or have meet or exceeds on AIMS testing
May need to take additional college placement exams depending on course(s)

Is there financial assistance?
Yes, some tuition assistance is available based on need through Rio Salado Community College
Contact the Rio Salado Financial Aid Office at 480-517-8310 for additional information.
How many credits can I earn?
That’s up to you! An Associate’s Degree typically requires 60 credits. If a scholar earns 15 credits per year for the
four years in high school, an Associate Degree is achievable. This is a very aggressive goal, but more achievable by
highly motivated scholars. Even taking a few college classes will give you a fast start into college.
How Do I Get Started?
Assess your college interests and the subjects you would like to study. Also study the graduation requirements for
Heritage Academy. With this information, make a plan for each year of high school. Once you have identified your
courses, work with your advisor or teacher to register for either Rio Salado Community College or Grand Canyon
University depending on the course. Make arrangements with Rio Salado Community College to take placement
exams.

RIO SALADO DUAL ENROLLMENT COURSE OFFERINGS
ENGLISH
ENG101 FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
SPA 101 – ELEMENTARY SPANISH I

Emphasis is placed on rhetoric and composition with
a focus on expository writing and understanding
writing as a process. This course focuses on
establishing effective college-level writing strategies
through four or more writing projects comprising at
least 3,000 words in total.

Basic grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary of the
Spanish language. Includes the study of the Spanishspeaking cultures. Practice of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: Junior or Senior with appropriate writing
placement test score, or a grade of C or better in ENG091
or ESL097.

SPA 102 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II

ENG102 SECOND-YEAR COMPOSITION
Emphasis is placed on rhetoric and composition with
a focus on persuasive, research-based writing and
understanding writing as a process. Scholars will
develop advanced college-level writing strategies
through three or more writing projects comprising at
least 4,000 words in total.

Rio Salado: 4 credits

Continued study of grammar and vocabulary of the
Spanish language and study of the Spanish-speaking
cultures. Emphasis on speaking, reading, and writing
skills.
Rio Salado: 4 credits

SPA 201 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: Grade of C or better in ENG101

Continued study of essential Spanish grammar and
Spanish-speaking cultures. Continued practice and
development of reading, writing, and speaking skills
in Spanish. Emphasis on fluency and accuracy in
spoken Spanish.

ENG 111 TECH & PROFESSIONAL WRITING

Rio Salado: 4 credits

This course covers analyzing, planning, organizing,
researching, and writing correspondence, reports,
and presentations for specific work-related
audiences, and includes integrating data and
graphics into work-related documents and
presentations.

SPA 202 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: ENG101 with a grade of C, or better.

ENH 110 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE
This course is an introduction to international
literature through various forms of literary
expression. It provides a global overview of
literature with special emphasis on diverse cultural
contributions of women, African Americans, Asian
Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native
Americans.
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisite: Junior or Senior with appropriate English
Placement Test

Review of grammar, continued development of
Spanish language skills with continued study of the
Spanish-speaking cultures.
Rio Salado: 4 credits

MATHEMATICS
MAT152 COLLEGE ALGEBRA / FUNCTIONS
Analysis and interpretation of the behavior and
nature of functions including polynomial, rational,
exponential, logarithmic, power, absolute value, and
piecewise-defined functions; systems of equations,
modeling and solving real world problems.
Additional topics may include matrices,
combinatorics, sequences and series, and conics.
Rio Salado College: 4 credits
Prerequisites: Grade of “B” or better in MAT120, or
MAT121, or MAT122, or equivalent, or satisfactory score
on District placement exam.
Course Notes: Scholars may receive credit for only one of
the following: MAT150, MAT151, MAT152, or MAT187.

MAT182 PLANE TRIGONOMETRY
A study of measures of angles, properties of graphs
of trigonometric functions, fundamental identities,
addition and half-angle formulas, inverse
trigonometric functions, solutions of trigonometric
equations, complex numbers and properties of
triangle solution.
Rio Salado College: 4 credits
Prerequisites: Grade of “C” of better in MAT150, or
MAT151, or MAT152, or equivalent, or concurrent
registration in MAT150, or MAT151, MAT152, or
satisfactory score on District placement exam.
Requirements: Graphing Calculator May receive credit
for only one of the following: MAT182 or MAT187.

MAT 221 CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY I
Course topics include: limits, continuity, differential
and integral calculus of functions of one variable.
Rio Salado College: 5 credits
Prerequisites: Grade of “C” or better in [MAT182 and
(MAT150, MAT151 or MAT152)], or MAT187, or
appropriate Math placement test score. Course Notes:
Scholars may receive credit for only one of the following:
MAT220 or MAT221.
Requirements: Graphing Calculator

MAT 231 CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY II
Techniques of integration for both proper and
improper integrals with applications to the physical
and social sciences, elements of analytic geometry,
and the analysis of sequences and series.
Rio Salado College: 4 credits

Prerequisites: Grade of “C” or better in MAT220, or
MAT221, or equivalent. Course Notes: Student may
receive credit for only one of the following: MAT230 or
MAT231
Requirements: Graphing Calculator

SCIENCE
PHY 111 – GENERAL PHYSICS
This is a rigorous course, and the content is similar to
a general Physics class at the college level. The year
starts with a fast-paced section on kinematics,
vectors, Newton’s laws of motion, momentum,
work, energy, rotational motion, gravity, electricity,
harmonic motion, waves, sound and light. If time
permits, a brief introduction to special and general
relativity may be added at the end of the course. A
graphing calculator will be needed for graphical
analysis and to aid in calculations. Course includes
study of motion, energy, and properties of matter.
Rio Salado College: 4 credits
Prerequisites: MAT182, or MAT 187, or one year high
school Trigonometry with a grade of C or better, or
permission of Department or Division.

PHY 112 – GENERAL PHYSICS II
Continuation of PHY 111. Study includes electricity,
electromagnetism, and modern physics.
A graphing calculator will be needed for graphical
analysis and to aid in calculations. Course includes
study of motion, energy, and properties of matter.
Rio Salado College: 4 credits
Prerequisites: PHY with a C or better

HISTORY
HIS 103 US HISTORY TO 1865
Covers the political, economic, and social
development of United States from the PreColumbian period through the end of the Civil War
(1865).
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: None

HIS 104 US HISTORY TO PRESENT

COMPUTERS
CIS105 SURVEY OF COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
This course is an overview of computer technology,
concepts, terminology, and the role of computers in
business and society. Discussion of social and ethical
issues related to computers. Use of word processing,
spreadsheet, database, and presentation software,
uses of application software and the Internet for
efficient and effective problem solving as well as
exploration of relevant emerging technologies.

Course studies the political, economic, and social
development of United States from 1865 to the
present time.

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: None

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: None

CIS 163AA JAVA PROGRAMMING: LEVEL I

ECN 220 INTRODUCATION TO ECONOMICS
The course covers microeconomic topics,
macroeconomic topics, and international economics
topics. Microeconomic topics include the nature and
method of economics, supply and demand, utility,
and supply and demand elasticities. Macroeconomic
topics include the measurement of national output,
factors that impact output, other means of
measuring national wealth and economic well-being,
unemployment, inflation, GDP accounting, and
business cycles. While the focus of this course is
primarily on the U.S. economy, some comparative
economic analysis will be covered. In addition, select
topics related to international trade and finance are
introduced.
University of Arizona
Prerequisites: Junior or Seniors only

Introduction to Java programming. Includes features
needed to construct Java Applets, Java Applications,
control structures, methods, arrays, character and
string manipulation, graphics, and object-oriented
programming.
Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: CIS105 with a C or better

GENERAL ELECTIVES
GBS132 PERSONAL & FAMILY FINANCE
Principles and practices of personal and family
financial planning, includes savings, budgeting,
credit, buying versus renting and general principles
of consumerism.
Rio Salado: 3 credits
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I with “C” or better

POS 110 AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

COM100 INTRO TO HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Study of the historical backgrounds, governing
principles, and institutions, of the national
government of the United States.

Theory and practice of communication skills in
public, small group, and interpersonal settings.
Includes study of the speech communication
process.

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisites: None

Rio Salado College: 3 credits
Prerequisite: None

BENEDICTINE UNIVERSI TY
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AGENDA ITEM: Financial Performance Framework
Background
During the 53rd Second Regular Legislative Session, the budget was passed with language requiring charters
to meet the financial performance expectations set forth in the performance framework. This provision
gave the Board the authority to take action against a charter it sponsors based on its financial framework.
Over the summer, the Board seated a Financial Framework Subcommittee (“Subcommittee”) with the goal
of reviewing and updating its existing financial framework in light of this additional accountability.
Development of Subcommittee Recommended Financial Framework
On behalf of the Subcommittee, in July and August 2018, staff solicited public comment and attended
roundtables hosted by A for Arizona and the Arizona Charter Schools Association on the Board’s current
financial framework.
Between August and November 2018, the Subcommittee held six public meetings and informally and
formally solicited feedback from stakeholders. Over the three‐month period, numerous charters
participated in the Subcommittee meetings, provided feedback or both, as did the Arizona Charter Schools
Association, Arizonans for Charter School Accountability, the Grand Canyon Institute and the Reason
Foundation. In addition, the Arizona Office of the Auditor General presented to the Subcommittee on the
statutorily required school district receivership and solvency reviews and the Auditor General’s school
district financial stress assessment. Throughout the framework’s development, the Subcommittee was
advised by a panel of three outside experts in charter school accounting, auditing and financing.
Key Elements of Subcommittee Recommended Financial Framework
 Measures and Measure Ratings (see Exhibit A)
o Six measures are Going Concern, Default, Unrestricted Days Liquidity, Adjusted Net Income,
Lease Adjusted Debt Service Coverage Ratio, and Average Daily Membership (“ADM”).
o Noncash expenses have been removed from the applicable measure calculations to capture
charters’ true economic performance.
o Measure ratings have been modified to better describe the level of performance reflected –
Meets Standard, Approaches Standard, and Below Standard.
o “Below Standard” target has been established for each measure.
 Summative Performance Ratings (see Exhibit B)
o Three summative performance ratings have been developed to better describe the level of
performance reflected and better identify charters that warrant the Board’s attention.
o The summative performance ratings are Good Standing, Adequate Standing and Intervention.
o Summative performance rating determinations are made annually using information from the
most recent audit submitted to the Board and the charter’s ADM data.
 Intervention Process (see Exhibit C)
o The financial intervention process applies to those charters that receive an “Intervention”
summative performance rating, provides an opportunity for these charters to demonstrate
improved financial performance, and allows the Board to take action if these charters do not
demonstrate improved performance. An intervention process flowchart has been included on
page EC.7.
Subsequent Written Public Comment
At its October 23, 2018 meeting, the Subcommittee directed staff to solicit public comment on the
proposed framework and to bring the public comment and Subcommittee recommendation to the full
Board in December 2018. The five written responses received have been included as Exhibit D.
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Exhibit A: Measures and Measure Targets
1. Going Concern
Calculation

Performance rating based on absence or presence of certain disclosure in audit

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard:
The most recent audit reporting package does not include explanatory paragraph in
Independent Auditor’s Report or disclosure in the notes to the financial statements
Below Standard (in one of two ways):
1. Disclosure in Independent Auditor’s Report and financial statement notes
(Substantial doubt about charter’s ability to continue is raised and is not alleviated by
management’s plans)
OR
2. Disclosure in financial statement notes only
(Substantial doubt about charter’s ability to continue is raised but is alleviated by
management’s plans)

Rating Adjustments

None

Definitions

None

Calculation
Considerations

None

2. Default
Calculation

Performance rating based on absence or presence of certain disclosure in audit

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard:
Charter holder is not in default on material loans or facility agreements or both
Below Standard:
Charter holder is in default on material loans or facility agreements or both

Rating Adjustments

None

Definitions

None

Calculation
Considerations

None
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3. Unrestricted Days Liquidity
Calculation

(Unrestricted Cash + OTHER SOURCES OF LIQUIDITY) divided by [(Total Expenses –
NONCASH EXPENSES)/365]

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard:
30 or more days liquidity
Approaches Standard:
At least 15 days liquidity but fewer than 30 days liquidity
Below Standard:
Fewer than 15 days liquidity

Rating Adjustments

None

Definitions

OTHER SOURCES OF LIQUIDITY = Available balances from any sources of liquidity other
than cash that are disclosed in the annual audit reporting package and may include, but
not be limited to, lines of credit.
NONCASH EXPENSES = May include depreciation, amortization and write-offs of loan
issuance costs and prepayment penalties.

Calculation
Considerations

The unspent Classroom Site Fund balance at June 30th is considered restricted, and,
therefore, is removed to arrive at the charter holder’s Unrestricted Cash.

4. Adjusted Net Income
Calculation

Total Revenues minus (Total Expenses – NONCASH EXPENSES)

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard:
Adjusted net income is greater than or equal to $1
Approaches Standard:
Adjusted net income is zero or negative and adjusted net income divided by total
revenue is between 0 and negative 4.99 percent
Below Standard:
Adjusted net income is negative and adjusted net income divided by total revenue is
less than or equal to negative 5 percent

Rating Adjustments

None

Definitions

NONCASH EXPENSES = May include depreciation, amortization and write-offs of loan
issuance costs and prepayment penalties.

Calculation
Considerations

None
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5. Lease Adjusted Debt Service Coverage Ratio
Calculation

(ADJUSTED NET INCOME + Interest Expense + Facility Lease Expense) divided by (DEBT
PRINCIPAL + Interest + Facility Lease Expense)

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard:
Lease adjusted debt service coverage ratio exceeds 1.10
Approaches Standard:
Lease adjusted debt service coverage ratio is between 1.0 and 1.10
Below Standard:
Lease adjusted debt service coverage ratio is less than 1.0

Rating Adjustments

None

Definitions

ADJUSTED NET INCOME = See measure 4 on page 2
DEBT PRINCIPAL = Includes principal payments associated with bonds or loans for a
charter that purchases its facilities, as well as other long-term loans obtained by a
charter holder, and capital leases.

Calculation
Considerations

None
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6. Average Daily Membership (“ADM”)
Calculation

Averages annual percent change in 100th day ADM for the three most recent completed fiscal years

Measure Ratings

Meets Standard (in one of two ways):
1. Charter holder has increase
OR
2. Charter holder has decrease of:
 SMALL: 4.99% or less
 MEDIUM: 4.99% or less
 LARGE: 2.99% or less
Approaches Standard:
Charter holder has decrease of:
 SMALL: 5% to 14.99%
 MEDIUM: 5% to 14.99%
 LARGE: 3% to 9.99%
Below Standard:
Charter holder has decrease of:
 SMALL: 15% or more
 MEDIUM: 15% or more
 LARGE: 10% or more

Rating Adjustments

Definitions



A charter holder’s “Approaches Standard” or “Below Standard” rating on the ADM measure
will be increased by one rating category if the charter holder received no “Below Standard”
ratings and no more than one “Approaches Standard” rating on the financial framework’s
other five measures. Under this scenario, an initial “Approaches Standard” on the ADM
measure would become a “Meets Standard” and an initial “Below Standard” would become an
“Approaches Standard”.



A charter holder’s “Approaches Standard” or “Below Standard” rating on the ADM measure
will be unchanged if the charter holder received one or more “Below Standard” ratings, two or
more “Approaches Standard” ratings or both on the financial framework’s other five
measures.

SMALL = Charter holder with fewer than 200 ADM
MEDIUM = Charter holder with 200 to 599 ADM
LARGE = Charter holder with 600 or more ADM

Calculation
Considerations

Other Consideration



ADM Adjustment – Board staff will adjust the annual ADM for the fiscal years used in the
calculation when a) a school transfers from a multi-school charter contract to its own contract,
b) a school operating under a multi-school charter contract closes, or c) the charter holder
reduces the grade levels served at its charter school.



Second/Third Year Charters – The targets identified in the “Measure Ratings” section will be
applied to charter holders with only two years of ADM available (percent change from year 1
to year 2) or charter holders with three years of ADM available (two-year average).

In instances where a charter holder entity has multiple charter contracts with the Board and the
Board receives audited financial statements that aggregate the financial activities of all the charter
contracts, Board staff will note on each charter contract’s financial performance dashboard the
overall ADM performance of the charter holder entity using the ratings described on the next page.
The charter holder entity’s performance will not affect the individual charter contract’s
performance on the ADM measure.
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Meets Standard: At least two-thirds of the charter contracts individually received a “Meets
Standard”.
Approaches Standard: More than one-third of charter contracts individually received an
“Approaches Standard”, less than one-third of charter contracts individually received a “Below
Standard”, or both
Below Standard: More than one-third of charter contracts individually received a “Below
Standard”

First-Year and Second-Year Financial Site Visits
FIRST YEAR
Since only one year of ADM data would be available, the ADM measure will not be applicable for first-year
charter contracts. Board staff will visit all new schools approved through the new application, replication
application or amendment processes in the fall of their first year of operation. Prior to that visit, Board staff
would compare enrollment projections identified in the application or amendment request to the school’s
estimated count or, if available, actual ADM. During the visit, Board staff would meet with school officials and
review documentation to ascertain the school’s current financial situation and, if applicable, discuss
adjustments made or planned due to lower than projected enrollment.
SECOND YEAR
Schools will be selected for second-year financial visits based on the results of the first-year visit and first-year
audit, as well as the school’s second-year estimated count or, if available, actual ADM. Any second-year visits
would likely occur in the winter of the school’s second year after the prior year’s audit has been received and
reviewed.
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Exhibit B: Summative Performance Ratings
Summative Rating

Description

Good Standing

No measure rated Below Standard and no more than one measure rated
Approaches Standard

Adequate Standing

No measure rated Below Standard and two or more measures rated
Approaches Standard
One or more measures rated Below Standard

Intervention

OR
Three consecutive years in Adequate Standing

Financial Eligibility for Expansion Requests 1
A charter holder with a summative performance rating of “Good Standing” or “Adequate Standing” IS ELIGIBLE
to submit expansion requests.
A charter holder with a summative performance rating of “Intervention” IS NOT ELIGIBLE to submit expansion
requests.

The effect of the Financial Framework Subcommittee’s recommendation is to replace references in the Board’s current financial
framework to “no measure rated ‘Falls Far Below Standard’” with “not received a summative performance rating of ‘Intervention’”. The
Financial Framework Subcommittee made no other changes to the “Financial Eligibility for Expansion Requests” section found on page
6 and page 7 of the Board’s Financial Performance Framework and Guidance.

1
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Exhibit C: Financial Intervention Process
For those charters whose financial performance receives an INTERVENTION RATING, this appendix specifies
the Board’s financial intervention process (see page EC.7 for an intervention process flowchart). Defined terms
are identified in all capital letters. The definitions may be found in Appendix A: Definition of Terms.

Step 1 – Charter Holder Submits INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE
Based on the most recent audit, each charter holder that receives an INTERVENTION RATING will be required
to submit an INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE to the Board. 1 The charter holder will be notified of the INITIAL
FINANCIAL RESPONSE requirement and the submission deadline through the letter sent after the audit has
been reviewed. The submission deadline will be set 30 calendar days from the audit letter’s date. 2
The INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE will be used to assess changes in the charter holder’s financial performance
and health since June 30th and to ascertain if the charter holder’s failure to meet one or more measure targets
was a result of a one-time event or indicates a possible underlying structural problem with the charter holder’s
financial performance.
A charter holder’s failure to timely submit the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE or to timely submit a complete
INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE will be noted on the charter holder’s operational performance dashboard.
Efforts will be made to have the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE accessible from the charter holder’s financial
performance dashboard.

Step 2 – Board Staff Reviews INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE
Using the QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT(s) included with the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE, Board staff will
determine the charter holder’s current performance and compare Board staff’s results to the charter holder’s
calculation results. 3
Board staff will review the charter holder’s INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE, the charter holder’s financial
performance dashboard(s) and audits, the charter holder’s average daily membership (“ADM”) as reported to
the Arizona Department of Education (“Department”), and, if applicable, submissions made under the
MANDATORY REPORTING RULE. Based on that review, within 30 calendar days of the INITIAL FINANCIAL
RESPONSE’s receipt 4, Board staff will prepare STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE.
As applicable, STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE will identify any calculation differences
identified.
Prior to the implementation of the financial framework, Board staff will develop the rubric that will be used to
review each INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE and post the rubric on the Board’s website.
After the charter holder’s INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE has been reviewed, the charter holder will be notified of subsequent
submission requirements (see Step 3).
2 If the 30th day falls on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, the deadline date will be moved to the next business day.
3 For the Default measure, in addition to reviewing information disclosed in the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE, Board staff will consider,
if applicable, any submissions made by the charter holder under the MANDATORY REPORTING RULE.
4 If the 30th day falls on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, the date will be moved to the next business day.
1
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Efforts will be made to have STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE accessible from the charter
holder’s financial performance dashboard.

Step 3 – Charter Holder Placed in Intervention Tier, Notified of Quarterly Reporting Requirements
Board staff will place the charter holder in the intervention tier that aligns with the criteria established by the
Board (see below) and notify the charter holder in writing of: a) the charter holder’s intervention tier; b) the
intervention tier’s QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT requirements and QUARTERLY REPORTING DEADLINES 5;
and c) the availability of the STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE.
A charter holder’s failure to timely submit the intervention tier’s subsequent QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
REPORT(s) or to timely submit complete QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT(s) will be noted on the charter
holder’s operational performance dashboard.
Efforts will be made to have all QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS accessible from the charter holder’s financial
performance dashboard.
Board staff will conduct a STUDENT COUNT VISIT of each school operated by a charter holder identified for Tier
1 intervention.
Intervention Tiers
The Board has defined two intervention tiers for the financial framework, which are described in the table
below.
Description

Intervention
Tier 1

Intervention
Tier 2

Going Concern measure or Default measure rated Below Standard and
zero or more measures rated Approaches Standard in the audited fiscal year
OR



Two or more measures rated Below Standard and zero or more measures
rated Approaches Standard in the audited fiscal year



One measure other than the Going Concern measure or Default measure
rated Below Standard and zero or more measures rated Approaches Standard
in the audited fiscal year

Board staff will also consider the following when identifying the charter holder’s intervention tier.
•

INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE – The following scenarios are based on STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL
FINANCIAL RESPONSE.
o

If STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE identifies a “No” as the answer to the
question that asks, “Do the charter holder’s proposed or implemented actions address the
problems that contributed to or caused the charter holder’s underperformance on the financial

The QUARTERLY REPORTING DEADLINES for the QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS are standardized for all charter holders regardless of
intervention tier.

5
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o

framework’s measures and are they realistic to implement?”, then at Step 3 the charter holder
would automatically be placed in Tier 1 intervention.
If the charter holder’s INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE supports that the charter holder has cured the
default, then at Step 3 the charter holder would either be:



•

Operational Performance Issues – If one of the scenarios identified below is applicable to a charter
holder, then at Step 3 the charter holder would automatically be placed in Tier 1 intervention.
o

o

o
•

Removed from the intervention process if the Default measure was the only measure that the
charter holder received a Below Standard on for the audit fiscal year; or
Placed in Tier 2 intervention instead of Tier 1 intervention if the charter holder had received a
Below Standard on only one other measure for the audit fiscal year.

For the audit fiscal year, the charter holder was required to submit an audit corrective action plan
for a) failure to pay taxes or contributions due to the Internal Revenue Service, Arizona
Department of Revenue, Arizona Department of Economic Security or Arizona State Retirement
System, b) failure to have sufficient cash at year-end to cover the charter holder’s unspent
Classroom Site Fund balance, or c) failure to maintain worker’s compensation insurance or liability
insurance.
For the audit fiscal year, the current fiscal year or both, the Board has substantiated a complaint
involving late payroll checks to employees, failure to make 401K deposits, or health insurance or
liability insurance cancelation due to nonpayment.
For the audit fiscal year, the current fiscal year or both, the charter holder has made submissions
under the MANDATORY REPORTING RULE.

“Intervention” to “Adequate Standing” to “Intervention” – A charter holder whose performance
fluctuates from “Intervention” to “Adequate Standing” and then back to “Intervention” will
automatically be placed in Tier 1 intervention each subsequent time the charter holder is identified for
intervention.

Step 4 – Board Staff Reviews Subsequent QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT(s) Through QUARTER 3
For each QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT submitted subsequent to the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE and prior
to the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT, Board staff will determine the charter holder’s current
performance and compare Board staff’s results to the charter holder’s calculation results. 6 Within 30 calendar
days of the QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT’s receipt 7, Board staff will notify the charter holder in writing of a)
the next submission deadline and b) any calculation differences identified.

Step 5 – Status Determination Made After JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT Reviewed
Board staff will review the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT in the same manner as the previously
submitted QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS (see Step 4). After the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT
has been reviewed, Board staff will determine whether the charter holder will be determined to be Not on
Probation or On Probation using the table found on page EC.5.

For the Default measure, Board staff will consider, if applicable, any submissions made by the charter holder under the MANDATORY
REPORTING RULE.
7 If the 30th day falls on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, the date will be moved to the next business day.
6
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A charter holder determined to be On Probation will be required to submit the following to the Board:
• A FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN developed and approved by the charter holder’s governing board since the
charter holder’s efforts in the current year were unsuccessful. 8
• QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS until the current year’s audit is received. 9
Within 45 calendar days of the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT’s receipt, Board staff will notify the
charter holder in writing of the charter holder’s status and, for a charter holder determined to be On
Probation, the submission requirements and submission deadlines.
For a charter holder determined to be On Probation, the charter holder’s failure to timely submit the
FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN, QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS or both will be noted on the charter holder’s
operational performance dashboard, as will the charter holder’s failure to timely submit complete QUARTERLY
FINANCIAL REPORT(s).
Efforts will be made to have the notification sent to the charter holder identifying its probation status
accessible from the charter holder’s financial performance dashboard, as well as submissions made by a
charter holder determined to be On Probation.

Table Summarizing Applicability of Intervention and Probation Requirements
Requirement Applicability
INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE

Tier 1 and Tier 2

QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS required through June 30th

Tier 1 and Tier 2

STUDENT COUNT VISIT

Tier 1

Submission of FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN Developed and Approved by Governing Board

On Probation

QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS required until next year’s audit received

On Probation

8 Board staff will acknowledge receipt of the FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN, but will not evaluate it (see also “Defining Financial Performance
Expectations” section).
9 QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS will be reviewed using the process identified in Step 4.
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Not on Probation
Based on the JUNE 30th QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
REPORT, the Board’s MANDATORY REPORTING RULE,
and the Board’s complaint process all the following are
true:
1. The measure(s) rated “Below Standard” in the
audit year will likely improve to at least an
“Approaches Standard” when calculations are
completed using the charter holder’s next audit.
Tier 1

2. None of the financial framework’s other measures
will likely receive a “Below Standard” when
calculations are completed using the charter
holder’s next audit.
3. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3,
the Board has not substantiated any complaints
involving late payroll checks to employees, failure
to make 401K deposits, or health insurance or
liability insurance cancelation due to nonpayment.
4. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3,
the charter holder has not been required to make
submissions under the MANDATORY REPORTING
RULE.
Based on the JUNE 30th QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
REPORT, the Board’s MANDATORY REPORTING RULE,
and the Board’s complaint process all the following are
true:
1. The measure rated “Below Standard” in the audit
year will likely improve to at least an “Approaches
Standard” when calculations are completed using
the charter holder’s next audit.

Tier 2

2. None of the financial framework’s other measures
will likely receive a “Below Standard” when
calculations are completed using the charter
holder’s next audit.
3. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3,
the Board has not substantiated any complaints
involving late payroll checks to employees, failure
to make 401K deposits, or health insurance or
liability insurance cancelation due to nonpayment.
4. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3,
the charter holder has not been required to make
submissions under the MANDATORY REPORTING
RULE.

Other
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On Probation
Based on the JUNE 30th QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT, the
Board’s MANDATORY REPORTING RULE, and the Board’s
complaint process one or more of the following are true:
1. One or more of the measures rated “Below Standard” in
the audit year will likely continue to be rated “Below
Standard” when calculations are completed using the
charter holder’s next audit.
2. One or more of the financial framework’s other measures
will likely receive a “Below Standard” when calculations
are completed using the charter holder’s next audit.
3. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3, the
Board has substantiated at least one complaint involving
late payroll checks to employees, failure to make 401K
deposits, or health insurance or liability insurance
cancelation due to nonpayment.
4. Since Board staff has made the determination in Step 3,
the charter holder has been required to make
submissions under the MANDATORY REPORTING RULE.

Based on the JUNE 30th QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT, the
Board’s MANDATORY REPORTING RULE, and the Board’s
complaint process one or more of the following are true:
1. The measure rated “Below Standard” in the audit year will
likely continue to be rated “Below Standard” when
calculations are completed using the charter holder’s next
audit.
2. One or more of the financial framework’s other measures
will likely receive a “Below Standard” when calculations
are completed using the charter holder’s next audit.
3. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3, the
Board has substantiated at least one complaint involving
late payroll checks to employees, failure to make 401K
deposits, or health insurance or liability insurance
cancelation due to nonpayment.
4. Since Board staff made the determination in Step 3, the
charter holder has been required to make submissions
under the MANDATORY REPORTING RULE.

Charter holder that receives an INTERVENTION RATING for a)
three consecutive fiscal years or b) three of the last five fiscal
years with the other two fiscal years in “Adequate Standing”.
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DEFINING FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS
With the passage of Laws 2018, Ch. 285, A.R.S. § 15-183 now requires the Board’s performance framework
include “the financial expectations of the charter school” and now allows the Board to consider if the charter
holder has failed to “Meet the financial performance expectations set forth in the performance framework or
any improvement plans” when the Board makes renewal and revocation decisions. Board staff has proposed
the definitions below for Subcommittee consideration.
Statutory Term

Proposed Definition

Meets the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations

Charter holder Not on Probation

Does Not Meet the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations

Charter holder On Probation

Improvement Plans

Submissions made by a charter holder in
Tier 1 or Tier 2 intervention

Under Step 5, Board staff will update the charter holder’s financial performance dashboard to reflect the
charter holder’s probation status (see table below).
Intervention Status

Dashboard Displays:

Not on Probation

Intervention process completed: No further
response required; pending review of next audit

On Probation

Intervention process completed: Does Not Meet
Board’s Financial Performance Expectations

For a charter holder to move from Does Not Meet the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations to Meets
the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations, an audit submitted by the charter holder must receive a
“Good Standing” or “Adequate Standing” rating, which would remove the charter holder from intervention.
Once all determinations under Step 5 have been made, Board staff will report to the Board at a public meeting
the audit year performance and JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT performance by measure for each
charter holder that Does Not Meet the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations.
When the Board considers the renewal application package for or considers other action related to a charter
holder that Does Not Meet the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations, Board staff will provide to the
Board a copy of the charter holder’s FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN and either a) the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY
FINANCIAL REPORT (if the next audit has not been received) and, if applicable, any subsequent QUARTERLY
FINANCIAL REPORT(s) submitted to the Board by the charter holder or b) if the next audit has been received,
any subsequent QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT(s) submitted to the Board by the charter holder, if applicable.
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Financial Intervention Process Flowchart
STEP 1
CH in "Intervention" submits Initial Financial
Response

STEP 2
Staff reviews Initial Financial Response
STEP 3
Staff notifies CH of tier level, required
submissions, and due dates

STEP 4
Staff reviews quarterly reports through
Quarter 3 report

STEP 5
Staff reviews June 30th report to determine if
CH on probation or not

STEP 5
CH On
Probation?

no

yes

CH dashboard is updated. Status is
Does Not Meet Board's Financial
Performance Expectations.

CH submits Financial Action Plan
and quarterly reports until next
audit

CH has no further requirements
until the next audit is received

CH dashboard is updated

CH in
"Intervention"
based on next
audit?

yes

Go to STEP 1
no

CH rating is "Good Standing" or
"Adequate Standing"
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF TERMS
FINANCIAL ACTION PLAN – The plan, which must be developed and approved by the charter holder’s
governing board, details the specific steps being taken by the charter holder to improve its financial
performance in the fiscal year that begins on the July 1st following the JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
REPORT and identifies milestones that the charter holder will use throughout the fiscal year to benchmark its
performance against. This requirement only applies to a charter holder identified as On Probation (see table on
page EC.5).
INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE – In its response a charter holder must: 1) provide the charter holder’s annual
budget for the current fiscal year and the charter holder’s budget for each quarter in the current fiscal year
(budget could be allocated based on expected revenue and expenditure flows rather than equally across the
four quarters); 2) provide a QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT for each of the QUARTERS COVERED BY INITIAL
FINANCIAL RESPONSE; 2) provide a schedule of debt and lease obligations and the current outstanding
balances for each; 3) summarize the factors that caused or contributed to the charter holder’s financial
performance in the audit fiscal year; and 4) summarize the specific actions taken or being taken to improve the
charter holder’s financial performance in the current fiscal year.
INTERVENTION RATING – Under the financial framework, a charter holder receives a summative performance
rating of intervention if the charter holder’s most recent audit identifies a) one or more measures rated Below
Standard or b) three consecutive years of a summative performance rating of Adequate Standing.
JUNE 30TH QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT – The report submitted for QUARTER 4 must include the following:
1. An unaudited balance sheet (statement of financial position) that identifies the charter holder’s results
at June 30th and the charter holder’s unrestricted and restricted cash balances. Minimally, the charter
holder’s restricted cash balance must include the charter holder’s unspent Classroom Site Fund
monies.
2. An unaudited income statement (statement of activities) that identifies the charter holder’s results for
the year ended June 30th.
3. The charter holder’s budget that includes actual results versus budgeted results for the quarter.
4. The charter holder’s calculation of its performance on all six of the financial framework measures.
MANDATORY REPORTING RULE – In accordance with Board administrative rule 1, a charter holder must report
the following items to the Board within 10 business days of receipt or occurrence:
1. Any notice from a lender or landlord regarding default.
2. Notice of legal filings associated with bankruptcy.
3. Any notice from the Internal Revenue Service, Arizona State Retirement System, Arizona Department
of Revenue, or Arizona Department of Economic Security regarding a tax lien, levy or garnishment.
4. Correspondence from an insurance provider related to cancellation of health or liability insurance due
to nonpayment.

Although this rule will be promulgated at the same time as the financial framework rules, the rule will apply to all charter holders and
not just those identified under the financial framework for intervention.

1
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5. Notice of termination of line of credit whether initiated by financial institution or charter holder when
replacement credit line is not in effect.
6. Withdrawals from debt service reserve funds.
QUARTER 1 – The period covering July 1st through September 30th.
QUARTER 2 – The period covering October 1st through December 31st.
QUARTER 3 – The period covering January 1st through March 31st.
QUARTER 4 – The period covering April 1st through June 30th.
QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT – Each report submitted for QUARTER 1, QUARTER 2, and QUARTER 3 must
include the following:
1. An unaudited balance sheet (statement of financial position) that identifies the charter holder’s results
at the quarter end date and the charter holder’s unrestricted and restricted cash balances. Minimally,
the charter holder’s restricted cash balance must include the charter holder’s unspent Classroom Site
Fund monies.
2. An unaudited income statement (statement of activities) that identifies the charter holder’s results
year-to-date for the quarter end date.
3. The charter holder’s budget for the applicable quarter that includes actual results versus budgeted
results.
4. The charter holder’s calculation of its performance on the Default, Unrestricted Days Liquidity,
Adjusted Net Income and Average Daily Membership measures.
QUARTERLY REPORTING DEADLINES – The submission deadlines for QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORTS
submitted subsequent to the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE are standardized for all charter holders regardless
of intervention tier and are as follows:
QUARTER 1

Due by October 30th

QUARTER 2

Due by January 30th

QUARTER 3

Due by April 30th

QUARTER 4

Due by July 30th

QUARTERS COVERED BY INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE – The date of the audit letter will determine the
quarters that must be addressed in the INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE.
Audit Letter Date
Between October 1st and December 30th
Between December 31st and March 30th
Between March 31st and June 29th
After June 29th
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Quarters Covered
QUARTER 1
QUARTER 1, QUARTER 2
QUARTER 1, QUARTER 2, QUARTER 3
QUARTER 1, QUARTER 2, QUARTER 3, QUARTER 4
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STAFF’S REPORT ON INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE – The report prepared by Board staff after Board staff
completes its review of the charter holder’s INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE. The report will answer each of the
questions identified below and briefly explain the basis for each answer.
•

Is there a sound explanation for why the charter holder underperformed on the financial framework’s
measures? [Note: Answer to this question will be based on Board staff’s review of the charter holder’s
summary of the factors that caused or contributed to the charter holder’s financial performance in the
audit fiscal year, the charter holder’s audits and the charter holder’s ADM reports.]

•

Did the charter holder perform at a level just below or well below the financial framework’s
measure(s) targets? [Note: Answer to this question will be based on Board staff’s review of the charter
holder’s audit year financial performance dashboard.]

•

In what direction is the charter holder’s financial health heading? [Note: Answer to this question will be
based on Board staff’s review of the charter holder’s QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT(s), the charter
holder’s last three dashboards (if applicable), the charter holder’s audits and the charter holder’s ADM
reports.]

•

Do the charter holder’s proposed or implemented actions address the problems that contributed to or
caused the charter holder’s underperformance on the financial framework’s measures and are they
realistic to implement? [Note: Answer to this question will be based on Board staff’s review of the
charter holder’s INITIAL FINANCIAL RESPONSE, including the charter holder’s summary of the specific
actions taken or being taken to improve the charter holder’s financial performance in the current year,
the charter holder’s audits and the charter holder’s ADM reports.]

STUDENT COUNT VISIT – For each charter holder identified for Tier 1 intervention, Board staff will visit each
school operated by the charter holder to conduct a physical count of students and compare the information
observed and obtained onsite with the number of students reported to the Arizona Department of Education
(“Department”). Board staff will notify the Department of any material discrepancies identified. If a school was
visited during the fiscal year through another process (e.g., interval review), a second visit will not be
conducted. Time permitting, Board staff could also visit schools operated by charter holders identified for Tier
2 interventions.
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Exhibit D: Written Public Comment
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10/25/2018

State of Arizona Mail - Fin Framework Feedbk

Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Fin Framework Feedbk
1 message
judy white <judy@midtownprimaryschool.com>
To: Charter School Board <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Thu, Oct 25, 2018 at 9:19 AM

It looks well thought out and predictive of needed intervention. The intervention flow
looks fair and provides steps to get it fixed. Thank you for your hard work on this.
--

Judy White
Principal
Midtown Primary School
4735 N 19th Ave
Phz AZ 85015
602-265-5133

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AICTVblGwNlCnNX9N5U_5NNxZJdHFv94mBqPNXw8hB91CHVHo3mZ/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&per…
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10/31/2018

State of Arizona Mail - Public Comment - Financial Framework

Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Public Comment - Financial Framework
1 message
Binky Michele Jones <bjones@ombudsman.com>
To: "charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov" <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Wed, Oct 31, 2018 at 10:42 AM

Recommendation to add language to ADM “Meets Standard” measure to clearly state that Charter Holder has
maintained ADM year over year or has increased. A charter should be viewed in good standing if they are maintaining
ADM as well as increasing. This additional language will ensure the public understands that maintaining or increasing
ADM is the target.

Remember that a small school with a capacity of 90 students may not have the ability to increase ADM year over year but
it should be celebrated that they maintain ADM, especially if they graduate 20% or more students in any given year.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit feedback,

Binky Michele Jones
Regional Vice President, Ombudsman Educational Services
A division of ChanceLight™ Behavioral Health, Therapy & Education
Changing the Direction of Children’s Lives
O 602.840.2997 C 602.770.2419

www.chancelight.com

*** PRIVACY NOTICE: The content of this communication is CONFIDENTIAL and may include patient and/or student
information that is protected by federal law under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). If you are not the intended recipient of this communication, please
notify the sender immediately and delete the material without opening any attachments. Unauthorized use, disclosure,
copying, or distribution is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. ***

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AK4ApiYYeMLHdEoaDf06cYqdOrM14IlCscJ5w6egQATb-IvInv84/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permthid=th…
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10/31/2018

State of Arizona Mail - public comment on dashboard

Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

public comment on dashboard
1 message
MaryEllen Halvorsonm <dr.meh@live.com>
To: "charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov" <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Wed, Oct 31, 2018 at 11:06 AM

I feel very strongly that once a problem has been resolved, the dashboard box should return to
green for the following reasons:
1. Dashboards should communicate to parents and the public how the school is currently
operating.
2. A dashboard box can turn pink for a wide variety of reasons within that category. Some of
those reasons are very minor and some are more serious. Parents and the public don't know the
exact reason and often assume the worst.
3. The proposed system would make it obvious which schools resolve problems quickly and
which schools consistently operate in a manner that creates problems. Also, there would be a
reward for resolving problems quickly.
4. The Charter Board and staff could quickly know if a school needs to fix something. Leaving
the box pink forever means the staff or Board Member must do research to see exactly what the
problem was and if it was resolved. That takes time.
Thank you for considering my comment.
Mary Ellen Halvorson
2965 Pleasant Valley Drive
Prescott, AZ 86305
928 420 2951

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AK4ApiYYeMLHdEoaDf06cYqdOrM14IlCscJ5w6egQATb-IvInv84/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permthid=th…
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11/2/2018

State of Arizona Mail - RE: Public Comment on Recommended Financial Framework

Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

RE: Public Comment on Recommended Financial Framework
1 message
Henry Fortino <hfortino@fortinocpa.com>
To: Charter School Board <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 1:59 PM

Below are my comments on the recommended framework.

1. Going concern – Would recommend that below standard measure 2 be moved to approaches standard since if
substantial doubt is raised but alleviated then it shouldn’t be on the same level as not alleviated.

6. ADM – Would eliminate this entirely because it only reflects revenue. Cash flow overall is what is most important
and we are already measuring that with 3 and 4.

Thanks,

Henry J. Fortino, CPA, PC
3801 N. Campbell Ave. STE A
Tucson, Arizona 85719

Phone 1-520-393-3233
Fax 1-520-881-7392
www.fortinocpa.com

From: Charter School Board <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2018 8:48 AM
To: Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>
Subject: Public Comment Sought on Subcommittee’s Recommended Financial Framework

At its October 23, 2018 meeting, the Financial Framework Subcommittee (“Subcommittee”) accepted the measures,
measure targets, summative performance ratings, interventions and financial performance expectations and
recommended that the full Board move forward with administrative rulemaking for implementing the Financial
Performance Framework (“Framework”) proposed by the Subcommittee. Further, the Subcommittee directed staff to
solicit public comment on the proposed Framework and to bring the public comment and Subcommittee recommendation
to the full Board in December 2018.
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AK4ApiYYeMLHdEoaDf06cYqdOrM14IlCscJ5w6egQATb-IvInv84/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permthid=th…
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11/2/2018

State of Arizona Mail - RE: Public Comment on Recommended Financial Framework

The Subcommittee’s proposed measures and measure targets, proposed summative performance ratings, and proposed
intervention process and financial performance expectations may be accessed at https://asbcs.az.gov/public-comment.

Posting period: October 25, 2018 – November 13, 2018

Please submit your feedback in writing to the Board during the posting period using one of the following options:
1. Written comments may be emailed to charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov.
2. Written comments may be mailed to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, P.O. Box 18328, Phoenix, AZ 85005
3. Written comments may be delivered to the Board office located at 1616 W. Adams St., Suite 170, Phoenix, AZ 85007

For all responses please provide the following information:
First and last name
Mailing Address
E-mail Address
Organization (optional)

Charter School Board Staff
Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
P.O. Box 18328, Phoenix, Arizona 85005
Phone: (602) 364-3080
Website: asbcs.az.gov
Facebook: www.facebook.com/asbcsaz
Newsletter: https://asbcs.az.gov/newsevents

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AK4ApiYYeMLHdEoaDf06cYqdOrM14IlCscJ5w6egQATb-IvInv84/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permthid=th…
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11/29/2018

State of Arizona Mail - PUBLIC COMMENT - RECOMMENDED FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK

Charter School Board - ASBCS <charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov>

PUBLIC COMMENT - RECOMMENDED FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK
1 message
MCamacho@ypic.com <MCamacho@ypic.com>
To: charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov
Cc: BGrossenburg@ypic.com, AHuizar@ypic.com

Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 4:35 PM

Good afternoon,

After reviewing the measures, measure targets, summative performance ratings, and
interventions and financial performance expectations, I have the following
comments/questions:

1. For how long can a school be in “Intervention” status before other major consequences
come into play. According to the flowchart, it seems like a school can be in Intervention
status indefinitely.

2. When is this being implemented?

3. What is the reasoning for these additional measures?

4. This is very tight control on charter schools. Additional paperwork, time, and costs
(auditors will most likely charge more to report on these measures) are being demanded
of charter schools. Hoping additional funding is provided to charter school to cover
expenses associated with this process.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

Martha Camacho
mcamacho@ypic.com
3834 W. 16th Street
Yuma, AZ 85364
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ANR_UvTX3clTc9ZBJ2vAMO7C6FMt6_ZhW8MueRKRuAVPPLr2Jw5h/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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State of Arizona Mail - PUBLIC COMMENT - RECOMMENDED FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK

Yuma Private Industry Council, Inc.

Martha Camacho
Accounting and Finance Manager
Office: (928) 329-0990 x165
Fax: (928) 329-4462
3834 W. 16th Street | Yuma, AZ 85364

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/ANR_UvTX3clTc9ZBJ2vAMO7C6FMt6_ZhW8MueRKRuAVPPLr2Jw5h/u/0?ik=c67a6f1566&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Financial Framework
Subcommittee’s
Recommended Framework
ASBCS BOARD MEETING
DECEMBER 10 AND 11, 2018

1

Development of Framework
 In July and August, Staff Solicited Public Comment
and Attended Roundtables on Existing Framework
 Between August and November, Subcommittee
Held Six Public Meetings and Informally and
Formally Solicited Feedback from Stakeholders
 Subcommittee Advised By Outside Experts
2

Framework Measures
RECOMMENDED MEASURES

KEY CONSIDERATION

 Going Concern

 Noncash expenses have been
removed from applicable measure
calculations to capture charters’
true economic performance

 Default
 Unrestricted Days Liquidity
 Adjusted Net Income
 Lease Adjusted Debt Service Coverage Ratio
 Average Daily Membership (“ADM”)

3

Framework Measure Ratings
RECOMMENDED MEASURE RATINGS

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

 Meets Standard

 Ratings have been modified
to better describe the level of
performance reflected

 Approaches Standard
 Below Standard

 “Below Standard” targets
have been established for all
six measures

4

Summative Performance Ratings
RECOMMENDED RATINGS

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

 Good Standing

 Three ratings have been developed
to better describe the level of
performance reflected and better
identify charters that warrant the
Board’s attention

 Adequate Standing
 Intervention

 Summative performance rating
determinations are made annually
using information from the most
recent audit submitted to the Board
and the charter’s ADM data

5

Financial Intervention Process
 Applies to Charters that Receive an
“Intervention” Summative Performance Rating
 Provides Opportunity for “Intervention” Charters
to Demonstrate Improved Financial Performance
 Allows Board to Act If “Intervention” Charters
Do Not Demonstrate Improved Performance
6

Staffing Resources
 The Board’s FY 2020 budget request includes:
 4 additional FTE to support implementation of the financial
framework and interventions based on the annual audits
 4 additional Education Program Managers to support
implementation of the academic and operational frameworks

 Without the 4 additional FTE, the Board will
be unable to fully implement its new financial
framework in FY 2020
7

AGENDA ITEM: Transparency Recommendations
Background
As part of the Financial Framework Subcommittee’s (“Subcommittee”) discussions with stakeholders, the
Subcommittee determined that additional transparency is needed to complement the financial framework
(“transparency recommendations”). The transparency recommendations were formally presented during the
Subcommittee’s October 23, 2018 meeting. At this meeting, the Subcommittee directed staff to solicit public
comment on the proposed recommendations and to provide the public comment to the Subcommittee at its
November 27, 2018 meeting. In addition to a 15‐day comment period, staff and Board members met with the
charter community, Arizonans for Charter School Accountability and the Grand Canyon Institute. On November
27th, the Subcommittee adopted the transparency recommendations and directed staff to bring them to the
Board in December.
Transparency Recommendations
The transparency recommendations fall into three categories – rules, best practices and areas for further study
– which are described below.
RULES
Educational Service
Provider Registry
Recommendation
Description

Charters must declare if they
have an agreement or
contract with an educational
service provider (“ESP”) and
provide the following
information:
 Name of ESP
 A written statement
describing the services
provided to the charter
school(s)
An ESP is defined as any
number of organizations that
contract with or have a
governance relationship with
the entity to provide
comprehensive services.
Major types of ESPs are
education management
organizations (“EMO”) and
charter management
organizations (“CMO”).

Implementation

Website Link to
Performance Dashboards
Charters must conspicuously
post a link on their websites
to their performance
dashboards on the Board’s
website. Currently, a charter
holder’s academic, financial
and operational dashboards
are all accessible through one
link.

Mandatory Notifications
Within 10 business days, charters
must report to the Board:
 Any notice from a lender or
landlord regarding default
 Notice of legal filings
associated with bankruptcy
 Any notice from the IRS, ASRS,
ADOR, or ADES regarding a tax
lien, levy or garnishment
 Correspondence from an
insurance provider related to
cancellation of health or
liability insurance due to
nonpayment
 Notice of termination of line
of credit whether initiated by
financial institution or charter
when replacement credit line
is not in effect
 Withdrawals from debt
service reserve funds

 Board rules must be amended before these recommendations can be implemented.
 Fiscal year 2020 will be a pilot year.
 Beginning with fiscal year 2021, failure to comply will be noted on charter’s operational
performance dashboard.

December 10 and December 11, 2018 Board Meeting
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BEST PRACTICES
Description
Board Member Training

Board member participation in training related to responsibilities (e.g., Open Meeting
Law, accountability) at least once every two to three years

Adherence to Tax‐Exempt
Organization Requirements

Corporate board adherence to IRS requirements for 501(c)(3) tax‐exempt
organizations

Governing Bodies

More than three‐member governing bodies

AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Description
Transition of Charter Contract

Charter school movement is approaching 25‐year milestone. A generational shift is
occurring as charter holders operating schools at the beginning of the charter law
(1994) have already retired or are about to retire from their schools.
Staff will bring recommendations to the full Board no later than May 2019 regarding
the Board’s role in this transition to ensure fidelity to the contract.

Compliance Questionnaire

Stakeholder meetings to discuss adding questions to the Legal Compliance
Questionnaire addressing areas such as specific internal controls. Any changes would
be effective for the fiscal year 2020 audits.

Financial Framework’s
Use of Other Information

Board staff will work with stakeholders to determine if other information required to
be submitted to the State by charters (e.g., school level reporting) could be used to
finetune the Board’s intervention efforts.

Communications
with Other Agencies

Board staff will work with the Arizona Department of Education and the Office of the
Auditor General to resolve technical matters related to the financial forms (e.g.,
Annual Financial Report) submitted to the Department and address other matters.

December 10 and December 11, 2018 Board Meeting
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Transparency
Recommendations
ASBCS BOARD MEETING
DECEMBER 10 AND 11, 2018

1

Development of Recommendations
 As Part of Stakeholder Discussions, Subcommittee
Determined Additional Transparency Is Needed
to Complement Financial Framework
 Recommendations Fall Into Three Categories
 Rules
 Best practices
 Areas for further study

2

Rule Recommendations
 Educational Service Provider Registry
 Website Link to Performance Dashboards
 Mandatory Notifications to Board

3

Best Practices Recommendations
 Board Member Training
 Corporate Board Adherence
to Tax-Exempt Organization Requirements
 More Than Three-Member Governing Bodies

4

Areas for Further Study
 Board’s Role in Transition of Charter Contract
to Ensure Fidelity to the Contract
 Possible Changes to Compliance Questionnaire
 Use of Other Information to Finetune Board’s
Financial Intervention Efforts
 Communications with Other Agencies
5

AGENDA ITEM: Compliance Matters – Annual Financial Audits
Issue
The charter holders listed on the agenda failed to submit their fiscal year 2018 annual financial
statement and compliance audits (“audit”), which were due to the Board on November 15, 2018.
General Background – Audits
A.R.S. §15‐183(E)(6) and A.R.S. §15‐914 require charter schools to annually submit a financial audit and
compliance questionnaire. For many of the Board’s charters, the audit is due 4‐1/2 months after the end
of the fiscal year – November 15th. In accordance with Arizona Administrative Code R7‐5‐504(E), a
charter holder that fails to submit a complete audit reporting package by the audit deadline may be
subject to charter oversight.
Charters that expend over $750,000 in federal funds are required to submit a single audit. The single
audit and questionnaire for fiscal year ending June 30, 2018 are due March 31, 2019. Charters that fail
to timely submit their single audits and questionnaires will be brought before the Board in April.
Background Information Specific to Charter Holders Listed on Agenda
For the fiscal year 2018 audit cycle, the Board expects to receive 410 audits – 312 financial statement
audits and 98 single audits. As of the writing of this report, the Board has received 306 of the 312
financial statement audits, which were due by November 15, 2018, and 20 of the 98 single audits, which
are due by March 31, 2019.
On November 16, 2018, Board staff sent an email to the 10 charter holders who did not submit their
fiscal year 2018 audits by the November 15th deadline. Subsequently, four of the charter holders
submitted their audits. The remaining six charter holders have been grouped on the agenda by the
number of consecutive years they have failed to timely submit their audits.

December 10 and December 11, 2018 Board Meeting
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AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

A+ Charter Schools (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on April 18, 2018. The Technical Review
Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package did not meet the
minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. A+ Charter Schools has requested
that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria move forward for Board consideration. The Applicant
also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and results of the
capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

A+ Charter Schools

July 24, 2019

Maricopa

7-12

180 days

Mission Statement
A+ Charter Schools' empowers students in reaching their greatest potential by becoming responsible individuals of character
and excellence, engaged community members, and lifelong learners in an ever-changing society.

Target Population

The following information was summarized from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant cites a limited number of quality educational options for middle and high school youth in the Maricopa area.
The current school choices in the area, Sequoia Pathway Academy and Maricopa Unified School District, have students
performing below the state average. Additionally, the Applicant states that Sequoia Pathway Academy “consistently has a
waitlist”. The Applicant notes that Maricopa has undergone a 2873% population change since the 2000 census. It is stated
that “consultants predict” that the Maricopa Unified School District, where A+ Charter Schools would be located, “will see
an enrollment increase of 4,100-5,800 over the next decade” and that “within the next five to seven years the high school
population will grow by 95%” creating a diverse population with a need for a high quality option in the community.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

7-10
175

7-11
250

7-12
300

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed locations:
• 19756 N. John Wayne Parkway, Maricopa
• 12501 N. Murphy Road, Maricopa
• 16540 N. Porter Road, Maricopa

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant will facilitate its mission and core values using the “TEAM-Together We Succeed, Excellent Leadership Skills,
Academic and Character Growth, and Motivating Students- philosophy”. The application package states that students will
be served “in a small, learning community, which includes personalized learning plans for every student” and that “all
students will participate in Academic Success Groups” and an Advisory Class. The Applicant’s Curriculum Team will
”develop standards based curriculum maps.” Standards aligned curriculum will offer “opportunities for real-life
application”. The Applicant will emphasize project-based and cooperative learning strategies, and deliver curriculum using
direct whole-group, small-group, one-on-one, and differentiated instruction.
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Governance
Corporate Board Members

School Governing Body Members

Rebekah Krueger
Laura Newcomb

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Type

Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Parent
School Staff

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

77%

No

92%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

100%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

91%

No

94%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Rebekah Krueger
Current Affiliation(s): 12 years in various roles (Business Manager, Operations Director) with Arizona Charter Solutions
Principal Name: Laura Newcomb
Current Affiliation(s): 6 years as owner of the Autism Academy for Education and Development Schools
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
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•
•

11 years at Exceptional Academic Services providing special education services for charter schools
1 year as a teacher and 2 years as principal for Leading Edge Academy Charter Schools
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 11, 2018

New Charter Application for
A+ Charter Schools

Submitted by
A+ Charter Schools

Report Summary
Recommendation:
Applicant Name:
A+ Charter Schools
Proposed School Name:
A+ Charter Schools
Grades Served
7-10
Grades Served
Year 1:
Year 2:
Location:
Maricopa, AZ
Mission
Statement:

7-11

Approve

Grades Served
Year 3:

7-12

A+ Charter Schools' empowers students in reaching their greatest potential by
becoming responsible individuals of character and excellence, engaged community
members, and lifelong learners in an ever-changing society.

Section Scores

A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
Yes
No

77%
100%
91%

Section Score

No
Yes
No

92%
100%
94%

In-Person Interview Summary

The Applicant team at the interview included the Charter Principal/Authorized Representative Laura Newcomb
and Charter Principal Rebekah “Becki” Krueger. Both participants were able to respond readily to questions
about all areas of the application. The TRP was impressed by the description of the educational plan, the
Applicant’s ability to describe how implementation what the program of instruction would look in action
(Capacity Interview 11:40), and how it would meet the needs of the target population in a way that was not
readily available among the educational options currently available in the target area (Capacity Interview
1:04:50).
Prior to the interview, the TRP had concerns about the Applicant’s capacity to address the rigor of State
standards at the high school level. The Applicant addressed these concerns both through their description of
their experience with schools serving high school grades (Capacity Interview 16:00) and their description of the
process they would use to ensure that standard rigor would be implemented in classrooms (Capacity Interview
20:40; 26:50).
Another area where the TRP had initial concerns was the budget. Two areas where the Revised application had
not met the criteria were the Employee Required Expenses and the viability of the budget for student technology
equipment. Ms. Krueger’s response demonstrated her understanding of the financial and organizational
aspects of charter school operation, and gave the TRP comfort that she would be able to handle any vagaries of
the cash flow (Capacity Interview 29:20; 36:00).
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: A+ Charter Schools

While the Operational Plan met 100% of the criteria in both the preliminary and revised applications, the TRP
had questions about the relationship of the applicant with both the private schools for children with autism
operated by Ms. Newcomb, and with the LEAD Charter Schools, of which Ms. Krueger is Director of Operations.
The responses described organizations which would be supportive but independent (Capacity Interview 46:45;
59:30).
Both Charter Principals demonstrated a thorough understanding of all components of the Application Package
and an ability to work closely together, with complementary skill sets. Overall, the TRP felt that the Applicant
team had demonstrated the capacity to implement the plan described in the Application and operate a quality
charter school.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for A+ Charter Schools be approved because all three sections of
the written Application package either met or were very close to meeting the Board’s criteria, the Applicant
team was able to address the TRP’s concerns regarding the areas of the Application Package which had not
met the criteria, and the Applicant presented a compelling description of a rapidly growing community in
need of quality educational choices, along with a solid plan to provide one.
The Educational Plan includes a number of elements that would address the needs of the students of
Maricopa, including a rigorous yet engaging program including project-based learning, leadership
development, honors classes, and a system for tracking data and addressing deficiencies. Ms. Newcomb
has long experience operating a provider of Special Education services, and could ensure that students with
special needs are fully supported.
Both the Business Plan and the Operational Plan were well thought out, described in detail, and supported
by the team in the interview. Both Principals have ongoing relationships with other educational organizations
that can provide logistical support to A+, but have structured the organization to maintain its independence.
The two Principals impressed the TRP with their vision for the school and capacity to implement their vision.

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

41 Of
0
12

53

Revised TRP Scores
No

49
0
4

of

53

Plan Summary
A+ intends to serve the middle and high school students of Maricopa, Arizona, a rapidly-growing city of around
50,000 residents in Pinal County. Currently, Maricopa has one district high school, two district middle schools,
one charter school serving grades K-12, and two charter schools serving grades K-8. According to the Charter
Principals, who each have an association with Leading Edge Academy Maricopa (serving K-8), parents
frequently ask for options for high school. The two local options, Maricopa High School and Sequoia Pathways
Academy, each have test scores below the state average. In addition, Sequoia Pathways Academy usually has a
waitlist. Many parents are choosing to bus their students to the Ahwatukee neighborhood of Phoenix. The
residents of Maricopa have a median household income of $75,000 and, according to the Principals, between
70% and 80% will qualify for Free or Reduced-Price Lunch (Capacity Interview 36:00).
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: A+ Charter Schools

A+ plans to open serving grades 7-10, and add a grade each of the first two years until it is serving grades 7-12.
The school will have a maximum class size of 25, and use a ratio of 5 students to 1 staff member for small
group instruction. Each student will work with staff to develop a Personalized Learning Plan (PLP), which will
track data towards completion of the student’s Education Career Action Plan (ECAP) (Section A.2, p. 8; Capacity
Interview 15:39). The school will have a special emphasis on cooperative learning, project-based learning, and
character development. Students will also be offered the opportunity to take more rigorous classes for honors
credit, earning grades that weight the student’s grade point average for college admission.
The school will have a modified block schedule. Mondays and Thursdays will have all 6 periods and focus on
whole-group instruction. Tuesdays and Wednesdays will be on an A/B block schedule, with longer periods for
project-based learning. Fridays will have a half day on a rotating A/B schedule focusing on small group
instruction (Capacity Interview 11:40). The school will have 180 days of instruction, with school hours Monday
through Thursday being 8:00 am to 3:00 pm, and Friday 8:00 am to noon.
The school’s assessment plan includes a variety of assessment types, including diagnostic, formative,
authentic, summative, and standardized (Capacity Interview 25:30). Students will track their data during
meetings with a teacher or advisor three times a year and after each benchmark. Teachers and administrators
will also analyze data using an online platform such as iReady to identify issues with curriculum or instruction
(Section A.5, p. 5).

Analysis
The educational plan approaches the criteria for approval because the Applicant provided high school
Reading curriculum samples that did not address the full rigor of the required standard in instructional
planning, instruction, formative assessment, or summative assessment. However, aside from one
insufficiently addressed standard component on one instructional analysis, the Education Plan presented by
the applicant met the Board’s criteria. During the Capacity Interview, the Charter Principals demonstrated
sufficient capacity to implement an Educational Plan that would lead to a quality charter school.
The Educational Plan meets the needs of the target population for educational choice, and for a school
offering personal support and an engaging experience. The Charter Principals described a day in the life of a
student, demonstrating their understanding of, and passion for the proposed school, and illustrating the
specific components that differentiate the proposed school from the other choices in the community
(Capacity Interview 13:55). They further described how they would develop the curriculum for the opening of
the school, with emphasis on the project-based learning component, adapted from offerings of the Buck
Institute (Capacity Interview 20:40). Finally, they addressed the reservations of the TRP regarding standard
rigor by describing the process that school leaders would use to ensure that each standard is fully addressed
within the curriculum (Capacity Interview 26:50).

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes
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22
0
0

of

22

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

22
0
0

of

22

Plan Summary
The corporate board of A+ Charter Schools (Applicant) shall be separate from the governing body of the school
it operates, also called A+ Charter Schools (School). The Applicant consists of two Principals, Laura Newcomb
and Rebekah (Becki) Krueger. Ms. Newcomb will serve as the Authorized Representative and Board President.
She is currently the President and owner of Autism Academy for Education and Development (AAED), a private
school network serving 380 children with autism at three campuses in the East Valley for the last 6 years. She
has also operated Exceptional Academic Services for 11 years, providing Special Education teachers and
services to charter schools for 11 years. Prior to that, she was a charter school teacher and administrator, and
has State certification as a principal, K-8 teacher, and special educator.
Ms. Krueger is the Operations Director and Business Manager for Arizona Charter Solutions, the Charter
Management Organization (CMO) for LEAD Charter Schools and Leading Edge Academy Maricopa, and has 25
years’ experience in school business and operations.
The two Principals have identified three additional members that they intend to appoint to the corporate board
upon approval of the charter: Vicky Schildgen (a school principal with LEAD Charter Schools), Deborah Havens
(a special education director and former regulator with 42 years’ experience), and Derrick Jamerson (a school
principal with AAED and LEAD).
The Applicant was incorporated as a non-profit entity on May 8, 2017, for the purpose of operating a charter
school, and is in good standing with the Arizona Corporation Commission. It has no corporate members
(Section B.1).
The governing body per A.R.S. §15-183 (E) (8) will be the Governing Board (Board), which will include between
5 and 7 members, and which will be fully appointed by the corporate board by February 2019 (Section B.2, p.
2). Currently, the Board includes Ms. Krueger, Mr. Jamerson, and Mr. Mat Reese, the principal of leading Edge
Academy Maricopa. The Board intends to fill the remaining seats by February 2019 with members of the
Maricopa community, possibly including tribal, business, or financial leaders and parents (Section B.2, p. 5).
The Board will delegate administrative responsibilities to the Principal and Business Manager (Section B.3, p.
1). The Principal shall be responsible for academic and instructional matters, student discipline, human
resources for instructional staff, volunteers, professional development, assessment, employee evaluation,
curriculum development, and Special Education. The Business Manager shall be responsible for fiscal,
compliance, daily operations, fundraising, contracted services, community relations, food service, and student
records. Both shall share responsibility for marketing, safety, and compliance.
The Applicant will contract with external service providers in the following areas: accounting; audit; human
resources and payroll; custodial; legal; information technology support; and special education services
(psychology, speech language pathology, occupational and physical therapy, etc.).

Analysis
The operational plan presented by A+ meets the criteria for approval because the planned governance and
management structure is detailed and appropriate for an operation the size and scope of the one described
in the Application. The Charter Principals have and will maintain associations with other entities that can
support the growth of A+. Ms. Newcomb also operates AAEC, a private educational entity that will contract
with A+ to provide accounting, human resources, payroll, and information technology services (Section
B.3.2, p. 3; Capacity Interview 46:45). Ms. Krueger is employed by Arizona Charter Solutions, which operates
the Leading Edge Academies, and despite having Leading Edge personnel on their corporate and governing
boards, will maintain independence (Capacity Interview 18:35).
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Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

29
0
3

of

32

Revised TRP Scores
No

30
0
2

of

32

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

1. 19756 N. John Wayne Pkwy – 19,756 sq. ft.
2. 12501 N. Murphy Rd. – 10,870 sq. ft.
3. 16540 N. Porter Rd. – 5.64 acre vacant land for proposed build – preferred
option
No facility has been secured yet.

Facilities
Year 1: 178 students – 11,000-15,000 sq. ft., 8 regular classrooms, 3
Requirements:
elective/resource classrooms, office area, 1 multipurpose room.
Year 2: 250 students – 19,000-22,000 sq. ft., add 3 classrooms, 1
cafeteria/gym area, additional office space.
Year 3: 300 students – 24,000-27,000 sq. ft., add 4 classrooms, 1 computer
lab/media center, additional office space.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
n/a
250,000
231,258
18,742

Year 1
178
1,267,741
1,202,012
4,471

Year 2
250
1,849,211
1,816,347
37,335

Year 3
300
2,244,002
2,101,191
180,146

The Applicant’s Business Plan includes a detailed facility acquisition plan with a viable timeline for opening a
school by the proposed opening date of July 24, 2019. A+ has identified two available facilities within the target
area which would allow it to implement the program of instruction, as well as a parcel of land suitable for a
proposed build (Section C.1, p. 3). During the interview, the Applicant stated that they are working with
Performance Charter School Development, and have identified a 10 acre parcel west of the Walmart on which
the developer would do a phased build-out to fit enrollment growth (Capacity Interview 48:40).
A+ proposes to open serving grades 7-10, and add grades 11 in year 2 and 12 in year 3. Their plan calls for 50
students per grade, and based on their market research they foresee being able to fill all grades but 10 in year
1, with full enrollment at each grade offered in following years (Section C.2, p. 8). Both Principals have worked
for LEAD Charter Schools, a charter network which operates a K-8 school in Maricopa. During the Capacity
Interview, Ms. Krueger stated that this school has a sizeable waitlist at grades 7-8, and many parents are not
satisfied with the high school options in Maricopa and transport their children to schools in Ahwatukee
(Capacity Interview 1:04:50).
To market the school in the startup period, Ms. Newcomb plans to use the existing resources of her private
schools, including the marketing director and marketing coordinator (Section C.2, p. 4). The plan starts with
establishing web and social media announcements, and following approval, a campaign with print advertising,
visits to local middle schools, direct mail, and attendance at local festivals. The Applicant will also canvass the
area with door flyers, and have logo materials to pass out at school visits and open houses.
The plan to recruit and hire teachers will focus on Maricopa and the surrounding areas of Chandler, Gilbert,
Florence, and Casa Grande. It will use websites, job fairs, visits and contacts with schools of education (local
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and national), and word of mouth (Section C.3, p. 3). Once hired, training will begin seven days before the
beginning of school (Section A.4, p. 2) and continue weekly (Section C.3, p. 3).
The Start-Up Budget is based on a loan of $250,000 from Charter Principal Laura Newcomb. It covers employee
costs for the School Principal and Business manager from April of the opening year, and teachers starting in July
for an opening on July 24. It also covers supplies, instructional and resource material, software, and marketing
expenses as major expenditures. There is a carryover of just under $19,000 to the first year. The 3-Year
Operational Budget is based on 95% enrollment, and covers expenses each year using only State equalization
revenue and carryover.

Analysis
The business plan approached the criteria for approval because the plan did not meet the 95% threshold
required by the Board.
The TRP had concerns about two areas. The Employee Required Expenses (ERE) appeared underfunded with
the Applicant participating in Arizona State Retirement System. The Applicant had budgeted 18% of salary for
each employee (Section C.3, p. 4; Section C.5, p. 3), but the TRP found that the total of FICA, FUTA, and ASRS
would total 21.45%, which could cause the Year 1 expenditures to exceed revenues, and have repercussions
in following years. During the capacity Interview, Ms. Krueger stated that the ERE issue was an error in their
calculations, but that recalculation with the updated 2018-2019 equalization figures showed a balanced
budget with the corrected ERE figures. She also expressed frustration that the Application requirements
prevented her from including revenue that she, as an experienced school business manager, knew would be
available, including Title I funds, Proposition 301 funds, and others (Capacity Interview 29:20).
The TRP also had concerns regarding the viability and adequacy of the budgeted amounts for student
technology equipment. The 3-Year Operational Budget Assumptions describe year 1 expenditures of $7,500
for 30 Chromebook-type computers for 178 students, with 5 more added in each of years 2 and 3. The
Applicant also assumed that many students would participate in a Bring Your Own Device allowance, using
personal phones, tablets, and computers (Section C.5 Assumptions, p. 6). However, the Program of
Instruction described Tier III of the Response to Intervention program as being based on online assessment
and instruction (Section A.3, p. 6), and all TRP members had worked at schools that struggled with the equity,
security, and bandwidth issues of students using personal devices for core instruction. We also were
concerned with the State’s increasing requirements for online standardized assessments, and the capacity of
the resources described in the Budget Assumptions. During the Capacity interview, the Applicant described
how they planned to implement technology within their program (Capacity Interview 36:00), and discussed
the limitations of connectivity in Maricopa (Capacity Interview 41:50). Ms. Newcomb also described how her
Autism Academy rotates teacher laptops out after two years, and these could supplement the computers
found in the budget (Capacity Interview 43:20).
Overall, the TRP agreed that, despite the issues with the ERE and technology, the plan was sufficiently
thorough and viable to warrant a recommendation to approve the application package, especially as we
understand that other sources of revenue, not verifiable at the time of charter approval, are typically available
to operating schools. Ms. Newcomb, in particular, has expressed willingness to draw on the resources of her
other organization (Autism Academy for Education and Development, to assist A+ in starting up (Capacity
Interview 46:45). The answers provided by the Applicant demonstrated the capacity to start and operate a
financially sound charter school, and gave the TRP members comfort in recommending approval.
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Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Laura Newcomb
Rebecca Krueger

Role
Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Charter Principal

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The TRP finds that the Applicant has the range of knowledge, skills, and experience needed to open and
operate a high quality school because the team includes members with complementary skills in academics,
operations, and finances, experience in serving the target population, and an evident passion for meeting
the needs of students who desire a more engaging, hands-on educational experience.
Ms. Newcomb has experience as a teacher, school principal, and special educator. She describes a plan
that has both rigor and flexibility, and understands the challenges of implementing that plan in a start-up
school.
Ms. Krueger brings operational knowledge and skills, including experience dealing with State regulators
and funding agencies. She has a deep understanding of the proposal and experience operating schools
that serve the community.
Throughout the capacity interview, both members of the applicant team were engaged and provided indepth answers related to their respective areas of expertise. These answers allayed the concerns raised by
the review of the written application, and provided the TRP with comfort in recommending approval of the
Application.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a

A+ Charter Schools
A+ Charter Schools

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

0
F

0
A

1

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1

A.3a

Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

A.2b

A.2 Total
A.3

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

A.3b

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

1

A.3c

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

1

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.3.1b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

A.3.1d

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.

A.3.1e

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1c

A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

1
1

1 Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
1 Meets the Criteria

A.3.2a
A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

1

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.3.2.d

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

1

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

1

A.4a

A.4b

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.
Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2 Total
A.4

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a
A.5b

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

A.5g

A.5h

A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.6‐8

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v. Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Meets the Criteria

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.

Meets the Criteria
1

Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

Meets the Criteria
1

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).
Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1

1 Meets the Criteria
0

6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

Meets the Criteria

0

10
Technical Assistance/Comments

A.6.6‐8a

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g

A.6.9‐12c

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4 . Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.6‐8 Total
9‐12 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
A.6.9‐12
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.9‐12a
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.9‐12b

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

1

0

0

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Writing and Science.
Revised submission meets the criteria in Mathematics.
1

Addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet each of the identified learning targets in
Reading. Specifically, instructional strategies adequately addressing each of the identified learning targets.

A.6.9‐12d

A.6.3.9‐12e

A.6.9‐12f

A.6.9‐12g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

B.1a

B.1b

1

Addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Listing the criteria for determining whether students have met each learning target for Reading. Specifically, listing
criteria that determines how students have met each learning target.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

Meets the Criteria in Writing and Science.
Revised submission meets the criteria in Mathematics.
1

Addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard in Reading. Specifically, mastering
rigor.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

Addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets in Reading. Specifically,
activities/tasks identifying each learning target, adequately addressing the rigor of the standard.
Meets the Criteria in Writing and Science. Revised submission meets the criteria in Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.9‐12 Total
Part B
B.1

Meets the Criteria in Writing and Science.
Revised submission meets the criteria in Mathematics.

1

0
0

4
4

3
49

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

Meets the Criteria
1

B.1f

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.
Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.
Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.
Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1c
B.1d
B.1e

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2c
B.2d

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.
Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

Meets the Criteria in Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
Revised submission meets the criteria in Reading

1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

B.2e
B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

B.3b

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.3.1a

0
A

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

B.3c

B.3 Total
B.3.1

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria
1
1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1b

B.3.1c

Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

NOT APPLICABLE

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1d

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1g

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.

B.3.1h

Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1f

B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

NOT APPLICABLE

0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

Meets the Criteria

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

22

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐b
C.1c‐c

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.1c‐d

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

1

C.1c‐e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.1c‐a

C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a
C.2b
C.2c

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.
Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

C.2e

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

C.2d

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
1
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c
C.3d

C.3e

C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up
of the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.
Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring ERE and Benefits costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Three Year Operational Budget.
Ensuring ERE and Benefits costs as described in the narrative are fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

0
F

1
A

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.4c

1

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
C.5e

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Demonstrating through the assumptions that the amounts listed for student technology equipment are viable and
adequate.

C.5g

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

C.5h

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.5f

C.5 Total
Grand Total

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C
No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below

More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Fails 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Fails 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

NOT APPLICABLE
1 Meets the Criteria
1 Meets the Criteria
0
0
0

1 6
2 30
6 101

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application
package on May 24, 2018. The Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the
revised application package meets the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle.
The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and
results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

August 5, 2019

Glendale

K-4

181 days

Mission Statement

Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School exists to close the achievement gap for students in Maryvale by providing educational
excellence and equity for all children, resulting in students meeting and exceeding academic standards.

Target Population

The following was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School (“ALPS”) proposes to serve students and families in Phoenix’s Maryvale community,
roughly defined as the area south of Camelback Road, east of 91st Avenue, north of Interstate 10, and west of Grand Avenue.
The majority of the target community is in Arizona’s Legislative District 29. In addition, the neighborhood includes portions of
the Alhambra Elementary, Cartwright Elementary, Isaac Elementary, Pendergast Elementary, Tolleson Elementary and Phoenix
Union High School Districts. According to the 2010 Census, there are approximately 75,000 students in the target community
to be served by ALPS. According to the Children’s Action Alliance, 78% of the district’s children are Hispanic/Latino, 12% are
non-Hispanic White, 5% are Black, and 4% are of other races, including Native American and Asian.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-2
150

K-3
200

K-4
250

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed locations:
• 7317 North 61st Avenue, Glendale
• 7726 North 59th Avenue, Glendale
• SWC 83rd Avenue and Camelback Road, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant stated: “The program of instruction will focus on expanding background knowledge and fostering civic
leadership for the academic and professional success of all students.” English Language Arts, Social Studies, Science, and
Visual Arts and Music instruction will follow the Core Knowledge Sequence and Mathematics will align to the Core Knowledge
Sequence, and utilize materials from the Singapore Math program. ALPS will “utilize research-based instructional best
practices” such as objective-driven instruction, cooperative learning structures, high-yield instructional strategies,
differentiation strategies, and Teach Like a Champion techniques.
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Governance
Corporate Board Members

Anthony "Tony" Best
Peter Boyle
Kimberley Marchisotto
James Sandoval
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B

School Governing Body Members
Mariann Nystrom
Debbie Peterson
Annette Tanori

Type

Community Member
Community Member
Community Member

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

88%

Yes

100%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

96%

Yes

96%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

97%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: James Sandoval
Current Affiliation(s):2 years as the Arizona State Director for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 9 years as Vice President of Community Initiatives for the Valley of the Sun YMCA
• 2 years as mathematics instructor at James Sandoval Preparatory High School
• 3 years as a School Board Member of Pioneer Preparatory School
• 3 years as Governing Body President of Arizona Virtual Academy
Principal Name: Peter Boyle
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Current Affiliation(s): 4 years as School Director of Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation
Academy
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 2 years as a middle school math teacher at Pioneer Preparatory School
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Principal Name: Anthony "Tony" Best
Current Affiliation(s): Director of School Support for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years as School Director at Pioneer Preparatory School: a Challenge Foundation Academy
Principal Name: Kimberley Marchisotto
Current Affiliation(s): 1 year as a Gold Leadership Fellow and Future School Leader for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 10 years at Paradise Valley Unified School District as a teacher
• 18 years as a National Consultant/Licensed Professional with the Core Knowledge Foundation

Education Service Provider Background Information
This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Operational Plan B.3.1: Education Service Providers. Additionally,
as part of the due diligence process, staff reviewed the academic performance of the ESP the Applicant intends to contract with.

The Applicant team consists of several individuals affiliated with CFA of Arizona, Inc. (also known as TeamCFA), an
Arizona nonprofit corporation. The sample management agreement submitted as part of the application package
indicates that CFA of Arizona, Inc. intends to provide the Applicant with professional, educational and management
services. CFA of Arizona, Inc. provides services to four schools authorized by the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools.
Academic Performance of Associated Schools
•

Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-8 school in Glendale, in operation since FY 2016.

•

Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-6 school in Scottsdale, in operation since FY 2014.

•

Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-6 school in Phoenix, in operation since FY
2010.

•

Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a 7-12 school in Phoenix, in
operation since FY 2015.

A chart summarizing the academic performance data for these schools is below.
Charter Holder
Ethos Academy: A Challenge
Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge
Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A
Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and
Technology: A Challenge Foundation
Academy, Inc.

FY 18
Letter
Grade
A

FY 18 State Assessment Data
ELA

Math

Science

37%

36%

80%

FY17 Academic
Performance Dashboard
Overall Rating
Not Reported

D

10%

14%

44%

Falls Far Below Standard

D

21%

31%

27%

Meets Standard

B

33%

27%

44%

Above Standard

Operational Performance of Associated Charters
Charter Holder

FY18 Operational Performance

Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.

Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
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Financial Performance of Associated Charters
Charter Holder
Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation
Academy, Inc.

FY18 Financial Performance
Does Not Meet Financial Performance
Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations

Additional information regarding the academic, financial and operational performance of these schools can be found in
Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 14, 2018

New Charter Application for
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School

Submitted by
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School

Report Summary
Recommendation: Approve
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School
Grades Served
Grades Served
rd
K
–
3
K – 4th
Year 2:
Year 3:

Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
K – 2nd
Year 1:
Location:
The Maryvale community of Phoenix, AZ
Mission
Statement:

Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School exists to close the achievement gap for students
in Maryvale by providing educational excellence and equity for all children, resulting in
students meeting and exceeding standards.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

No

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
Yes
Yes

Section Score

88%

Yes

100%

96%
97%

Yes
Yes

96%
100%

In-Person Interview Summary
In attendance at the Capacity Interview were the following individuals listed below. Their positions within the
organization are listed beside their name:
Kimberley Marchisotto – Authorized Representative and Charter Principal
Tony Best – Charter Principal
Peter Boyle – Charter Principal
Matt Sandoval – Charter Principal
Debbie Peterson – Member of School Governing Board
Mariann Nystrom – Member of School Governing Board
The questions asked were answered for the most part by Ms. Kimberly Marchisotto (Proposed school leader)
and Mr. Tony Best (Challenge Foundation Academy Arizona – CFA AZ), but all members of the applicant team
were able to answer questions when appropriate.
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Prior to the interview the TRP was concerned with the value of the relationship between the charter school
and the chosen CMO. The main concern was how the relationship between the two would help the charter
school meet their vision/mission within the target population. Additionally there was concern about the
specific use of Core Knowledge for the ELA curriculum with the identified target population and whether the
curriculum would help students progress towards mastery.
Each of these concerns were addressed at length during the Capacity Interview. Ms. Marchisotto explained
that Core Knowledge was chosen because of the results it has demonstrated with other schools in the same
type of demographic area. Additionally, Ms. Marchisotto is a nationally recognized Core Knowledge
consultant and she is aware of this curriculum from start to finish, having worked to help implement the
sequence through the Paradise Valley School District and also throughout the country. (Capacity Interview
34:55) The concern as to how the choice of a CMO would benefit the charter school was answered explicitly.
From the choice of a school site, to the support for back office processes, and the assistance with tasks that
must take place prior to the opening of the charter school, Mr. Best was able to ensure the TRP that the
CMO was willing and able to help bring this charter school to fruition. (Capacity Interview 36:50)
During the closing remarks, Ms. Marchisotto reiterated that the strength of the application was in the
strength of the team. Each member of the team plays a vital role in the development of the ongoing survival
of the charter school. There is support from fellow CFA school leaders as well as school governing board
members with experiences in specific areas that will benefit the new charter school and help steer the
school in the proper direction. With the assistance of Mr. Tony Best from CFA AZ and the CFA real estate
team, Abraham Lincoln preparatory School will be located in a high need area of Maryvale when school
begins in August 2019.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School be approved because of
the strength of the written application and the capacity of the entire Applicant Team as evidenced during the
Capacity Interview. The educational plan contains a rigorous curriculum that will support the target
population as well as assist the students on their way to becoming great scholars. The organizational plan
outlines two well defined boards – corporate and school governing – that are seated with qualified
individuals that can assist in the start-up and continued operations of the charter school. Additionally, a
well-established CMO that has had success within the same type of target population will provide support
throughout the start-up process and ongoing operation. The business plan presents a conservative
budgeting approach that will provide the charter school with adequate resources to provide the type of
charter school described in the application. The Applicant Team is a strong group of individuals, qualified in
a variety of important fields that will provide the knowledge and experience to support all areas of the
application.
The educational plan was well written to include specific aspects that will address the needs of the
students in the target population. The curricula for ELA and math have been chosen for their success
among similar populations. Along with the curriculum, the Applicant has developed a comprehensive
assessment system that will be implemented to monitor student success within the curriculum and to help
identify areas of needed improvement within teaching practices. The educational plan has all necessary
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
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aspects to address the needs of both teachers and students.
The operational plan is well done, explaining the relationship between the CMO and the charter school.
During the Capacity Interview, Mr. Best explained the exact methods in which the CMO will assist the
charter school in the areas of academics, operations and business. (Capacity Interview 36:50 – 41:23)
The CMO is present to make sure the proposed school leader is able to focus on ensuring the students
have the opportunity to become great scholars. Both the existing corporate board and the school governing
board have a plethora of skills in a variety of areas that will benefit the charter school now and in the future.
Individuals with experiences and/or skill sets in the area of marketing and human resources will be
recruited for the school governing board once the charter school is up and running. (Capacity Interview
18:30 – 19:00)
The business plan is well developed with the initial search for a facility to begin after the charter approval
with the assistance of CFA AZ. Challenge Foundation Academy Arizona will provide assistance in locating a
facility within the target location, and working through the renovation of that facility to be ready for the
opening of school. The plan presents a conservative budget, and the Applicant has tools in place for long
term success. The TRP had no concerns with either the initial or resubmitted application in the review
process.

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

42
0
6

Of

48

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

48
0
0

of

48

Plan Summary
The target population served by Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School will be those living in the Maryvale area
of Phoenix. This geographic area has 75,000 school aged students that are mostly Latino. Many speak
English as a second language, and the free and reduced lunch rate is higher than the state average of 47%.
Additionally, educational choices in this area are not high quality, with neighborhood schools scoring 25%
proficiency rates on the AzMERIT exam with 60% scoring minimally proficient. (Capacity Interview 12:30 –
14:00) The proposed charter school will serve grades K–2 in year one and will grow to K–4 by the third year
of operation. The educational philosophy and mission statement indicate that the school will expose these
students to rich content through the Core Knowledge curriculum thereby giving them every opportunity to be
successful in school. (Application Section A.1 Pages 6-7)
The curricula are Core Knowledge and Singapore Math. These choices are made based on their success
within similar populations of students. By providing rigorous educational experiences along with highly
qualified and trained teachers, the students will have the opportunity to surpass the results of other
students in the targeted area. The Science and Social Studies curriculum will help support the ELA
acquisition through the content rich lessons aligned to the ELA lessons, and further develop listening skills
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as presented through these two content areas. (Capacity Interview 26:00 – 30:00)
The school year is a traditional model with 181 instructional days. School days are longer than normal and
provide instructional hours far above the state requirement for all grade levels. Time is built into the
schedule for early release days for teacher professional development each Friday to allow the staff to review
results from the week, analyze instructional practices and to make adjustments to curriculum and develop
supplemental materials if needed to help students’ perfect necessary skills. (Application Section A.4 Pages
1-3)

Analysis
The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant has presented a well written
educational program that provides sufficient time for teacher preparation, adjustments to the curriculum
and time during each school day allotted to meet the needs of all students, along with an assessment that
helps identify gaps in student learning and weaknesses in the curriculum.
The TRP originally had concerns surrounding the choice of curriculum with the target population. These
concerns were based around the fact that the CMO supports the curriculum. The TRP wondered whether the
charter school would have the opportunity to change the curriculum if it was not successful with the target
population. Those concerns were sufficiently addressed during the Capacity Interview with the team
members, specifically Ms. Kimberley Marchisotto and Mr. Peter Boyle, indicating that if the curriculum is not
meeting the needs of the student population, other curriculum would be discussed. (Capacity Interview
30:00) Ms. Marchisotto explained that Core Knowledge was specifically chosen because of the results it has
with similar populations. Through her work as a Core Knowledge nationwide consultant, she has been able
to see these results upfront. Additionally, the Academic Systems Plan in the application contains an outlined
process to evaluate all curricula for alignment to the school philosophy and the needs of the students.
(Capacity interview 34:30 - 35:15) (Application Section A.5. Pages 3, 8-10)
The daily schedule allows sufficient time for addressing the specific needs of individual students. By providing a
daily ELA and Math remediation/acceleration block, the teachers will have focused time to devote to meeting
the needs of all students no matter their particular academic achievement level. The early release Fridays will
allow teachers time needed to monitor their student achievement, ensuring each student has the tools
necessary to excel academically. The Academic Systems Plan presents a well-defined system of curriculum
development, implementation, and revision. This process, along with the time allotted each week for teacher
professional development (early release Fridays and two weeks prior to the start of school), (Section A.4 page 3)
will result in an educational plan that will meet the needs of each student.
An assessment program will be used to monitor student attainment of standards and goals throughout the
school year. Each time the students are given the NWEA MAP assessment, decisions will be made as to what
type of interventions each student needs to have success within the curriculum. (Application Section A.5 Pages
11-19) Summative assessments are provided that will assist in determining whether or not a curricular gap is
present, providing the teaching staff information to help guide the revision of curriculum as appropriate.
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Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes

26
0
1

of

27

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

26
0
1

of

27

Plan Summary
The organizational section of the application is well written. Roles and responsibilities for the corporate
board and the school governing body are aligned to the organizational chart provided. Founding corporate
board members include individuals who are currently employed at other Challenge Foundation Academy
schools in Arizona and Tony Best who is representative of CFA AZ. The school governing board is made up
of community representatives with a variety of useful skills for both the development phase of the charter
school and into the operational stage. With the experience on the corporate board of individuals who have
started and operated CFA AZ schools, this school is poised for success.
The organizational structure will consist of a full time School Director that reports to the corporate board
and works alongside the governing board. This structure also includes a half time Operations Director
along with teaching staff and contracted support staff. Additionally, the Applicant will work with a CMO for
necessary supports.
The Applicant will outsource several key services to vendors. These include food services, special
education services, information technology services, legal services, janitorial/maintenance/landscape
services and the obtaining of substitute teachers. While the charter school recognizes the need for these
types of services, it is not fiscally responsible to take on employees for each area at this time.

Analysis
The operational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant Team, through the Capacity
Interview, demonstrated good leadership skills and thought processes that indicate the presence of the
ability to take on the challenge of opening a charter school. The application package was well written with
very few revisions needed. The organization is well defined from the corporate board down to the
personnel reporting structure. Systems are in place to recruit students, purchase and evaluate curriculum
and to recruit teachers and other staff members. The major concern with this section was the specific
choice of this CMO to assist the charter school in their endeavor to educate the students of Maryvale.
During the planning phase and through the start-up phase, the corporate board has been lending support
and expertise in the development of the educational and business arms of the charter school. Working
alongside Ms. Marchisotto, the Applicant has set processes in place to ensure students are recruited, the
necessary curriculum is purchased, and the teaching staff is in place the first day of school. Once school
begins, the focus of the school board will be to set policies, approve budgets and financial reports and
handle certain student discipline issues. (Capacity Interview 45:50 – 48:08) For now, the skills and
talents of the governing board will be utilized along with the skills of the corporate board to prepare the
charter school in all aspects for opening day.
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The organizational chart presents an extremely clear reporting structure that includes all staff members and
contracted vendors reporting to the School Director. The organizational structure is expanded as the school
grows to full enrollment within the first three years. Roles and responsibilities for each position are clearly
articulated in section B.3 of the application package. (Pages 3 – 10)
The proposed School Director is well qualified to take on this role having been a national consultant for Core
Knowledge, one of only four nationwide, who helped implement the program in several different states. She
has spent the year in training with other successful school leaders in CFA schools. Through all of these
experiences she has had the opportunity to coach teachers alongside school leaders and observe successful
systems and procedures currently in place to determine what would be beneficial to have at Abraham
Lincoln Preparatory Academy. With the continued assistance of members of the corporate board, who have
experience in the CFA model and the Core Knowledge curriculum, she will continue to develop her capacity
as a school leader. (Capacity interview 34:55 – 36:07 and 16:29 – 17:05)
The TRP was concerned about the choice of CMO for the proposed charter school. During the Capacity
Interview, the Applicant responded to a question as to how the CMO will help the charter school to achieve
their mission with the target population. (Capacity Interview 36:50 – 43:20) Mr. Best explained how the
new charter school would be supported in all three areas of the application – academics, operations and
business. Through providing funding for professional development, curriculum support and assistance with
the benchmark testing program, the academic support will provide a well-rounded approach to meeting
teacher and student needs. The CMO will provide assistance with marketing, student enrollment processes
and general ready to open support, ensuring the charter school will have sufficient student numbers and
teacher capacity to support the program of instruction. Business areas such as bulk purchasing power,
facilities support and financial services for payroll and Human Resources will allow the school leader to
focus on the academic portion of the charter instead of being so concerned with the operational pieces. The
support of this CMO will take the burden of compliance off of the school leader allowing more time to focus
on academics. The TRP was satisfied with this explanation for use of this specific CMO.

Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Plan Summary

Yes

31
0
1

of

32

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

32
0
0

of

32

Proposed
Location:

7317 North 61st Avenue, Glendale, AZ 85301
7726 North 59th Avenue, Glendale, AZ 85031
SWC 83rd Avenue and Camelback Road, Phoenix, AZ 85037

Facilities
Requirements:

At the end of the third year of operation, the school campus will require 10 general
education classrooms totaling 11,750 sf. The charter school will require access to
restrooms, drinking fountains, reception areas, administrative offices, special education
meeting space, a multi-purpose room, outdoor recreation space and special area
instructional space.
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Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
0
344,000.00
307,881.90
36,118.10

Year 1
150
1,071,354.55
1,029,514.00
41,840.55

Year 2
200
1,328,278.57
1,261,081
67,197.40

Year 3
250
1,441,983.59
1,384,776.10
57,207.49

The Applicant has provided a detailed explanation of the required facilities and a timeline for acquisition and
facility improvements. With the help of Challenge Foundation Properties (CFP) the Applicant hopes to secure a
facility that will be consistent with the mission of the charter school and the needs of the students. (Application
Section C.1. Page 1) Enrollment will expand from 150 in year 1 to 250 in year 3 as the school expands from K –
2nd to K – 4th grades. Marketing has begun through spreading the word within the targeted community. The
Applicant has a goal to have 1/3 of prospective students enrolled by March 2019 or they will step up their door to
door canvasing. (Capacity Interview 1:03:31 – 1:06:44) The proposed school leader, Ms. Marchisotto, has
reached out to Grand Canyon University (GCU) to discuss teacher recruitment. Since GCU is very active in the
Maryvale community partially because of its close proximity, Ms. Marchisotto felt this was a good place to begin
the recruiting effort. School staff will have 10 days of professional development prior to the beginning of school.
This, along with early release Fridays, will provide the teaching staff time to reflect on teaching practices, work on
curriculum needs and analyze assessment results to better meet the needs of students. The budget is
conservative but provides curriculum and school supplies that are needed for the program of instruction. The
budget is based upon 90% enrollment.

Analysis
The business plan meets the criteria for approval because the plan presented in the written application is
solid, well defined, and addresses all required areas in great depth. Outside of a single score of approaches
in the first submission, this section was perfect.
The marketing strategy is outlined with dates and activities specified. With the assistance of CFA AZ the
Applicant will attend community meetings, canvas neighborhoods, and host meetings specifically for parents
to hear about the new charter school offering and sign letters of intent if appropriate for their student. Once
the charter receives approval, a big push will begin for enrollment. (Application Section C.2, Page 1)
The proposed school leader has been in the CFA Fellows program this past year, shadowing school leaders
at Ethos Academy and Western School of Science and Technology, both CFA charter schools. Additionally,
she has extensive knowledge of the curriculum that will be used for ELA – Core Knowledge. She is a
national consultant for this program, working with schools across the nation to implement the curriculum
with fidelity in many different geographic areas. Her deep understanding of Core Knowledge will ensure the
implementation at Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School is done with fidelity. (Capacity Interview 16:50 –
17:16) In addition to the leader’s vast experiences, Tony Best and Peter Boyle, members of the corporate
board, have experienced success in all areas of charter school operations with their work in CFA AZ schools.
(Capacity interview 17:16 – 17:48)
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Teacher recruitment has begun conversations with Grand Canyon University and the Teach for America
organization. Ms. Marchisotto has also begun conversations with other teacher preparation schools to
identify students that would be a good fit for the charter school. Competitive salaries and benefits have
been established to aid in the recruitment of teachers. (Capacity interview 1:06:44 – 1:08:00)
Both the start-up budget and the operational budget are conservative in their approach, but also provide the
curriculum, facilities, and technology supplies needed for the school to begin operations. The budget is
based on 90% enrollment of the target projection for all three years. During the Capacity interview the
question was asked as to what would happen on day 1 if enrollment was only at 50% of the projected target.
Ms. Marchisotto responded with a logical thought process indicating that enrollment targets had been set
and if they are not met by the timeframe given, then student recruiting efforts would have to be increased.
Despite the extra push if needed, Ms. Marchisotto indicated that if enrollment was at 50% the staffing plan
would have to be reviewed to determine what positions would have to be cut in order to provide for the
needs of the students enrolled in school. (Capacity Interview 1:12:52 – 1:15:08
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Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Kimberley Marchisotto
Tony Best
Matt Sandoval
Peter Boyle
Debbie Peterson
Mariann Nystrom
Annette Tanori

Role

Attended
Interview?
Charter Principal, Charter Representative, Proposed Yes
School Leader
Charter Principal, CFA AZ
Yes
Charter Principal, Charter Representative
Yes
Charter Principal
Yes
School governing board member
Yes
School governing board member
Yes
School governing board member
No

Analysis
The Applicant presented a near perfect application which was followed by a Capacity interview that left no
doubt in the minds of the TRP that this team of people have the capacity to open and operate a highly
successfully charter school
The educational plan has a well-defined curriculum, along with a comprehensive assessment system that
will support the teachers in their endeavor to identify areas of student need. Professional development days
prior to the start of the school year will enable teachers to become familiar with the curricula and work
towards preparing to implement each with fidelity. Early release Fridays will provide the teaching staff time
to reflect on their practices and make adjustments as necessary. Overall, the educational plan is well done.
With the support of the corporate board and the school governing body, the charter school will have a
multitude of skill sets and practical life experiences to draw from to help develop this charter school. The
CMO will provide assistance in the areas of real estate acquisition and renovation to ensure the facility is
ready to go by day one. Additionally, the finance and compliance pieces of charter school operation will be
supported by the CMO allowing the school leader to be the academic leader who supports the teaching staff.
Through the entire application process, the Applicant has demonstrated the leadership capacity to operate a
charter school. The partnership with CFA AZ and the experiences of the proposed school leader will provide
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School the support needed to become a thriving charter school in the Maryvale
neighborhood.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Abraham Lincoln Preparatory School

Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Part A
A.1
A.1a
A.1b
A.1c
A.1d

Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy

F

A

Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.
Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.
Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.
Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

M
1
1
1
1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1

A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

A.2b

A.2c
A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a
A.3b
A.3c

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.
Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1a
A.3.1b

0
A

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the level
of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

6
M

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3
meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing
educational choice.
Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

A.3d

A.3 Total
A.3.1

0
F

Technical Assistance / Comments

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

3
M
1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
1
1
1
0
F

0
A

5
M

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.3.1c
A.3.1d
A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2
A.3.2a
A.3.2b
A.3.2c
A.3.2.d
A.3.2.e
A.3.2 Total
A.4
A.4a

A.4b
A.4c
A.4d
A.4e
A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a
A.5b

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.
Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

0
Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
F
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.
Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.
Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.
Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.
0
School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
F
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
A

Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
0
A

0
M

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

1
1
1
1
0
F

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

NOT APPLICABLE

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.
School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.
Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.
Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in Area
IV of the Academic Systems Plan.
Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2

1
1
5
M

Meets the Criteria

0
A

5
M
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2

Meets the Criteria

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

1

Meets the Criteria

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).
Be consistent with all sections of the application package
K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

1
1
1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
10
M Technical Assistance/Comments

A.6.K‐2a

A.6.K‐2b

A.6.K‐2c

A.6.K‐2d

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

1

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

1

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5
A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.

0

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
F
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.

A.6.3‐5c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.

A.6.3‐5d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

0
A

7
M

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5e

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

B.1a
B.1b
B.1c
B.1d
B.1e
B.1f
B.1g
B.1h
B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a
B.2b
B.2c
B.2d
B.2e
B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1
0

A.6.3‐5 Total
Part B
B.1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

0
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
F
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution
of intent to apply for a charter school.
Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.
Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

0
0

7
48

A

M
1
1
1

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.
Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each Principal
to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.
Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.
Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.
Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.
Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).
Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

1
1
1
1
1
0
F

0
A

8
M
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

1
5
M
1

Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

B.3b

B.3c
B.3d
B.3 Total
B.3.1

B.3.1a

Meets the Criteria

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

1

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

1
0
F

0
A

1
4
M

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with the ESP allows
the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction.
Meets the Criteria

B.3.1d

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.
(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.
(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1b
B.3.1c

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b
B.3.2c
B.3.2d
B.3.2e

1

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

NOT APPLICABLE
1

0
Contracted Services
F
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.
Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.
Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1

1

1
A

4
M
1
1
1
1
1

0

0

5

0

1

26

F

A

M

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments

C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

C.1c‐a
C.1c‐b
C.1c‐c
C.1c‐d
C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a
C.2b
C.2c
C.2d
C.2e
C.2f

C.2g

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c
C.3d

Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria
1
NOT APPLICABLE

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.
(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.
(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
1
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up date
of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

0
F

0
A

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.
Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up of
the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1
5
M
1

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.
Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.
Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

8
M
1

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b
C.4c
C.4d
C.4e
C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d
C.5e
C.5f
C.5g
C.5h
C.5 Total
Grand Total

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.
List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

1
0
F

0
A

1

1
0
F

0
A

1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

1
1

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria, Therefore Proceeds to Interview

1
6
M
1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

5
M

1
1
1

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

Meets the Criteria

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are accounted
for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget
Assumptions.

1

0
0
0

0
0
1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
1 Meets the Criteria
8
32
106

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter
application package on May 24, 2018. The Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and
determined that the revised application package meets the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 20192020 application cycle. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the
application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for
the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Alexander Hamilton Community School

August 5, 2019

Phoenix
(Maryvale)

K-4

181 days

Mission Statement

Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy exists to support our scholars in being
academically and professionally successful by coupling high expectations with rigorous instruction, activating student
leadership, and strategically partnering with families, organizations, and leaders from the community, resulting in scholars
meeting and exceeding academic standards.

Target Population

The following was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy (“AHCS”) proposes to serve students and families
in Phoenix’s Maryvale community, roughly defined as the area south of Camelback Road, east of 91st Avenue, north of
Interstate 10, and west of Grand Avenue. The majority of the target community is in Arizona’s Legislative District 30. In
addition, the neighborhood includes portions of the Alhambra Elementary, Cartwright Elementary, Isaac Elementary,
Pendergast Elementary, and Phoenix Union High School Districts. According to the 2010 Census, there are approximately
75,000 students in the target community to be served by AHCS. According to the Children’s Action Alliance, 78% of the
district’s children are Hispanic/Latino, 12% are non-Hispanic White, 5% are Black, and 4% are of other races, including Native
American and Asian.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-2
150

K-3
200

K-4
250

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed locations:
• 6502 North 27th Avenue, Suite C, Phoenix
• 3102 North 29th Avenue, Phoenix
• 6502 North 27th Avenue, Suite B, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

According to the Applicant, the program of instruction will include a rigorous college-preparatory curriculum and “highlyeffective instruction facilitated by highly-qualified and developed teachers that meets the needs of all students, as
determined by data.” English Language Arts, Social Studies, Science, and Visual Arts and Music instruction will follow the
Core Knowledge Sequence and Mathematics will align to the Core Knowledge Sequence, but utilize materials from the
Singapore Math program. AHCS will “utilize research-based instructional best practices” such as objective-driven
instruction, cooperative learning structures, high-yield instructional strategies, differentiation strategies, and Teach Like a
Champion techniques.
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Governance

Corporate Board Members

Anthony "Tony" Best
Peter Boyle
Jessica Roman-Salazar
James Sandoval
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

School Governing Body Members
Mario Gonzalez
LaSetta Hogans
Dustin Panoff

Type

Community Member
Community Member
Community Member

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

90%

Yes

100%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

96%

Yes

96%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

100%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: James Sandoval
Current Affiliation(s): 2 years as the Arizona State Director for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 9 years as Vice President of Community Initiatives for the Valley of the Sun YMCA
• 2 years as mathematics instructor at James Sandoval Preparatory High School
• 3 years as a School Board Member of Pioneer Preparatory School
• 3 years as Governing Body President of Arizona Virtual Academy
Principal Name: Peter Boyle
Current Affiliation(s): 4 years as School Director of Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation
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Academy
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 2 years as a middle school math teacher at Pioneer Preparatory School
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Principal Name: Anthony "Tony" Best
Current Affiliation(s): Director of School Support for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years as School Director at Pioneer Preparatory School: a Challenge Foundation Academy
Principal Name: Jessica Roman-Salazar
Current Affiliation(s): 1 year as a Future School Leader for Team CFA
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 1 year as Director of Student Advocacy & Outreach at Brophy College Preparatory
• 3 years as a third and fourth grade teacher at Pioneer Preparatory School
• 2 years as a Campus Campaign Coordinator with Teach For America (TFA)

Education Service Provider Background Information
This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Operational Plan B.3.1: Education Service Providers. Additionally,
as part of the due diligence process, staff reviewed the academic performance of the ESP the Applicant intends to contract with.

The Applicant team consists of several individuals affiliated with CFA of Arizona, Inc. (also known as TeamCFA), an
Arizona nonprofit corporation. The sample management agreement submitted as part of the application package
indicates that CFA of Arizona, Inc. intends to provide the Applicant with professional, educational and management
services. CFA of Arizona, Inc. provides services to four schools authorized by the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools.
Academic Performance of Associated Schools
•

Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-8 school in Glendale, in operation since FY 2016.

•

Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-6 school in Scottsdale, in operation since FY 2014.

•

Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a K-6 school in Phoenix, in operation since FY
2010.

•

Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation Academy, a 7-12 school in Phoenix, in
operation since FY 2015.

A chart summarizing the academic performance data for these schools is below.
Charter Holder
Ethos Academy: A Challenge
Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge
Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A
Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and
Technology: A Challenge Foundation
Academy, Inc.

FY 18
Letter
Grade
A

FY 18 State Assessment Data
ELA

Math

Science

37%

36%

80%

FY17 Academic
Performance Dashboard
Overall Rating
Not Reported

D

10%

14%

44%

Falls Far Below Standard

D

21%

31%

27%

Meets Standard

B

33%

27%

44%

Above Standard

Operational Performance of Associated Charters
Charter Holder

FY18 Operational Performance

Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.

Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
Meets Operational Expectations
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Financial Performance of Associated Charters
Charter Holder
Ethos Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Hirsch Academy: A Challenge Foundation Academy, Inc.
Pioneer Preparatory School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Western School of Science and Technology: A Challenge Foundation
Academy, Inc.

FY18 Financial Performance
Does Not Meet Financial Performance
Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations
Meets Financial Performance Expectations

Additional information regarding the academic, financial and operational performance of these schools can be found in
Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 13, 2018

New Charter Application for
Alexander Hamilton Community School

Submitted by
Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation
Academy

Report Summary
Recommendation: Approve
Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Alexander Hamilton Community School
Grades Served
Grades Served
K-3
K- 4
Year 2:
Year 3:

Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
K-2
Year 1:
Location:
The Maryvale Community of Phoenix
Mission
Statement:

Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy exists to
support our scholars in being academically and professionally successful by coupling
high expectations with rigorous instruction, activating student leadership, and
strategically partnering with families, organizations, and leaders from the community,
resulting in scholars meeting and exceeding academic standards.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

No

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
Yes
Yes

Section Score

90%

Yes

100%

96%
100%

Yes
Yes

96%
100%

In-Person Interview Summary
The in-person interview was held on October 31, 2018. The interview was attended by the following
individuals:
Jessica Roman-Salazar - Proposed School Director and Authorized Representative
Tony Best – Charter Principal and State Director for Challenge Foundation Academy, AZ
Matt Sandoval – Charter Principal, Secretary of the Corporation
Peter Boyle – Charter Principal
Mario Gonzalez - President of the School Governing Board
LaSetta Hogans - School Governing Board Member
Dustin Panoff - Treasurer of the School Governing Board
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
1

The questions asked by the TRP were addressed mainly by Ms. Roman-Salazar and Mr. Best, but each
member of the interview team did participate in the in-person interview as was appropriate to each question
and was able to completely answer the specific questions asked.
The TRP had concerns regarding the choice of this specific CMO and the specific curriculum (Core
Knowledge) with respect to meeting the needs of the target population. During the Capacity Interview, the
Applicant was able to provide information indicating the chosen curriculum has proven results, particularly
with language development, which is an integral part of a student’s continuing success in school. Generally,
students in the target population come to school with large learning gaps, but through the use of Core
Knowledge and the teaching of rich texts, students are able to build their background knowledge, which in
turn will increase their vocabulary, causing a natural increase in reading skills. (Capacity Interview 21:29 –
22:56) Because of the experiences of the Charter Management Organization with the Core Knowledge
curriculum and their successes with the target population, the Applicant is ensured that the new charter
school will be appropriately served and supported in this endeavor by the chosen CMO. (Capacity Interview
34:50 – 39:05)
During the closing statement (Capacity Interview 1:15:01) Ms. Roman-Salazar reiterated the strength of the
entire applicant team with “over 100 years” of experience within the areas of school start-up, teaching,
leading, non-profit management, and financial knowledge and experience. Additionally, the Applicant Team
has the support of CFA (Challenge Foundation Arizona) and the existing school leaders that operate other
charters in the target population area. The team shares a strong belief in the school’s philosophy and vision
and all are dedicated to bringing this new charter school to successful fruition.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Alexander Hamilton Community School be approved because
of the strength of the written application and the capacity of the entire team, as evidenced during the
Capacity Interview. The educational plan provides a rigorous curriculum that will support the target
population and assist the students on their way to becoming great scholars. The organizational plan
presents qualified individuals seated on both the corporate and school governing boards to assist within the
start-up and continued operations of the charter school. This structure is supported by the strength of the
CMO with demonstrated success with similar target populations. The business plan presents a conservative
budgeting approach that will enable the Applicant Team to carry out the business of educating students with
enough resources to provide for the specific needs of individual students. The Applicant Team
demonstrated during the Capacity Interview that they are a strong group of individuals who have the skills,
knowledge and experience to support all three areas of the application.
The educational plan was well written, addressing all aspects of educating students living in the target
population area. The curricula for ELA and Math have been chosen for their success within similar
populations of students. A comprehensive assessment system will be implemented to monitor student
success within the program and to assist with the identification of areas in which the teaching staff may
need further development or assistance. Overall, the plan is strong.

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
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The operational plan demonstrated capacity within the school leadership team and the CMO to support the
activities necessary to operate a charter school. The CMO assists the charter school by taking on many of
the operational pieces allowing the “School leader to be free to be the academic leader” (Capacity Interview
38:50 – 39:10) Both the existing corporate board and the school governing body have a diverse group of
skill sets that will be beneficial to the start-up and continued operation of the charter school. Plans are in
place to seek additional members of the school governing body that will provide additional expertise in
needed areas consistent with the bylaws of the Corporation.
The business plan is well developed with the initial search for a facility to take place with the assistance of
the CFAAZ (Challenge Foundation Academy Arizona). Through the benefits provided by CFA, the Applicant
will have support for the identification and renovation of the facility and access to bulk purchasing and back
office support. Along with a conservative budget, the Applicant has the tools in place for long term success.
The business plan was well written with no concerns in either the initial or resubmitted review process.

Educational Plan
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

Yes

43
0
5

Of

48

48
0
0

Of

48

Plan Summary
The Applicant will serve a section of the Maryvale Community in Phoenix with a population of 75,000 school
aged children. This population has a large proportion of students that speak English as second language, a
free and reduced lunch percentage well over the state average of 47%, and a large percentage of the adult
population that does not have a high school diploma or GED. (Pg. 3 of 9) The proposed charter school will
begin serving Kindergarten through second grade and will increase a grade level each year stopping with
fourth grade. The educational philosophy is heavily based on filling the gaps that children from poverty
typically have when they first enter school. This will be achieved through three foundational beliefs – an
education that expands a student’s background knowledge, involves families in the education, and involves
community organizations that can provide assistance in helping students achieve these goals.
The Core Knowledge curriculum will be utilized for English Language Arts (ELA) and Singapore Math will be
used for the math program. Both of these curricula have allowed other schools with the same demographic
make-up to produce successful academic results, helping students fill the gaps and become productive
scholars. Additionally, the Science and Social Studies curricula will help support the acquisition of Language
and Listening Skills and will provide direct alignment to the ELA curriculum. The NWEA assessment
program will be used to monitor student progress throughout the school year.
The school calendar is a traditional calendar that includes 181 instructional days. The length of the school
day is significantly longer than the average school day and far exceeds the minimum hour requirements as
defined in Arizona statute. Fridays are designated early release days so that teaching staff will have time to
plan, analyze their instructional practices, and make adjustments to curriculum where needed.

Analysis

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
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The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant provided a well-defined
educational program that includes teacher preparation, time for adjustments to the curriculum, sufficient
time during the day to meet the needs of all students, and an assessment program that will help identify
gaps in student learning.
The TRP had original concerns surrounding the choice of curriculum with the target population. The TRP
originally had concerns surrounding the choice of curriculum with the target population. These concerns
were based around the fact that the CMO supports the curriculum. The TRP wondered whether the charter
school would have the opportunity to change the curriculum if it was not successful with the target
population. Those concerns were sufficiently addressed during the Capacity Interview with the team
members, specifically Ms. Roman-Salazar, indicating that supplementation to the two major curricula (Core
Knowledge and Singapore Math) would be done if it was discovered there were gaps in student learning that
were not being met and if necessary, a new curriculum could be provided. The curriculum choices of Core
Knowledge and Singapore Math were justified, and have proven successes within populations with the same
demographics. (Capacity Interview, 24:35 – 25:49, 29:03 – 31:00)

The daily schedule allows sufficient time for addressing the specific needs of individual students. By
providing a daily ELA and Math remediation/acceleration block, the teachers will have focused time to
devote to meeting the needs of all students no matter their particular academic achievement level. The
early release Fridays will allow teachers time needed to monitor their student achievement, ensuring each
student has the tools necessary to excel academically. The Academic Systems Plan presents a well-defined
system of curriculum development, implementation, and revision. This process, along with the time allotted
each week for teacher professional development (early release Fridays and two weeks prior to the start of
school, Section A.4 page 3) will result in a curriculum that will meet the needs of each student.
An assessment program will be used to monitor student attainment of standards and goals throughout the
school year. Each time the students are given the NWEA MAP assessment, decisions will be made as to
what type of interventions each student needs to have success within the curriculum. Summative
assessments are provided that will assist in determining whether or not a curricular gap is present, providing
the teaching staff information to help guide the revision of curriculum as appropriate.

Operational Plan
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP
Scores
Yes

26
0
1

of

Revised TRP Scores
27

Yes

26
0
1

of

27

Plan Summary
The organizational section of this application is well done with definitive roles and responsibilities for the
corporate board and the school board that align with the personnel organization. Founding corporate board
members include individuals who currently work within other Challenge Foundation charter schools in the
same geographic region, as well as Tony Best, who is a representative from Challenge Foundation Arizona.
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The school governing board is comprised of community members with other prospective members in the
wings. Each board has roles and responsibilities and will oversee the foundational development of the
school and will then provide ongoing support to the governing body.
The organizational structure will consist of a full time School Director that reports to the corporate board and
works alongside the governing board. This structure also includes a half time Operations Director along with
teaching staff and contracted support staff. Additionally, the Applicant will work with a CMO for necessary
supports.
Several key services will be outsourced to vendors. These include food services, special education services,
information technology services, legal services, janitorial/maintenance/landscape services and the
obtaining of substitute teachers. The charter school recognizes the need for these services, but at the
school start-up it will be fiscally responsible to outsource instead of having employees take on these roles.

Analysis
The operational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant Team, through the Capacity
Interview, demonstrated the ability to open and operate a charter school, and the original application
package was well written, with little revision necessary. The charter school organization is spelled out from
the corporate board down to the actual personnel reporting structure. Systems are in place to recruit
students, purchase curriculum and identify teachers and other staff members. One concern from the written
application surrounded how the choice of this specific CMO would assist the charter school in meeting the
needs of the students in the target population.
During the planning and start-up phase of the charter school, the corporate board will lend expertise in
development of the educational and business plans working alongside Ms. Roman-Salazar to ensure
students are recruited, curriculum is procured, and teaching staff is in place for opening day. After the
school is open and running, the governing board will transition to the “maintenance board” with the purpose
of creating policies, hearing grievances and approving vouchers, to say the least. This work will be supported
by the members of the corporate board who have extensive experiences in many aspects of the educational
field. As the charter school approaches the actual opening, additional governing board members will be
recruited from the community to fill specific positions of need according to the bylaws. (Capacity Interview
44:50 - 46:01)
The organizational chart presents an extremely clear reporting structure that includes all staff members and
contracted vendors reporting to the School Director. The organizational structure is expanded as the school
grows to full enrollment within the first three years. Roles and responsibilities for each position are clearly
articulated in section B.3 of the application package. (Pgs. 3 – 10)
The proposed School Director has spent the year in training with other successful school leaders in CFA
schools. She has had experiences coaching teachers alongside school leaders, observing systems and
procedures in place in existing schools, and discovering how the curriculum and assessment tools are
utilized within the target population. With the continued assistance of members of the corporate board who
have experience in the CFA model and the Core Knowledge curriculum she will continue to develop her
capacity as a school leader. The proposed school leader is currently developing systems and processes that
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are designed specifically for Alexander Hamilton Community School. (Capacity Interview 50:17)
The TRP was concerned about the choice of CMO for the proposed charter school. During the Capacity
Interview the Applicant responded to a question as to how the CMO will help the charter school to achieve
their mission with the target population. (Capacity Interview 34:50 – 39:30) Mr. Best responded to the
question indicating the specific aspects of their support for the charter school in the areas of academics,
operations and business. The CMO is tasked with making sure the school leader is free to be the academic
leader of the charter school. To that end, the CMO provides supports for teacher professional development,
assistance with curricular implementation, weekly trainings, marketing, assistance with HR functions and
back office support such as accounts payable, accounts receivable and facility acquisitions. Ms. RomanSalazar indicated that the availability of interventions and supplements for the ELA and Math curriculum are
of vital importance to the success of the young scholars. The CMO provides that information to the charter
school, allowing student needs to be met. (Capacity Interview 39:50 – 43:00) The TRP was satisfied with
this explanation of the reasoning behind the selection of this CMO.

Business Plan
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

Yes

32
0
0

of

32

32
0
0

of

32

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

Facilities
Requirements:

No specific location has been identified, but three possibilities exist:
6502 N. 27th Ave, Suite C Phoenix 85017
3102 North 29th Ave, Phoenix 85017
6502 North 27th Ave. Suite B Phoenix 85017
The facility will require 6 general education classrooms for year one and increase to 10
in year three. Minimum square footage is 7,050 in year one increasing to 11,750 in
year three for an average of 47 square feet per student. Additional facility needs include
a reception area, administrative offices, special education meeting space, outdoor
recreation space and a multi-purpose room. The square footage of these additional
spaces is included in the 47 square feet per student.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
344,000
307,504
36,118.10

Year 1
150
1,071,354.55
1,029,514
41,840.55

Year 2
200
1,328,278.57
1,261,081
67,197.40

Year 3
250
1,441,983.59
1,384,776.10
57,207.49

The Applicant has provided a timeline for securing an appropriate facility. Beginning immediately upon
having a charter approval, the Applicant will work with CFAAZ to secure a facility within the target population
area and renovate the facility to have all necessary items in place for an August opening. Enrollment is
projected to grow during the first three years of operation as a grade level is added each year. The
marketing plan is well defined beginning in January of 2018 and is ongoing through the first day of school.
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Promotional materials will be provided by CFA and assistance with website and social media presence will
also be provided by CFA. Relationships are being developed with organizations that are involved in teacher
recruitment, such as Teach For America and local universities. The budget is based upon an enrollment of
90% of the total projected school enrollment. The budget is conservative with competitive salaries and
benefits for employees.

Analysis
The business plan meets the criteria for approval because it is specific with clearly articulated timelines,
marketing strategies, and management processes. Upon the initial review of the submitted application, the
Applicant had a perfect score with all areas completed. (Application section C.1. Page 1)
With the assistance of CFAAZ, the Applicant has begun canvasing the target neighborhoods providing
preliminary information about the possibility of a new charter school. Upon approval, the Applicant will begin
marketing and student recruitment efforts in earnest, again with the assistance of CFAAZ. This assistance is
not only monetary, but hands on, with corporate board members providing assistance as needed.
The proposed school leader has had the opportunity to participate in training for this school year with school
leaders in other CFA schools located within similar target populations. By working with these successful
leaders, Ms. Roman-Salazar has had the opportunity to observe successful practices in action and has
begun to build her own leadership capacity. The staffing plan outlined for the first three years of operation
provides a sufficient number of staff members to implement the program of instruction with fidelity and
allow enrollment growth, as defined in the budget, to proceed as planned. (Application section C.3 Page 1)
Teacher recruitment involves working with different organizations and university education programs to
identify, and eventually hire, the most talented individuals to work with the student population. (Capacity
Interview 59:00) Competitive salaries and benefits are included in the personnel plan.
A conservative budget is presented. Necessary curriculum items, office supplies and furniture and
equipment are listed with cost sources included. Enrollment is projected at 150 the first year but the budget
is built on 90% of that estimate to account for dips in enrollment. During the Capacity Interview the TRP
asked what the Applicant would do if it was the beginning of the school year and the actual enrollment was
only 50% of projections. Ms. Roman-Salazar indicated that staff would have to be scaled back beginning
with the three teaching assistants, then teaching staff. The Applicant might find it necessary to scale back
the facilities as well. Certain aspects of the curriculum were discussed that could be cut if the situation
became dire. Overall, Ms. Roman-Salazar addressed the question logically and thoughtfully demonstrating
good leadership capacity. (Capacity Interview 1:12:35)

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Jessica Roman-Salazar
Tony Best

Role
Proposed Director, Charter Principal
Charter Principal

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
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Matt Sandoval
LaSetta Hogans
Dustin Panoff
Mario Gonzalez
Peter Boyle

Charter Principal
School Governing Board Member
School Governing Board Member
School Governing Board Member
Charter Principal

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
Both in the written application and the Capacity Interview, the Applicant team demonstrated capacity for
operating a charter school. Through the narrative provided in the educational plan it is clear that the chosen
curricula are strong for use with the target population. The Academic Systems Plan (section A.5) describes
the development, implementation and revision of the curriculum and the professional development provided
to make sure the educational plan is implemented with fidelity to meet the needs of the students.
The partnership with an experienced CMO that is currently operating other charters in the same geographic
areas will be critical to the charter school’s success. This support will provide a plethora of educational and
operational experiences that will enable the proposed school leader and the school governing board a
backbone of support during the formative years.
A conservative budget and financial assistance provided by the CMO through payment of marketing
activities, as well as providing HR and back office support, will provide a cushion for the surprises that
always happen when a new charter is opened.
Throughout the Capacity Interview, the entire team spoke to the experiences they each bring to the table for
the support of the new leadership team and the services that will be provided to this new charter school so
that success will be highly possible.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a

Alexander Hamilton Community School: A Challenge Foundation Academy
Alexander Hamilton Community School

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f
A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

A.2b

A.2c
A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a

A.3b
A.3c
A.3d
A.3e
A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

A.3.1b

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

Meets the Criteria

1

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

A.3.1c
A.3.1d
A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.

1

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course state assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

A.4b
A.4c
A.4d
A.4c
A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a
A.5b

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
F

0
A

1

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.
Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1
1

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.
Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v. Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

1
1
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package
K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
10
M Technical Assistance/Comments

A.6.K‐2a

A.6.K‐2b

A.6.K‐2c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

A.6.K‐2d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

1

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

1

A.6.K‐2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5
A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

A.6.3‐5d

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.
1

0
F

0
A

7
M

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5e

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

B.1a
B.1b
B.1c

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.3‐5 Total
Part B
B.1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant's history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operationg a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

1
0
0

0
0

7
48

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.
Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1
1

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f
B.1g
B.1h
B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a
B.2b
B.2c
B.2d
B.2e
B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.
Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1
1

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.
Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).
Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.
Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.3b

B.3c
B.3d
B.3 Total
B.3.1

B.3.1a

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

1
0
F

0
A

1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with the ESP meets
the needs of the target population, including improving pupil achievement.

B.3.1d

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.
(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.
(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1b
B.3.1c

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b
B.3.2c
B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.
Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

NOT APPLICABLE

1
0
F

1
A

Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C

Meets the Criteria
1

1
1
0

0

5

0

1

26

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.1
C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

C.1c‐a
C.1c‐b
C.1c‐c
C.1c‐d
C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a
C.2b
C.2c
C.2d
C.2e
C.2f

C.2g

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c
C.3d

Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

F

A

Meets the Criteria
1

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.
(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.
Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.
Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

0
F

0
A

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up
of the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.
Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.
Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.
Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b
C.4c
C.4d
C.4e
C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d
C.5e
C.5f
C.5g
C.5h
C.5 Total
Grand Total

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.
Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

0
F

0
A

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.
Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

1
1
1

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

1
1
1
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria, Therefore Proceeds to Interview

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

Meets the Criteria
1

0
0
0

0
0
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
8
32
106

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

ARCHES Academy (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 25, 2018. The Technical Review Panel
(“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package meets the minimum
scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview
conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP
recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be denied.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

ARCHES Academy

August 5, 2019

Apache Junction

K-8

180 days

Mission Statement

Our mission is to help each learner achieve mastery of the standards by use of authentic learning experiences, coaching and
mentoring, freedom of choice, service to others, and personal responsibility. Students will learn academics and life skills in a
value-rich environment stressing Honor, Courage, Strength, and Discipline. We believe that our methods will produce
outstanding individuals who not only have acquired exceptional literacy in the arts and sciences, but mastery over self and
true leadership ability.

Target Population

The following was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Apache Junction Unified School District, within which ARCHES Academy plans to locate, reports a current Average Daily
Membership of 3855. District-wide, they report the following percentages of students in various ethnicities: 63% White,
31% Hispanic/Latino, 1.5% African American, less than 1% Asian and Pacific Islander, and 2.4% that identify as more than
one race. Per the enrollment report provided by the Department of Education website as of November 2016, of those that
identify as Hispanic/ Latino 9.42% are English Language Learners. In addition, a full 70% of the total student population
within the Apache Junction Unified School District qualifies for the Free/Reduced Lunch Program and 17% are identified as
disabled.

Three Year Plan

FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022

Grade Levels
Enrollment

K-6
250

K-7
300

K-8
350

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):

Unconfirmed Locations:
• Arizona Vedic Cultural Center, located at 1150 W. Superstition Boulevard, Apache Junction
• Desert Chapel United Methodist Church, located at 462 N Palo Verde Drive, Apache Junction

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

ARCHES stands for "American Revolutionary Classical Holistic Educational System". The Applicant’s philosophy focuses on
applying the ideals and methods of the Boy Scouts of America in an educational setting. These ideals include choice, handson learning, cooperative learning, recognition, leadership and community involvement. According to the Applicant, “classes
are assigned and schedules designed to meet students where they are and provide the best possible outcomes for each
enrolled student. Content classes are designed to accommodate short attention spans and to provide focused
environments and plenty of movement for students.” The Applicant proposes to use Standards-aligned curricula for all core
subjects, with teachers using a “backwards design” method to plan lessons and units. Teachers will also utilize the Core
Knowledge Sequence for Science, Social Studies, Music and Fine Arts curricula. The Applicant also plans to implement a
leadership program using the Warrior Ethos and The Leader-in-Me programs.
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Governance
Corporate Board and School Governing Body Members

Type

Jessica Droppo
Michelle Edwards
Nathan King
Rachel Lautenschlager
Richard "Jason" Mow
Quinn Thacker
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

75%

Yes

95%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

100%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

94%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be denied. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Jessica Droppo
Current Affiliation(s): None
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 3 years as a Kindergarten Instructional Assistant at American Leadership Academy
• 1 year as First Steps Intern/Lead PM Teacher at Bridges Preschool and Kindergarten
Principal Name: Michelle Edwards
Current Affiliation(s): 2 years as a teacher at Happy Valley School-East Campus
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
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•
•
•

1 year as a teacher at Leading Edge Academy-Mountain View
1 year as a teacher and team lead at Avalon Charter School
3 years as a teacher and team lead at American Leadership Academy

Principal Name: Nathan King
Current Affiliation(s): 7 years as an Academic Counselor at University of Phoenix
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None
Principal Name: Rachel Lautenschlager
Current Affiliation(s): 5 years as Senior Evaluator/Faculty at Western Governors University
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years as an Online Teacher with Educate Online (Baltimore, MD)
• 7 years as a teacher with Mesa Public Schools
Principal Name: Richard "Jason" Mow
Current Affiliation(s): 5 years as owner of Ethos Productions
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 9 years as a Police Officer with the City of Phoenix
Principal Name: Quinn Thacker
Current Affiliation(s): 26 years as Adjunct faculty at Maricopa Community College
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 10, 2018

New Charter Application for
ARCHES Academy

Submitted by

ARCHES Academy

Report Summary
Applicant Name:
ARCHES Academy
Proposed School Name:
ARCHES Academy
Grades Served
K-6
Grades Served
Year 1:
Year 2:
Location:
Apache Junction
Mission
Statement:

Recommendation:
K-7

Deny

Grades Served
Year 3:

K-8

Our mission is to help each learner achieve mastery of the standards by use of
authentic learning experiences, coaching and mentoring, freedom of choice, service to
others, and personal responsibility. Students will learn academics and life skills in a
value-rich environment stressing Honor, Courage, Strength, and Discipline. We believe
that our methods will produce outstanding individuals who not only have acquired
exceptional literacy in the arts and sciences, but mastery over self and true leadership
ability.

Section Scores

A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score at
the meets level.
Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

In-Person Interview Summary

Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

No

No
Yes
No

Section Score

75%

100%
94%

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Section Score

95%

100%

100%

Board members Michelle Edwards, Rachel Lautenschlager, Quinn Thacker, Nathan King, and Richard “Jason”
Mow attended the Capacity Interview. The TRP’s issues to address for this interview were about curriculum
development, mastery expectations, insurance, and pre-opening operational timeline. Based on the Applicant’s
responses, these concerns were not adequately addressed, as detailed below. Beginning at 1:13:00 the Applicant
provided concluding statements that were consistent with the TRP’s concerns about the capacity of the team to
implement the proposed plan.
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TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for ARCHES Academy be denied because while the Educational,
Operational and Business plans met the criteria for approval, the Educational plan did not provide examples
of curricular providers they intend to consider, did not share sufficient detail about their planned assessment
system, and did not address how student mastery would be measured. Furthermore, details provided during
the interview did not address the concerns of the TRP.
Although, the educational plan met the criteria for approval, the Applicant failed to provide course
descriptions and did not effectively link course categories to state standards. Additionally, the Applicant’s
assessment plan was poorly organized and too broad. The Applicant also failed to describe the criteria used
to determine whether a student has mastered the Required Standards in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

The operational plan meets the criteria for approval as 100% of criteria was deemed “meets the criteria” by
the TRP. However, two areas of weakness are the lack of prior charter school operations experience
possessed by the founders, and questions regarding which board members would continue as board
members versus employees versus both, as indicated in the Capacity Interview.

The business plan meets the criteria for approval because 100% of criteria were deemed “meets the criteria”
by the TRP. Specifically, the Applicant provided adequate detail across all criteria and improved upon two
areas (C.5.a and C.4.a) between the first and second reviews.

Educational Plan

Plan Summary

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

No

41

0
14

Of

55

Revised TRP Scores

No

52

0
3

of

55

The Applicant plans to draw students from the surrounding area of Apache Junction where they state that
nearly one-third of the student population identifies as a race other than Caucasian. Of these, nearly 10% are
considered English Language Learners, nearly one-fifth are identified as Special Needs, and at least 70% qualify for
the Free and Reduced Lunch Program. The Applicant plans to serve 350 students when fully enrolled and will
grow by one grade level each year, starting with grades K-6 in year 1, growing to K-7 in year 2, and to K-8 in
year 3.

The Applicant’s educational philosophy is focused on individualized learning with a goal of teaching students
how to think, rather than what to think. The Applicant’s method aligns with nine principles, including:
1. Choice
2. Strong, standards-aligned curricula and best-practice instructional strategies
3. Experiential, hands-on learning
4. Cooperative learning
5. Advancement and recognition
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: ARCHES Academy
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Character development
Student leadership
Community involvement
Uniforms

The Applicant will offer a standard school schedule with 180 days of instruction and most school days
consisting of nine 30-minute periods and one 60 minute period for a total of 5.5 hours of instruction.
The weekly school schedule is Monday through Thursday from 7:50 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and Fridays from 7:50 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
The Applicant plans to use a mastery or competency-based education model in which students are promoted
only after then have mastered 80% of the standards in each core content area as measured by internally created
summative assessments and other measures they did not detail. While no course offerings were provided by
the Applicant, content areas described include: Reading Instruction, Reading Practice, Spelling, Writing, Math
Instruction, Math Practice, Leadership, Technology, One Special Per Day, and Science and Social Studies.

Analysis

The educational plan meets the criteria for approval, however, the Applicant did not adequately
support their case on three categories as summarized below:
● A.3.a: Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
○ The Applicant failed both to describe the curriculum for core academic content area(s): Math
and ELA and to clearly demonstrate alignment of the curriculum to the Arizona State Standards
in core area(s): Math and ELA. While the application did provide assurances and descriptions, no
examples of curricula sources were provided.
● A.5.d: Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the elements of
a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II).
○ The Applicant failed to provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address
each of the elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance
(Area II) summarized below. Their plans remain poorly organized with action steps that are too
broad.
■ i. Developing the assessment system;
● ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
■ iv. Year to Year comparison;
● determining what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable
comparisons of student growth and proficiency
● determining the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and
reliable comparisons from year to year.
● A.6.K-2f: Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics. (6) Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the
Required Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.
○ The Applicant failed to describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered
the Required Standard in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics. While there were lots of activities
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: ARCHES Academy
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in Math leading up to the student taking a summative assessment (including more than the
standard requires), no descriptions of the summative assessment (i.e. how many problems)
were provided. For Writing, it was unclear what the "level" assessment was and how multiple
paragraphs would be scored. During the interview, the Applicant assured that rubrics would be
used but gave no examples of points to be earned in relation to a standard. Repeated interview
questions lead to assurances that the “passport” would address such issues, but specifics of the
passports were not given.

During the interview, when asked about “screening assessments” Mrs. Edwards assured that they were only for
placement. She indicated that no such assessments have yet been decided upon but with prompting from Mrs.
Lautenschlager five assessments that could be used were listed. Mrs. Edwards explained that details like this
would be decided before the school opens. A concern for the TRP is that the program execution hinges on
assessments and several assurances were given about them, but a clear plan for the battery of assessments does
not exist.

Operational Plan

Plan Summary

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

Yes

22

0
0

of

22

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

22

0
0

of

22

The Applicant’s corporate board is its Board of Directors which currently serves, and will continue to serve,
as the only governing body of the school. The Board of Directors supervises the school Principal who then
supervises the teaching staff, Dean of Students, and Business Manager. The Business Manager supervises
non-teaching staff and contracted services providers. Board members are responsible for the following:
●
Take initial actions necessary to get school started including initial curriculum adoption, creation of
enrollment and registration documentation, curriculum implementation documentation, initial purchasing,
overseeing facility construction, initial hiring, and initial professional development planning
●
Hiring of Administrative Council members
●
Making final hiring decisions and setting salaries/wage schedules
●
Creating/amending employment contracts, job descriptions, and staff/family handbooks
●
Budget approval
●
Policy creation
●
Corrective action plans for Administrative Council
●
Hearing appeals
●
General oversight
●
Ensuring financial sustainability

The Board of Directors is comprised of Michelle Edwards, who serves as the president, Jessica Droppo, as
vice-president, Rachel Lautenschlager, Quinn Thacker, Jason Mow, and Nathan King. Several board members
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: ARCHES Academy
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possess education experience and one, Jessica Droppo, is the adult daughter of Michelle Edwards and is
pursuing a college degree. According to the Applicant, school employees may not step down from board.

Applicant plans to contract with outside vendors to support the following:
●
Back-office Support – American Charter Development listed as contracted provider
●
Special Education Services
●
Food Services
●
Professional Development
●
Operations and Maintenance

Analysis

The operational plan meets the criteria for approval as 100% of criteria was deemed “meets the criteria” by
the TRP. The Applicant’s materials were complete and adequately summarized the governance,
organizational structure, and service providers required to operate program. An area of weakness that exists
is the lack of prior charter school operations experience possessed by the founders. The board members
were unclear as to who would continue as a board member, who would become an employee, and who might
be both a board member and an employee. During the interview, Mrs. Edwards presented this as an asset
that demonstrates their flexibility, but a lingering concern for the TRP is the ability of the Board to oversee
management of the school and its leadership.

Business Plan

Plan Summary

Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

No

30

0
2

of

32

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

35

0
0

of

35

Proposed
Location:

The Applicant’s preferred location option is to lease space from a local church,
community space, or nonprofit until they are able to build their own facility. While not
yet finalized, the Applicant is negotiating with Arizona Vedic Cultural Center, located at
1150 W. Superstition Blvd, Apache Junction, AZ 85120, and Desert Chapel United
Methodist Church, located at 462 N Palo Verde Dr, Apache Junction, AZ 85120.

Facilities
Requirements:

The Applicant needs a facility with at least 10 classrooms large enough for 25 students
each, a library, a multipurpose room (for PE, a cafeteria, and assemblies) and sufficient
office space that will meet educational occupancy requirements without significant
additional costs. The Applicant’s goal is to find or build a 21,000 - 28,000 sq. ft facility,
providing at least 65 sq. ft. per student.
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Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
0
65,000
60,430
4,570

Year 1
225
1,431,614
1,329,862
106,322

Year 2
270
1,716,861
1,312,967
510,216

Year 3
315
2,006,755
1,538,746
468,009

The Applicant proposes a lease agreement with a local organization who will share space and perhaps allow
Applicant to add modular buildings if necessary until a more suitable space can be identified, renovated or built.
Projected lease payments from negotiations with one of the potential partners listed are as follows: $142,875 in
year one, $171,450 in year two, and $200,025 in year three.
The Applicant expects enrollment to grow from 225 in Year 1 (90% of 250 cap) to 270 in Year 2 (90% of 300
cap) and 315 in Year 3 (90% of 350 cap) with a full enrollment goal of 350 students in future years. The total
budget as listed assumes 90% enrollment.

Marketing expenses are projected to be highest during the start-up year ($11,000) then falling to $6,000 in year
1 and to $2,000 in years 2 and 3. The Applicant assumes marketing will be most important in early years and
hopes to rely on word-of-mouth and other less expensive marketing options once the program is well
established in the community.

The Applicant plans to attend employment events and fairs, conduct networking, purchase advertising, and
build relationships with teacher-education programs to identify its teaching staff. The proposed hiring process
will consist of an initial background check and reference screening, phone interview, in-person interviews and
observation of a live sample lesson. The proposed training plan consists of orientation to Applicant’s mission
and philosophy, basic teacher training for new teachers, pre-services training specific to curriculum, and
ongoing trainings as needed.

Analysis

The business plan meets the criteria for approval because 100% of the criteria were deemed “meets the
criteria” by the TRP. Specifically, the Applicant provided adequate detail across all criteria and improved
upon two areas (C.5.a and C.4.a) between the first and second reviews.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Michelle Edwards
Jessica Droppo

Name

Attended
Interview?
Principal/President of Board/founder
Yes
Board Member/Vice President of Board/co-founder No
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Rachel Lautenschlager
Quinn Thacker
Nathan King
Richard “Jason” Mow

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
Summary of your evaluation of the team’s capacity to implement the plans presented in the
application.

Michelle Edwards is a former charter school teacher who has assumed several leadership roles at charter
schools, but has never led a charter school. She was the Director of a preschool/daycare and has
completed educational leadership programs that should position her to assume the role of Principal.
There is some concern with her limited experience leading a charter school specifically. She is agreeable
to becoming an employee as well as a board chair, or as a non-voting Board member.

Jessica Droppo is the adult daughter of Ms. Edwards, who was involved in the creation of the program and
is considered the Applicant’s co-founder. She is currently pursuing a college degree and has limited prior
experience teaching or in education beyond her contributions to the creation of the program. There is
concern about her ability to contribute to Applicant’s success given limited experience in the education
and specifically charter school sector.

Rachel Lautenschlager has worked in education for 15 years and holds a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree
in education. Her experience will enable her to provide support to the Applicant specifically in the areas of
instruction. She plans to be the reading specialist and may or may not remain on the Board.

Quinn Thacker teaches college level chemistry and possesses both Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees. He
has experience developing curriculum and teaching across multiple modalities. He also has private sector
business experience. His experience will enable him to provide value to the Applicant in the areas of
curriculum and business operations. During the Capacity Interview, he was clear that he does not plan to
become an employee.

Nathan King is a college academic counselor and small business owner with a Bachelor’s degree in
Communications. He is the father of special needs children and advocate for education. His experience may
support the Applicant with start-up challenges, marketing, and knowledge of college-level student
challenges.

Richard Jason Mow is a writer and motivational speaker with experience in the military and law
enforcement. He also possesses a Bachelor's degree. He is also a small business owner and has developed a
character development curriculum that the Applicant plans to leverage in its programming. His experience
may enable him to provide support in the areas of campus safety, business operations, and curriculum. He
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: ARCHES Academy
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does not plan to be an employee but it is not clear if the use of his Warrior program will be donated to the
school.

During the interview it was notable that Mrs. Edwards is the focal point of the organization. Mrs.
Lautenschlager spoke very little, and the others seldom spoke unless specifically queried by the interview
team. There is unanimous support for the mission of the proposed school, but only Mrs. Edwards spoke
regarding the details to implement the educational philosophy. Thus, the capacity of the Governing Board
to provide adequate oversightof Mrs. Edwards if she becomes the principal is questionable.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019-2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a
A.1b

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
F
A
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Educational Philosophy
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.
Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.
Meets the Criteria
1

A.1d

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.
Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

A.1c

A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

ARCHES Academy
ARCHES Academy

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

1
1
1
1
0
F

0
A

1

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher-student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1

A.3a

A.3b
A.3c
A.3d
A.3e
A.3 Total
A.3.1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

A.2b

A.2 Total
A.3

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A
1

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

Meets the Criteria

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the specific curriculum for core academic content areas.
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.
0
F

1
A

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.3.1a

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

A.3.1b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine gradelevel promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15-701.

1

A.3.1c

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.3.1d

Describe the process for student retention.

1

Meets the Criteria

A.3.1e

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

Meets the Criteria

A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15-701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15-901.

0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.4b

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early-release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15-341.01.

1

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4c

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2

A.5b

Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
Developing the assessment system to ensure the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum.

1

A.5e

A.5f

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.K-2

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow-up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.
Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).
Be consistent with all sections of the application package
K-2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

1
1
1
0
F

1
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
9
M Technical Assistance/Comments

A.6.K-2a

A.6.K-2b

A.6.K-2c

A.6.K-2d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.K-2e

A.6.K-2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6.K-2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.3-5a

A.6.3-5b

A.6.3-5c

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6 Total
A.6.3-5

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

3-5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required Standard in
Writing and Mathematics.

1

Meets the Criteria
1

0
F

1
A

6
M Technical Assistance/Comments

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

A.6.3-5d

A.6.3-5e

A.6.3-5f

A.6.3-5g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.6-8c

A.6.6-8d

A.6.6-8e

A.6.6-8f

A.6.6-8g
A.6.6-8 Total

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.3-5 Total
A.6.6-8
6-8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.6-8a
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6-8b

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1
0

0

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4 . Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1
0

0

7

Part B
B.1
B.1a

B.1b
B.1c
B.1d
B.1e
B.1f

Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

0

3

52

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.
Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.
Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1
1
1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a
B.2b

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15-183 (E)(8).

B.2d
B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

B.3b

B.3c

0
A

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.
Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.
Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

B.2c

0
F

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day-to-day activities of the school.
Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).
Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

1
1
1
0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

0
F

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

1

1

Meets the Criteria

B.3d
B.3 Total
B.3.1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1c

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.
Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

B.3.1d

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP-related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start-Up
and Three-Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1a

B.3.1b

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
1 Meets the Criteria

B.3.2a

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1

B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start-Up and ThreeYear Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a
C.1b

C.1c

C.1c-a

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

22

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.1c-d

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

C.1c-e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.1c-b
C.1c-c

C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start-up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

1
1

1
0
F

0
A

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three-Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15-184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

C.2h

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

1

C.3a

C.3b

C.3c
C.3d

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

1
1

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start-up
of the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three-Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.
Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.

List expenditures to cover the start-up plans described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non-instructional personnel each year.

Start-Up Budget
List only sources of start-up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

C.2c

C.2 Total
C.3

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three-Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

C.2b

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start-Up Budget.

1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d

Three-Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

0
F

0
A

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add-ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add-on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

C.5h

1

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start-up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C
No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

Meets the Criteria

1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

C.5 Total
Grand Total

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

C.5g

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.5e
C.5f

Meets the Criteria

1
0
0
0

0
0
3

8
35
109

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Arizona Online Academy, Inc. (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 25, 2018. The Technical
Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package does not
meet the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. Arizona Online Academy,
Inc. has requested that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria move forward for Board
consideration. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the
application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for
the Applicant be denied.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Arizona Online Academy

August 5, 2019

Online

K-12

180 days

Mission Statement

The mission of Arizona Online Academy is to create future leaders passionate about making a positive contribution to their
local and global communities. This will be accomplished by • Implementing an academically rigorous inquiry-based college
preparatory curriculum which will meet all of Arizona’s State Standards through a personalized learning approach •
Developing leadership skills in each student, as well as a thorough understanding of democracy, citizenship, and civic
responsibility • Cultivating international awareness through the acquisition of a second language • Developing skills leading
to independence in continued learning • Developing 21st Century Learning Skills • Provide students with the balance of
flexibility and support they need to be successful in the online environment.

Target Population

The following summary was summarized from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant proposes to operate an online school that serves K-12 students statewide. Arizona Online Academy
(“School”) plans “to serve a population that is approximately 45% Hispanic, 39% White, 5% Native American/Alaskan
Native, 5% African American, and 4% multiracial or other”. The School plans to serve students who have chosen an online
school because they desire a wider range of academic options, live in a rural area, require a personalized approach to
learning, have a unique schedule, have health issues, or who are at a higher risk of not receiving a high school diploma.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-12
2600

K-12
2600

K-12
2600

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):

The Applicant plans to operate a full-time online program, where all staff will work from virtual home offices and all students
attend school from home. The Applicant plans to secure temporary facilities for state testing such as library meeting rooms,
hotel conference rooms, and other community meeting places. The Applicant states that “the school will ensure that all
students will have a testing location available to them that is within a reasonable proximity to their homes”.

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

According to the Applicant, students will receive access to an academically rigorous college preparatory program consistent
with a curriculum based on the Arizona state Standards. The proposed instructional model will allow for “a flexible learning
experience in a structured environment” in which “students learn by accessing the online curriculum, which is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week. “Students and parents can access assistance from teachers through weekly live class
sessions, private office hours, phone calls, texts, and emails. “Parents/Guardians are heavily involved in their children’s
learning experience and are referred to as Learning Coaches.” The School’s courses would “incorporate curricula from a
variety of nationally recognized online publishers” that would combine a “vast amount of skill-appropriate learning
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resources”. The students “will utilize asynchronous, online instruction and activities, off-line (print-based) activities and
assignments, instructional staff/student discussion boards, project-based learning assignments, group instruction, and
collaborative projects”.
The Applicant proposes to open an online school; therefore, it was required to submit an Arizona Online Instruction
additional information package (“AOI package”) as a component of its written application package. An administratively
complete AOI package was not submitted by the provided deadline, which was originally set for August 15, 2018, and was
extended to August 20, 2018.

Governance
Corporate and School Governing Body
Members

Type

Brenda Koerselman
Mickey Nunez
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Community
Community

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

36%

No

66%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

30%

No

83%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

36%

No

73%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be denied. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Mickey Nunez
Current Affiliation(s): None
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
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•
•
•

2 years as a Teacher/Academic Advisor/Coach at Joy Christian High School (Glendale)
7 years as an Ambassador of Compassion at Lift Up Resiliency Initiative (Mission Viejo, CA)
10 years as Adjunct Faculty at Maricopa Community Collee District (Tempe)

Principal Name: Brenda Koerselman
Current Affiliation(s): 4 years as a Librarian at Gilbert Public School (Gilbert)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 2 years as a Media Specialist at Higley Unified School District (Gilbert)

Education Service Provider Background Information
This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Operational Plan B.3.1: Education Service Providers. Additionally,
as part of the due diligence process, staff reviewed the academic performance of the ESP the Applicant intends to contract with.

The Applicant intends to contract with A3 Education (“ESP”), a non-profit Education Management Organization. A3 manages
schools in Florida, Oregon, and California. The ESP agreement indicates that A3 Education will provide curriculum, recruit and
hire quality teachers and staff, and will provide professional development services. Additionally, A3 Education will provide
training for the Applicant’s board.
Florida
The ESP manages two charter schools in Florida. The State of Florida uses a letter grade accountability system. The academic
performance of these schools, as reported by the Florida Department of Education, is in the chart below.
School Name

Model

Grades Served

Burns Science and Technology Charter
School

Traditional

K-8

Ivy Hawn Charter School of the Arts

Traditional

K-8

FY 2017
Letter Grade

FY 2018
Letter Grade

A

A

A

A

Oregon
The ESP also manages one online charter school in Oregon. According to the Applicant’s narrative, the school is a newly
approved program which commenced enrollment in February of 2018, therefore state performance data was not available.
California
The ESP also manages nine schools in California. The standardized tests used for evaluation of academic performance for
grades 3-12 is the Smarter Balance Assessment System. Students who take a Smarter Balanced Assessment receive an overall
score of Standard Not Met, Standard Nearly Met, Standard Met or Standard Exceeded. The academic performance data from
the Smarter Balance Assessment System for the schools operated by A3 Education are listed below.
Grades
Served
K-7

FY18
Enrollment
92

% of Students Meeting
or Exceeding Standard
in 2017: ELA
29%

% of Students Meeting
or Exceeding Standard
in 2017: Math
21%

8-12

106

54%

18%

945

42%

15%

School Name
California Prep
Sutter K-7
California Prep
Sutter 8-12

Model
Online

Date
Opened
July 1, 2015

Online

July 1, 2015

California STEAM
San Bernardino
California STEAM

Online

July 1, 2016

K-12

July 1, 2016

K-12
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Santa Barbara
Uplift Monterey

Online
Online

August 23,
2016

K-12

51
138

Uplift California
North Charter
Online July 1, 2017
9-12
14
School
Uplift California
July 1, 2017
Santa Barbara
Online
K-12
463
Uplift California
South Charter
Online July 1, 2017
9-12
46
School
California Academy
of Sports Science
Online September
K-12
36
Fresno
12, 2017
*Assessment data for schools that opened in Fiscal Year 2018 is not yet available.
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32%

19%
36%

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 12, 2018

New Charter Application for
Arizona Online Academy

Submitted by
Arizona Online Academy, Inc.

Report Summary
Recommendation:

Deny

Applicant Name:
Arizona Online Academy, Inc.
Proposed School Name:
Arizona Online Academy
Grades Served
K-12
Grades Served K-12
Grades Served
Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Location:
N/A (Applicant intends to have a fully online program)
Mission
Statement:

K-12

The mission of Arizona Online Academy is to create future leaders passionate
about making a positive contribution to their local and global communities. This
will be accomplished by Implementing an academically rigorous inquiry-based
college preparatory curriculum which will meet all of Arizona’s State Standards
through a personalized learning approach Developing leadership skills in each
student, as well as a thorough understanding of democracy, citizenship, and civic
responsibility Cultivating international awareness through the acquisition of a
second language Developing skills leading to independence in continued learning
Developing 21st Century Learning Skills Provide students with the balance of
flexibility and support they need to be successful in the online environment.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

Section Score

36%

No

66%

30%

No

83%

36%

No

73%

In-Person Interview Summary
Board member Mickey Nunez attended the interview. Justin Schmitt, the COO of the ESP (A3 Education) also
attended and answered the majority of the TRP’s questions. The TRP’s issues to address during this interview
were how the program will benefit students, defining the relationship with the ESP, and understanding the
proposed use of funds. Based on the Applicant’s responses, these concerns were not adequately addressed, as
detailed below. Beginning at 1:23:53 the Applicant provided concluding statements consistent with the TRP’s
concerns about the team’s ability to implement the proposed plan.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Arizona Online Academy, Inc. be denied because it failed to
meet the required criteria across the Academic, Operational, and Business plans.
The educational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant did not adequately support
its case, as summarized below. Specifically, the Applicant received a rating of “falls below” on 1 criteria and
a rating of “approaches” on 22 criteria. Most significantly, the Applicant failed to describe the proposed
curriculum and its alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
The operational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant received a rating of
“approaches” in five categories, failing to adequately support its proposed budget, organizational chart,
performance expectations for the ESP, and motivation for starting a charter school.
The business plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant did not adequately support its
case, as summarized below. Specifically, the Applicant received a rating of “falls below” on 5 criteria and a
rating of “approaches” on 3 criteria. Most significantly, the Applicant failed to support its budget, planned
marketing spending, student recruitment timeline, and enrollment targets.

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

24 Of
4
39

67

Revised TRP Scores
No

44 of
1
22

67

Plan Summary
The Applicant plans to draw K-12 students from across Arizona. it estimates that its student population will reflect
the demographics of Arizona and include students who identify as follows: 45% Hispanic, 39% White, 5% Native
American/Alaskan Native, 5% African American, and 4% multiracial or other. The Applicant is prepared to serve a
large English Language Learner student population, as well as those served by an Individualized Education Plan
(IEP). No information was provided in terms of the economic demographics for the projected student population.
The Applicant plans to serve 2600 students across K-12 grades when fully enrolled.
The Applicant’s educational philosophy is focused on individualized learning, aiming to provide students with
maximum flexibility with 24/7 access to curriculum and supporting teachers in creating learning plans unique to

each student. The Applicant will offer a standard school schedule with 180 days of instruction and a weekly
schedule as follows:
●
●
●

Grades K-6 = 25 hours/week
Grades 7-8 = 30 hours/week
Grades 9-12 = 30 hours/week

The Applicant plans to administer an adaptive diagnostic to determine baseline information and enable teachers
to customize learning for each student. Teachers will then use interim diagnostic testing to determine growth.
Grade promotion will vary by grade, grouping as follows:
●

●
●

Elementary:
○ Accomplishment of the academic standards in reading, writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies on iReady assessments
○ Yearly attendance
○ Grades attained on classroom activities
○ Recommendation by certified teacher of record
Middle School: based on credits earned for the current grade level rather than social promotion
High School: require students to complete six courses, equivalent to twelve semesters

The Applicant plans to partner with Pearson Online & Blended Learning to provide both core and elective
coursework to students.

Analysis
The educational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant did not adequately
support its case as summarized below. Specifically, the Applicant received a rating of “falls below” on
1 criteria and a rating of “approaches” on 22 criteria.
● Criteria considered “falls below”:
○ A.3.a: Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
■ Does not meet the criteria in describing the curriculum for core academic content areas;
clearly demonstrating alignment of the curriculum to the Educational Philosophy in core
areas; and clearly demonstrating alignment of the curriculum to the Arizona State
Standards in core areas.
● Criteria considered “approaches”:
○ A.1.e: Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves
pupil achievement in the target population, including research and/or experience.
■ Applicant does not address criteria regarding:
● Providing clear details to support how the selected approach improves pupil
achievement, especially for subgroups, in relation to the target population
● Providing details regarding research and/or experience in relation to the selected
approach and how it will be adapted virtually.
○ A.2.a: Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the

○

○

○

○

○

Target Population page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and
community the school intends to serve, including current levels of academic
performance of the surrounding schools.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: identifying the target population;
demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends
to serve.; and including current levels of academic performance of surrounding schools.
There was no specific reference to "surrounding" or comparable schools, including
historically low scores at other online schools in Arizona. It was unclear what applicant will
do differently from other online schools to improve academic success.
A.2.b: Present an explanation of how the implementation of the Program of Instruction described
in A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: presenting an explanation of how the
implementation of the Program of Instruction described in A.3 meets the identified needs
of the target population; providing details explaining how the school’s proposed Program
of Instruction improves pupil achievement in the target population; providing details
explaining how the school's proposed Program of Instruction improves educational choice
in the target population. The section regarding providing choice would be stronger if
Applicant addressed a comparison of other online schools. Applicant does clearly describe
needs of targeted students and specifically discusses Special Education needs.
A.2.c: Describe the class size and teacher-student ratios and clearly explain how these address
the needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.
■ Does not meet the criteria in describing the teacher-student ratios; providing details of
how the class size and teacher-student ratios address the identified needs of the target
population for improved pupil achievement; providing details of how the class size and
teacher-student ratios address the identified needs of the target population and the need
for educational choice. The Applicant materials are unclear how students will be assigned
to a specific class and how many classes each teacher will have. See also comments in
A3c.
A.3.d: Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in
the school's mission.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Explaining how the Program of Instruction
will result in achieving the outcomes described in the school's mission. Applicant provides
clearer understanding of what they are going to do and how they will do it, but not
specifically how they will achieve the outcomes.
A.3.1c: Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level
promotion decisions.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Presenting a rationale for the selected
criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion decisions. Applicant provides
clear standards, but does not discuss rationale nor who will be making decision.
A.3.2b: Describe a comprehensive, viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: describing a comprehensive, viable and
adequate process for awarding course credit; and describing clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

A.3.2c: Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and
how they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State Assessments.
■ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: providing a rationale for the selected
criteria and conditions for awarding course credit; and providing a rationale for the
selected criteria and conditions demonstrating the student's capacity to pass the end of
the course State Assessment.
A.3.2d: Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of
classes consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.
■ Applicant did not provide detailed course offerings.
A.5.c: Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the
following elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I).
■ Applicant lacked specific detail as it pertains to “integrating curriculum into instruction
consistently,” and “implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the
curriculum and program of instruction.” While implementation is student and mentor
focused, there is no reference to teacher training or principal oversight.
A.5.d: Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the
following elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area
II).
■ Applicant lacked specific detail as it pertains to “developing the assessment system” and
“year to year comparison.” Their program automatically produces data for analysis. The
year to year comparison seems to compare achievement of last year's students to that of
the current year's students, an approach that will not show growth.
A.5.e: Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the
following elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III).
■ Applicant lacked specific detail as it pertains to “Monitoring instruction,” “Evaluating
instructional practice,” and “Evaluating curriculum.”
A.6.K-2b: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing, and
mathematics. Prior Knowledge: list the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting
learning targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient
detail in: listing the knowledge/skills required prior to meeting learning targets for reading
and mathematics. Prior knowledge has several items that either repeat the learning
targets or have nothing to do with the targets (add 3 numbers, place value, use objects or
drawings or symbols, and multiplication).
A.6.K-2d: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing, and
mathematics.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient
detail in: identifying components of the Program of Instruction and education philosophy
that are incorporated into reading and mathematics instruction. The Applicant inserted
the reading instruction section in the mathematics section.
A.6.K-2e: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing, and
mathematics. Formative Assessment: list criteria for determining whether students have met
each of the learning targets.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient

○

○

○

○

○

○

detail in: listing the criteria for determining whether students have met each learning
target for reading and mathematics; and ensuring consistency and alignment with the
application. The reading section is complete, but mathematics section is mixed with
reading instruction and assessment
A.6.K-2f: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing, and
mathematics. Summative Assessment: describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the
required standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
required standard.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient
detail in: describing how students will demonstrate mastery of the required standard in
mathematics; and escribing the criteria used to determine whether a student has
mastered the required standard in reading. The Application materials list names of
internal online tests and state that 70% is mastery, but is not specific about what
constitutes mastery or how the assignments will be scored.
A.6.3-5b: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Prior Knowledge: list the knowledge/skills that are required prior to
meeting learning targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning
targets.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing and science. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: listing the knowledge/skills required prior to meeting learning
targets for reading and mathematics.
A.6.3-5d: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Instruction: describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet
the learning targets. Identify components of the Program of Instruction and Educational
Philosophy that are incorporated into instruction.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing and science. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: describing the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the
learning targets in reading.
A.6.3-5e: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Formative Assessment: list criteria for determining whether students
have met each of the learning targets.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing and science. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: listing the criteria for determining whether students have met
each learning target for reading.
A.6.3-5f: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate
mastery of the required standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has
mastered the required standard.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in writing and science. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: describing the criteria used to determine whether a student has
mastered the required standard in reading and mathematics. Applicant’s reading
assessment does not address the standard and is more of a writing assignment.
A.6.3.9-12e: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Formative Assessment: list criteria for determining whether students
have met each of the learning targets.

■

○

Applicant meets the criteria in reading and writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: listing the criteria for determining whether students have met
each learning target for mathematics and science. The exemplar Science submission is a
good lesson, but it does not address the standard.
A.6.3.9-12f: Provide a complete response based on the required standard for reading, writing,
mathematics, and science. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate
mastery of the required standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has
mastered the required standard.
■ Applicant meets the criteria in reading and writing. Applicant addresses the criteria, but
lacks sufficient detail in: describing how students will demonstrate mastery of the
required standard in mathematics and science; and describing the criteria used to
determine whether a student has mastered the required standard in mathematics and
science. See above.

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

9

3
18

of

30

Revised TRP Scores
No

25 of
0
5

30

Plan Summary
The Applicant will partner with A3 Education to provide an innovative school model with the Applicant’s
board of directors providing oversight. The board of directors will supervise A3 Education, which will in turn
supervise the school principal. The principal will supervise the following staff: teachers (three K-5, nine 612, one SPED), administrative assistant, orientation specialist, mentor teacher, and counselor.
The Board of Directors will be responsible for the following:
● Approval of the annual school budget, calendar, major fundraising events, and grant
writing
● Approval of discipline, dismissal and expulsions
● Approval of bylaws, resolutions, and policies and procedures of school operation
● Approval of all changes to the charter to be submitted to the Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools as necessary in accordance with applicable law
● Long-term strategic planning for the Charter School
● Participation as necessary in dispute resolution
● Monitoring overall student performance
● Monitoring the performance of the Charter School and taking necessary action to ensure
that the school remains true to its mission and charter
● Monitoring the fiscal solvency of the Charter School
● Participation in the Charter School’s independent fiscal audit
● Participation in the Charter School’s performance report to the Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools
● Participation as necessary in student expulsion matters; and Increasing public awareness
of the Charter School
● Fundraising efforts

● Protect the legal interests of the charter school and adhere to all applicable laws
Applicant plans to contract with outside vendors to support the following:
● Legal services
● Financial services
● Student services
● EMO/ESP

Analysis
The operational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant received a rating of
“approaches” on five categories as summarized below:
● B.1.a: Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how operating a
charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution of intent to apply for
a charter school.
○ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: describing in detail the applicant’s
history; describing in detail the applicant’s establishment and evolution; and describing in detail
how a charter school became part of the applicant’s mission. While there is a general outline, there
is no evidence of the applicant entity evolving to want to start a charter school. It is unclear why the
Applicant’s mission is to start a charter.
● B.1.b: Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.
○ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: providing a clear and cohesive
organizational chart that clearly delineates the roles, responsibilities and reporting structure for
each position on the chart; and providing a clear and cohesive narrative that clearly delineates the
roles, responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart. While the Applicant’s
chart is clear, there is very little explanation of reporting and responsibilities.
● B.3.a: Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each position
on the chart as it pertains to administering the day-to-day activities of the school.
○ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: clearly delineating the roles and
responsibilities of the CFO, CEO, and Principal; and alignment of this chart to section A3. It
appears that the COO of the ESP is in control of the school because the COO hires and evaluates
the principal. Additionally, any suggested curriculum changes must be approved by the COO and
ESP.
● B.3.1f: (EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that performance.
○ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: ensuring consistency with the service
agreement regarding relationship between EMO and CMO; and describing how the applicant will
evaluate that performance. The contract between the ESP and the applicant entity says it renews
annually and will be in force as long as the school operates, but elsewhere the Board says it can
stop the contract whenever it wants.
● B.3.2d: Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.
○ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: describing how the costs associated with

the CMO & EMO are viable and adequate for the target population identified in A.2.

Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

Facilities
Requirements:

No

13 of
8
15

36

Revised TRP Scores
No

24 of
5
4

33

N/A - Since the Applicant’s proposed program is entirely online, no permanent facilities
will be required. All students and teachers are expected to study and work from home.
The Applicant acknowledges that temporary space will be required to accommodate state
testing periods. Additionally, the Applicant will require storage space for student records,
which A3 Education will manage.
N/A - See above

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
n/a
$200,000
$177,688
$22,313

Year 1
500
$3,409,251
$3,399,761
$31,802

Year 2
716
$4,798,925
$4,612,532
$217,995

Year 3
791
$5,257,554
$5,116,824
$358,726

The initial submission indicated that the Applicant expects enrollment to grow from 500 in Year 1 to 716 in
Year 2 and 791 in Year 3. However, the revised submission indicated that the applicant intends to serve
2600 students from the first year of operation. The numbers in the Budget Summary above are pulled from
the Projected Revenue Calculator in section C.5.
Marketing expenses are projected to be $75,000 during the start-up year (starting in January 2019) and
increase to $100,000 in years 1-3. Rationale for the expenditure is that less will be required in the start-up
phase given the shorter time period than a full academic year. The Applicant plans to rely heavily on
EMO/ESP partner to manage recruitment. The total budget, as listed, assumes 95% enrollment.
The Applicant plans to attend employment events and fairs and post positions on well-known job boards. The
proposed hiring process will consist of an interview with the Principal, who will make recommendations to the
board. The proposed training plan consists of support from A3 Education and the use of PLCs.

Analysis
The business plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant did not adequately support its
case as summarized below. Specifically, the Applicant received a rating of “falls below” on 5 criteria and a
rating of “approaches” on 3 criteria.
● Criteria considered “falls below”:

○

●

C.2.a: Provide a viable and adequate time frame for recruiting students consistent with the start-up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population page.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: provide a viable and adequate time frame for
recruiting students consistent with the start-up date of the proposed school identified on
the Target Population Page.
○ C.2.c: Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: providing clear and specific sources for costs
associated with the marketing plan.
○ C.2.d: Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to
attract the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three-Year Operational Budget.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: describing how the costs associated with the
marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the projected student population
identified in Year 1 of the Three-Year Operational Budget. Applicant assumes that large
marketing effort will attract students, but there is no linking of marketing technique to
target interests.
○ C.2.e: Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start-Up and Three-Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: ensuring costs as described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Budget and fully described in the assumptions. Costs are accounted
for in the budget, but the assumptions do not break out the amounts for each planned
marketing venue.
○ C.2.h: Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment
at each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: identifying the enrollment targets' minimum and
maximum projected enrollment at each grade level; and Identifying how the enrollment
targets were determined. Targets seem to be determined based on other school
experiences. The way Applicant lists minimum targets sounds like they might only offer
grades if they have at least 24 students.
Criteria considered “approaches”:
○ C.2.b: Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number
of students included in the Three-Year Operational Budget.
■ Applicant addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: providing a clear and
comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of students
included in the Three-Year Operational Budget.
○ C.3.b: Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program
of instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including the grades and number
of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation, and the number of each type
of instructional and non-instructional personnel each year.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: describing how the staffing plan is adequate for
the effective implementation of the Program of Instruction and operation of the charter
school as described, including the grades and number of students to be served in each of
the first three years of operation. The proposed School Mentor seems to have a lot of
students to support and undefined responsibilities. More information is needed regarding
how the School Mentor will interact with students.
○ C.5.e: Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
■ Applicant does not address the criteria in: demonstrating through the assumptions that the
amounts listed for each budget line are viable and adequate. Marketing is not clearly
described. Specifically, there is concern about the plan for the $576,721.53 accumulated
in years 2 & 3.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Mickey Nunez
Brenda Koerselman
Justin Schmitt

Role
Authorized Representative, Board member
Board member
ESP Representative

Attended
Interview?
Yes
No
Yes

Analysis
Summary of your evaluation of the team’s capacity to implement the plans presented in the application.
The Applicant states that Mickey Nunez has 20 years of classroom experience as well as academic coaching
and advising. It is unclear whether Mr. Nunez has experience in school leadership or charter school
management.
The Applicant states that Brenda Koerselman has 29 year of education experience serving in a variety of
roles, but does not provide detail related to school leadership or charter school management.
Justin Schmitt attended the interview representing the EMO. The majority of the questions posed by the TRP
were answered by Mr. Schmitt.
Further concerns exist with capacity as follows:
●
The charter principals included resumes and described their experience, but at no point does the
applicant express personal motivation to open a charter school.
●
There are discrepancies between the applicant’s bylaws and the charter application.
●
It seems that all aspects of the school are primarily controlled by the ESP, which does have a positive
track record in other states. However, there is no reference to differences in state laws or competition.
●
Marketing is not scheduled to begin until April 2019. Competition for students is fierce in Arizona, so
a late start in recruitment could make the goal of enrolling the proposed number of students difficult.
●
In A.5 the applicant sets achievement goals which seem reasonable based on state test averages
(math = 5-point gain, reading = 8-point gain). However, the applicant also includes test averages of existing
online schools which indicate a much wider gap to be covered (math =22 points, reading = 12 points). The
Applicant does not explain what its program will do differently from other online schools in order to produce
such large gains in achievement.
●
The online curricula may be excellent, but it often stretches to, or even misses, specifically aligning to
Arizona State Standards. This could impact student achievement on state required tests aligned to Arizona’s
standards.
●
After year one, large sums of money begin to accumulate but there is no stated plan for its use. As
an online school, there is no need for additional campuses. There is no reference to providing additional
services to students.
Based on the above, the TRP does not believe that Arizona Online Academy will be a strong addition to
educational choice in Arizona.

CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Arizona Online Academy, Inc.
Arizona Online Academy

A.1a

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.
1

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on
Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1 Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Part A
A.1

A.1d

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil
achievement in the target population, including research and/or experience.
A.1e

A.1f
A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing clear details to support how the selected approach improves pupil achievement, especially for
subgroups, in relation to the target population.
Providing details regarding research and/or experience in relation to the selected approach and how it will be
adapted virtually.

1

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target
Population Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the
school intends to serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding
schools.

1
0
F

1
A

1

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Identifying the target population.
Demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to serve.
Including current levels of academic performance of surrounding and comparable schools.

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.
A.2b

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Presenting an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3 meets the
identified needs of the target population.
Providing details explaining how the school’s proposed program of instruction improves pupil achievement in
the target population.
Providing details explaining how the school's proposed program of instruction improves educational choice in
the target population.

1

Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the teacher‐student ratios.
Providing details of how the class size and teacher‐student ratios address the identified needs of the target
population for improved pupil achievement.
Providing
details of how the class size and teacher‐student ratios address the identified needs of the target population
and the need for educational choice.

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.
A.2c

A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a

A.3b

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

0
F

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

3
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria

1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

A.3c

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

A.3e
A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core
content.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

A.3.1c

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.

A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2
A.3.2a
A.3.2b

A.3.2c

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

A.4a

A.4b
A.4c

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

A.4c

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.
Academic Systems Plan

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Presenting a rationale for the selected
criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion decisions.

1

1 Meets the Criteria
1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
0
F

1
A

1

4
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
1 Meets the Criteria
Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing a comprehensive viable and adequate process for awarding course credit.
Describing clear criteria and conditions for awarding course credit.
Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit.
Providing a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions demonstrating the student's capacity to pass the
end of the course State Assessment.
R
d bcriteria,
ll
hif
d bsufficient
di
Addresses
but lacks
detail in: li ( )

1

Providing course descriptions.

1

1
3
A

Meets the Criteria

2
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.
School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

A.4d

1 Meets the Criteria
3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

0
School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
F
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

A.4 Total
A.5

1
A

1

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

A.3.2.d

A.3.2 Total
A.4

1
F

Describe the process for student retention.
Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Explaining how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the school's
mission.

1

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1b

A.3.1d

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments

A.5a
A.5b

A.5c

A.5d

Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2

1

Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified
needs of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps and responsible party that address each of the
following elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
ii. Implementation of curriculum;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of instruction.

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following elements of
a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determining what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student growth and
proficiency.

1

A.5e

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

A.5h

A.5i

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

A.5j
A.5 Total

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.
Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

A.5g

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following elements of
a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
ii. Evaluating instructional practices, specifically what walkthroughs will look like and the teacher evaluation
tool details, especially for an online environment.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1
0

3

7

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

A.6.K‐2

A.6.K‐2a

K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.K‐2b

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.

A.6.K‐2c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead
students to meet each of the learning targets identified.

A.6.K‐2d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

A.6.K‐2g

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5
A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

F

A

1

Meets the Criteria in Writing and Reading.
1

1

Meets the Criteria in Writing.
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading.
Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Identifying components of the program of instruction and education philosophy that are incorporated into
Mathematics instruction.

1

Meets the Criteria in Writing.
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading.

1

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Listing the criteria for determining whether students have met each learning target for Mathematics
Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard in Mathematics, Reading and
Writing.
Describing the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required Standard in
Mathematics, Reading and Writing.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead
students to meet each of the learning targets identified.

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient clarity in:
Listing the knowledge/skills required prior to meeting learning targets for Mathematics.
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.

M Technical Assistance/Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

0
F

4
A

3
M Technical Assistance/Comments

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Writing and Science.
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Mathematics.

1

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Listing the knowledge/skills required prior to meeting learning targets for Reading
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.3‐5e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead
students to meet each of the learning targets identified.

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g

Meets the Criteria in Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4 . Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Listing the criteria for determining whether students have met each learning target for Reading.
Meets the Criteria in Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required Standard in Reading.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets in Reading.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.

A.6.3‐5 Total
A.6.6‐8
6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.6‐8a
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6‐8d

Meets the Criteria in Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

1
0

4

3

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.6‐8 Total
A.6.9‐12
9‐12 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.9‐12a
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.9‐12b 2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.

A.6.9‐12c

A.6.9‐12d

A.6.3.9‐12e

A.6.9‐12f

A.6.9‐12g

B.1a

0

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading and Writing.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Listing the criteria for determining whether students have met each learning target for Mathematics and
Science.
Meets the Criteria in Reading and Writing.
Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard in Mathematics and Science.
Describing the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required Standard in
Mathematics and Science.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead
students to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.9‐12 Total
Part B
B.1

0

1
0
1

2 5
22 44

F

A
1

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing in detail the applicant’s establishment / evolution.
Describing in detail how a charter school became part of the applicant’s mission.

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.
B.1b

B.1c

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a clear and cohesive organizational chart that clearly delineates the roles, responsibilities and
reporting structure for each position on the chart.
Providing a clear and cohesive narrative that clearly delineates the roles, responsibilities, and reporting
structure for each position on the chart.

1

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

B.1 Total
B.2

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

2
A

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body,
or if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

1

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

1

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and
filling vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

B.3b

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A
1

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number
of administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight
responsibilities related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
• Clearly delineating the roles and responsibilities of the CFO, CEO, and Principal.
• Alignment of this chart to section A3.
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment
of those responsibilities.

1

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.3 Total
B.3.1

Education Service Providers

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

1
A

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments

B.3.1c

Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship
with the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.
Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving
pupil achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

B.3.1d

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

1

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

1

B.3.1a

B.3.1b

B.3.1f

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
• Ensuring consistency with the service agreement regarding relationship between EMO and CMO.

1

B.3.1g

(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.

1

B.3.1h

Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

1

B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b
B.3.2c

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.
Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.

B.3.2e

Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

1
A

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

B.3.2d

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
7
M Technical Assistance / Comments
1 Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing how the costs associated with the CMO & EMO are viable and adequate for the target population
identified in A.2
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

1
0

1

4

0

5

25

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs
associated with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐d

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

C.1c‐e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b
C.1c‐c

C.1 Total
C.2

1 Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria

C.2a

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

C.2b

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

C.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

1

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in
the enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c

C.3d

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

1

Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria
Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria

Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Does Not Meet the Criteria
1
5
F

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

1
A

2
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of instruction
and operation of the charter school as described, including the grades and number of students to be served in
each of the first three years of operation.

1

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up
of the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in
the Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the
program of instruction.

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the specific process for recruiting initial instructional staff and how it will result in a staff qualified
to effectively implement the program of instruction.

1

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.
Start‐Up Budget

Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Providing clear and specific rationale for costs associated with
the marketing plan.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

2
A

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments

C.4a
C.4b

List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

1

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1 Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4e
C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described
in the application package.

0
F

0
A

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
C.5e

C.5f
C.5g
C.5h
C.5 Total

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

One or more areas in Part A, B, or C scored Falls Below
More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Fails 95% Test
Operational Plan Fails 95% Test
Business Plan Fails 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

1

0
5
6

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Demonstrating through the assumptions
using clear rationale that the amounts listed for each budget line are viable and adequate to accomplish the
mission statement.

1

Part C Sub Total
Grand Total Parts A, B, and C

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
1 Meets the Criteria
1 7
4 24
31 93

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Copper State Academy of Business and Design (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 25,
2018. The Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application
package does not meet the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. Copper
State Academy of Business and Design requested that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria
move forward for Board consideration. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon
consideration of the application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package for the Applicant be denied.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Copper State Academy of Business and Design

August 5, 2019

Phoenix

9-12

180 days

Mission Statement
We believe that all students have natural abilities and talents for creating sustainable solutions to real-world challenges. We
provide a business and design focused curriculum that is engaging and relevant for the 21st century workplace. We provide a
structured and safe learning environment that encourages all students to be entrepreneurial. We strive to impart a life-long
pursuit of business and design innovations that help to make our lives and other people's lives better.

Target Population

The following was summarized from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

“Copper State Academy of Business and Design will geographically serve students residing between Northern Avenue and
Van Buren and from Central Avenue to 40th Street.” The Applicant proposes to operate in the area of the Creighton,
Wilson, and Balsz School Districts, and hopes to attract students who are interested in entrepreneurship and/or design. The
Applicant states that “the statistics clearly show that the majority of the target population has all the characteristics of
being economically disadvantaged; however, being economically disadvantaged provides many opportunities to innovate
and create a variety of strong support systems for students”.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

9-10
200

9-11
250

9-12
300

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed locations:
• 2002-2030 East Osborn, Phoenix
• 425 North 36th Street, Phoenix
• 3535 East McDowell Road, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant states: “The Copper State Vision is to create the future drivers of our local and global economy”. To
accomplish this, “The objective of Copper State’s core curriculum (English, Math, Science, and Social Studies) is to prepare
students for post-secondary education and business opportunities.” Topics and content for courses will be determined by
Essential Questions and an Enduring Understanding in individual subject areas, which are outlined in the application
package. Students will work toward meeting Copper State’s Success Expectations for the areas of Knowledge,
Collaboration, and the Workplace. Teachers will be responsible for planning curriculum and instruction that includes
determining business and design related essential questions and enduring understandings, mapping curriculum, aligning
curriculum to Copper State’s Mission, Vision, and Success Expectations, using Lesson Planning Guidance, and delivering
daily lessons. The program also plans to include community outreach and experiences with local businesses to allow
students the opportunity to obtain work experience while participating in the high school programs.

December 10, 2018
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Governance
Corporate Board Members
Anne Ferraioli
Mark Houlden
Pamela Houlden

School Governing Body Members

Type

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Charter Organization
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Parent
School Staff

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

63%

No

80%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

77%

Yes

95%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

85%

No

91%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be denied. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Anne Ferraioli
Current Affiliation(s): None
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 4 years as a teacher at Pan-American Charter School
Principal Name: Mark Houlden
Current Affiliation(s): 10 years as a teacher at Pan-American Charter School
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None
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Principal Name: Pamela Houlden
• Current Affiliation(s): 2 years as a teacher at Pan-American Charter School
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 1 year as a teacher at Phoenix Elementary School district
• 7 years as a teacher at Pan-American Charter School

December 10, 2018
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 16, 2018

New Charter Application for
Copper State Academy of Business and Design

Submitted by
Copper State Academy of Business and Design

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Copper State Academy of Business and Design

Report Summary
Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
9th -10th
Year 1:
Location:

Mission
Statement:

Recommendation: Deny
Copper State Academy of Business and Design
Copper State Academy of Business and Design
Grades Served
Grades Served
9th – 11th
Year 2:
Year 3:

9th – 12th

Phoenix, between Northern Avenue and Van Buren and from Central Avenue to 44th
Street.
We believe that all students have natural abilities and talents for creating sustainable
solutions to real-world challenges. We provide a business and design focused curriculum
that is engaging and relevant for the 21st century workplace. We provide a structured
and safe learning environment that encourages all students to be entrepreneurial. We
strive to impart a life-long pursuit of business and design innovations that help to make
our lives and other people's lives better.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

63%
77%
85%

Section Score

No
Yes
No

80%
95%
91%

In-Person Interview Summary
The Capacity Interview was attended by the following individuals. Both their current and future roles are
listed.
•

Mrs. Pamela Houlden - Authorized Representative, Charter Principal, Proposed School Director

•

Mr. Mark Houlden – Charter Principal, Proposed Director of Operations and Management

•
Mrs. Anne Ferraioli – Charter Principal, Proposed Chair of Student Opportunities
Pamela Houlden answered the bulk of the questions with the other two team members interjecting
information as was appropriate to the question. Prior to the interview, the TRP had significant concerns
about the lack of a curriculum, the overload of work that will be placed on the teaching staff, and the lack of
leadership experience from the team members. The TRP’s questions to address these concerns were
asked, clarified when not addressed by the Applicant and then reworded to help the Applicant understand
exactly what we were attempting to discover through their answer. Information was gathered from these
answers, but nothing was addressed to a deep level that would convince the TRP that the Applicant had the
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Copper State Academy of Business and Design
1

knowledge or capacity to operate this charter school.
During the closing statement, Mrs. Houlden indicated that they believed in Copper State and helping
students be prepared for life after high school. (Capacity Interview 1:12:35). She also indicated they were
excited about the possibilities and the opportunities they will be able to offer the students that are not
offered anywhere else in the target population area.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Copper State Academy of Business and Design be denied
because neither the educational plan nor the business plan met the criteria, even through the revision and
resubmission phase of the process. The educational plan lacks specific information regarding the
curriculum; specifically, there is very little information regarding the possible curriculum that will be utilized.
The bulk of the responsibility for development of the school curriculum will rest on the shoulders of the
teaching staff. Additionally, the business plan does not provide sufficient information to conclude that the
Applicant is able to operate this business model with any degree of success.
While the philosophy and mission statement of the proposed charter school are sound and the target
population is well defined, the educational plan does not identify a curriculum, nor does it identify
possibilities that are being considered. The Applicant did discuss the curriculum during the Capacity
Interview and noted that they had looked at Springboard from College Board. Essential questions are
written for each subject area and the curriculum must be able to answer those questions and address the
state standards. Mrs. Houlden indicated that they were in the process of researching options. (Capacity
Interview 10:11 – 25:50) Because there is no specific curriculum, the bulk of curriculum design work will
fall on the teachers. The Academic Systems Plan loosely defined the process in which curriculum will be
developed. This process is heavily weighted on the teachers, from development of curriculum maps,
extensive lesson plans, leadership reports, and updating interactive notebooks. This method is not setting
the teachers, students, or charter school up for success.
While the operations plan met the criteria with the resubmission of the application, there are still concerns
about the leadership capacity of the team. Mr. Houlden has three years of experience as a Dean of
Students in a local school, but Mrs. Houlden’s only semi-administrative experience is leading the
accreditation team for a high school. While this is an important task, it does not make one qualified to take
on the role of School Director.
The Applicant has begun the process of recruiting for school governing board members. Presently, the
Corporate Board is acting as the governing board, which is not uncommon at this point in the application
process, but it does not appear that there is much solid movement towards securing individuals to fill
specific needs on the governing board. Since the Applicant team does not have needed experience in the
areas of leadership, finance, or business practices, it would be beneficial to have individuals secured for
these roles. During the Capacity Interview it was noted by Mrs. Ferraioli that they were reaching out to local
businesses with one commitment from a small business owner and a commitment from an ASU professor.
(Capacity Interview 41:00 – 45:17)

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Copper State Academy of Business and Design
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The business plan did not meet the criteria during either submission. The concerns in this area include the
lack of understanding about the facility costs to bring a building up to specifications, the thought process
surrounding ways in which to cut expenses if needed, and the budget, which has calculation errors.
The Applicant was indecisive during the Capacity Interview regarding the cost of bringing this building up to
the specifications described in Section C.1 of the application. There was no additional funding added in the
Start-up budget for building and land improvements. The Applicant assumed that these costs are taken
care of by the owner. Mr. Houlden indicated that he has made some assumptions about repairs and
innovations of the building so he has now added money into the budget for these costs. (Application
Section C.4 Revised Page 9) (Capacity Interview 38:26 – 41:00) This lack of knowledge and experience on
the part of the Applicant team is problematic moving forward.
When asked what would happen if the actual student enrollment on the first day of school is 50% of the
projection, the answer provided did not promote confidence on the part of the TRP. Mr. Houlden
responded that he and Mrs. Houlden would have to take on teaching roles and trim the fat off the budget.
It was also discussed that when teacher evaluations had to be completed they might have to hire a
substitute teacher to fill in so Mrs. Houlden could do that part of her job. While Mr. Houlden did state that
he would surround himself with good people so that all necessary jobs could be completed, the overall
answer was not sufficient. (Capacity Interview 32:00 – 38:26)

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

26 of
0
15

41

Revised TRP Scores
No

33

of
0
8

41

Plan Summary
The Applicant intends to serve a racially diverse target population of students looking for a high school
experience in the business and design area who will leave high school prepared for entry-level positions,
post-secondary education and with the ability to pursue business opportunities. This charter school will be
located in the East/Central area of Phoenix in the ZIP codes of 85008, 85014, 85016, and 85018.
(Revised Application Section A.2 page 2) The proposed charter school will serve students in grades 9 and
10 in year one and add an additional grade level until they offer a full high school experience. The
educational philosophy is to provide real world experiences within the classroom by providing students with
the opportunity to gain knowledge in the business and design arenas. An Interactive Notebook will be
utilized to provide students an opportunity to create a portfolio of their learning. (Application Section A.3
Revised, pages 7 – 8) The school calendar is traditional in that students will attend school 180 days. The
daily schedule is different in that the delivery is based on a trimester schedule in which students take 5
courses each day and change courses three times during the year. The school day is 6.5 hours long with
Wednesday being less than 5 hours to allow teachers time for professional development. The curriculum
plan is vague at best. Essential questions will be created for each grade level/subject area that will guide
the selection of curriculum. Assessment will be woven throughout the curriculum to monitor the Success
Expectations of the students. There is no mention of AzMERIT exams in the application. (Application
Section A.5 Revised, pages not numbered)
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Analysis
The educational plan approaches the criteria for approval because the Applicant fails to define a curriculum
plan or to tie this curriculum to the philosophy and mission of the charter school. Because there is no
specific curriculum defined, except to note that the Applicant stated during the Capacity Interview that they
were looking at Springboard from College Board, it is difficult to determine how the needs of this student
population, relative to a business and design education, will be met. (Capacity Interview 16:11 – 22:20)
According to Mrs. Houlden, essential questions have been developed for each subject and the chosen
curriculum must be used to answer these questions and address the state standards. (Capacity interview
22:20 – 25:50)
The TRP has major concerns about the number of responsibilities asked of the teaching staff and the time
it will take to complete these tasks well. When asked during the Capacity interview the Applicant stated
that there is an early release day once a week where professional development (PD) will occur. This PD will
include an agenda planned by the School Director. After the PD, the Director will conduct weekly
walkthroughs to monitor whether the subjects learned in PD were being implemented in the classroom.
The TRP asked the question again and it was said that teachers will have 30 minutes of office hours after
school each week to meet with students. When these teachers meet with students they must keep a log of
the student concerns. Additionally, teachers will have one prep hour a day that they can use however they
see fit. Without a well-defined curriculum, teachers would likely struggle to completely develop the
curriculum, plan daily lessons, fill out the Leadership Reports required of each teacher by the school
leaders, and look at the Interactive Notebooks from their students. Responsibilities for instructional
planning, rigor, assessment and management are outlined in the Program of instruction. These
requirements would be daunting even to a seasoned teacher. (Application Section A.3 Revised Pages 6 –
10)

Operational Plan
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

Yes

17
0
5

of

22

21
0
1

of

22

Plan Summary
The corporate board and school governing body will be separate entities upon the opening of the charter
school and the recruitment of individuals for specific roles on the governing body is complete. During the
planning phases, the corporate board will operate as the school governing body. The organizational
structure consists of the corporate board overseeing all operations with the governing board responsible for
the School Director. The Director is directly responsible for the other school leaders and the teaching staff.
Contracted services will be utilized for the following areas: Special Education, legal, internet and
communications, custodial services and business consultants.

Analysis
The operational plan meets the criteria for approval because the applicant’s organizational structure is
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explained in detail in the application. (Application Section B.1 Revised) The separation of the corporate and
governing boards is discussed, with the two boards acting as one during the planning phases. There is
concern regarding definitive individuals who will make up the composition of the school governing board.
While the Applicant has discussed the possibility of certain people being members of the board, there is
only stated commitment from a small business owner and an ASU professor. Finding qualified individuals
with the necessary skill sets to sit on a school governing body is difficult, and the Applicant does not seem
to have made much progress in this very important area. (Capacity Interview 43:00 – 45:17)
The Applicant has delineated the areas in which outside vendors will be necessary. The preferred
qualifications of individuals within each area are listed along with estimated costs. There are companies
named in the application that are possible sources as vendors, with most having had experiences within the
charter sector.
There is a serious lack of leadership experience among the leadership team. The Proposed Director has
little leadership experience outside of leading the accreditation team for her school. (Application Section
B.3 Pages 7-8) While this is an important role, it in no way compares to the day to day operations of a
charter school. Each member of the team claims to be ready to open a charter school. However, outside of
Mr. Houlden spending three years as the Dean of Students at a local school, there are no experiences that
would make the team members qualified for the positions they will be occupying. (Application Section B.3
Pages 7 – 15) The corporate board is comprised of the three individuals that will operate this school. With
little experience in these endeavors and no other members on the corporate board with valid experience,
this does not present itself as a successful endeavor.

Business Plan
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP
Scores
No

28

of

33

Revised TRP
Scores
No

0
5

30
0
3

o
f

33

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

Facilities
Requirements:

East/Central Phoenix with boundaries of Central Ave to 44th St between Northern and
Van Buren
Within the first three years of operation, the Applicant will need ten general education
classrooms, two art studios, an incubator lab, a multipurpose room, restroom and
reception area for a total of 16,850 square feet. The art studios will be located in a
separate building from the general education facilities.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
0
200,000
177,287.25
22,712.25

Year 1
200
1,168,176.75
1,163,604.23
4,572.52

Year 2
275
1,697,906.52
1,402,349
295,558.02

Year 3
350
2,309,295.70
1,768,183.64
541,112.06
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The Applicant has identified a geographic area in which to locate the charter school and has provided a
timeline that assumes the facility will be ready for occupancy in July 2019. Projected enrollment figures
indicated on the cover page begin with 200 students in year one and growing to 300 in year 3. The budget
is built on the assumption that 75% of these target numbers will enroll each year. A marketing plan
consists of the Applicant attending local events to distribute promotional flyers, going door to door, and a
social media presence in order to meet the goal of enrollment of 150 students in year one. The Applicant
indicated during the Capacity interview that a model classroom will be set up so that people can come for a
tour in hopes of signing up for attendance. (Capacity interview 47:45 – 52:45) Recruitment of teachers will
be conducted by the corporate board members with the intention of all individuals being in place by July 1,
2019. Teachers will be sought for their expertise in business and their ability to bring real world situations
into the classroom.

Analysis
The business plan approached the criteria for approval because of the calculation errors in the budget, and
the fact that the Applicant failed to include the cost of building improvements in the start-up budget. While
the Applicant presented conservative budgets, there are still some concerns about the overall depth of
knowledge related to the inner workings of a charter school.
During the Capacity interview a question was asked about the cost of renovations/improvements to an
acquired facility. Mr. Houlden indicated he made some assumptions about repairs and innovations being
included in the lease so he had not included funding for that in the budget. After the application was
submitted he did add these costs to the budget. (Capacity interview 38:26 – 41:00) This type of mistake
supports the thoughts of the TRP about the lack of capacity to operate a school.
During the opening remarks, Mrs. Houlden indicated that the decision was made to open a charter school
with her experience in business and teaching students how to open a business, along with Mr. Houlden’s
art experience it seemed natural to offer a program that is not offered anywhere in Phoenix. (Capacity
interview 05:15 – 07:04)
The Applicant team was asked what would be done if enrollment was only 50% of projections. Mr. Houlden
indicated that he and Mrs. Houlden would have to take on teaching roles with the idea to make sure
everything else gets done, even if it means working very long hours. (Capacity interview 32:00 – 38:26)
This answer demonstrates the Applicant’s lack of knowledge of the inner workings of a charter school – the
many reports that must be done, ensuring teachers are being supported and students are being monitored.
Because of the lack of leadership capacity within the finance area, it is difficult to make the assumption
that this endeavor would have a positive outcome. Additional experiences with school leadership as well as
budget and finance would be beneficial.
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Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Pamela Houlden
Mark Houlden
Anne Ferraioli

Role
Charter Principal, Charter Representative and
Proposed School Director
Charter Principal, Proposed Director of
Operations and Management
Charter Principal, Proposed Chair of Student
Opportunities

Attended
Interview
?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The TRP concluded through the reading of the application, the revision, and conducting the Capacity
Interview that the Applicant seriously lacks the leadership capabilities and overall management skills and
knowledge to open and operate this charter school. There is little leadership experience amongst the
proposed school leaders and without information concerning individual members of the school governing
board and the specific skill sets they bring to the organization, it is difficult to determine whether the board
could effectively govern this school.
The proposed School Director failed to sufficiently answer the questions asked about curriculum,
assessment and teacher workload. (Capacity Interview 25:52 – 32:00) Additionally, the proposed Director
of Operations and Management did not fully address the questions regarding the acquisition of facilities
and the activities that would take place if enrollment was significantly lower than expected. (Capacity
Interview 32:00 – 41:00)
The Capacity interview demonstrated the scattered thought processes of the Applicant. When asked to
explain the roles and responsibilities of the founders now and how they will change when the school opens,
Mrs. Houlden discussed her job as director as making sure teachers have what they need and that all
activities evolve around the mission. She discussed ECAP which is a state mandated process by which high
school students track their courses, extra-curricular activities, college prep test scores and other aspects of
planning for post-high school years. At no other time during the interview was ECAP discussed, and very
little information was given in the written application. Each member of the Applicant team took the
opportunity to respond to the steps that would need to be taken to ensure the school was ready to open on
time. No team member discussed the recruitment of teachers until asked. (Capacity Interview 1:09:50)
This oversight speaks volumes about the capacity of this team to open and operate a successful charter
school.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Copper State Academy of Business and Design
Copper State Academy of Business and Design

A.1a

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on
outcomes rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil
achievement in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1 Meets the Criteria

Part A
A.1

A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target
Population Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the
school intends to serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding
schools.

A.2b

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a

A.3b

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing details explaining how the school’s proposed program of instruction improves pupil achievement in
the target population.
Providing details explaining how the school's proposed program of instruction improves educational choice in
the target population.

1

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

1
A
1

1

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.
A.3c

Meets the Criteria

1

2
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the curriculum for core academic content area(s): ELA, Math, Science and Social Studies.
Clearly demonstrating alignment of the curriculum to the Educational Philosophy in core area(s): ELA, Math,
Science and Social Studies.
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Demonstrating understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction.
Demonstrating understanding of methods of instruction which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Presenting a rationale for the selected curriculum that supports improving pupil achievement in the target
population.
Presenting a rationale for the methods of instruction that supports improving pupil achievement in the target
population.
Presenting a rationale for the assessment that supports improving pupil achievement in the target population.

Meets the Criteria

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.3 Total
A.3.2

0
F

3
A

2
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
1 Meets the Criteria

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

1

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

1

A.3.2.d

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

1

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

1

A.3.2 Total
A.4
A.4a

A.4b

A.4c

Meets the Criteria

0
School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
F
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.5a
A.5b

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.4d

A.4 Total
A.5

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified
needs of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following elements of
a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
iv. Revision of curriculum;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.

1

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following elements of
a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum
ii. Analyzing assessment data to include;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student needs.
iii. Adapting to meet the needs of subgroups;
• specifically evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determining what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student growth and
proficiency
• determining the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons from year to
year.

A.5e

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following elements of
a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of instruction.
iv. Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide feedback specific to
each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards integration.

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

A.5g

1

A.5h

Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

A.5i

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

A.5j

Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support Area 2 regarding
development of the school curriculum and implementation of assessments.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.5 Total
A.6.9‐12
A.6.9‐12a

A.6.9‐12b

A.6.9‐12c

A.6.9‐12d

A.6.3.9‐12e

A.6.9‐12f

A.6.9‐12g

0

B.1a

Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

6
Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.9‐12 Total
Part B
B.1

4

9‐12 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead
students to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the
Required Standard.

1

0
0

0
8

7
33

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

B.1b

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

B.1c

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

B.1h
B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.
Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body,
or if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and
filling vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a description of the school governing body's capacity to fulfill its requirements and support the
school mission.

1

1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

1
A

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.3b

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number
of administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight
responsibilities related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

1

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment
of those responsibilities.

1

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.3 Total
B.3.2

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
1 Meets the Criteria

B.3.2a

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.3.2d

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.

1

B.3.2e

Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

1

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

1

21

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments

C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

C.1c‐c
C.1c‐d

Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with the Target Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.

1

Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

Meets the Criteria
1

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria
1

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2

Meets the Criteria

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring consistency with section A.2 of the application package regarding boundaries.

1
0
F

1
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

C.2a

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

C.2b

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e
C.2f
C.2g
C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c

C.3d

Meets the Criteria

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in
the enrollment packet.
Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
h
b
f plan
h to recruit,
f
l train
d instructional staff
l consistent
l with
h the start‐up
Provide
a detailed
hire, and

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.
Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

of the school.

1

Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in
the Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the
program of instruction.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

C.4a

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

C.4b

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.4 Total
C.5

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described
in the application package.

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

C.5a

0
A

1

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Expenditures listed in the budget related to Operations and Management appear insufficient to cover student
technology, land and improvements, and building improvements, as described in the Three‐Year Operational
Plan Assumptions in the application package.

C.5b

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.

1

C.5c

(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

1

C.5d

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1

C.5e

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.5f

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

1

C.5g

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
C.5h

1

C.5 Total
Part C Sub Total
Grand Total Parts A, B, and C
No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Fails 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Fails 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

Meets the Criteria

0
0
0

1 Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring consistency with section C.5 Operational Budget of the application package regarding accuracy of
computations.

2 6
3 30
12 84

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Educational Models for Learning, Inc. (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on April 19, 2018. The
Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package
meets the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. The Applicant also
attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and results of the
capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Educational Models for Learning - Arizona

August 7, 2019

South Scottsdale

9-12

180 days

Mission Statement

Educational Models for Learning-Arizona will implement personalized, educational programs to facilitate student
achievement. These educational programs will demonstrate standards-based educational reform can provide a prototype for
changing the way teachers teach and students learn in the future.

Target Population

The following summary was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant States: Educational Models for Learning – Arizona (EML-AZ) intends to serve a student population that is
representative of the demographics of the community and schools located within the South Scottsdale area. EML-AZ is
proposing to serve students and families with children who have attended chronically underperforming schools in grades 912. The Applicant will strategically position its school within a 5-mile radius of Coronado High School. Coronado High School
has an ethnic distribution of approximately 3% Asian, 8% American Indian, 7% African American, 56% Hispanic, and 25%
White and 68% of the students are on Free and Reduced Lunch. The academic performance rates for the target population
indicate that 62% of students are minimally proficient for ELA, 56% are minimally proficient for math, and 60% are
minimally proficient for science.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

9-12

9-12

9-12

112

157

192

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):

Unconfirmed locations:
• 2221-2225 N. Scottsdale Rd., Scottsdale (preferred location)
• 2024 W. 1st St., Tempe
• 1419 W. 12th Pl., Tempe
• 1219 S. McClintock Dr., Tempe
• 5017 E. Washington St., Phoenix, AZ

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant’s core curriculum aligns with its philosophy of providing a quality educational option for students with
instruction that “provides personalized, rigorous options for multiple learning styles”. Students will have a Pathways
Personalized Education Plan (PPEP), and will meet daily with their teacher, who guides the PPEP to ”correlate with academic
needs and deficiencies”. Teachers will use strategies that include a Blended Learning Flex Model via an online curriculum
content provider, such as Edgenuity, and textbooks from Pearson or a similar provider. Teachers will also provide
collaborative learning, interactive learning groups of 5-7 students, and one-on-one direct instruction.

December 10, 2018
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Governance
Corporate and School Governing Body Members

Type

Vicki L. Barber
Tom R. Davis
Arlene Gluck
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B

Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

73%

Yes

100%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

77%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

91%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Tom Davis
Current Affiliation(s): 5 years as an Independent Consultant at the Altus Institute (San Diego, CA)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 2 years as an Independent Consultant at Total School Solutions (Fairfield, CA)
• 18 years as a Principal with the Redlands Unified School District (Redlands, CA)
Principal Name: Arlene Gluck
Current Affiliation(s): None
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years as a member of the Board of Trustees for Mirus Charter Schools (Hesperia, CA)
• 22 years as Principal with the Hesperia Unified School District (Hesperia, CA)
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Principal Name: Vicki Barber
Current Affiliation(s):
• Consultant with the Eldorado County Office of Education in various roles (Placerville, CA)
• 5 years as President of Barber & Barber, Inc. (Goodyear, AZ)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 30+ years in various roles (Superintendent, Deputy Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, and Director of
Special Services) with El Dorado County Office of Education (Placerville, CA)
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 05, 2018

New Charter Application for
Educational Models for Learning - Arizona

Submitted by
Educational Models for Learning, Inc.

Report Summary
Recommendation:

Approve

Applicant Name:
Educational Models for Learning, Inc.
Proposed School Name:
Educational Models for Learning - Arizona
Grades Served
9-12
Grades Served 9-12
Grades Served 9-12
Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Location:
South Scottsdale, in close proximity to Coronado High School, within the vicinity of N.
Scottsdale Road, Scottsdale, AZ.
Mission
Educational Models for Learning-Arizona will implement personalized, educational
Statement:
programs to facilitate student achievement. These educational programs will
demonstrate standards-based educational reform can provide a prototype for changing
the way teachers teach and students learn in the future.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score at
the meets level. level
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

73%
77%
91%

Section Score

Yes
Yes
Yes

100%
100%
100%

In-Person Interview Summary

All three of the Charter Principals were present and participated equally in the interview. All interviewees were
able to respond readily to questions about all parts of the application. The TRP was impressed with the overall
written application, the only concern was if any of the Charter Principals were going to actually be on site on a
daily basis to run the operations. The Applicants addressed our concern. (Capacity Interview 29:31) The
Applicant explained their educational, operational, and business plans in greater detail. The TRP has no doubt
of the Applicant’s ability or capacity to successfully launch a charter school.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary

The TRP recommends that the application for Educational Models for Learning, Inc. be approved because
the educational, operational and business plans obtained perfect scores in meeting the Board’s criteria.
Furthermore, the Capacity Interview confirmed the decision of the TRP by demonstrating that the
Applicants do possess the knowledge, skills and experience to successfully operate their charter school
described in the application package. The TRP fully recommends that the application be approved without
reservation.

2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Educational Models for Learning, Inc.
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Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?

Yes

30 of

41

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

41 of

Number of “Falls Below” ratings

3

0

Number of “Approaches” ratings

8

0

41

Plan Summary

The Applicant intends to serve students and families with children who have attended chronically
underperforming schools in grades 9-12, in the South Scottsdale area (Educational Plan A.2: Target
Population, p.1). The area includes as far North as McDowell, south at Broadway, East at 48th Street
and as far West as Dobson (Educational Plan A.2: Target Population, p. 3). The Applicant anticipates
that its student population will mirror the surrounding schools, and strategically position its classroom
within a 5-mile radius of Coronado High School (Educational Plan A.2: Target Population, p.1). About
56% of the student population will be Hispanic Latino, 25% White, 8% American Indian, 7% Black, and
3% Asian. Sixty-eight percent of the students will be on Free and Reduced Lunch (Educational Plan
A.2: Target Population, p. 2).
The philosophical approach of the Applicant is to provide students and families with a quality
educational option in neighborhoods with chronically underperforming schools. The Applicant will be
committed to the development of a personalized instructional program with flexible student schedules
that demonstrates positive outcomes for each student (Educational Plan A.1.: Educational Philosophy,
p.1). The Applicant will have an instructional program that provides students an individualized, Blended
Learning Flex Model. Each student will receive a personal education plan that can include one-on one
tutoring, online course options, field trips, supervised study, and assistance with accessing community
and government agency services. Students will follow a course of study consistent with the AzCCRS
and requirements for graduation (Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy, p. 6).
The Applicant will provide a flexible schedule option for students, where they can attend a session in
the morning, afternoon, or evening (Educational Plan A.1.: Educational Philosophy, p.5) with students
taking courses that last 9 weeks (Educational Plan A.1.: Educational Philosophy., p. 4). The school year
will include 180 instructional days (Educational Plan A.3: Program of Instruction, p.4).
The Applicant will meet the needs of all students through a Pathways Personalized Education Plan.
This plan shall include formative and summative testing data (AzMERIT, PSAT, SAT, ACT, local
assessments such as unit and end-of-course exams, career and learning style surveys, as well as
computer adaptive standards-based assessments). Through assessments, a set of instructional goals
will be developed (Educational Plan A.1.: Educational Philosophy p. 4).

Analysis

The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant defines the plan for
providing a learning environment that will improve pupil achievement in the target population, as well as
a clear picture of the student experience with respect to educational climate, structure, assessment,
and outcomes. The highlights of the proposed methods of instruction are a blended learning flex model
(Educational Plan A.3: Program of Instruction, p. 4) and the Pathways Personalized Education Plan
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Educational Models for Learning, Inc.
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(Educational Plan A.3: Program of Instruction p. 8). The rationale for the selected curriculum outlines
the structure and accountability for concept mastery (Educational Plan A.3: Program of Instruction, p.5).

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?

Yes

17 of

22

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

22 of

Number of “Falls Below” ratings

1

0

Number of “Approaches” ratings

4

0

22

Plan Summary

Educational Models for Learning, Inc. (EML, Inc.) is an Arizona nonprofit corporation that is currently
applying for federal tax-exempt status and intends to achieve such prior to or during the first year of its
operation as a charter school. The Applicant operates under the direction of an independent volunteer
Board of Directors (Board), who exercise ultimate decision-making authority for the charter, and
Educational Models for Learning-AZ (EML-AZ) to be operated by EML, Inc. The Board of EML, Inc. is
responsible for managing the business and affairs of EML, Inc. The Board will also serve as the
governing body for EML-AZ and will be responsible for the policy decisions of the charter school, as
well as providing general supervisory oversight for academics, finances, and regulations (Operational
Plan B.2.a: School Governing Board, p. 2).
The School Principal reports to, and is accountable to, the Governing Board for day-to-day
management decisions and instructional leadership (Operational Plan B1: Applicant Entity, p.4).
Additionally, the School Principal will be responsible for overseeing the back office provider and will
work with the Board to directly oversee financial management and growth of the school. After the third
year of operations, when enrollment increases, EML-AZ will recruit and hire a Business Manager. The
School Principal will have oversight over the non-instructional personnel (Operation Plan B1: Applicant
Entity, p. 5).
The Applicant proposes to contract services in the areas of Special Education Services, Legal Services,
Information Technology, Financial Management and Business Solutions, Financial Auditing, and
Custodial Services (Operational Plan B.3.2.: Contracted Services, p.1).

Analysis

The operational plan meets the criteria for approval because it provides an understanding of school
operations, management, and governance, representing a clear picture of the Applicant’s operating
priorities, delegation of responsibilities, and relationships with key stakeholders.
The board member qualifications are clearly described and the board members are certainly qualified
and experienced. The Applicant does acknowledge, and is looking at, ways to broaden and increase
the depth of its board by including qualified individuals from other ethnic and age groups. (Capacity
Interview, 27:13)
The listed costs and sources for Contracted Services are correlated to the needs of the target
population and to the needs of implementing the chosen model of instruction. (Operational Plan B.3.2:
Contracted Services, pages 1-9).
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Educational Models for Learning, Inc.
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Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Plan Summary

Yes

30 of
0
3

33

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

33 of
0
0

33

Proposed
Location:

Option 1: 2024 W. 1st St. Tempe, AZ 85281
Option 2: 1419 W. 12th Pl. Tempe, AZ 85281
Option 3: 1219 S. McClintock Dr. Tempe, AZ 85281
Option 4: 2221-2225 N. Scottsdale Rd. Scottsdale, AZ 85257 (Preferred)
Option 5: 5017 E. Washington St. Phoenix, AZ 85034
(Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition, p. 3).

Facilities
Requirements:

Year 1: A projected 112 students, with a floorplan allowing for 106 students at any given
time.
Year 2: A projected 157 students, with a floorplan allowing for 106 students at any given
time.
Year 3: A projected 192 students, with a floorplan allowing for 106 students at any given
time.
(Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition, p. 1)

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
245,500.00
130,312.81
115,187.19

Year 1
101
895,799.19
754,163.60
141,635.59

Year 2
142
1,229,982.59
1,046,732.
183,250.50

Year 3
173
1,501,501.50
1,250,785.86
250,715.64

The plan included five facility options all located within the targeted area (Business Plan C.1: Facilities
Acquisition, p. 3). The Applicant’s desired location is a freestanding building with 18,113 square feet. The
Applicant will lease a portion of this facility, with the Landlord configuring the space in accordance to the needs
of the Applicant. As soon as the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools grants the Applicant a charter,
negotiation for a facility will begin. In February of 2019, the tenant improvement will begin, and city permits will
be obtained. In of May 2019, the school site will be set up with furniture, internet and technology (Business Plan
C.1: Facilities Acquisition, p. 1).
The Applicant projects to have a minimum/ maximum of 101/ 112 students for Year 1, a minimum of 142/ 157
students for Year 2, and a minimum of 173/ 192 students for Year 3 (Business Plan C.2: Marketing and Student
Enrollment, p. 7). Enrollment targets are based on the number of eligible students in the area surrounding the
proposed location, the performance of local schools serving a similar student population, and the marketing
impressions that the plan will achieve. The numbers also closely align with budgetary needs for the school to be
fiscally solvent (Business Plan C.2: Marketing and Student Enrollment, p.9).
The Applicant will advertise and promote its program with a community outreach, creating community
engagement for students in grades 9-12. Target audiences will include adults with children ages 13-17 years.
Primary geo-targeting will include a 5-mile radius from the Applicant’s facility. Secondary geo-targeting will
include a 7- to 10-mile radius. (Operational Plan C.2: Marketing and Student Enrollment, p. 1). Advertising will
include a website, Facebook, outreach, open houses, collateral, digital ads, organic social media and online
search opportunities, paid social media, and public relations (Operational Plan C.2: Marketing and Student
Enrollment, p. 1-2).
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The Applicant plans to recruit personnel through outreach to local teacher-training colleges and universities,
advertisements in local, state and national publications, and career and community fairs (Business Plan C.3:
Personnel, p. 6). The first step in the hiring process involves an initial online application, a supplemental
application with open-ended questions, the completion of a Work Styles Behavior Survey and an initial
assessment aligned to the job description. Selected applicants will receive interviews. If this is a choice
candidate, a background and reference check will be performed. Training will include an onboarding process,
including best practices, school culture, and strategic initiatives (Business Plan C.3: Personnel, p. 7). Ongoing
professional development will include ethical responsibilities, curriculum content, student engagement and
teacher and staff efficiency & effectiveness. These will all encompass Professional Learning Communities
(Business Plan C.3: Personnel, p. 7-8).
Revenue calculations for the three-year operational budget are based on 90% of anticipated full enrollment for
the first three years. Expenses on average for the first three years consume 84% of revenue, thus providing a
cushion for the event of any setbacks. The budget has been carefully constructed to implement and sustain the
educational model selected.

Analysis

The business plan meets the criteria for approval because it provides an understanding of the
development and management of the school’s financial operations. The facility plan includes five
options, each with a detailed building configuration (Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition, p. 3). The
marketing plan includes cost efficient measures and analysis for three-year projections (Business Plan
C.2: Marketing and Student Enrollment, p. 1). The personnel plan provides details in describing
professional qualifications and/ or experience for each projected position (Business Plan C.2: Marketing
and Student Enrollment, p. 2-4). An immediate recruiting, hiring, and initial training timeline was
included and detailed (Business Plan C.2: Marketing and Student Enrollment, p. 6). The budget plan
aligns with other sections of the application. The budget plan is aligned with other sections of the
application. The decision to budget revenue at 90% of full enrollment for each of the three years is
evidence of the Applicant’s ability to plan for contingencies.
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Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Arlene Gluck
Vicki Barber
Tom Davis

Role

Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Charter Principal

Attended
Interview?

Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis

The TRP finds that the Applicant has the range of knowledge, skills, and experience needed to open
and operate a charter school. The application is detailed and well- crafted and all three plans meet the
Board’s criteria with perfect scores. The Applicant team has a combined rich experience working as
leaders and educators, and demonstrates a strong understanding of underserved students in Phoenix.
The Applicants were engaged and knowledgeable during the Capacity Interview and were all
comfortable discussing all parts of the application in depth. The Applicant demonstrated deep
knowledge of, and commitment to, its plan. The TRP fully recommends Educational Models for
Learning, Inc. for approval.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a
A.1b

Educational Models For Learning, Inc.
Educational Models For Learning‐Arizona

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.
Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1

A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

0
F

0
A

6
M

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

1

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1

A.3a

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

0
F

0
A

3
M

1

A.3c

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

1

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1a

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

A.3b

A.3 Total
A.3.1

Meets the Criteria

1

A.2b

A.2 Total
A.3

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

5
M

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.1b

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.1c
A.3.1d

Describe the process for student retention.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.1e

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

0
F

0
A

0
M

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

1

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

1

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e
A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

Meets the Criteria
1

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

5
M

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.5a

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2

0
F

0
A

5
M
1

Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.
A.5b

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

A.4b

A.4 Total
A.5

Technical Assistance/ Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v. Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Meets the Criteria

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

Meets the Criteria

1

A.5g

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.

1

A.5h

Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

1

A.5i

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

1

A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.9‐12
A.6.9‐12a

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1
0

9‐12 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

0

Meets the Criteria

10
Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.9‐12b

A.6.9‐12c

A.6.9‐12d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.3.9‐12e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.9‐12f

A.6.9‐12g

B.1a

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.9‐12 Total
Part B
B.1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

1
0
0

0
0

7
41

F

A

M
1

B.1b

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

B.1c

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

8
M
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

1

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

1

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M
1

B.3b

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

1

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

1

B.3d
B.3 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

B.3.2c

1
0
F

0
A

4
M
1

1

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.

1

B.3.2e

Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

1

Part C
C.1
C.1a

C.1b

Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

B.3.2d

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

B.3.2 Total

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

22

F

A

M

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
Meets the Criteria
1

C.1c

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b
C.1c‐c
C.1c‐d
C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

NOT APPLICABLE
1

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1
0
F

0
A

6
M

C.2a

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

C.2b

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

1

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
h
b
f plan
h to recruit,
fi
i and
l train
d instructional
i
i staff
l consistent
l with
h the start‐up
Provide
a detailed
hire,

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

8
M

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

C.3c

of the school.

1

C.3d

Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.
Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

Meets the Criteria
1
0
F

0
A

5
M
1

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

C.5b

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.

C.5c

C.5d
C.5e
C.5f
C.5g
C.5h

1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1
1

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria, Therefore Proceeds to Interview

Meets the Criteria

1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

6
M
1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

0
A

(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

C.5 Total
Grand Total

1
0
F

Meets the Criteria

1
0
0
0

0
0
0

8
33
96

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Integrated Education Foundation, Inc. (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 24, 2018. The
Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package
does not meet the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. Integrated
Education Foundation, Inc. requested that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria move forward
for Board consideration. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the
application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for
the Applicant be denied.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Kaleidoscope School

August 7, 2019

Phoenix

K-8

180 days

Mission Statement
Within an innovative and creative model of elementary education, Kaleidoscope School inspires and prepares students to be
competent, confident learners equipped with the critical thinking, problem solving, literacy, and numeracy skills necessary for
success in an increasingly complex, global society.

Target Population

The following summary was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant plans to open in North Central Phoenix, drawing students from zip codes 85023 and 85053. The Applicant
states that the area’s “median age is 34 with a median income of $42,448. 35% of the population is households with
children. The total number of children ages 5 to 14 in this population is 7,880.” The Applicant also states that the targeted
area includes nine public elementary schools and four charter schools. According to data provided by the Applicant, the
majority of the district schools in the area are ranked as a “B” with average math proficiency of 49% and average reading
proficiency of 45.25% on the AzMERIT test.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-3
180

K-4
240

K-5
300

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed Locations:
• 2929 W. Greenway Road, Phoenix
• 13454 N. Black Canyon Highway, Phoenix
• 2806 W. Cactus, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant’s five Core Values are fundamental to its program of instruction. These five values are cooperation,
structured and unstructured play, strong character, meaningful parental involvement, and community involvement. The
Applicant proposes to “develop and deliver high quality, research-based curriculum that is aligned to our educational
philosophy and Arizona State Standards. Specifically, the school will utilize Core Knowledge, Singapore Math, Excellence in
Writing, Easy Grammar, novel studies, Spalding, Wordly Wise, and teacher created curriculum.” Methods of instruction will
include direct instruction, cooperative learning, hands on learning, inquiry based learning, and differentiated learning.
Play-based curriculum and structures will be used to build confidence, critical thinking, problem solving, literacy, and
numeracy skills.

December 10, 2018
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Governance
Corporate Board Members

School Governing Body Members

Marissa Anderson
Laura Brasher
Robin Soare

See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Christine Davis
Tracy Lange
Brodie Soare
Unnamed

Type

Parents
School Staff
Non-Voting Member
Community Member

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

55%

Yes

98%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

45%

No

91%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

75%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be denied. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Laura Brasher
Current Affiliation(s): 10 years as a middle school science teacher at Valley Academy
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 5 years as a science teacher at Arizona Conservatory for Arts and Academics
Principal Name: Marissa Anderson
Current Affiliation(s): 4 years as a Senior Staff Attorney at Arizona Legal Women and Youth Services
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None

December 10, 2018
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Principal Name: Robin Soare
Current Affiliation(s): 3 years as Owner/Director of Kaleidoscope Preschool
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 9 years as a teacher at Benchmark Elementary School

December 10, 2018

Integrated Education Foundation, Inc.
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 14, 2018

New Charter Application for
Kaleidoscope School

Submitted by
Integrated Education Foundation, Inc.

Report Summary
Recommendation: Deny
Integrated Education Foundation, Inc.
Kaleidoscope School
Grades Served K-4
Grades Served
Year 2:
Year 3:

Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
K-3
K-5
Year 1:
Location:
Applicant has listed three potential sites in the Northwest section of Phoenix
Mission
Statement:

Within an innovative and creative model of elementary education, Kaleidoscope School
inspires and prepares students to be competent, confident learners equipped with the
critical thinking, problem solving, literacy, and numeracy skills necessary for success in
an increasingly complex, global society.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

Section
Score

Section
Score

55%

Yes

98%

45%

No

91%

75%

Yes

100%

In-Person Interview Summary
Corporate Board Members:
Laura Brasher
Marissa Anderson
Robin Soare

All three charter principals, along with three board members were present in the interview. The co-founder,
Robin Soare, was the primary speaker, but each member of the team contributed by providing details according
to their area of expertise. The TRP initially had serious concerns about all three plans during the initial
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evaluation of the written application, but the Applicant demonstrated its ability to present a much-improved
revised application. However, after the interview, strong concerns resurfaced about the Applicant’s operations
and business capacity. (Capacity Interview 14:11). During the capacity interview, the Applicant could not explain
in detail a viable contingency plan in the event the projected enrollment amount was not met. Coupled with this
fact, that their model is based on having two teachers in each classroom. No strategic solution was provided to
ensure that the model could be upheld in the event the projected enrollment numbers were not met. (Capacity
Interview 14:11) Also, no timeline was provided to have principal to step down from being an active board
chair. (Capacity Interview 21:30) Furthermore, there appears to be an inconsistency with the Applicant’s
rationale for setting up a charter school in the targeted area. The Applicant indicates that this is so that parents
can have a choice of sending their children to their “A” ranked school in an area where the schools are
predominately “A” & “B”. The targeted area has 9 traditional elementary schools and 4 charter schools, 5 of
which rank “A”. (Educational Plan, A2: Target Population, Page 3)

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the revised application package for Integrated Education Foundation, Inc. be
denied because the lack of proper planning in the operational plan. These inadequacies will have serious
repercussions affecting the other two plans; therefore, it does not meet the Board’s criteria for approval.
Critical issues related to Educational Plan:
The Applicant intends to utilize an existing private school to start-up a charter school and provide free public
education. The model chosen heavily depends on recruitment of two highly qualified teachers in each
classroom that are well versed in their chosen model. Neither a strategic and aggressive recruitment plan to
obtain the required personnel nor a well-structured process for training teachers for the chosen model was
presented.
Critical issues related to Operational Plan:
The TRP had serious concerns about the proposed governance structure. No timeline was provided as to
when the founder/board member (Robin Soare) would step down from being the board chair when
consecutively performing the duties of acting principal of the school.
Critical issues related to Business Plan:
The Applicant’s response to not having a realistic contingency plan in the event the projected enrollment
amount was not sufficient. No details were provided to demonstrate that the model chosen could be kept in
place if enrollment projections were not met.

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes

55
0
1

Of

56

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

54
0
1

of

55

Plan Summary

The Applicant proposes to serve students in grades K-8, with the first year serving K-3, the second year serving
K-4, and the third year serving K-5. Each subsequent year increases one grade level as they reach capacity.
67% of the target population is comprised of white collar workers, with 33% being blue collar workers. The total
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number of children ages 5 to 14 in this population is 7,880. (Educational Plan, A2: Target Population, Page 3)
The Applicant’s educational philosophy is to employ fully integrated curricula, with all content taught as part of
one thematic unit. The school will gradually incorporate thematic units, beginning the first year with units based
in math and science as well as language arts and social studies. Students will be placed in cooperative learning
groups based on data obtained from previous year’s teacher as well as the portfolio that follows that student.
The groups will put like-minded students together, which allows students to proceed at an individualized pace.
(Educational Plan, A1: Educational Philosophy, Page 8)
The school day will be from 8:00 am to 3:15 pm, with 5.5 and 6.25 hours of instruction per day, based on
grade level on full days, and 3 hours of instruction per day on half days. Hours of instruction per year is as
follows:
Kindergarten
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth

990 hrs.
990 hrs.
990 hrs.
1,035 hrs.
1,035 hrs.
1,035 hrs.
1,035 hrs.
1,035 hrs.
1,035 hrs.

Kaleidoscope school will have 180 days of school for the calendar year 2019/2020. (Educational Plan, A4:
School Calendar and Weekly Schedule, Page 1)
The Applicant proposes to implement a research-based curriculum that is aligned to its educational
philosophy and Arizona State Standards. The school will utilize Core Knowledge, Singapore Math, Excellence
in Writing, Easy Grammar, novel studies, Spalding, Wordly Wise, and teacher created curriculum.
The Applicant proposes to use summative assessments, benchmark assessments, and state testing to
determine the effectiveness of the curriculum, the teachers, and the instructional strategies for student
learning. This data, along with the formative assessment data, will be reviewed and analyzed to determine
adjustments to curriculum, teacher placement, professional development, and instructional strategies to
further increase student achievement. (Educational Plan, A4: Program of Instruction, Page 5)

Analysis

The educational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the Applicant failed to adequately
demonstrate that the proposed program is sustainable through their operational and business plans, and
because the TRP has concerns of capacity. The Applicant failed to demonstrate during the capacity interview
that they have sufficient capacity to implement the planned academic program so that it increases academic
performance in the target population. While the application does describe a number of positive core values and
general instructional approaches, these approaches and values are not sufficiently linked to the target
population. (Capacity Interview, 25:07).

Operational Plan
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Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

#20 of
3
3

#26

Revised TRP Scores
No

20
0
2

of

22

Plan Summary
Integrated Education Foundation, Inc. is governed by a single Board of Directors (the “Board”) which serves
as the sole governing body of Kaleidoscope School (the “School”), and is charged with overseeing the
management of the School’s affairs including all operational, financial, and pedagogical issues. Pursuant to,
ARS §15-183(E) (8), the Board will set direction based on the mission and vision of the School. (Operational
Plan, B2: Governing Body, Page 6)
Responsibilities and the role of official governing board positions are provided in detail (Operational Plan,
B2: Governing Body, Pages 2-6)
Contracted services will be proposed and evaluated by the Business Manager and approved by the
Governing Board. The following is a list of contracted services the School intends to use:
Audits – Conduct all state-required audits
Benefits – Provide employees Health insurance, Dental insurance, and Retirement
Copier – Provide and maintain copiers for school
ESS – Provide Special Education services needed at school, to include ESS Teacher, school psychologist
services, OT services, speech language services, and PT services
Facility Services – Provide facility maintenance and cleaning
Finance Services – Provide accounting, tax preparation, compliance services, budget reports, payroll, accounts
payable, monthly cash flow statements, and annual financial report
Food Services – Provide students with on-site lunches
Information Technology Services – Network set-up and installation, computer maintenance (both software and
hardware), and web development and maintenance
Insurance – Provide property and liability insurance which includes risk management and extra-curricular injury
Legal Services – Provide legal services and guidance in tax and regulatory issues
(Operational Plan, B.3.2: Contracted Services, Pages 1-2)

Analysis
The operational plan falls below the criteria for approval because the TRP has critical concerns about its
current board structure. The Applicant provided organizational charts for the first three years. The roles
and responsibilities of the board and each projected position were presented. However, the fact that the
board chair has not presented a timeframe for stepping down while also serving as principal was lacking.
It is unclear whether the school can implement with fidelity the chosen model of instruction without having
a well-structured recruitment and training plan. Furthermore, the Applicant does not have a solid
contingency plan in the event projected enrollment falls short of expectations. The TRP’s level of concern
increased when during the capacity interview when it was stated that if in such an event where enrollment
projections fall short, that parent volunteers would be used to off-set contracted services (Capacity
Interview, 14:11)
The TRP believes the Applicant requires further development of its board structure and process, in
addition to development of an aggressive recruitment and rigorous training plan in order for all criteria
under the operational plan can be successfully met.
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Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes

33
0
0

of

33

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

32
0
0

of

32

Plan Summary

2929 W. Greenway, Phoenix
2806 W. Cactus, Phoenix, AZ 85029
13454 N. Black Canyon Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85029.
Year One
Facilities
Integrated Education Foundation, Inc. (IEF) will need a facility to house a projected
Requirements: 180 students its first year. The facility must have a minimum of 6 general
education classrooms, 2 special classrooms (rotating music, Spanish, art and
computers), 2 administrative offices, 1 office entry area, 1 ESS room, 1 teacher
resource room, 1 multi-use room, and enough restrooms and drinking fountains to
satisfy the number of children and adults at the school. IEF will need a total of 65
interior square feet per child, for a total of 11,700 sq. ft. in its first year.
Year Two
IEF’s student population is projected to be 240 students in year two. In order to
deliver IEF’s Program of Instruction IEF will need 8 classrooms, 2 special
classrooms (rotating music, Spanish, art and computers), 2 administrative offices,
1 entry area, 1 ESS room, 1 teacher room, 1 multi-use room, and enough
restrooms and drinking fountains to satisfy the number of children and adults at
the school. IEF will need a total of 65 interior square feet per child, for a total of
15,600 interior sq. ft. in its second year.
Year Three
The third year student projection is 300 students. IEF will need 10 classrooms, 2
special classrooms (rotating music, Spanish, art and computers), 2 administrative
offices, 1 office entry area, 1 ESS room, 1 teacher room, 1 multi-use room, and
enough restrooms and drinking fountains to satisfy the number of children and
adults at the school. IEF will need a total of 65 interior square feet per child, for a
total of 19,500 interior sq. ft. in its third year.
Proposed
Location:

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
150,000.00
98,654.75
51,345.25

Year 1
180
1,124,431.25
1,062,685.00
61,746.25

Year 2
240
1,398,460.00
1,539,095.25
140,635.21

Year 3
300
2,014,290.21
1,782,453.04
231,837.17

The business plan included three facility options all located within the targeted area. A timeline for securing
the facility and projected facility costs are also included. All three options include a plan for growth through
the first three years of operation. (Business Plan, C.1: Facilities Acquisition, Pages 1-13)
The Applicant proposed a marketing plan and budget to encourage enrollment through press releases,
traditional advertising, non-traditional advertising, a webpage, social media, and soft marketing practices.
(Business Plan, C.2: Marketing and Enrollment, Pages 1-4)
The personnel plan provided details in describing professional qualifications and experience for each projected
position. A recruitment plan and hiring process were included. Teacher training and professional development
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were proposed as well. (Business Plan, C.3: Personnel, Pages 5-10)
The start-up budget included employees, insurance, office supplies, and other maintenance and operations
costs. (Business Plan, C.4: Start Up Budget Pages 1-2). Revenue calculations for the three year operational
budget are based on 33% for the first year, 44% for the second year, and 55% for the third year.

Analysis
The business plan falls below the criteria for approval because there was no clear contingency laid out in the
event enrollment projections were to fall at or below 50% of the expectations. (Capacity Interview 14:11) The
lack of a detailed realistic contingency plan jeopardizes severely the implementation and sustainability of the
model chosen since it is heavily dependent on having two teachers and an instructional aide in each
classroom. A sound financial strategic plan should be in place allocating sufficient funds with a reasonable
projection anticipating any challenges that the school may face. The TRP finds the Applicant lacks the
capacity in the financial planning that is necessary to launch a charter school.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Laura Brasher
Marissa Anderson
Robin Soare

Role

Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal and Authorized
Representative

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The TRP finds that the Applicant has combined experience in operating a private school. In reviewing the
written application and interviewing the Applicant, the TRP concludes that the absence of some critical
elements in three plans would hinder the ability of the Applicant to launch a successful charter school.
These elements include a clearly defined target population and its needs so that an education plan can be
designed and proposed to address the specific needs of the target population; a timely, effective board
structure so that an operational plan can be executed; and a sound, strategic business plan so that
sufficient funds can be allocated to support an effective implementation of its academic program. In
summary, the TRP recommends that the Applicant continues to further increase its capacity to secure a
favorable charter contract at a later time.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Integrated Education Foundation, Inc.
Kaleidoscope School

A.1a

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

Part A
A.1

A.1f
A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

A.2b

A.2c
A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a

1
0
F

0
A

6
M
1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in
A.3 meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and
providing educational choice.

0
F

0
A

3
M
1

A.3c

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

1

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

A.3.1b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1a

.

Meets the Criteria

1

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the
level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

A.3b

A.3 Total
A.3.1

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

A.3e

Meets the Criteria

1

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

5
M

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

A.3.1c

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.

1

A.3.1d

Describe the process for student retention.

1

A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

Meets the Criteria

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

1
0
F

0
A

5
M

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and
conditions for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.e
A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
F

0
A

0
M

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in
Area IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.5a

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2

A.5b

Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.4b

A.4 Total
A.5

Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

0
F

0
A

5
M
1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students,
and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v. Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5g

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.

1

A.5h

Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

1

A.5i

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

1

A.5j

Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1

Meets the Criteria

10
M

Technical Assistance/Comments

A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2

K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

A.6.K‐2a

A.6.K‐2b

A.6.K‐2c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.K‐2d

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6 Total

A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.3‐5

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.
1

0
F

0
A

7
M

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4. Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.3‐5e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.3‐5f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6.3‐5g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.3‐5 Total
6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
A.6.6‐8
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
A.6.6‐8a
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning
targets. Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
4 . Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Mathematics, and Science.
Addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Describing the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets in Writing. Specifically,
activities/tasks identifying each learning target.
Activities/tasks adequately addressing the rigor of the standard.
Identifying components of the program of instruction and education philosophy that are incorporated into
Writing instruction.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0

1

6

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics. and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.6‐8g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing,
Mathematics, and Science.
7. Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.6‐8 Total
Part B
B.1
B.1a

B.1b
B.1c

Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or
resolution of intent to apply for a charter school.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0
0

0
1

7
54

F

A

M
1

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each
Principal to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

8
M

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Indicating if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body or indicating if and
when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a description of the school governing body's capacity to fulfill its requirements and support the school
mission.

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

0
F

2
A

3
M
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

B.3b

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.3 Total
B.3.1

Meets the Criteria

1

1
1
0
F

0
A

4
M

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.3.1c

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.
Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

B.3.1d

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1a

B.3.1b

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b
B.3.2c

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
0
F

0
A

0
M
1
1

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1

B.3.2d

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate
for the target population identified in A.2.

1

B.3.2e

Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

1

Part B Sub Total

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

B.3.2 Total

Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

2

20

Part C
C.1
C.1a

Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.

F

A

M

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

C.1b

Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.1c

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐c

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.
Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1

C.1c‐d

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

1

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b

C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2

Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1
0
F

0
A

6
M

C.2a

Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up
date of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

C.2b

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

1

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract
the projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

C.2h

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

1

C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.
Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

8
M

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

C.3c

C.3d

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b
C.4c
C.4d
C.4e
C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up
of the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.
Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are
accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the
Budget Assumptions.
Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

C.5d

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1
1
1
1
0
F

0
A

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
NOT APPLICABLE

1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Fails 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete

6
M
1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

1

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

5
M
1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

C.5 Total
Grand Total

0
A

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

C.5c

C.5h

0
F

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.

C.5g

Meets the Criteria
1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

C.5b

C.5f

Meets the Criteria

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

C.5a

Meets the Criteria

1

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

C.5e

1

1
0
0
0

0
0
3

7
32
106

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

New Learning Ventures, Inc. (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on April 23, 2018. The Technical
Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package meets the
minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. The Applicant also attended a
capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and results of the capacity
interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

Phoenix Modern

August 5, 2019

Phoenix

K-8

180 days

Mission Statement
The mission of Phoenix Modern is to support a diverse community of learners in developing the skills, mindset and character
that best prepare them for positive, healthy and productive engagement in the world.

Target Population

The following was summarized from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant is proposing to serve students in Central Phoenix. The targeted boundaries are Jefferson Street to the South,
Bethany Home Avenue to the north, 40th Street to the east, and 19th Avenue to the west. Potential students will most likely
reside in one of the following Phoenix villages: Alhambra, Encanto, Central City, or Camelback East. This target area draws
students from the Phoenix Elementary, Osborn, and Creighton school districts. The target community is home to more
than 50,000 students between the ages of 5 and 14, with an estimated one to two percent annual growth rate, and the
majority of families being Hispanic, the second most prevalent race being white. The Applicant plans to “serve a diverse
student population with at least 40% of students coming from disadvantaged families, while also attracting wealthier
families.” In addition, the Applicant expects that 15% of their enrolled student population will be English Language Learners
and 10% will qualify for special education services.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-5
75

K-7
150

K-8
210

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed Locations:
• 730 E Highland Avenue, Phoenix
• 3605 N 7th Avenue, Phoenix
• 2002 E Osborn Road, Phoenix
• 2303 E Thomas Road, Phoenix
• 733-737 W McDowell Road, Phoenix
• 750 W Grand Avenue, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant states, “The instructional approach at Phoenix Modern provides students significant opportunity to take
responsibility for their learning and shape the community.” The Applicant plans to serve students in multi-age learning
studios, with students forming a tightly bound community grounded in positive, supportive relationships. The model will
utilize 21st Century learning components that include self-paced mastery of reading, writing and math skills, real world tools
and skills, critical thinking, powerful writing and speaking, and authentic relationships. The Applicant’s approach to student
achievement includes Building Blocks for Learning, adaptive/personalized instructional programs, project based learning, and
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providing students a sense of purpose in learning. In this model, “the role of the adult is significantly different than in a
typical classroom. Referred to as guides, they act as game makers, facilitators, coaches, and mentors. They inspire, ask
probing questions, present challenges, help students reflect, and hold them accountable for upholding the community’s
standards of excellence. Guides may also use time to conference one on one or in a small group with students to provide
intentional support on a particular area of focus requested by the student or initiated by the guide based on data collected
from observation, learning programs, and assessments.”

Governance
Corporate Board Members

School Governing Body
Members

Andrew Collins
Jack DeBartolo
Tyler Johnson
James Aaron Klusman
Steven Wheeler
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Type

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

89%

Yes

100%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

95%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

82%

Yes

100%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
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Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Andrew Collins
Current Affiliation(s): 2 years as President/CEO of New Learning Ventures
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years Senior Director of School Development at the Arizona Charter Schools Association
• 4 years as a sixth-grade teacher at Laveen Elementary (with Teach for America)
• Board Secretary for Empower College Prep
Principal Name: James Aaron Klusman
Current Affiliation(s): 12 years as the Owner of Camelback Partners/Klusman Family Holdings
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Co-founder of Acton Academy Phoenix
• Board member of Grand Canyon University’s Colangelo School of Business
Principal Name: Steven Wheeler
Current Affiliation(s): Chairman of HonorHealth
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Executive Vice President of Arizona Public Service
• Partner at Snell & Wilmer Law Firm
• Director and Vice Chair of the Flinn Foundation
• Director of the Helios Education Foundation
• Director of Great Hearts America
Principal Name: Tyler Johnson
Current Affiliation(s): 17 years as Lead Pastor of Redemption Church Arizona
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Member of Governors Counsel for Child Safety and Family Empowerment
• Board Member of Foster Care Initiatives Arizona
• Board Member of City Serve Arizona
Principal Name: Jack DeBartolo
Current Affiliation(s): 12 years as the President of DeBartolo Architects, Ltd.
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Board Member and Phoenix Metro Director of AIA Arizona
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 05, 2018

New Charter Application for
Phoenix Modern

Submitted by
New Learning Ventures, Inc.

Report Summary
Recommendation: Approve
New Learning Ventures, Inc.
Phoenix Modern
Grades Served K-7
Grades Served
Year 2:
Year 3:

Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
K-5
K-8
Year 1:
Location:
6 potential sites listed in central Phoenix. Decision to be made in 12/2018
Mission
Statement:

The mission of Phoenix Modern is to support a diverse community of learners in
developing the skills, mindset and character that best prepare them for positive,
healthy and productive engagement in the world.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
Yes
No

89%
95%
82%

Section Score

Yes
Yes
Yes

100%
100%
100%

In-Person Interview Summary
Corporate Board Members:
James Aaron Klusman
Andrew Collins
Steven Wheeler
Tyler Johnson
Jack DeBartolo

All five charter principals attended the interview. Andrew Collins was the primary speaker for the group;
however, each member did participate in answering a question. The TRP was impressed with the overall
quality of the written plan. The only concern was if there was a contingency plan in place in the event the
enrollment number should be 50% of the projected amount. The applicant explained that the current budget
was based on attaining a 75% enrollment and also having secured financial backing for start-up funds, in
addition to strategically making cuts in the areas of staff and facility space. (Capacity Interview 11:39)

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for New Learning Ventures, Inc. be approved because all three
plans have perfect scores in meeting the criteria for board approval. Furthermore, the capacity interview
solidified the TRP’s position to fully recommend the approval for New Learning Ventures, Inc.
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: New Learning Ventures, Inc.
1

Academic Plan
New Learning Ventures has developed a well-structured and detailed educational plan. The TRP saw no
concern with them implementing their model.
The Educational plan meets all the required criteria. New Learning Ventures has laid out a clear and solid
educational philosophy to guide the mission of the school. There is also a program of instruction that is wellresearched and meets the needs of the school's target population. Mastery and promotion criteria have all
been addressed and the course offerings and graduation requirements are clearly spelled out. Finally, the
academic systems plans put in place guarantee that all the subject matter areas have been well thought out
in terms of instruction, assessment, and remediation.
Operational Plan
New Learning Ventures’ operational plan clearly stands on its own. The TRP saw no concerns in the
administration of the Applicant’s plan.
The Operational plan offers the necessary functional framework necessary for ensuring the participants are
all in place to see to the fulfillment of the educational plan. The operational plan also provides a clear
picture of the various internal personnel involved in running the school and their various capacities towards
guaranteeing the successful operation of the school. The section also clearly details the various contracted
personnel necessary to meet the needs of the target population.
Business Plan
New Learning Ventures has developed a carefully crafted business plan. It is obvious that the applicant team
has the capacity to put its plan into action
The Business Plan clearly lays out the necessary financial foundation to support the practical budgetary
requirements for the infrastructure of the school. It is obvious that New Learning Ventures, Inc. has
researched and secured the necessary facilities to house its school. Personnel hiring and the budget to
operate the school both in its first year and subsequent three-year period of operation is clearly laid out and
viable.

Educational Plan
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP
Scores
Yes

43
0
6

Of

Revised TRP Scores
49

Yes

49
0
0

of

49

Plan Summary
The Applicant proposes to serve students in grades K-8. The target community is home to more than 50,000
students between the ages of 5 and 14, with an estimated one to two percent annual growth rate. The data
also shows that the majority of families are Hispanic with the second most prevalent race being white. The
population in this area are non-citizens and about 11% speaking only Spanish at home with up to 37 percent
of families having one parent in the household with no spouse.
The Applicant’s educational philosophy is based on the premise that the current educational process is a
“one size fits all” approach that is inadequate and does not properly address the needs of today’s students
to be prepared for the increasingly complex world. The Applicant’s objectives for the students include the
following:

• Master core skills in math, reading, and writing

• Develop 21st Century skills, including strong communication, critical thinking, collaboration, and creativity
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: New Learning Ventures, Inc.
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• Apply skills in a variety of domains including science, art, and humanities.
• Demonstrate the necessary building blocks for a life time of learning, including a growth mindset and
perseverance (Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy, page 2).
The Applicant’s learning methodology components of its model are:
•
Self-paced mastery of reading, writing and math skills – through deliberate practice and the latest in
educational technology, students spend a period of the day working on their core academic skills.
•
Real world tools and skills – through hands on integrated projects, students build 21st century skills,
including how to apply their core skills in useful ways.
•
Critical thinking and powerful writing and speaking – through deep Socratic discussions, a writer’s
workshop, and public exhibitions, students engage in critical thinking and build purposeful and effective
communication skills.
•
Authentic relationships – through community promises, students form a tightly bound community
grounded in positive, supportive relationships, led mostly by themselves (Educational Plan A.3: Program of
Instruction, page 1).
The Applicant’s proposed calendar for the 2019-2020 school year includes 180 days of instruction, with
each day officially starting at 8:30 a.m. and ending at 3:30 p.m. This provides a total of 1,080 hours of
instruction (not including lunch or 15 minutes of studio maintenance). Though the weekly schedule is
flexible, it provides time for at least 300 minutes of math and 450 minutes of core skill instruction in reading
and another 60 minutes for dedicated reading time, with choice books every week. Additionally, the weekly
schedule provides 300 minutes of instruction in specialty areas, and another 420 minutes of time for
integrated projects and writer’s workshop that incorporate math, reading, writing, science and social studies.
Finally, the schedule provides 225 minutes for intentional discussion that addresses communication skills,
habits of success, helpful learning frameworks, and motivation for learning. (Educational Plan A.4: Calendar
& Weekly Schedule, page 1).
The proposed curriculum is aligned with Arizona State Standards utilizing materials, such as Lexia, NewsELA,
Click N’ Spell, NoRedInk, and Evan-Moor’s Grammar and Punctuation for language arts and similar adaptive
programs for math, such as Khan Academy, Dreambox, ST Math, and ALEKS. (Educational Plan A.3: Program
of Instruction, page 1-4).
Through a variety of assessments such as: Learning Badges (competency based), 360 Reviews, Portfolios of
work, Exhibitions, Goal Setting and Reflections, Academic Trackers, and Standardized Tests will be
administered to measure student achievement.

Analysis
The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the selected curriculum and instructional
strategies are clearly linked to the needs of the target population including its sub-groups. As a result, the
TRP had no concerns about the Applicant’s understanding of its target population or of the method of
implementation for its educational model. Furthermore, the calendar fully supports the model, which
showcases goal setting, core skills, exploration and enrichments, projects/discussion/writer’s workshop,
choice reading and exhibition. (Educational Plan A.4: School calendar, page 2).
It is evident that the Applicant has a policy consistent with the State requirement to determine student
mastery and promotion based on the criteria provided (Educational Plan A.4: Mastery & Promotion, pages 14).
The Applicant team has successfully submitted a well structured educational plan. At the capacity interview
Mr. Collins was the primary speaker; however, all members did respond when questioned and were fully
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engaged. It was clear that all participants were fully on board with a clear understanding of their application
and its mission.

Operational Plan
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

Yes

20
1
0

of

21

21
0
0

of

21

Plan Summary
The Phoenix Modern Governing Board (“Governing Body”) will be an appointed subcommittee of the
corporate board for New Learning Ventures, Inc. and is established for the school to serve as the governing
body in accordance with A.R.S. §15-183. The corporate board will establish this governing body for Phoenix
Modern and appoint at least five members within one month of signing the charter contract. (Operational
Plan B.2: School Governing Body, page 1).
The Governing Body approves school policies and monitors the school’s performance in accordance with
A.R.S. §15-183. The Governing Body will also review and make a formal recommendation for the school’s
budget to the corporate board. Adopted policies and procedures for the school are communicated to parents
via the school’s Parent/Student Handbook, which includes the policies, procedures, and operations of the
school. It presents information highlighting school policies and guidelines necessary for the academic
achievement, safety, welfare, and wellbeing of the students. The governing board will also meet monthly to
review progress on school objectives, including a monthly review of financials (cash flow statements,
statement of financial activities, including budget to actuals, and statement of financial position) and an
overview of student academic progress. Additionally, the Governing Body will support and hold accountable
the managing director of Phoenix Modern, conducting his or her annual review and evaluation. (Operational
Plan B.2: School Governing Body, page 1).
The Applicant proposed to contract services in the areas of Curriculum Development, Education Specialists,
Special Education, Community Engagement Liaison, Accounting, Auditing Services, Legal Services, and
Informational Technology Services. (Operational Plan B.3.2: Contracted Services, page 1).
Analysis
The operational plan meets the criteria for approval because all sections are detailed and reflect an
understanding of how a charter school operates. The proposed governance plan includes detailed
descriptions of roles and responsibilities, as well as training and support of the board. (Operational Plan B.2:
School Governing Body, page 1).
Members of the governing board will include a diverse group of local community members who align to the
mission and philosophy of the school and who have the capacity to ask critical questions, evaluate
performance, and plan strategically. Initially appointing members to the school governing board is the sole
responsibility of the corporate board with support from NLV’s CEO and managing director for Phoenix
Modern. When appointing members to the school governing body, the NLV corporate board will seek
individuals who can objectively govern the school and demonstrate skills relevant to fulfilling their
responsibilities as governing board members. (Operational Plan B.2: School Governing Body, page 1).
The costs for Contracted Services are correlated to the needs of the target population and appropriate to
effectively implement the chosen model of instruction. (Operational Plan B.3.2: Contracted Services, pages
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1-9).

Business Plan
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Preliminary TRP
Scores
Yes

21
1
5

of

Revised TRP Scores
27

Yes

27
0
0

of

27

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

Facilities
Requirements:

Option 1: 730 E Highland Ave
Option 2: 3605 N 7th Ave
Option 3: 2002 E Osborn Rd
Option 4: 2303 E Thomas Rd
Option 5: 733-737 W McDowell Rd
Option 6: 750 W Grand Ave
Year 1: A projected 75 students requiring 3,900 Sq. Ft. w/ 3 studios
Year 2: A projected 150 students requiring 6,900 Sq. Ft. w/ 3 studios
Year 3: A projected 210 students requiring 9,300 Sq. ft. w/3 studios
The Applicant anticipates the facility divided into at least three sections or large rooms,
one each for primary, elementary, and middle school studios. The space may also be
further sectioned off so that each group of up to 25 students and their guide have their
own studio space.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
612,500.00
486,532.00
125,968.00

Year 1
75
875,756.25
733,262.16
142,494.09

Year 2
150
1,165,390.59
1,075,801.00
89,589.24

Year 3
210
1,540,911.74
1,357,511.12
183,400.62

The business plan included six facilities options within the targeted area. A timeline for securing the facility
and projected facility costs budget outlining costs for the first three year are also included. (Business Plan
C.1: Facility Acquisition, pages 1-3).
The applicant provided estimated enrollment projections covering the first three years, (Business Plan C.2
Marketing and Student Enrollment, Page 5) as well as providing detailed information regarding a
contingency plan if projections are not met. (Capacity Interview 11:39)
The Applicant proposed a multifaceted marketing campaign that will include mailers sent to homes within a
5-10 mile radius of the target location, print advertising in local newspapers, flyers at local businesses, as
well as online at parenting blogs, Facebook, Schola (school matching system), Choose-A-School, and other
websites relevant to its target communities. The Applicant will also provide fun, engaging events for families
to attend at partner locations such as local churches and cultural locations (e.g. museums and libraries). The
Applicant will also work with a public relations company to share information in widely circulated newspapers
in their target community. Furthermore, it will maintain a website that has information in English and
translated in Spanish. Additionally, the Applicant will hire community liaisons to reach targeted communities,
help overcome any language barriers, and provide support for understanding the learning approach and
navigating the enrollment process. (Business Plan C.2 Marketing and Student Enrollment, Page 1)
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The Applicant has provided a well-structured proactive recruitment plan and a detailed hiring selection
process. In addition, a carefully thought out plan for teacher training, an attractive competitive compensation
plan, as well as a professional growth and time off package that promotes building and supporting teachers
were provided. (Business Plan C.3 Personnel, Pages 5-7)
Revenue calculations for the three-year operational budget are based on 95% of anticipated full enrollment
for the first three years. Expenses on average for the first three years consume 88% of revenue, thus
providing a cushion for the event of any setbacks. The budget has been carefully crafted to implement and
sustain the education model selected.
Analysis
The business plan meets the criteria for approval because all sections of the plan are detailed and
demonstrates the Applicant’s understanding of the resources necessary to operate a charter school. The
facility plan includes costs for renovating and upgrading each of the six potential site locations. The
marketing plan was well written. The Applicant provided the details on enrollment goals for the first three
years, plans to attract families and community members, costs and timeline benchmarks for the marketing
plan with outcomes. Under the section “An Attractive Place to Work” (Business Plan C.3 Personnel, Pages 7),
the Applicant summarizes a competitive compensation packages for teachers. The budget plan is aligned
with other sections of the application. The decision to budget revenue at 95% of full enrollment for each of
the three years is evidence of the Applicant’s ability to plan for contingencies.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Andrew Collins
James Aaron Klusman
Steven Wheeler
Tyler Johnson
Jack DeBartolo

Role

Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The TRP finds that the Applicant has the range of knowledge, skills, and experience needed to open and
operate a charter school. The application is detailed and well- crafted, and all three plans met the Board’s
criteria. The Applicant team has combined rich experience working as leaders and educators in
understanding underserved students in Phoenix. The Applicant team was engaged and knowledgeable
during the capacity interview and was comfortable discussing all parts of the application. The Applicant
demonstrated deep knowledge of, and commitment to, its plan. The TRP fully recommends New Learning
Ventures, Inc. for approval.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a

New Learning Ventures, Inc.
Phoenix Modern

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1

A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

0
F

0
A

6
M

1

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1

A.3a

0
F

0
A

3
M

1

A.3c

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.

1

A.3d

Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1

A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1a

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the level
of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

1

A.3b

A.3 Total
A.3.1

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3
meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing
educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Meets the Criteria

1

A.2b

A.2 Total
A.3

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

5
M
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

A.3.1b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

A.3.1d

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.

A.3.1e

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3.1c

A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

1
1

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

5
M

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.

A.3.2b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
F

0
A

0
M

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in Area
IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.5a
A.5b

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

A.4b

A.4 Total
A.5

Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M
1
1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

A.5e

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

1

A.5g

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.

1

A.5h

Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.

1

A.5i

Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

1

A.5j

Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1

A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2

K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis

1

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

10
M Technical Assistance/Comments

A.6.K‐2a

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

1

A.6.K‐2b

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.

1

A.6.K‐2c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

A.6.K‐2d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

1

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

1

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5
A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

A.6.3‐5d

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.

0

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
F
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

0
A

7
M

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5e

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0
A.6.3‐5 Total
A.6.6‐8
6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
A.6.6‐8a
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g
A.6.6‐8 Total
Part B
B.1
B.1a

0

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0
0
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
F
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution
of intent to apply for a charter school.

0
0

7
55

A

M
1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

B.1b

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

B.1c

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each Principal
to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

0
F

0
A

8
M
1
1

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

1

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

1

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

B.3a

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

0
F

0
A

5
M
1

B.3b

1

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

1

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

B.3.1a

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

B.3 Total
B.3.1

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2 Total
B.3

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

4
M

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1b

B.3.1c

Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1d

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
0
F

0
A

0
M
1

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1

B.3.2d

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.

1

B.3.2e

Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

1

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

22

F

A

M
1

Meets the Criteria

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.1b

Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

1

C.1c

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐c

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1

C.1c‐d

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

1

C.1c‐e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a

0
Marketing and Student Enrollment
F
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up date
of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

C.2b

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

1

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

C.2h

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

1

C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

0
A

6
M
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

8
M

Meets the Criteria

C.3c

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up of
the school.

1

C.3d

Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1

C.3e

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are accounted
for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget
Assumptions.

1

C.4b
C.4c

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

1

1

C.4a

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.3b

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

C.3 Total
C.4

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M
1
1
1
1

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

1
0
F

0
A

6
M
1

C.5b

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.

C.5c

(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

C.5d

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1

C.5e

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

C.5f

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

1

C.5g

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

C.5h
C.5 Total
Grand Total

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria, Therefore Proceeds to Interview

Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
NOT APPLICABLE

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

1

Meets the Criteria

0
0
0

0
0
0

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
7
32
109

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Phoenix International Academy (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on April 19, 2018. The Technical
Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package meets the
minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. The Applicant also attended a
capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the application package and results of the capacity
interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

August 5, 2019

Phoenix

K-8

200 days

Phoenix International Academy

Mission Statement

The mission of Phoenix International Academy is to provide a rigorous academic environment, where students apply
knowledge and skills through interdisciplinary projects that require creative thinking and complex problem solving. Students
will develop the skills necessary to thrive in a diverse, interdependent world through a focus on global competency and
community-based learning projects that will have a positive local and global impact.

Target Population

The following summary was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

Phoenix International Academy will be located in the heart of the South Mountain community and specifically target
students in the 85040 and 85042 zip codes. Current data (2017) demonstrates that in the largest school district in this
community, approximately 23% of students were proficient in English Language Arts and 25% were proficient in Math. 3%
of students identified as English Language Learners were proficient in ELA, and 8% of those same students were proficient
in Math. The target population also includes many low-income students, students of color, and students from families that
speak a language other than English at home.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

5-8

4-8

3-8

150

225

300

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
Unconfirmed locations:
• 5806 South 35th Avenue, Phoenix
• 4411 S 40th Street, Building D, Phoenix
• 3540 E. Baseline Road, Phoenix

Program of Instruction

This summary is excepted from information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3:
Program of Instruction narratives.

All systems and structures at Phoenix International Academy are focused on providing students with a rigorous, standardsdriven, and authentic learning experience. The Arizona Standards and Arizona English Language Proficiency Standards will
serve as the foundation for the curriculum at Phoenix International Academy. With the support of school leaders, teachers
will collaborate using a backwards design model to develop curriculum. Students at Phoenix International Academy will
have a chance to apply their learning in authentic ways through hands-on, project-based learning. Projects will have a
social justice component and work towards positioning students to provide solutions to challenges in their local and global
community. Units of study will be framed around supporting students to build their global competency in investigating the
world, recognizing perspectives, communicating ideas, and taking action. Students at Phoenix International Academy will
work in learning community cohorts of approximately 75 students across two grade levels. Students will spend two years
with their learning community in order to foster deeper relationships with their peers and teachers.

December 10, 2018
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Governance
Corporate Board Members
Erin Baril
Ivette Rodriguez Marquez

School Governing Body Members

See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Jade Bradfish
Kelly Kunkee
Susie Wissinger

Type

Other
Community Member
Community Member

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

92%

Yes

100%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

Yes

95%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

81%

Yes

97%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Erin Baril
Current Affiliation(s): 11 years in various roles (Teacher, Behavior Specialist, Staff Development Coach) with the Roosevelt
School District
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 4 Summers at the Teach For America New Teacher Training Institute
Principal Name: Ivette Rodriquez Marquez
Current Affiliation(s): 16 years in various roles (Teacher, Principal, Assistant Superintendent) with Roosevelt School District
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None

December 10, 2018
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 14, 2018

New Charter Application for
Phoenix International Academy

Submitted by
Phoenix International Academy

Report Summary
Recommendation:

Approve

Applicant Name:
Phoenix International Academy
Proposed School Name:
Phoenix International Academy
Grades Served
5-8
Grades Served 4-8
Grades Served 3-8
Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Location:
Phoenix zip codes 85040 and 85042, in the South Mountain neighborhood, from
Central Ave. east to 48th Street, and Buckeye Road south to South Mountain Park.
Mission
The mission of Phoenix International Academy is to provide a rigorous academic
Statement:
environment, where students apply knowledge and skills through interdisciplinary

projects that require creative thinking and complex problem solving. Students will
develop the skills necessary to thrive in a diverse, interdependent world through a
focus on global competency and community-based learning projects that will have
a positive local and global impact.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score at the
meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
Yes
No

92%
95%
81%

Section Score

Yes
Yes
Yes

100%
100%
97%

In-Person Interview Summary
The Applicant team at the interview included the two Charter Principals/Authorized Representatives: Erin Baril
and Ivette Rodriguez Marquez, as well as the three members of the Governing Body: Kelli Kunkee (Procurement
Director for Teach For America), Susie Wissinger (retired school administrator and non-profit board member) and
Jade Bradfish, Esq. (attorney and former teacher). While the questions were directed towards the team as a
whole, all were answered by the two Principals. The Governing Body members introduced themselves, presented
their credentials and experience, and expressed their support for the Applicant (Capacity Interview 4:15).
Prior to the interview, the TRP had few concerns about the viability of the proposed school. The Preliminary
Application had presented a solid, well thought out proposal, and the few issues noted by the TRP were
competently addressed in the Revised package. Both Principals described years of experience working in the
elementary district serving the target area, and demonstrated a thorough understanding of their target
population (Capacity Interview 6:15).
One area where the TRP had some concern was the Applicant’s plan to open serving grades 5-8, and grow
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Phoenix International Academy
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towards the younger grades. This is the opposite of how a majority of new charters grow, and other charter
schools in the target area have struggled with the middle grades. The Principals answered that grades 5-8 were
where they had seen the greatest need while serving at the local district, and it was also where they had the most
connection with parents (Capacity Interview 13:00). They also described an innovative system for tracking
potential students and establishing a confidence scale for each registrant, to minimize the risk of an imbalance
between resources and enrollment (Capacity Interview 18:35).
Both Charter Principals demonstrated a thorough understanding of all components of the proposal, and worked
seamlessly as a team to build on each other’s answers. Overall, the TRP felt strongly that the Applicant team had
demonstrated the capacity to implement the detailed and thorough plan described in the application package,
and operate a quality charter school.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Phoenix International Academy (PIA) be approved because all three
sections of the written Application package met the Board’s criteria; the education plan provides a rigorous and
innovative approach to meeting the needs of an underserved population; the business plan appears sound and
is supported by the resources of a multi-year AZCSP grant; and the Applicant team demonstrated, during the inperson interview, a strong capacity to effectively implement the planned program.
The Educational Plan includes a number of elements aimed at addressing the academic challenges inherent in
the historically underserved target population, including a longer school day and year, a highly-engaging hands-on
approach, including a multi-classroom model with a project-based component, and digital support. and a
Restorative Justice focus on developing and maintaining community norms and expectations. These elements
were described both in writing and by the Applicant team in their interview to form a coherent whole, supported
by research and the experience of the team members.
Both the Business Plan and the Operational Plan were well thought out, described in good detail, and supported
by the team in the interview. The Applicant understands the difficulty in attracting students and staff to a newlyopening school, and had contingency plans in place to address potential issues. The members of the Applicant
team impressed the panel with their vision, passion, and evident capacity to serve the target population.
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Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes

51
0
2

Of

55

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

55
0
0

of

55

Plan Summary
The population targeted by the Applicant lives in the Roosevelt school district in the South Mountain area of
Phoenix, where both Principals worked as teachers, site leaders and district administrators for over a decade
each (Capacity Interview 1:19:00). The population is mostly minority, with about 60% Hispanic and 15%
Black. The area has a median income around $40,000, and about half of the households speak a language
other than English.
The school will open serving grades 5-8, and add lower grades each year until finally serving grades K-8. The
Application Title Page lists adding one grade per year, but during the interview, the Principals stated that
they may add two years at a time (Capacity Interview 13:15) to align with their program which includes multiage classrooms (e.g. 5th-6th, 7th-8th). The program calls these “Learning Communities”, and they are made up
of around 100 students. The school will have flexible class sizes within the learning community, ranging from
30 to 35 when the teacher is explaining a new concept to small groups of 5-10 to practice or work on a
project.
The Applicant’s philosophy is focused on bringing a “rigorous, standards-driven, and authentic learning
experience” to an underserved population. To address the strengths and needs of the population, the school
will implement a project-based learning environment where students integrate learning from many subjects
to solve real-world problems. To build community, the school will implement a Restorative Justice culture,
identifying norms and expectations and helping members repair the harm when those are breached.
The school day will start with advisory, where the students will be with the same advisor over multiple years,
focusing on community-building and communication. Core classes in ELA and Math will be scheduled in the
morning. After lunch, there will be a block of time for multidisciplinary projects incorporating Social Studies
and Science standards, followed by special classes and PE (Capacity Interview 20:30).
The school calendar will include 200 days, running from early August to late June. The school day will be
from 8:00 am to 3:30 pm, providing between 1,200 instructional hours in the primary grades and 1,300
hours in the middle school grades, substantially more than required by state law.
The curriculum of the proposed school will come from Arizona standards-based common formative
assessments and curriculum maps developed by the teachers (Capacity Interview 50:45). At least four
times a year, students will take assessments to monitor progress and determine areas of need (Section A.3,
p. 5). The staff will also develop rubrics for evaluating project-based learning products (Section A.5, p. 12).
Data from the various assessments will be analyzed by each multi-classroom twice a week, and following
more comprehensive assessments; action steps will be developed to address individual student needs,
instructional changes, and systemic adjustments (Section A.5, p. 13).

Analysis
The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant understands and addresses the
needs of the target population through specific details of the program of instruction, including a 200-day
school year, a combination of direct and project-based instruction, a multi-year team with an advisory
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Phoenix International Academy
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structure, and a focus on Restorative Justice as a means of building community.
The Applicant has been granted a federal CSP grant, and has used the resources to develop an innovative
program aligned to the needs of the target community for rigor, academic support, and supportive culture.
The Principals are experienced educators who have served the target population for many years, and
understand the needs of the community.
PIA provides a great deal of data showing the demographic challenges faced by the population in the target
area, and the current low performance of the K-8 school options in the area. Only one, EAGLE College Prep,
has AzMERIT passage rates above 35% in both Reading and Math (Section A.2, p. 1-2). The population also
has a high rate of English Language Learners and a low socio-economic status. The educational plan
presented by PIA addresses these issues with a number of research-based, cohesive strategies including an
extended school day and year, project-based learning, multi-classroom teams led by a highly-experienced
teacher, digital learning platforms for academic support, and a culture of Restorative Justice (Sections A.2,
p. 4; A.3).
The Applicant’s assessment plan includes standards-based common formative assessments, NWEA MAP
benchmark assessments, and state standardized assessments, with frequent meetings to analyze data,
provide sufficiently varied and frequent feedback to address the needs of individual students and to allow
the leadership and faculty to make adjustments to the instructional program and professional development
(Capacity Interview 57:50).

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Yes

21
0
1

of

22

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

22
0
0

of

22

Plan Summary
The corporate board of Phoenix International Academy (Applicant) shall be separate from the governing body of
the school it operates, also called Phoenix International Academy (School). The Applicant consists of two
Principals, Ivette Rodriguez Marquez and Erin Baril, both experienced educators who worked together in the
Roosevelt School District. Ms. Rodriguez Marquez will serve as the Executive Director of the School, as an ExOfficio non-voting member of the governing body, and as an Authorized Representative with the ASBCS. Ms.
Baril will serve as the Student Success Specialist and an Authorized Representative, but will not sit on the
governing body.
The Applicant was incorporated as a non-profit entity on August 23, 2017, for the purpose of operating a charter
school, and is in good standing with the Arizona Corporation Commission. It has no corporate members (Section
B.1).
The governing body per A.R.S. §15-183 (E) (8) will be the Governing Board (Board), which will include an odd
number between 3 and 13 members. At the time of submission, three members had joined the Board: Kelli
Kunkee, Treasurer, who is the Director of Procurement for Teach For America; Susie Wissinger, President, who is
a retired teacher and school administrator in the Mesa Unified District; and Jade Bradfish, Esq., Secretary, an
attorney and former teacher (Section B.2). All three members attended the interview. According to Ms.
Rodriguez Marquez, a fourth member has been identified, and they plan to have five members upon opening,
eventually reaching seven (Capacity Interview 1:14:00).
2018 TRP Recommendation Report: Phoenix International Academy
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The Board will delegate all administrative responsibilities to the Executive Director, who will also act as Principal.
The Student Success Specialist will supervise all academic responsibilities, while the Executive Director will
focus on financial and operational oversight. Both will be evaluated by the Board (Section B.3).
The Applicant will contract with external service providers in the following areas: financial management (tax,
compliance, payroll, accounts payable, annual financial report); special education (school psychologist, speech
language services, physical and occupational therapy); information technology; facility maintenance and
cleaning; food service; employee benefits; insurance; and legal services.

Analysis
The operational plan presented by PIA meets the criteria for approval because the planned governance and
management structure is detailed and appropriate for an operation the size of the one described in the
Application. The governing body members who attended the interview described sufficient qualifications and
experience to oversee a high quality charter school (Capacity Interview 4:15). The Applicant Principals provide
an organizational structure appropriate to the type and size of school described in the application package
(Section B.1, p. 4).

Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

Plan Summary

No

26
3
3

of

32

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

31
0
1

of

32

Proposed
Location:

The target area is within the 85040 and 85042 zip codes in the South Mountain area of
Phoenix. Three potential facilities have been identified:
1) 5806 S. 35th Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85041 – 22,214 sq. ft.
2) 4411 S. 40th Street Building D, Phoenix, AZ 85040 – 11,166 sq. ft.
3) 3540 E. Baseline Road, Phoenix, AZ 85042 – preferred option – 20,733 sq. ft.
No facility has been secured yet

Facilities
Requirements:

Year 1: 150 students -, 6,750 to 8,550 sq. ft. – 6 classrooms, a conference room, a
collaborative learning space, a multi-purpose space, a teacher workroom, an area for
special education and services, and office space.
Year 2: 225 students – 10,125-12,825 sq. ft. – add 3 classrooms.
Year 3: 300 students – 13,500-17,100 sq. ft. – add 3 classrooms, 1 electives room, 1
collaborative learning space, 1 office.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
450,000
450,000
0

Year 1
150
1,326,253
1,173,850
152,403

Year 2
225
1,595,452
1,493,216
254,640

Year 3
300
2,119,621
1,977,821
396,439
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The Applicant’s Business Plan includes a detailed facility acquisition plan with a viable timeline for opening a school
by the proposed opening date of August 5, 2019. PIA has identified three available facilities within the target area
which would allow it to implement the program of instruction. During the interview, the Applicant stated that the
facility at 36th Street and Baseline Road would be its preferred facility. They said it was located at the entrance of
the Raven Golf Course, which could allow some possible PE or extracurricular opportunities (Capacity Interview
1:17:20). This facility also has sufficient space for the growth planned for the first three years and beyond, and the
owner has indicated the possibility of leasing the building in phases (Section C.1, p. 5).
The Applicant is applying for a charter serving grades K-8, but only plans to open serving grades 5-8 with 150
students (35-40 students per grade), with the other grades being added in subsequent years, at a rate of 75
students per year. At full enrollment the school would serve 450 students K-8. The Target Population Page lists the
school adding one lower grade per year, but during the In-Person Interview, the Applicant stated that its program of
instruction suggests adding two grades at a time (Capacity Interview 13:00). Ultimately, each grade would have 50
students (Section C.2, p. 1).
As the Principals and Board members have been working in the area for many years, their initial marketing approach
is through social media and word-of-mouth. They have also been meeting with local businesses, community
organizations, faith-based organizations, and local publications to spread the word. They have already established a
web presence, started spreading promotional materials, and collecting names of interested parents. They are also
working with New Schools Venture Fund (who gave them a $215,000 startup grant) to develop an
interest/enrollment tracking system with confidence indexing (Capacity Interview 18:35). Following charter approval,
they will begin hosting dinners with potential families, door-to-door canvassing with flyers and door hangers, and
home visits. They will also be hosting open houses, parent mixers, and orientations.
The plan to recruit and hire staff is aligned to the personal relationship strategy described in the Marketing Plan. As
long-time school and district administrators in the target area, the Principals have relationships with many teachers
who might be interested in the innovative program offered by PIA. If necessary, they will also recruit through ASU and
other schools of education, Teach for America, education job fairs, and digital listings (Section C.3, p. 3). During the
Interview, the Principals also acknowledged the ongoing teacher shortage, and described how their model is
designed to address it, with one master Multi-Classroom Leader per two-grade team (Capacity Interview 1:07:00),
high-market salaries for classroom teachers, and a paraprofessional Learning Coach eligible for performance
bonuses (Capacity Interview 1:09:00).
The 3-Year Operational Budget of PIA is based on 100% of enrollment, but includes additional funding from the
AZCSP Grant awarded to the Applicant (3 years @ $250,000 per year). These additional funds, the modest starting
size and grade range, and the Principals’ long association with the area give them confidence that they will be able
to reach their enrollment goals. During the In-Person Interview, the Principals stated that if enrollment was far short
of the target, one or both Principals, as experienced teachers, would move into the classroom, but that the
enrollment tracking system they were developing with New School Venture Fund should reduce the likelihood of an
unpleasant surprise in enrollment (Capacity Interview 18:35).

Analysis
The business plan meets the criteria for approval because all parts of the plan are detailed and show a solid
understanding of the needs of the target population. The facilities plan includes three options within the target
area that meet the space and budget requirements. The marketing and enrollment plan is detailed and
comprehensive, and the personnel plan provides for a competitive recruiting package and detailed training
schedule.
During the capacity interview, the Applicant team addressed TRP questions about starting with the middle
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grades instead of lower grades (Capacity Interview 13:00). The Principals described how that is the age when,
in their experience in the area, children start disengaging from school. The program of instruction the plan is
aimed at addressing this disengagement. They also have many connections with parents and students at this
grade level.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Erin Baril
Ivette Rodriguez Marquez
Kelli Kunkee
Susie Wissinger
Jade Bradfish

Role
Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Authorized Representative, Charter Principal
Governing Body Member
Governing Body Member
Governing Body Member

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The TRP finds that the Applicant has the range of knowledge, skills, and experience needed to open and
operate a high quality school because the application is detailed and well written, and both of the Principals
have extensive experience teaching at and leading schools serving the target population. They also
demonstrated a deep understanding of, and commitment to, their plan, as well as effective collaborative
leadership skills during the interview. The Governing Board members present also showed the range of
experience and depth of enthusiasm to oversee and support the implementation of the proposal.
All sections of the application package are clear, well-written, detailed, and cohesive. The academic plan
includes innovative elements that the team members have specifically planned to address needs they have
seen in the past. Ms. Rodriguez Marquez has been a teacher, school administrator, and district Assistant
Superintendent in the target area for 16 years. Ms. Baril also has 10 years of experience teaching and
providing staff development under the leadership of Ms. Rodriguez Marquez. Both Principals demonstrated a
thorough understanding of the plan, and could explain the purpose of each element persuasively.
The members of the Applicant team were engaged and knowledgeable during the capacity interview and were
comfortable elaborating on all parts of the application. The TRP entered the interview with few concerns, due
to the quality of the written application, and came away assured that the team has the capacity to effectively
implement a program that could benefit the target population.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Phoenix International Academy
Phoenix International Academy

A.1a

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

1

Part A
A.1

A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1

A.3d
A.3e

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.

A.3b
A.3c

A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the level
of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

A.3.1b

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1

A.3a

Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3
meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing
educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.
Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

A.2b

A.2 Total
A.3

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
1
1
1

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

A.3.1c
A.3.1d
A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.
Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

1
1
1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2b

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2 Total
A.4
A.4a

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

A.4b

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

1

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in Area
IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a

A.5b

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2

A.6.K‐2a

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).
Be consistent with all sections of the application package
K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

1
1
1

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
10
M Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

A.6.K‐2b

A.6.K‐2c

A.6.K‐2d

A.6.K‐2e

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

A.6.3‐5d

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

A.6.3‐5a

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, and Mathematics.
1

0

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
F
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

0
A

7
M Technical Assistance/Comments

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.3‐5e

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0
A.6.3‐5 Total
A.6.6‐8
6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
A.6.6‐8a
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g
A.6.6‐8 Total
Part B
B.1
B.1a

0

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0
0
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
F
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution
of intent to apply for a charter school.

0
0

7
55

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.1b
B.1c
B.1d
B.1e
B.1f

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.
Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each Principal
to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.
Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1
1
1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2d

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.
Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.2c

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

0
F

0
A

1
1
1
0
A

B.3c

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

1

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.3.1a

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

1

B.3 Total
B.3.1

Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

B.3b

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

0
F

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1c

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.
(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1d
B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1b

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
1 Meets the Criteria

B.3.2a

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1

B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a
C.1b

C.1c

Meets the Criteria

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.
(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

22

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐c

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1

C.1c‐d

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

1

C.1c‐e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a
C.2b
C.2c

0
Marketing and Student Enrollment
F
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up date
of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.
Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

C.2e

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

C.2d

C.2g

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

0
A

1
1
1
1
1

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

C.3b

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

1

C.3c

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up of
the school.

1

C.3d

Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1

C.3e

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are accounted
for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget
Assumptions.

C.3 Total

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.
Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring Executive Director's salary and benefit costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Three
Year Operational Budget and consistent with the Budget Assumptions.

1
0

1

F

A

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments

C.4

Start‐Up Budget

C.4a

List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

1

C.4b

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

C.4 Total

0

0

6

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d
C.5e
C.5f
C.5g
C.5h

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Meets the Criteria, Therefore Proceeds to Interview

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
NOT APPLICABLE

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

Meets the Criteria

1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
SUMMARY

A

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

C.5 Total
Grand Total

F

1
0
0
0

0
1
1

7
31
108

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Somerset Academy Arizona, Inc. (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 25, 2018. The
Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package
does not meet the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. Somerset
Academy Arizona, Inc. has requested that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria move forward
for Board consideration. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the
application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for
the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name
Somerset Academy of Arizona

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

July 22, 2019

Goodyear

K-8

180 days

Mission Statement

The mission of Somerset Academy of Arizona is to maximize student achievement and foster the development of responsible,
self-directed life-long learners in a safe and enriching learning environment; correlating with the vision to provide an
equitable, high-quality education for all students.

Target Population

The following summary was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant plans to serve students in the city of Goodyear, Arizona, which has an expected population increase of 14%
over the next four years. The Applicant indicates that “71% of the student population identifies as races other than White,
8% are considered English Language Learners, 11% are identified as Special Needs, and 50% qualify for the Free and
Reduced Lunch Program.” The applicant states that “based on 2015 AzMERIT results, only 23.1% of the students in the
target population are proficient in English language arts (ELA), while only 19.8% are proficient in mathematics and 39.6%
are proficient in science.”

Three Year Plan

FY 2020

Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2021

FY 2022

K-3

K-4

K-5

325

425

525

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):

Unconfirmed location:
• Skyway Church of the West Valley, 14900 West Van Buren Street, Goodyear

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

“Somerset Academy of Arizona (SOMAZ) is a college preparatory school with an emphasis on cultivating effective leaders,
developing good character, and instilling in each child a desire to render service.” The Applicant states that “the
educational philosophy at SOMAZ is anchored by the key areas of collaboration, communication, creativity and critical
thinking.” According to the Applicant, students will receive instruction in research-based strategies that are shown to be
especially effective with those that are at-risk and ELL. These may include University of Kansas’ Strategic Instruction Model
and CORE Reading with Explicit Phonics, and CORE Math. The school’s educational program will also include data-driven
differentiated instruction, a thematic approach to integrate core areas of study, a focus on creativity and critical thinking,
and 21st century skills. Students will experience technology-rich classrooms” staffed with certified master teachers qualified
in their field”.
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Governance
Corporate and School Governing Body
Members

Ana Diaz
Todd German
Lourdes Isla Marrero
Tony Morales
Taylor Smith
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

Type
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization
Charter Organization

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the capacity
interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

89%

Yes

98%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

79%

Yes

100%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

84%

No

94%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Tony Morales
Current Affiliation(s):
• 3 years as a Director at N2 Growth (King of Prussia, PA)
• 2 years as Treasurer and Director for the Board of Directors of Somerset Academy Foundation, Inc.
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 1 year as a Management Consultant at The ACE Foundation (Miami, FL)
• 1 year as Director of Strategy and Analytics and 2 years as Director of Compliance and Governmental Affairs with
Academica (Miami, FL)
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Principal Name: Lourdes Isla Marrero
Current Affiliation(s): 12 years Principal at Mater Gardens Academy Charter School (Miami, FL)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 3 years as a Teacher and 4 years as Assistant Principal with Mater East Academy (Miami, FL)
Principal Name: Todd German
Current Affiliation(s): 5 years as Partner with Keys Wealth Management (Key West, FL)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 7 years as a Vice President at Centennial Bank (Key West, FL)
• 5 years as an Assistant Vice President of Keys Federal Credit Union (Key West, FL)
Principal Name: Taylor Smith
Current Affiliation(s): 9 years as President at Project Finance and Development (Jacksonville, FL)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Served on Florida’s founding Charter School Review Panel
Principal Name: Ana Diaz
Current Affiliation(s): 4 years as Elementary School Principal at Pinecrest Preparatory Academy Charter School (Miami, FL)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• 9 years as Assistant Principal at Pinecrest Academy South Campus Charter School (Miami, FL)

Education Service Provider Background Information
This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Operational Plan B.3.1: Education Service Providers. Additionally,
as part of the due diligence process, staff reviewed the academic performance of the ESP the Applicant intends to contract with.

The Applicant team is comprised of individuals from Somerset Academy, Inc., a non-profit charter school management
organization (“CMO”). Additionally, the Applicant will be contracting with the ESP, Academica. According to the Applicant,
“although it is not common for a CMO to contract with an ESP, Somerset Academy Inc. has found that this model works well.
Somerset Academy Inc. schools have contracted with Academica for over a decade.” Academica will not manage day-to-day
operations of the school, but rather, will provide back office support and independent accountability for the school’s board.
These services will include financial services, human resources, public relations and marketing, board facilitation, professional
development, acting as a government liaison, assistance with facilities, strategic planning and implementation, as well as
accountability.
Academic Performance
A chart summarizing the academic performance data for the schools managed by Academica, according to the Florida
Department of Education, is below.
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More detailed information regarding specific school performance can be found in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 12, 2018

New Charter Application for
Somerset Academy of Arizona

Submitted by
Somerset Academy Arizona, Inc.

Report Summary
Recommendation:

Approve

Applicant Name:
Somerset Academy Arizona, Inc.
Proposed School Name:
Somerset Academy of Arizona
Grades Served
Grades Served
Grades Served
K-3
K-4
K-5
Year 1:
Year 2:
Year 3:
Location:
6340 Sunset Dr
South Miami, FL 33143
Mission
The mission of Somerset Academy of Arizona is to maximize student achievement and
foster the development of responsible, self-directed life-long learners in a safe and enriching
Statement:
learning environment; correlating with the vision to provide an equitable, high-quality
education for all students.

Section Scores

A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score at the
meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

Yes

No

Yes

No

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

Section Score

89%

Yes

98%

79%

Yes

100%

84%

No

94%

In-Person Interview Summary
Present for the interview representing the Applicant were all five listed Board Members (Lourdes Isla Marrero,
Todd German, Ana Diaz, Tony Morales, and Taylor Smith) and a representative from the EMO (Francisco
Mestre). The TRP’s issues to address for this interview were about budget assumptions, especially related to
recruitment and how the program of instruction addressed the target population. Based on the Applicant’s
responses, all of these concerns were addressed, as detailed below. Beginning at 1:07:00 the Applicant provided
concluding statements that spoke to the capacity of the team to implement the proposed plan from both their
experiences in growing to, and operating in other communities, and the human impact from the perspective of a
graduate of their program.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
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The TRP recommends that the application for Somerset Academy of Arizona be approved because the
Educational and Operational plans both met the criteria for approval. The Business plan did not meet the
criteria for approval during the substantive review of the revised application package; however, further details
provided during the interview answered all concerns the TRP had during its review, and gave it confidence that
the Business plan is sufficient.
The Applicant’s educational plan meets the criteria for approval, materials were mostly complete, and
adequately summarized the target population, grades, philosophy, schedules, and assessment systems. The sole
area rated “approaches,” was adequately explained during the interview. It is clear how the program of
instruction will meet the needs of the target population.
Applicant’s operational plan materials were complete and adequately summarized the governance,
organizational structure, and service providers required to operate program. Applicant’s experience provided a
strong case for being able to execute the proposed plan. Despite the fact that the operational plan met the
criteria for approval, the TRP has one remaining concern about Applicant’s experience in Arizona. This
concern is balanced by the Applicant’s knowledge and success operating in other communities across the US.
Although the Applicant’s business plan materials did not meet the criteria for approval based on the detail
provided about budget assumptions, the discussion at the Capacity Interview of how these assumptions
provided adequate bases for the numbers given, mitigated the TRP’s initial concerns and showed that the
budgets are viable. This plan section further provided evidence of the Applicant’s experience and knowledge of
school operation.

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

49

Of
0
6

55

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

54

of

55

0
1

Plan Summary
The Applicant plans to serve students in the city of Goodyear, Arizona, a suburb of the Phoenix metropolitan area,
where it states that 71% of the student population identifies as races other than White, 8% are considered English
Language Learners, 11% are identified as Special Needs, and 50% qualify for the Free and Reduced Lunch Program.
The Applicant plans to serve 2,000 students in grades K-8 when fully enrolled and will grow by one grade level each
year, starting with grades K-3 in year 1 and growing to K-4 in year 2 and to K-5 in year 3.
The Applicant proposes a college preparatory school, seeking to replicate the highly successful Somerset Academy
Inc.’s 55 charter schools in Florida. The Applicant will implement the “neighborhood school” philosophy to maintain
the feeling of a small school environment, with student expectations, a unique code of excellence, an expectation of
parental commitment, and a collaborative management infrastructure derived from the inception of its first school.
The Applicant will offer a standard school schedule with 180 days of instruction operating five days per week, with
Wednesdays as early release days, as follows:
● Elementary: MTuThF 8:00 am-3:00 pm; W 8:00 am-12:20 pm
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●

Middle: MTuThF 7:50 am-3:10 pm; W 7:50 am-12:30 pm

The Applicant’s process for promotion includes the use of formative and comprehensive assessments as well as
AzMERIT assessments. K-5 students must meet specific levels of performance in reading, writing, mathematics,
science and social science for progression from one grade to another. Students in grades 6-8 must complete the
following courses: ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, PE, and 1.5 credits of electives. The Applicant will use
baseline and Interim Assessments include a school-based assessment for Kindergarten upon registration and i-Ready
Diagnostic screening to establish baseline at the beginning of the school year (K-8) in Reading and Mathematics and
AIMS in Science (Grades 4 and 5).
While no course offerings were provided by the Applicant, content areas described include: reading, writing, math,
science, social studies, PE and electives.

Analysis
The educational plan meets the criteria for approval as 98% of criteria was deemed “meets the criteria” by the TRP.
While the Applicant’s materials were mostly complete and adequately summarized the target population, grades,
philosophy, schedules, and assessment systems, they received a rating of “approaches” for the following:
● A.2.b: Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3 meets
the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing educational choice.
○ The Applicant addressed criteria, but lacked sufficient detail in: Providing details explaining how the
school's proposed program of instruction will improve educational choice in the target population,
particularly compared to the choices that already exist for that population.
Detail provided during the interview about the program of instruction, its flexibility and how it is used in similar
communities addressed how it is adequate and viable to meet the needs of the target population.

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

23

of
1
5

29

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

29

of

29

0
0

Plan Summary
The Board of Directors supervises the school Principal who then supervises the Teachers, Special
Education teacher/specialist(s), Instructional Assistants, Receptionist, Registrar, and custodial.
Applicant plans to add an Assistant Principal in year 3.
The Applicant’s Governing Board is the ultimate policy-making body with the responsibility of operation and
oversight of the school including, but not limited to, academic direction, curriculum, and budgetary functions.
The Board of Directors is comprised of individuals with background in education, finance, real estate, charter
operations, including Lourdes Isla Marrero, Todd German, Ana Diaz, Tony Morales, and Taylor Smith. Board
members will:
● Oversee operational policies; Academic accountability, and financial accountability.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Annually adopt and maintain an operating budget.
Exercise continuing oversight over charter school operations.
Report its progress annually to its sponsor, which shall forward the report to the Commissioner of
Education at the same time as other annual school accountability reports.
Ensure that the charter school has retained the services of a certified public accountant for the annual
financial audit who shall submit the report to the governing body.
Review and approve the audit report, including audit findings and recommendations
Monitor a financial recovery plan in order to ensure compliance (if applicable).
Report progress annually to its sponsor

The Applicant plans to contract with outside vendors to support the following:
● Educational Service Provider (ESP)
● Special Education Services
● Information Technology Services
● Legal Services
● Food Services
● Substitute Teacher Services
● Audit Services
● Facility Maintenance

Analysis
The operational plan meets the criteria for approval as 100% of criteria was deemed “meets the criteria” by the TRP.
The Applicant’s materials were complete and adequately summarized the governance, organizational structure, and
service providers required to operate program. The Applicant showed a strength in the number and caliber of local
supporters backing their growth to this community.
While the applicant does not have experience in Arizona, it did demonstrate capacity to operate in states outside of
its experience and is in the process of expanding to new locations outside of its home state. The Applicant and the
EMO does not have experience in Arizona and the Governing Board does not currently have Arizona residents. Only
a limited Board presence will be represented by local residents once added. However, the Applicant has success
operating schools aligned with the proposed plan in other communities across the US, including places that mirror
the proposed location of this school.

Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

26

of
0
5

31

Revised TRP Scores
No

31

of

33

0
2

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

The Applicant plans on entering into a long-term lease with Skyway Church of the
West Valley located at 14900 West Van Buren Street located in the Avondale
Elementary School District area.
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The educational building currently at Skyway Church consists of 37,570 Sq. Ft. with
Facilities
23,800 Sq. Ft. of classroom space and approximately 5,500 Sq. Ft. for the gymnasium.
Requirements: Somerset Academy Arizona will have access to 22 classrooms, 5 office spaces, a
cafetorium, along with outdoor recreational space. The Applicant plans to have 325
students in 13 classrooms in year 1, 425 students in 17 classrooms in year 2, and 525
students in 21 classrooms in year 3.

Budget Summary

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

n/a
$200,000

310
$1,875,674

405
$2,480,809

500
$3,066,965

Total Expenditures:

$131,536

$1,889,176

$2,433,265

$2,981,493

Ending Balance:

$68,464

$54,962

$102,506

$187,977

Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:

Startup Period

The Applicant plans on entering into a long-term lease with Skyway Church of the West Valley located at 14900
West Van Buren Street located in the Avondale Elementary School District area. Projected lease payments are as
follows: $6,000 in start-up year, $281,351 in year one, $323,554 in year two, and $372,087 in year three. Lease
budget for start-up year is for rental of several offices spaces in June & July to prepare for school opening.
The Applicant expects enrollment to grow from 310 in Year 1 (95% of 325 cap) to 405 in Year 2 (95% of 405 cap)
and 500 in Year 3 (95% of 525 cap) with a full enrollment goal of 2,000 students once all grades are fully enrolled.
Marketing expenses are projected to total $10,000 with 100% of funds expended in the start-up year. The Applicant
plans to leverage the following tools to attract students: school website, social media such as Facebook, flyers, direct
mailers, advertisements in varying English and Spanish media, building relationships with community groups, and a
door-to-door approach.
The Applicant will begin in Year One with a total staff of 22 - 18 teachers and four admin and support staff. By Year
Three, Applicant will expand to a total staff of 36 - 27 teachers and nine admin and support staff. The Applicant’s
board will lead the search for the founding principal and the hiring process will include a background check,
fingerprinting, letters of recommendation, and interviews. Once hired, the principal will lead the search for all
remaining staff. The Applicant plans to leverage job placement ads in national industry publications and local
advertising/marketing to attract talent.
The professional development offered to teachers will align with student achievement data, curriculum, instructional
personnel needs, goals from School Improvement Plans, blended learning programs, and annual school reports.
Teachers will be evaluated via direct observation, date/outcomes, and the examination of artifacts, and informal and
formal classroom observations.
The total budget as listed above assumes 95% enrollment.

Analysis
The business plan fell below the criteria for approval in the revised application, but the Applicant
did adequately support their case in the interview on two categories as summarized below:
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●

●

C.4.c: Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate. (start-up
budget)
○ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Demonstrating through the assumptions that the
amounts listed for insurance, connectivity, office furniture, and copier are viable and adequate.
C.5.c: Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate. (three-year
budget)
○ Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in: Demonstrating through the assumptions that the
amounts listed for registration, travel, marketing, fees and permits, and furniture are viable and
adequate.

Detail provided during the interview addressed assumptions for both budgets in a way that shows they are adequate
and viable amounts and align to the operational plan, especially with respect to student recruitment. Additionally, the
applicant showed strength in experience having the flexibility in their EMO costs to adjust in startup years if needed.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Lourdes Isla Marrero
Todd German
Ana Diaz
Tony Morales
Taylor Smith

Role
Board member; Chair
Board member; Vice Chair & Treasurer
Board member; Secretary
Board member; Alumnus
Board member

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
Lourdes Isla Marrero has 15 years of education experience and serves as the principal of a K-8 charter school in
Florida. She brings school administration, charter operations, budgeting, and education expertise.
Todd German is an advisor and partner at a private investment management firm. He has served on a number of
education organization boards. He brings financial, real estate, and charter school governance experience.
Ana Diaz has 15 years of education experience including teaching and charter school leadership. She brings
school operations, curriculum planning, program evaluation, data analysis, assessment design and professional
development to the board.
Tony Morales is an alumnus of Somerset who has education consulting experience which enables him to advise
on an exceptional educational plan for the school.
Taylor Smith is the President and founder of Project Finance & Development Inc. (PFDI) which specializes in
charter school site location and development. He brings knowledge of charter schools and the importance of
charter schools and their service to the community.
An additional person, Francisco Mestre, attended the interview as well, to represent the EMO.
The Applicant’s team has considerable experience operating schools across the US, including communities that
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mirror the proposed location, along with the extensive work to build community ties, suggests they have the
capacity required to execute the plan.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a

Somerset Academy Arizona, Inc.
Somerset Academy of Arizona

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
Meets the Criteria
1
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.

A.1b

Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.

1 Meets the Criteria

A.1c

Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.

1

A.1d

Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.

1

A.1e

Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1

A.1f
A.1 Total
A.2

A.2a

A.2b

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3
meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing
educational choice.

A.2c

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a
A.3b
A.3c
A.3d
A.3e
A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.
Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.
Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.
Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing details explaining how the school's proposed program of instruction will improve educational choice in
the target population, particularly compared to the choices that already exist for that population.

1

1
0
F

1
A

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

2
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.
Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the level
of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.3.1b
A.3.1c
A.3.1d
A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.

1

Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.

1
1

Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2a

Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2b

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2c

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2.d

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

NOT APPLICABLE

A.3.2 Total
A.4

A.4a

A.4b

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

0
F

0
A

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

Meets the Criteria

A.4c

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

A.4d

Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.

1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1

A.4e

Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in Area
IV of the Academic Systems Plan.

1

A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a
A.5b

Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

A.5f

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.K‐2
A.6.K‐2a

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).

1
1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
K‐2 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
1. Learning Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required
Standard and can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

1 Meets the Criteria
10
M Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.6.K‐2b

A.6.K‐2c

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
2. Prior Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
3. Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for
students to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students
to meet each of the learning targets identified.

A.6.K‐2d

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
4. Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.

A.6.K‐2e

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
5. Formative Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the
learning targets.

A.6.K‐2f

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
6. Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.

A.6.K‐2g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics.
7. Remediation : Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not
meet the learning targets.

A.6 Total
A.6.3‐5
A.6.3‐5a

A.6.3‐5b

A.6.3‐5c

A.6.3‐5d

A.6.3‐5e

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

0

3‐5 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
F
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning targets.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction : Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

0
A

7
M Technical Assistance/Comments

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

A.6.3‐5f

A.6.3‐5g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria
1

0
A.6.3‐5 Total
A.6.6‐8
6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
A.6.6‐8a
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g

B.1a

7

Technical Assistance/ Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.

1
Meets the Criteria
1

Meets the Criteria

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

1

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

1

Meets the Criteria
1
0

A.6.6‐8 Total
Part B
B.1

0

0
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
F
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution
of intent to apply for a charter school.

0
1

7
54

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

B.1b

Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

1

B.1c

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1 Meets the Criteria

B.1d
B.1e
B.1f

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.
Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each Principal
to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.
Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.

1
1
1

B.1g

Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.

1

B.1h

Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

1

B.1 Total
B.2
B.2a

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).

B.2b

Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2d

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.
Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

B.2e

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.2c

B.2 Total
B.3
B.3a

B.3b

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.

B.3d

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

B.3.1a

0
A

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1
1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

B.3c

B.3 Total
B.3.1

0
F

Meets the Criteria

1

1

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

4
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.3.1b

Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.

1

B.3.1c

Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.

1

B.3.1d

(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a

NOT APPLICABLE

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.
Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

Meets the Criteria

1
1
1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

7
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.3.2b

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.

1

B.3.2c

Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part C
C.1
C.1a

C.1b

C.1c

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Part B Sub Total
Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.
Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.
(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

1
1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0

0

5

0

0

29

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐a

C.1c‐b

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.

NOT APPLICABLE

C.1c‐c

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1 Meets the Criteria

C.1c‐d

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.

1

Meets the Criteria

C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up date
of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

1 Meets the Criteria
0
F

0
A

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

1 Meets the Criteria

C.2d

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.
Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.

1

C.2g

Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

C.2h

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.

1

C.2b
C.2c

C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c

C.3d

C.3e
C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b

Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.

1

1

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up of
the school.
Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1
Meets the Criteria

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are accounted
for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget
Assumptions.

1
0
F

0
A

List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

5
M Technical Assistance/ Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.
C.4c

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.

Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Demonstrating through the assumptions that the amounts listed for start‐up expenses prior to June are viable
and adequate to achieve target enrollment.

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

C.4e

Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.

1 Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
1

C.4f

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1 Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.

0
F

1
A

Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

1

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.

1

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

C.5g
C.5h
C.5 Total
Grand Total

1
If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.
Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below
No more than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Meets 95% Test
Business Plan Fails 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

Meets the Criteria
Addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Demonstrating through the assumptions that the amounts listed for marketing are viable and adequate.
NOT APPLICABLE

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C

Meets the Criteria
NOT APPLICABLE

C.5e
C.5f

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

0
0
0

1 Meets the Criteria
1 Meets the Criteria
1 5
2 29
3 112

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Application for New Charter
Request

Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC (“Applicant”) submitted a new charter application package on May 23, 2018. The
Technical Review Panel (“TRP”) evaluated the application package and determined that the revised application package
does not meet the minimum scoring requirements set by the Board for the 2019-2020 application cycle. Valor Preparatory
Academy, LLC has requested that the revised application package not meeting the scoring criteria move forward for Board
consideration. The Applicant also attended a capacity interview conducted by the TRP. Upon consideration of the
application package and results of the capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised application package for
the Applicant be approved.

Applicant Summary
Proposed School Name
Valor Preparatory Academy

Target Start Date

School Location

Grade Levels

School Calendar

July 29, 2019

Goodyear

6-12

184 days

Mission Statement
Valor Preparatory Academy’s mission is to provide every student, no matter how they learn or regardless of their academic
background an educational experience that values a blended approach using teacher facilitated instruction, digital curriculum
and technology to develop Arizona college and career ready citizens into contributing members of the community, one in
which excels in collaboration, critical thinking and show competency in mastery of the Arizona State Standards.

Target Population

The following summary was excerpted from the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.2: Target Population narrative.

The Applicant plans to serve students in Goodyear and the surrounding zip codes. The narrative indicates that Goodyear’s
population of 81,400 is steadily increasing and is projected to nearly double by 2030. Within five miles of the proposed
location “there are 3 Charter, 1 Private and 10 Public schools serving grade levels from 6th – 12th.” Based upon data
gathered by the Applicant, the “expected baseline growth percentile for students entering the school is 38.70% for ELA and
44.30% for Math.” The Applicant states that its “model is for students who have flexible scheduling needs that allow them
to benefit from a blended learning experience”, specifically, those students “who aren’t finding the right option with the
more traditional school” and the children of military families, as the school intends to be located just 5 miles from Luke Air
Force Base.

Three Year Plan
Grade Levels
Enrollment

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

6-9
340

6-10
425

6-11
510

Proposed Location (see Business Plan C.1: Facilities Acquisition):
The Applicant has a secured facility at 2840 N. Dysart Road in Goodyear.

Program of Instruction

This summary is based on information submitted for the Applicant’s Educational Plan A.1: Educational Philosophy and A.3: Program of
Instruction narratives.

The Applicant plans to provide “students with a flexible, flipped blended learning educational experience using digital
curricula to meet the Arizona State Standards”. Students will be assessed from the day they enroll to determine their
academic level, develop a personalized plan, and be “placed into one of three instructional tier groups”. Students will move
through three instructional tiers: guided, support, or modified. Each of these tiers will include a different amount of on site
teacher-led facilitated learning in combination with online learning completed at home. The instructional model will utilize
a “structured teacher-led facilitated blended learning model along with the StrongMind digital online curriculum” that is
aligned to state standards. “Teachers will use a small group instructional model that provides direct instruction, inquiry,
critical thinking, application of learning, Socratic seminars, collaboration and an understanding of how to work as a team
member”.
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The Applicant proposes to open a school with an online instruction component; therefore, it was required to submit an
Arizona Online Instruction additional information package (“AOI package”) as a component of its written application
package. The AOI package was submitted by the deadline and forwarded to Rio Salado Community College for a
substantive review and in-person demonstration. The AOI package submitted by the Applicant met 100% of the required
criteria (See Appendix C: AOI Rubric).

Governance
Corporate Board Members

Scott Barker
Damian Creamer
Ryan Shook
Troy Wallin
See Charter Principal Resumes in Appendix B.

School Governing Body Members

Type

Scott Barker
Damian Creamer
Troy Wallin

Other
Other
Other

TRP Recommendation and Scoring
The TRP assessed the application package against the evaluation criteria published in the New Charter Application
Instructions. Approval is based on either receiving 95% or higher for each plan (Educational, Operational, and Business)
and/or through showing capacity throughout the interview process. The following is a summary of the evaluation
information in support of the recommendation by the TRP based on the revised application package and the
capacity interview.

Overall Scoring Results
Preliminary TRP Scores
Any Falls Below the Expectations ratings?
Any section in which more than one
evaluation area scored Approaches?

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes
Percent
Meets

Percent
Meets

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

89%

Yes

98%

Operational Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

82%

No

90%

Business Plan Score ≥ 95% Meet standard?

No

88%

Yes

97%

The TRP provided the Applicant with written technical assistance based on its review of the preliminary written application
package and the revised written application package prior to the in-person capacity interview.

TRP Recommendation
Based on the Applicant’s application package and the in-person capacity interview, the TRP recommends that the revised
application package be approved. A full explanation of the TRP’s recommendation is provided in Appendix A.
Recommendation Report.

Applicant Background Summary
Additional data is provided in relation to the Applicant’s principals’ experience and qualifications, as an indicator of the
Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a charter school.
Principal Name: Scott Barker
Current Affiliation(s): 8 years as CEO of Global Pacific Management, Inc. (Scottsdale)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
• Former Chairman and CEO of Core Digital Technologies
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•

Former Chairman and Managing Director of Bluegum Group Pty. Ltd.

Principal Name: Damian Creamer
Current Affiliation(s):
• 18 years as CEO of Primavera Online High School (Chandler)
• 18 years as CEO of StrongMind
Past Affiliation(s) of Note: None
Principal Name: Ryan Shook
Current Affiliation(s): 1 year as Senior VP, Corporate Development at Primavera Technical Learning Center (Chandler)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
•
8 years as Vice President of Operations at Charter School Management Corporation (Temecula, CA)
Principal Name: Troy Wallin
Current Affiliation(s): 11 years as an attorney at Waller Hester, PLC (Gilbert)
Past Affiliation(s) of Note:
•
5 years as a Partner and Associate Attorney with Hutchison Steffen and Wallin (Gilbert and Las Vegas)

Additional Background Information
Additional data is included below to provide information related to the Applicant principals’ experience, qualifications,
and current and prior charter compliance as an indicator of the Applicant’s ability to implement a charter or operate a
charter school.
Charter Principal Affiliations
Authorized Representative Name: Andrew Szczepaniak
Principal Name: Damian Creamer
Current Affiliation: Primavera Online
Notes: Mr. Szczepaniak currently serves as the Executive Director of Primavera Online Middle and High School, an
online only program. Mr. Creamer is the Founder and CEO of Primavera Online High School.
Academic Performance
Below is a copy of the FY 2017 Academic Dashboard and additional academic performance data for Primavera Online.
This school is currently designated as an alternative school and identified as a Comprehensive Support and
Improvement school by the Arizona Department of Education for FY 2017 and FY 2018.

School Name
Date Open
Location
Grades Served
ELA AzMERIT (13% )
Math AzMERIT (10%+)
Science AIMS (*)
+

+FY

Primavera Online
August 2003
N/A-Online School
6–12
FY 16
FY 17
31%
28%
18%
17%
27%
28%

FY 18
36%
23%
32%

18 State Average Passing for Alternative Schools
*FY 18 State Average Passing for Alternative Schools in Science is Not Available
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Operational Performance
Below is a copy of the Operational Dashboard for American Virtual Academy, the charter holder entity for Primavera
Online.

Financial Performance
Below is a copy of the Financial Dashboard for American Virtual Academy, the charter holder entity for Primavera
Online.
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APPENDIX A
1. Recommendation Report
2. Scoring Rubric

ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018
NOVEMBER 14, 2018

New Charter Application for
Valor Preparatory Academy

Submitted by
Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC

Report Summary
Applicant Name:
Proposed School Name:
Grades Served
6th – 9th
Year 1:

Recommendation: Approve
Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC
Valor Preparatory Academy
Grades Served
Grades Served
6th – 10th
Year 2:
Year 3:

6th – 11th

Location:

Goodyear, AZ

Mission
Statement:

Valor Preparatory Academy’s mission is to provide every student, no matter how they learn or
regardless of their academic background an educational experience that values a blended
approach using teacher facilitated instruction, digital curriculum and technology to develop
Arizona college and career ready citizens into contributing members of the community, one in
which excels in collaboration, critical thinking and show competency in mastery of the Arizona
State Standards.

Section Scores
A substantively complete application package meets the following scoring requirements:
• No evaluation criteria receive a score of falls below the expectations; and
• No more than one evaluation area in each section is scored as approaching; and
• 95 percent of the evaluation areas in each plan (educational, operational, business) score
at the meets level.
Preliminary TRP Scores

Revised TRP Scores

No

No

Yes

Yes

Any falls below the expectations ratings?
More than one evaluation area in each section
scored approaches?

Section Score

Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?

No
No
No

89%
82%
91%

Section Score

Yes
No
Yes

98%
90%
97%

In-Person Interview Summary
All members of the corporate board and school governing board were present for the Capacity
Interview. These individuals, along with their titles, are listed below:
Andrew Szczepaniak – Authorized Representative, Proposed School Leader
Scott Barker – Charter Principal, Member School Governing Board
Troy Wallin – Charter Principal, Member School Governing Board
Damian Creamer – Charter Principal, Member School Governing Board
Ryan Shook – Charter Principal
The bulk of the questions were answered by Mr. Szczepaniak, Mr. Shook and Mr. Creamer, although each
individual participated when direct questions were asked of them or when the question was within their
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area of expertise. The TRP originally had concerns with the tracking of hours that a student actually
attends school, since some of the students will be working mainly from home, and how the board will
prevent a conflict of interest in the choice of online curriculum given the fact that Mr. Creamer is the
founder of StrongMind, which operates the online curriculum mentioned in the application. During the
Capacity Interview, the Applicant was able to successfully address these two particular items. Mr. Creamer
and Mr. Barker were responsible for the conflict of interest question and addressed it by referencing the
Conflict of Interest Policy. Additionally, Mr. Barker indicated that there would be a “disinterested
curriculum committee” that is ultimately in charge of the selection, (Capacity Interview part 2, 26:41 –
27:25 and Section A.5 Revised, Pages 2 – 5). The tracking of student hours was explained both through
the lens of the required number of hours per school year each grade level must attend, and the software
which the students use to do coursework. A student will login to the online software program and if they
are not actively working, the software will automatically log them out of the program. The total number of
active minutes are recorded within the software program.
In the closing statement, Mr. Creamer discussed the capacity of both the corporate and school governing
boards to carry out the mission of this charter school. He is the originator of this blended learning plan so
he recruited people with necessary skill sets to be a part of the organization. This recruitment will continue
after the charter school is operational to find additional people with the needed skill sets to help carry out
the mission, (Capacity Interview Part 2, 59:01). Mr. Shook discussed the capacity of the entire team as
being able to execute the plan with the assistance and financial support from the corporate board. Each
team member is knowledgeable of specific sections of the application and is prepared to work diligently to
make the school successful for the students in Goodyear.

TRP Qualitative Analysis Summary
The TRP recommends that the application for Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC be approved because the
application is well written and the team demonstrated through the Capacity Interview that they have the
capacity to open and operate this charter school. The educational plan is well written with sufficient time
for teachers and staff to monitor students and their progress in the curriculum, while providing an
innovative system for students to progress through their middle and high school years of education. The
operational plan presents delineated roles and responsibilities for each team member from the Corporate
Board to the teaching assistants. Measures are in place to prevent conflicts of interest and to ensure the
charter school has all necessary tools to be successful. The business plan defines a chosen location for the
new charter school based on demographics and infrastructure. A well thought out personnel plan provides
the charter school with sufficient staff members to meet the varying needs of the student population. A
conservative budget provides for the needs of the students, teaching staff and general operations with an
ample amount of carryover each school year.
The educational plan presents an innovative, well defined blended learning experience for students, that is
aligned to the state standards. Teachers will work with students at the school campus during the week
based on the tiered level in which the students are placed and students will work from home all other
times. The placement level is determined by the amount of support the student needs. Teachers are
provided time for collaboration to discuss student specific needs and curriculum specific needs. Galileo
benchmarking exams will be used to monitor student’s overall progress in meeting the state standards.
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The operational plan has a well-defined organizational structure. At present, the corporate board is the
acting school board, but this structure will be altered after the school receives approval to open. This
change will include board members from diverse backgrounds that can further support the development of
the charter school, (Capacity Interview Part B, 39:59- 43.00). Roles and responsibilities are defined along
with a concise organizational chart that will enable everyone involved in the charter school to understand
their position.
The business plan presents a conservative budget that includes sufficient funding for the supplies and
materials that will be needed to operate this blended learning model. The marketing strategies are clear
and concise to recruit the needed number of students. The Applicant will offer a highly competitive
teaching salary in hopes of recruiting individuals that have experience in the online/blended learning
environment. Funding will also be provided by the non-profit for materials that are needed for students to
be successful in this program, (Capacity Interview Part B 03:24 – 04:28).

Educational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Educational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings

No

47
0

Number of “Approaches” ratings

6

Of

53

Revised TRP Scores
Yes

52
0

of

53

1

Plan Summary
The applicant will serve students in grades 6 – 12 in Goodyear, AZ. The proposed charter school is targeted
towards students who “aren’t finding the right option with the more traditional school.”(Section A.1 page 12).
By providing the opportunity for a blended learning model with student work occurring both at home and in
school, the Applicant will meet educational and lifestyle needs of these students. Using a traditional school
calendar with options for additional assistance provided during intercessions, students will have the
opportunity for success. The curriculum is developed to be accessed online and supported in person by
teachers. This is the blended learning model that the Applicant hopes will allow students to find their needed
school setting.

Analysis
The educational plan meets the criteria for approval because the Applicant has outlined an educational
program that is based on 20 years of experience with an online charter school and has provided multiple
options for middle and high school students to complete their education based on their individual needs.
The target population is the City of Goodyear, AZ. The strategic focus of Goodyear’s City Council includes
ideals that align to the philosophy of the proposed charter school, namely a strong sense of
community,(Application Section A.2 page 3). This reason, along with the easy access to Goodyear with its
close proximity to freeways and the presence of many high tech use industries, that have located businesses
in this part of the Valley, make Goodyear an excellent selection for this proposed charter school, (Application
Section A.2 page 3).
A concern of the TRP when reading the application was the tracking of student attendance hours in order to
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meet the state requirements. It was not clear how the time spent at home doing school work is going to be
accounted for. The Applicant explained during the Capacity Interview that the online system counts the time
the student is engaged. When a student is logged on, but not actively working, the system will log them off,
stopping the counting of engaged hours. Additionally, all final exams are taken at the blended learning
center. If there is a discrepancy between the exam grade and the grades earned through working on the
curriculum online, the teacher will investigate, (Capacity Interview Part B 20:14 – 21:00 and 07:16 –
09:30). Additionally, teachers can compare face to face interactions with students to their online work and
address any discrepancies found in the quality of these encounters.
Based on a tiered level approach, placing students based on the amount of in person support needed, will
allow teachers the opportunity to work with students at their level. During the school year students are
moved between levels based on their progress or lack thereof. The school day is structured such that
students may attend on campus instruction for only the amount of time needed for their success. The
school building is designed so that student collaboration can occur as well, providing quiet spaces for
students to work individually. The school calendar is based on 184 instructional days and 1,104 hours of
instruction, meeting the state requirements.
Students will participate in benchmark testing through ATI Galileo. This testing program is aligned to state
standards and will assist teachers in determining whether or not the student is receiving the proper amount
of support or is in need of an adjustment to their tiered level. Through the scheduling of bi-monthly
professional development days, the teachers will have the opportunity to dive deeply into the data provided
by these exams to ensure each student is placed correctly, (Capacity Interview Part B 27:25 – 29:31).
The TRP had initial concerns regarding accessibility to the online curriculum from home if the student did not
have a computer or internet access. During the capacity Interview it was noted that any student who did not
have the required tools to participate in the program would be provided a Chrome Book, reimbursed for
internet services, and given a bus pass if needed. The Applicant team made it very clear that no student
would be denied access to this program based on the inability of the family to provide needed
tools.,(Capacity Interview part B 03:24 – 04:28).

Operational Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Operational Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

18
0
4

of

22

Revised TRP Scores
No

20
0
2

of

22

Plan Summary
The corporate board and the school governing body are the same during the planning phases of the charter
school. Once the charter is approved the corporate board will recruit disinterested members for the school
governing board from people with diverse backgrounds including academics, legal, parents and business
owners. Once operational, the corporate board will be focused on their mission of offering educational
opportunities to students, (Capacity Interview Part B 45:00 – 46:45). The organizational structure includes
the parent company, Primavera Technical Learning Center, a 501c(3), as its the board of directors. Next is
the Valor Preparatory School Board, followed by the Executive Director(ED)/Principal with all staff members
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answering directly to the ED/Principal. Outside services will be utilized for payroll, employee benefits,
informational technology services for network installation, legal services, student information system
marketing, custodial, audit services, and copy/printer leases.

Analysis
The operational plan approached the criteria for approval because the section did not provide a clear
understanding of the function of the corporate board, the school governing board. However, the section
provides a clear outline of the roles and responsibilities of the Principal, and Assistant Principal, providing
each individual with a clear expectation of their role within the charter school.
There was initial concern about the relationship between the corporate and school boards and the perception
of conflicts of interest between a Charter Principal, Mr. Creamer, with regards to the use of online curriculum
developed by him within the last 20 years. In the Capacity Interview the Applicant successfully and explicitly
explained the corporate structure to the satisfaction of the TRP including the use of the online curriculum.
Board member Barker explained it very well during the Capacity Interview, “The nonprofit is not Damien (Mr.
Creamer). The work of the Corporate Board will continue with or without Damien”,(Capacity Interview Part B
45:00 – 46:45). The Applicant has capacity to execute this plan with members representing the legal,
business, finance, and educational fields.
The Applicant has current board members with experiences that will benefit the operation of the charter
school; legal, investment, technology, back office support, and education. With over 20 years of
experiences working within an online educational delivery system, the Applicant is well versed on the
technicalities of making this program successful as a component of the blended learning model. The nonprofit board has committed a substantial amount of financial resources to the success of the charter
school. As stated by Mr. Shook during the closing statement,“there is a great team in place with financial
support to allow us to capture student’s needs in one place.” (Capacity Interview Part B 59:01 – 1:03:00)
The corporate board is staged to begin recruiting for new board members when the application is approved.
These new board members will be recruited based on their life experiences and the ability to bring a wealth
of expertise to the operation of the charter school. Individuals will be recruited from Maricopa County to
support the areas of education, finance, business, technology, and will include parents if possible.
Outside vendors will be utilized for areas of operation that do not require full time support and for
components of the program that are sometimes difficult to acquire, such as special education support.
Each area of need is explained with a source for services noted as well as the costs associated with the
service, (Application Section 3.2 pages 1 - 7).
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Business Plan
Preliminary TRP Scores
Business Plan Score ≥ 95%?
Number of “Falls Below” ratings
Number of “Approaches” ratings

No

29
0
4

of

Revised TRP Scores

33

Yes

32
0
1

of

33

Plan Summary
Proposed
Location:

The approximate address of the new building is:
2840 N. Dysart Road
Goodyear, AZ 85395

Facilities
Facilities will include a large library space where students can work
Requirements: collaboratively (1050 square feet), a computer lab and two classrooms, one of
which will be a wet lab that can be used for small groups and for lab
demonstrations. Outside space will be provided for students to utilize as
needed for group work or for building relationships with other students while
having a break or downtime, thereby supporting the sense of community the
Applicant is hoping to establish.

Budget Summary
Projected Enrollment:
Total Revenue:
Total Expenditures:
Ending Balance:

Startup Period
0
200,000.00
168,751.30
31,248.70

Year 1
200
1,333,697.70
1,333,697.98
124,058.72

Year 2
315
2,179,234.72
1.871,746.00
307,488.74

Year 3
425
3,090,205.74
2,588,860.85
501,344.89

The business plan includes a location in Goodyear, Arizona. Building documents are currently under review by
the city of Goodyear. The facility is designed to promote student collaboration as well as a sense of
community within the school and neighborhood. It is also located adjacent to a freeway and along a major
transportation route. The timeline assures the facility will be ready for operation when the 2019-2020 school
year begins, if the application is approved. Enrollment is expected to steadily increase over the first three
years of operations as one grade level is added each subsequent year. A marketing plan is in place with these
efforts financially supported by the corporate board. The recruitment plan is well defined to secure qualified
school staff. Job descriptions and salary information are provided and potential avenues for finding teachers
are discussed. The staffing plan is sufficient for the operation of the instructional program. The budget is
conservative and allows for a significant amount of carryover monies from one year to the next. Basing this
budget on 92% enrollment of the projected student population for each of the first three years of operation,
will provide for those situations when one grade does not have the number of projected students.

Analysis
The business plan meets the criteria for approval because of the information provided in this
section of the application. A location is secured and a facility is in progress, marketing
strategies are outlined and financially supported, the personnel plan is well defined and
adequate for the projected student population, and the budget is balanced and provides for the
variety of needs for the program of instruction.
The Applicant has secured a building for the new charter school that is designed specifically for this type of
learning environment. With wide open learning spaces, as well as specialty spaces such as a computer lab
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and wet lab for science experiments, the charter school will develop a sense of security and community within
the walls of the school. The location of the new build will afford students the chance to ride city busses to and
from school with bus passes being provided by the school,(Application Section C1, Page 8). The lease
arrangement with the non-profit corporation is designed to allow the charter school to have possession of the
building that will house the anticipated long term enrollment numbers without having to start in a smaller
space and then move into a larger space as enrollment demands increase.
With a marketing plan that is well outlined in order to attract students, the charter school has a good chance
of meeting the enrollment targets. With social media presence and direct mail flyers to both parents and
students, the charter school hopes to attract the type of student that has not found success in a traditional
school setting. Additionally, the Applicant has begun to build community awareness and interest in the new
offering. Because the charter school is a blended model, the community will need to be educated as to what
this actually looks like from a student’s perspective as well as how this model can benefit students,
(Application Section C2, Page 3).
Personnel needs are sufficient for the proposed school schedule along with the number of expected students
that will need in person assistance based upon their academic tiered level placement. The Applicant is able
to offer highly competitive salaries that will, hopefully, attract teachers that are experts working within the
blended learning delivery model. Job descriptions are provided for each staff position making it clear as to the
roles and responsibilities of each.
The budget is balanced with an ample amount of carryover funding for each school year. Within the budget
narrative, an explanation is given as to the type of equipment required for this model. As outlined in Section
C1, great thought has been given as to the type of furnishings that will be used to promote the needs of the
students, such as horseshoe shaped tables to promote collaboration.

Evidence of Capacity
Applicant Summary
Name

Andrew Szczepaniak
Scott Barker
Damian Creamer
Troy Wallin
Ryan Shook

Role
Authorized Representative, Proposed School
Leader
Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal
Charter Principal

Attended
Interview?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Analysis
The Applicant, through both the application process and the Capacity Interview, has demonstrated that it
has the experience, knowledge and leadership capacity to open and operate this charter school. Through
the relationship with Primavera Technical Learning Center and the board of directors, the Applicant has
access to many years of experience within an online curriculum and the presence of a non-profit entity
that is willing and able to provide for the ongoing needs of the students that attend this charter school.
Through the purchase of chrome books, internet access and bus passes, the non-profit indicates a
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knowledge of the community and its needs, as well as a willingness to support these students in their
endeavors to become contributing members of society.
The school leader brings over 25 years of educational experience with him to support the academic
program. Additionally, Mr. Shook has many years of experience providing back office support to charter
school in California, (Capacity Interview 8:46 – 11:45). Together, these two individuals have the
leadership capacity to monitor both the success of the educational program and the compliance within
both operations and finance.
Throughout the Capacity Interview, the passion for the success of this particular charter school was
evident from the entire interview team. With the collective life experiences of these individuals, the TRP is
confident that this charter school will meet the goals for both the students and the community.
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CONSENSUS REVISED SUBSTANTIVE REVIEW RUBRIC FOR THE ASBCS 2019‐2020 CYCLE
Applicant Group
Proposed School Name

Part A
A.1
A.1a
A.1b
A.1c
A.1d
A.1e
A.1f
A.1 Total
A.2
A.2a

A.2b

A.2c
A.2 Total
A.3
A.3a

A.3b

A.3c
A.3d
A.3e
A.3 Total
A.3.1
A.3.1a

Valor Preparatory Academy, LLC
Valor Preparatory Academy

REVISED APPLICATION RATINGS
Educational Plan
Educational Philosophy
F A M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
Provide a clear and comprehensive overview of the school's philosophical approach, describing
how students will learn and what the teacher's role in that learning will be.
1
Incorporate the elements fundamental to the school's program of instruction.
Include a mission statement that is clear, cohesive, comprehensive and has a focus on outcomes
rather than inputs.
Articulate how the school's educational philosophy is aligned with the mission statement of the
proposed school.
Present a rationale that clearly supports how the selected approach improves pupil achievement
in the target population, including research and/or experience.

1
1
1

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Describe the class size and teacher‐student ratios and clearly explain how these address the
needs of the target population for improved pupil achievement and educational choice.

1
0
F

0
A

3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Demonstrate clear understanding of methods of instruction key to the program of instruction,
including formative assessment strategies, which clearly demonstrate alignment to the
curriculum, assessments, and Educational Philosophy.

1

Present a rationale for the selected curriculum, methods of instruction and assessment that
support improving pupil achievement in the target population.
Explain how the Program of Instruction will result in achieving the outcomes described in the
school's mission.

1
1

Ensure the Program of Instruction is consistent with the Academic Systems Plan.
Mastery and Promotion
Present clear criteria and conditions for promotion from one level to the next, to include the level
of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content.

Meets the Criteria

1

Present an explanation of how the implementation of the program of instruction described in A.3
meets the needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement and providing
educational choice.

Program of Instruction
Describe the curriculum for the core academic content areas, which clearly demonstrates
alignment to the Educational Philosophy and Arizona State Standards.

Meets the Criteria

1

Ensure the mission statement on the Target Population Page is consistent with the narrative.

Target Population
Identify the target population consistent with the information provided on the Target Population
Page, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students and community the school intends to
serve, including current levels of academic performance of the surrounding schools.

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

A.3.1b
A.3.1c
A.3.1d
A.3.1e
A.3.1 Total
A.3.2
A.3.2a
A.3.2b
A.3.2c

Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process the school will use to determine grade‐
level promotion and retention consistent with A.R.S. 15‐701.
Present a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions that guide the grade level promotion
decisions.
Describe the process for student retention.
Ensure consistency with Area II of the Academic Systems Plan.

1
1

0
Course Offerings and Graduation Requirements
F
Identify graduation requirements for the school that will meet A.R.S. 15‐701.01.
Describe a comprehensive viable and adequate process that includes clear criteria and conditions
for awarding course credit.

0
A

1
1
5
M
1
1

A.3.2.e

Ensure consistency with the program of instruction and alignment with the Business Plan as
presented in the application package.

1

A.4b

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Include a school calendar with the total number of days the proposed school will be in session,
early‐release days, scheduled holidays and additional days off.

1

School calendar clearly demonstrates compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01.

A.4e
A.4 Total
A.5
A.5a
A.5b

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Clearly demonstrating that the school calendar is in compliance with A.R.S. 15‐341.01, specifically in monitoring
the number of instructional hours that a student attends school.

1
Provide a rationale for the selected weekly schedule that clearly supports improving pupil
achievement in the target population.
Identify professional development opportunities consistent with the information provided in Area
IV of the Academic Systems Plan.
Academic Systems Plan
Provide predicted target figures for Percent Passing in Mathematics and Reading aligned with
target population information provided in Section A.2
Provide a clear description of the basis for setting baseline figures that aligns with Section A.2.

Meets the Criteria

1

A.4c

A.4d

Technical Assistance/ Comments
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

A.4a

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Provide a menu of course offerings which include course titles and brief descriptions of classes
consistent with State requirements and clearly demonstrate alignment to the Program of
Instruction.

School Calendar and Weekly Schedule
Provide the length of the school day (approximate start and dismissal times) and how many
minutes will be designated for each core academic subject that clearly demonstrate compliance
with hours/minutes of instruction for each grade level served for the proposed school calendar
(standard or extended) pursuant to A.R.S. 15‐901.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria

Provide a rationale for the selected criteria and conditions for awarding course credit and how
they represent student capacity to pass the end of the course State assessments.

A.3.2.d

A.3.2 Total
A.4

Meets the Criteria

1
1
0
F

1
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

A.5c

A.5d

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive curriculum system (Area I):
i. Adoption of curriculum aligned to Arizona State Standards;
• adopting new and supplemental curriculum,
• gathering curriculum options,
• evaluating proposed curriculum programs and materials, and
• verifying the curriculum is aligned to Arizona State Standards.
ii. Implementation of curriculum to include;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• determining if curriculum is effective based on criteria set by the school,
• ensuring that the curriculum allows students to meet the standards,
• verifying whether curriculum is aligned to student needs, and
• identifying if a curricular gap is preventing the students from mastering a standard.
iv. Revision of curriculum to include;
• making revisions to existing curriculum, and
• replacing/supplementing existing curriculum through adoption of new curriculum.
v. Adaptation to address the curriculum needs of subgroup populations by;
• ensuring that implemented curriculum and supplemental curriculum meet the identified needs
of students in subgroups.
Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive assessment system to assess student performance (Area II):
i. Developing the assessment system;
• creating a data collection system that involves both formative and summative assessments,
• ensuring the assessment system is aligned to the curriculum, and
• the instructional methodology/program.
ii. Analyzing assessment data;
• students are performing,
• whether instructional methodology and curriculum are meeting the needs of all students, and
• what adjustments are made when methodology and/or curriculum are not meeting student
needs.
iii. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
iv. Year to Year comparison;
• determine what data will be collected to allow for valid and reliable comparisons of student
growth and proficiency
• determine the analysis completed during the year to allow for valid and reliable comparisons
from year to year.

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

1

A.5e

A.5f

A.5g
A.5h
A.5i
A.5j
A.5 Total
A.6.6‐8

A.6.6‐8a

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive system for monitoring instruction (Area III):
i. Monitoring instruction;
• gathering evidence to ensure that the classroom instruction is aligned with standards,
• identifying if the instruction is taking place in the manner prescribed by curriculum planning
documents,
• verifying if the instruction allows students to effectively master state standards, and
• ensuring that adjustments are made to the curriculum for students in subgroup populations.
ii. Evaluating instructional practices;
• integrating curriculum into instruction consistently, and
• implementing the curriculum with fidelity to the design of the curriculum and program of
instruction.
iii. Evaluation of curriculum to include;
• gathering evidence to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional practices for all instructional
staff,
• using criteria to clearly measure instructional quality, and
• disaggregating teacher evaluation data to identify strengths, weaknesses and needs of
individual teachers.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups.
•
evaluating the instruction delivered to each separate subgroup to ensure that necessary
adjustments are made regularly for each group.
v.
Providing feedback that develops the quality of teaching and standards integration;
• analyzing the information gathered in the teacher evaluation process in order to provide
feedback specific to each individual staff member on their quality of teaching and standards
integration.

1

Revised submission Meets the Criteria

Provide sufficiently detailed and implementable action steps that address each of the following
elements of a comprehensive professional development system (Area IV):
i. Developing the professional development plan;
• determining what PD topics will be covered throughout the year and
• deciding what data and analysis will be used to make those decisions.
ii. Supporting high quality implementation;
• supporting high quality implementation of PD strategies by providing support and
• allocating resources such as time, space, and the necessary material items required for
implementation.
iii. Monitoring implementation and follow‐up;
• monitoring that the strategies learned in professional development are implemented, and
• following up with instructional staff regarding levels of implementation.
iv. Adapted to meet the needs of subgroups;
• determining what topics are addressed during PD to meet the needs of subgroups.

1

Identify the frequency and/or timing sufficient for the timely completion of the action steps as
part of a comprehensive system in each Area.
Identify concrete documentation that will serve as evidence to demonstrate completion of all
components of each action step.
Provide adequate personnel resources responsible for completing action steps that support the
Areas. Identify the title/role/positions of the individual(s).
Be consistent with all sections of the application package

1
1
1
0

6‐8 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.

0

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
10
Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.6‐8b

A.6.6‐8c

A.6.6‐8d

A.6.6‐8e

A.6.6‐8f

A.6.6‐8g

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

A.6.6‐8 Total
0
A.6.9‐12
9‐12 Grade Span Instructional Analysis
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
1. Learning
A.6.9‐12a
Target: Identify the objectives students must know that align with the Required Standard and
can be assessed to demonstrate mastery of the Required Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
2. Prior
A.6.9‐12b
Knowledge: List the knowledge/skills that are required prior to meeting learning targets.
Describe how prior knowledge will be used to introduce the learning target.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
3.
Instructional Plan: Describe the process for presenting new information, necessary for students
A.6.9‐12c
to meet the learning targets. Describe the instructional strategies used to lead students to meet
each of the learning targets identified.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
4.
Instruction: Describe the activity/tasks students will complete to meet the learning targets.
A.6.9‐12d
Identify components of the program of instruction and educational philosophy that are
incorporated into instruction.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
5. Formative
A.6.3.9‐12e
Assessment: List criteria for determining whether students have met each of the learning targets.

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

0

7

Technical Assistance/Comments
Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1

A.6.9‐12f

A.6.9‐12g

Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
6.
Summative Assessment: Describe how students will demonstrate mastery of the Required
Standard. Describe the criteria used to determine whether a student has mastered the Required
Standard.
Provide a complete response based on the Required Standard for Reading, Writing, Mathematics,
and Science.
7.
Remediation: Describe the processes available to provide support to students that do not meet
the learning targets.

B.1a
B.1b
B.1c

1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.
1
0

A.6.9‐12 Total
Part B
B.1

Meets the Criteria in Reading, Writing, Mathematics, and Science.

0
Part A Sub Total
Operational Plan
Applicant Entity
F
Describe in detail the Applicant’s history, including its establishment, evolution, and how
operating a charter school became part of its mission as documented in the minutes or resolution
of intent to apply for a charter school.
Provide a clear and cohesive organizational chart and narrative that clearly delineates the roles,
responsibilities, and reporting structure for each position on the chart.

0
1

7
52

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Clearly describe any subsidiary relationship of the Applicant entity to another organization.

1

B.1d

Identify any current or prior charter operation by the Applicant, and any Principal, including the
authorizer, timeframe, and nature of involvement.

1

B.1e

Discuss the role of each Principal in the entity. Clearly describe the qualifications of each Principal
to support the Education Plan, Operational Plan, and/or Business Plan.

1

B.1f
B.1g
B.1h
B.1 Total
B.2

Be consistent with the background information documents provided for each individual.
Ensure consistency with legal documentation establishing entity, including number of directors
required by Bylaws.
Ensure consistency with information listed on Title Page and the contents of the application
package.

B.2b

Governing Body
Clearly identify the specific roles and the responsibilities of the school governing body as per
A.R.S. §15‐183 (E)(8).
Clearly indicate if the corporate board for Applicant will also act as the school governing body, or
if and when a school governing body separate from the corporate board will be established.

B.2c

Describe how the composition of the school governing body will have the capacity to fulfill its
requirements and supports the school's mission.

B.2d

Describe a clear and appropriate process for selecting initial governing body members and filling
vacancies that result in selecting a governing body qualified to fulfill its responsibilities.

B.2a

1
1
1
0
F

0
A

B.3a

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Providing a description of the school governing body's capacity to fulfill its requirements and support the school
mission.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
1

Management and Operation
Provide an organizational chart and clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of each
position on the chart as it pertains to administering the day‐to‐day activities of the school.

Meets the Criteria

1

B.2e
B.2 Total
B.3

Meets the Criteria

0
F

2
A

Revised submission addresses the criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring consistency with section Bylaws of the application package regarding the number of directors on the
school board.
3
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

B.3b

B.3c
B.3d
B.3 Total
B.3.1

Meets the Criteria

Present a comprehensive viable and adequate operational plan that includes oversight
responsibilities related to instruction and operational services. Plan must identify the number of
administrative personnel (each year for the first three years) and their oversight responsibilities
related to the following areas:
i. Instruction,
ii. Curriculum and Assessment (mandated State testing),
iii. Staff Development,
iv. Financial Management,
v. Contracted Services,
vi. Personnel,
vii. Grants Management, and
viii. Student Information System (SIS).

1

Identify critical skills or experience that will indicate the minimum qualification for fulfillment of
those responsibilities.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1
1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

4
M Technical Assistance / Comments
NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1d

Education Service Providers
Present a detailed explanation of how contracting with or having a governance relationship with
the ESP:
• allows the Applicant to fulfill its mission and implement its program of instruction, and
• meets the identified needs of the target population including improving pupil achievement.
Provide relevant performance data for other schools that the ESP has managed that
demonstrates the ESP's success in implementing the program of instruction and improving pupil
achievement in a comparable population.
Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP consistent with the service
agreement.
(CMOs only) Ensure that the relationship between the ESP and Applicant entity described in the
narrative is clearly consistent with the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws in Section B.1.
(EMOs only) Provide an explanation for the reasons for contracting with an ESP, in general, and
this provider in particular, and how the ESP will further the school’s mission and program.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1e

(EMOs only) Describe the Applicant’s performance expectations for the ESP consistent with the
service agreement, and a viable and adequate plan for how the Applicant will evaluate that
performance.
(EMOs only) Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the Applicant consistent
with the service agreement.
Ensure ESP‐related costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up
and Three‐Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

NOT APPLICABLE

B.3.1a

B.3.1b
B.3.1c

B.3.1f
B.3.1g
B.3.1h
B.3.1 Total
B.3.2
B.3.2a
B.3.2b
B.3.2c
B.3.2d
B.3.2e

Contracted Services
Delineate all areas, for which the Applicant plans to contract with a service provider.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
0
F

0
A

Identify the minimum professional qualifications and/or experience expected of those to be
retained to perform each listed contracted service.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs of each listed contracted services.
Describe how the costs associated with each listed contracted service are viable and adequate for
the target population identified in A.2.
Ensure costs are described in the Budget Assumptions and included in the Start‐Up and Three‐
Year Operational Budget as appropriate.

B.3.2 Total
Part B Sub Total

0
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1
1
1
1

0

0

5

0

2

20

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised submission Meets the Criteria

Part C
C.1
C.1a

Business Plan
Facilities Acquisition
Identify a timeframe for securing an appropriate facility consistent with theTarget Start Date
identified on the Target Population Page.

C.1b

Identify and describe the facility necessary to implement the program. Include square footage,
number of classrooms, layout of space (floor plan), and location that will accommodate the
number of anticipated students and class size as identified throughout the application package.

C.1c

(For a planned location only): Identify and provide documentation on available facilities within
the target market that will allow implementation of the program of instruction and support the
student population and class size described in the application package.

F

A

M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1
NOT APPLICABLE

Meets the Criteria

C.1c‐a

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only) Identify costs associated
with securing the facility and ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
including obtaining educational occupancy.

1

C.1c‐b

(For an already acquired facility, purchased land or proposed build only): Describe any financial
arrangements that have been made for securing the facility.

1

C.1c‐c

Ensure the Layout of Space is consistent with the narrative.

1

C.1c‐d
C.1c‐e
C.1 Total
C.2
C.2a

Ensure costs as described in the narrative accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Assumptions.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
Marketing and Student Enrollment
Provide a viable and adequate timeframe for recruiting students consistent with the start‐up date
of the proposed school identified on the Target Population Page.

1
0
F

0
A

C.2c

1

C.2d

Describe how the costs associated with the marketing plan are viable and adequate to attract the
projected student population identified in Year 1 of the Three‐Year Operational Budget.

1

C.2e

Ensure costs as described in the narrative are accounted for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year
Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget Assumptions.

1

C.2f
C.2g

C.2h
C.2 Total
C.3
C.3a

C.3b

C.3c

1

Describe the proposed fair and equitable admission requirements and documents required in the
enrollment packet.
Describe the enrollment procedures compliant with A.R.S. §15‐184, including the timeframe,
process used if capacity is insufficient to enroll all students, and documentation collected for
student registration once a student is admitted to the school.

1

Provide a detailed plan to recruit, hire, and train instructional staff consistent with the start‐up of
the school.

Meets the Criteria

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

1

Identify the enrollment targets, including the minimum and maximum projected enrollment at
each grade level that will be set, and how these targets were determined.
Personnel
Provide a clear and comprehensive staffing plan, including the minimum professional
qualifications and/or experience for each position.
Describe how the staffing plan is adequate for the effective implementation of the program of
instruction and operation of the charter school as described, including:
• the grades and number of students to be served in each of the first three years of operation,
and
• the number of each type of instructional and non‐instructional personnel each year.

Meets the Criteria

1 Meets the Criteria
7
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1

Provide a clear and comprehensive plan that is viable and adequate to support the number of
students included in the Three‐Year Operational Budget.
Provide clear and specific sources for costs associated with the marketing plan.

C.2b

Meets the Criteria

1
0
F

0
A

Meets the Criteria

8
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
Meets the Criteria
1

1

Meets the Criteria

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.3d

Describe how the process for recruiting initial instructional staff and the identified salaries in the
Three‐Year Operational Budget result in a staff qualified to effectively implement the program of
instruction.

1

C.3e

Ensure all salaries and Employee Related Expenses (ERE) described in the narrative are accounted
for in the Start‐Up and Three‐Year Operational Budgets and fully described in the Budget
Assumptions.

1

C.3 Total
C.4
C.4a
C.4b

Start‐Up Budget
List only sources of start‐up revenue fully supported by Verifiable Proof of Secured Funds
documentation.
List expenditures to cover the start‐up plans described in the application package.

Meets the Criteria

0
F

0
A

5
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

Meets the Criteria

C.4c

Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1

Revised Submission Meets the Criteria

C.4d

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.
Ensure that timeframes described in all sections of the application package are consistent with
timeframes listed on the Start‐Up Budget.
Be consistent with all sections of the application package.

1

Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria

C.4e
C.4f
C.4 Total
C.5
C.5a
C.5b

C.5c

C.5d
C.5e
C.5f
C.5g

Three‐Year Operational Budget
List expenditures to cover the Educational Plan, Operational Plan, and Business Plan described in
the application package.
Ensure state equalization detailed in Projected Revenue Calculator is consistent with the Target
Population and the student count by grade level.
(If student count add‐ons are used in determining projected revenue) Provide an adequate
rationale for using the student count add‐on levels in the Projected Revenue Calculator in the
assumptions that is consistent with the target population described in Section A.2.

1
0
F

0
A

1 Meets the Criteria
6
M Technical Assistance / Comments
Meets the Criteria
1
1

NOT APPLICABLE

Provide an adequate rationale for the percent of full enrollment used as the basis of the budget
for Year 1 consistent with Section C.2.
Demonstrate through the assumptions that the amounts listed are viable and adequate.

1
1

If operational revenue is used to pay for expenses incurred during the start‐up period, clearly
describe in the assumptions the sources of costs and repayment terms.

1

Ensure revenues cover expenditures.

1

Be consistent with all sections of the application package.
C.5h

Grand Total

Part C Sub Total
Parts A, B, and C
No scoring area in Part A, B, or C received a score of Falls Below

More than one scoring area in each section scored Approaches
Educational Plan Meets 95% Test
Operational Plan Fails 95% Test
Business Plan Meets 95% Test
CONCLUSION Fails to Meet the Criteria, Therefore Substantively Incomplete
SUMMARY

0
0
0

1
1
4

Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Revised Submission Meets the Criteria
Meets the Criteria
Revised submission addresses criteria, but lacks sufficient detail in:
Ensuring consistency with section C.5 of the application package regarding the offering of special education
services.

1

C.5 Total

Meets the Criteria

6
32
104

